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PREFACE
The pages which are here submitted to the

public are the result of the work of the past

thirty years with successive classes of students.

The lectures were revised and enlarged with each

successive delivery, and several times entirely re-

written in the effort to meet the questions of

current thought, and once with a special view

of helping Japanese students who must approach

the study of Christian truth from a point of

view quite different from that of their European

brethren. The principle which underlies the

entire work was forced upon the writer while

still a youthful pastor striving to minister to

the spiritual wants of a congregation in which

were a number of keen young men familiar

with the current scepticism of forty years ago.

In striving to meet this he found that the

apologetics of the eighteenth century were of

little or no service. The questions of historical

criticism, of scientific objection, and of pan-

theistic and materialistic philosophy were so
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new in form and principle that the old defences

offered no satisfaction. In fact in striving to

help others, he found his own faith put to the

test. His sole anchorage in this conflict was

the inner assurance of faith. In the quiet of

closet communion all doubt as to the essential

truth of Christianity as a faith of the heart

in God and in His word disappeared before

the assurance of faith. It was soon clear to

him that this rather than rational, scientific, or

historical investigation, must in the very nature

of the case be the basis of the faith of the

great majority of mankind. Even his acute

and scholarly young hearers in busy profes-

sional life could give to such questions only

the most superficial attention. His own busy

pastorate made it difficult if not impossible to

himself to do justice to any one of the fields

opened up by the current thought of the age.

And if this was the case with college-bred men,

what of the masses of mankind ? Xhis forced

him back upon the fundamental question of the

true foundation of all certainty in religion. The

answer to the question the reader will find im-

perfectly presented in the present work, together

with a humble attempt from such foundation to
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reconstruct theology. He hopes that the truth

is the old truth in its evangelical fulness, and

that his readers will be able each one for him-

self to carry forward to greater completeness

the work here begun. In this hope it is

offered to the Christian student with the prayer

that God may graciously condescend to use it

for His glory. n. B.

Toronto, Attgust 1900.
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INDUCTIVE THEOLOGY

INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER I

RELIGION AND THEOLOGY

Religion is an existing fact both in human
nature and in human history. It is therefore a

proper subject for scientific investigation.

The most casual examination of the facts of re-

ligion will show us that it embraces three elements :

1st, ^fltjrrrnt" n*'
^''^^^"p which may vary from

dread, fear, awe, reverence, to trust and love. 2nd,

Ideas, or conceptions gf the nn.'^^^n p>^j'"''<- of these

feelings and of our relations to Him. 3rd, ^cta

of worship and service founded on these feelings

and ideas, and giving practical expression to them.

Reliedon ma\^ thusbe defingd as the relation niigion maj; i^.
man's heart andJ'fp tn Qpd ,as. the unseqn power

of the Universe . These definitions apply to all

religions, perfect or imperfect, true or false, natural

or supernatural. Every historical religion has some
feeling toward God, some idea of Him, and ex-

presses both by some form of worship.

These elements of religion, as facts of human
nature and history, may be studied in various

'^ ^,
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ways. As elements in the constitution of human
nature they may be studied as a department of

psychology ; as giving rise to various cults and

to peculiar customs of different races, they may
be studied as a department of antiimpQlagy^ or

they may be treated as a distinct science, the

science of cijm4m£iUive_ religion. In each of these

three methods of treatment the interest is purely

scientific. The student may or may not be a

religious man ; /.c. himself a believer in religion

and religious truths. He simply proceeds by the

usual method of analysis and generalization in

dealing with attested and existent facts.

An entirely different interest arises and an

entirely different method of procedure results

when the student approaches the study of re-

ligion for the purpose of perfecting his own
religious life and that of his fellow-m^i^^ He
deals now no longer with the mere facts in

the causes and methods of their occurrence,

but with the inner nature of the facts. His

questions now are : Are these feelings right or

wrong? Are these ideas true or false? Are

these actions reasonable and proper, or absurd

and unworthy ? He is even thrown back to

a more fundamental investigation. Is religion

a true and essential element of human life ? or

is it an imperfection, an accidental excrescence,

to be removed as speedily as it can be done

with safety ?

The answer to these questions must be found

in an examination of the second element in our
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definition of religion. We can only judge of

the right or wrong of our feelings toward God
and of the propriety or absurdity of our acts

of worship and service when we have examined

the truth or falsity of our ideas of God and

of our relation to Him. Again, having settled

the right and truth of religion in general, we

can only hope to perfect our religious life by

the aid of true conceptions of God and of our

relation to Him. Theology is the science which

deals with this field of truth in this religious

interest.

THEOLOGY.

In every science it is of the utmost importance

that we define clearly the province of our in-

vestigation and the method by which it is to

be conducted. The province of theology is the

truth concerning God_aDd- our relations, to Him
as it has been revealed to man's religious faith

j^pH h;^5; eptered intojiis religious_^llig. Its duty

is to separate this truth from error and to pre-

sent it in the unity of scientific form. Theology

is on one side nearly related to, yet distinct from,

philosophy. Pfiilosophy seek s for the ultimate,

cause of^all being and the relation of all being

to the first cause ; But- it pursues this investiga-

tion by the aid of the fundamental principles

of pure reason and the laws of.human thought.

It apprehends the first cause tW the light of

reason.; theology by ^^^ l'ght^_oI religiou&^faitb .

Science also seeks for an ultimate cause, or
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rather unity of cause, but it proceeds upon the

basis of fari-s observed by the senses. If it

passes beyond this limit it becomes philosophy.

Theology, philosophy ,
and science, aro thus

iniimately related. Xh£y_all point in the same
direction, but eacJLillQng its own pathway . They
should never be confused. They should be mutu-

ally helpful. But they can be made so only

by perfect confidence each in the other, and

by each conscientiously cultivating its own field

without jealousy of its neighbour. Their final

perfection will be a perfect harmony of results.

The comparative science of religions also lies

very near to the province of theology. An
important element of science must be the study

of the theologies or mythologies of the several

religions, i.e. of their conceptions of God. But

comparative religion deals with these in their

origin, their historical development and their

mutual inter-relations. It treats them as his-

torical facts, leaving the essential truth or falsity

of each as a matter for separate investigation. It

is evident that this can never be determined, and

should not even be prejudged by the facts of

origin and development. For the settlement of

this question the tests of truth must be applied to

the thing itself, and these tests must be such as

are applicable to the thing in its own nature. We
cannot test colour by the ear, or music by the eye.

So in this field, theology has its own province and

must proceed by its appropriate methods.

We conclude, then, that the province of theology

%^
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is to ascertain the truth which is apprehended in

reh'gious faith, to separate that truth from error,

to present it in unity of scientific system, and

to demonstrate its harmony with all related

truth.

THEOLOGICAL MLi'IlOD.

Theology, like science and philosophy, must

proceed by a right method if it is to succeed in

its task. Method is (^nnrepied
\yi\\\ \}<;}\\]

thp

collection aiTd Hielrpattnpnt of matpn'nl In the

physical and natural sciences the materials arc

obtained through the senses, and method in the

collection of material in this field is chiefly con-

cerned with accuracy of observation. The facts

of nature are ultimate things. Science may not

criticise or question them. Her only duty is to

know them accurately, not "o mistake them.

Having so collected her materials she treats

them by inductive processes, i.e. she analyses,

compares and classifies her facts, and seeks to

reach general facts which she calls laws. This

is the inductive method. In the mathematical

sciences, on the other hand, the materials are

certain fundamental principles which we say can-

not be otherwise. Two and two not only are

four, but cannot but be four, ^liings equal to

the same thing are and cannot but be equal to

each other ; that is, we cannot think otherwise.

These are the necessary laws which govern our

conceptions of number and of space. PVom these

first principles we proceed to deduce conclusions
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by the syllogistic process. If the process is perfect

the conclusion is as certain as the fundamental

axioms. This is the deductive method. It is

introduced into the physical and natural sciences

in the formation of hypotheses and theories. The
true scientist, however, always distinguishes these

from his ascertained results, i.e. inductions care-

fully worked out. So in the mathematics we
help the child whose apprehension of number is

still undeveloped by a numeral frame. A true

mathematician scorns such assistance.

The mathematician thus builds with necessary

truth, the scientist with observed truth, and their

methods of treatment vary accordingly.

Philosophy, like mathematics, builds upon what

it takes to be necessary truth, and likewise largely

follows the deductive method and seeks to establish

its conclusions as necessary truth. It has, however,

in all ages arrived at certain ultimate contradic-

tions which it has not been able to remove, and

which show that the task is beyond the finite

mind. We may be able to follow the necessary

relations of finite space and number, and yet not

of infinite and absolute being.

In theology in the past the favourite method

"dec^ctujeT We have treated thehas been the

j^rnt;h'^ rpvpalptj^o reugious faith as necessary

truths, and we have boldly proceeded_to_ evolve

them into a deductive system, partly by combina-

tionwithin themselves and partly by intermixture

with_ our favourite philosophy. Has not this

method been the source both of confusion and

:
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of error? To arrppt tlip_i '-"^"^<-'''''"
ii^rtli^''' ''^i'^^

is true, a humbler ijath\vav.Jml_m^b-..snfm:. The

truths of religion may be necessiry truths. They
certainly so appear to religious faith. The re-

ligious faith cannot but conceive of truth, holiness

and love as attributes of God. Some of them so

appear even to pure reason. But do we not pass

the limits of our powers when we proceed to con-

clusions as to what God must be and do, involving

long deductive processes and the intermingling of

much philosophy ? We have, therefore, concluded

that the inductive method is the safer in the

study of theology, and will enable us with much
more assurance to confine ourselves to our own
province.

The_jndnrtLve methods ig als(3_in harmony with

the_priicesses by which religXQLis truth comes to

rQen. While in all cases it must ultimately be

received as an inward conviction, and in that

respect resembles intuitive and necessary truth,

yet these convictions in all religions arise from

facts of nature, history, or individual life which

are regarded as revealing God, or from the teach-

ing of men regarded as specially qualified to

interpret these facts. These facts and teachings

constitute the revelation of God to the race as

distinguished from the revelation to or in each

individual, and it is with this wider revelation

that theology has to do, and such a revelation, if

it really exists, clearly must be treated by the

inductive method. We must study it as it is, not

as we think it ought to be.

::>
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The materials of theology, whether they consist

of traditional teachings or sacred books, recorded

historical facts or facts of nature and daily human
life, must be treated inductively ; i.e. they must

be accurately observed and understood, and then

so collected as to present us with their whole

volume of religious truth.

Eutgrantmg.lliat our theology^ is to_bc chiefly

311. inductive_science, each inductive science has

its own rnethpd of observation and its own tests

of accuracy^in the definition of truth. The balance

fY in chemistry, measurement in physics, the micro-

-^ scope in biology, statistics in economics are familiar

examples. And not only the instrument but also

the observer must be fitted for his work. Gifts

of nature and acquired skill are necessary to the

highest efficiency. So here spiritual truth must

_be^judged by spiritual tests and_ by spiritual men.

The inductive method must he. adapted to religious

truth.

The primary requisite therefore to a student of

theology is strongs clear religious faitlL_ Without

this he is blind, has no eyes to see that for which

he is seeking. This religious faith must be pure

as well as active and strong. Its purity is secured

only by placing it in right relation to reason on

the one side and to conscience on the other. If,

through lack of exercise of sound reason and in-

telligence, it admits into its temple false notions

and imaginations it becomes superstition, and is

worshipping a lie. If through lack of attention

to the holy voice of conscience it admits unclean
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things, religion may become vile as well as
superstitious. Pure rpji^rinn nnrl iindefilcd arixc
from religious faith guarded by reason and con-
science, It seeks truth in the field of religion
just as conscience seeks truth in the region of
morals and reason seeks truth in the region of
knowledge.



CHAPTER II

CRITERIA OF TRUTH IN THEOLOGY

Truth is that in human thought which corre-

sponds to reality or fact in being. Such truth

is either general or particular, the widest exten-

sion belonging to that which we call necessary

truth. Science ever seeks the wider truth,

philosophy the necessary and universal. Re-

ligious truth is _Sgneral_ja.nd universal in 4hg
highest sphere, that of spiritual being.

How do we know truth as truth ? Especially,

how may we know religious truth ? What is the

nature and what are the means of certainty ?

That these questions are as necessary in the

sphere of religious truth as in that of science or

philosophy is evident, inasmuch as out of the

ultimate facts of nature, history and individual

life upon which religion is based have come not

only widely various and incompatible religious

systems, but almost endless variety of individual

notions and beliefs. This by no means implies

that truth and certainty are beyond our reach in

the field of religion. The same variations present

themselves in the history of science and philosophy.

They but prove to us that truth and certainty

10
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must be sought and can be found only by the

most painstaking effort.

Certainty as a state of mind is reached by

various processes.

1. In the use of the five senses.

2. In self-consciousness.

. The pure reason apprehending necessary

truth.

4. The moral intuition.

5. The aesthetic intuition.

6. The religious intuition (the basis of faith).

7. Spiritual consciousness.

These are the primary channels of certainty.

They may be confirmed by the process of verifi-

cation and extended to new aspects of the truth

by inductive or deductive reasoning.

These several means of certainty correspond to

the various fields of our knowledge. The senses

give us certainty of the facts of the material

world. By consciousness we apprehend and be-

come certain of the activities of our own minds.

Pure reason gives us certainty of necessary truth,

that which must be. The moral intuition yields

conviction of the right, the aesthetic of the beauti-

ful, the religious of the good, which is in God
alone. The last which we have called spiritual

consciousness may be questioned by many ; but

we venture to think that the truly spiritual man
will both understand it and recognise its validity.

In the deepest religious communion is there not a

direct sense of the Divine presence ? not a mere
faith in God's existence, but an immediate per-
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sonal consciousness of God which fills the soul

with reverential and adoring love and joy ? But

even to those who cannot go beyond a strong

faith that God is, we may illustrate spiritual con-

sciousness. Whenever friend meets friend, is there

not something more than that which the eye sees,

the ear hears, or the hand feels, a consciousness of

spiritual presence which is, indeed, meditated by

the outward and visible, but which stops not there ?

From such consciousness comes our deepest cer-

tainty of honesty, of sympathy, of love ; or, on the

other hand, of hate, deceit and malignity. We
venture to think that some of the deepest facts of

our nature will be overlooked if we do not recognise

this means of certainty.

These are our primary means of certainty. The
truth reached through these may be expanded by

various processes of reasoning, inductive and de-

ductive. But the certainty of these results is never

greater than that of the primary elements, and is

always subject to the errors possible in the process

of reasoning. Hence absokite certainty-itt-reasoned

resulta-is. possible ^^ ly where the nature, of the sub-

jectj_tJiG_jn£ans-of its appr<?hcn5ion,-ftn4 the reason -

ing pr.Q(;::esses aU-admic-of-GOftfid£iic£LtliaJ;.we_havs_

excluded error. Our best example of this is fur-

nished by the pure mathematics. In almost all

other fields the certainty of our reasoned results

is one of degree ; and as in practical life some
element of reason enters into all our thoughts,

even the certainty of that which we see and

hear is qualified at least as a foundation for

"&3
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scientific knowledge. Hence the absolute demand
in the scientific field for verification . The seeker

after truth has learned to doubt, and must verify

his convictions or, as he modestly calls them, his

first impressions, that he may arrive at more per-

fect certainty This, again, docs not invalidate

our knowledge or destroy our f^iith in certainty.

It only shows that all true certainty is to be

attained by the exercise of the highest moral

qualities.

There are tJ2rep_prnres.sps of ven'firafinn- em-

ployed, not only in scientific investigation but

in the concerns of ordinary life in which we
wish to reach a higher certainty. These are

:

(i) Comparison of different, method.s o f observa-

t[ojl_or Hiftprpot ob^prvations Ipading tn the same

result. (2) Harmoiiyof resiilis. (3) Elimination

oX-alL- contrad ictory hypotheses. Every school-

boy is familiar with the use of these proce.sses

in mathematics. He uses the first when he adds

his columns downwards to prove his addition,

the second when he casts out the nines or adds

remainder to subtrahend, and the third in the

reductio ad absurdum employed by Euclid. The
chemist verifies by repeating and by varying his

experiments, the astronomer by finding that ob-

servation corresponds to calculation. In religious

truth we shall find that verifications similar to

these are possible for the assurance of our faith.

The seven primary means of certainty which

we have enumerated are distinguished from each

other by variation in one important element, that
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of sensation or emotion. In vision among the

senses and in pure reason the emotional element

is almost entirely absent. In the sense of feeling

and in the moral, aesthetic and religious intuition

it is essentially present. Sir William Hamilton

JjaS-propounded a. la\v that in our cognitivejacul-

ties |nte]ligence_ is in inverse ratio _to__feeJing.

This principle has been popularly applied to

religious faith as a means of apprehending truth.

A. religious man is governed by his feelings, and

hence it is supposed that his conceptions of

truth are not trustworthy. To this it may be

replied that §ir-William Hamilton-V-Iaw-applics-

^tO- -reflective or reasoned cognition rather thail__

\n the Hirert jntuition on which- certainty is_

Jhiased- While the emotional element which ac-

companies intuition may exclude or interfere

with a reasoning process, it does not exclude

certainty. On the contrary, it renders it all the

more certain. There is no uncertainty about a

burnt finger, although there may be confusion

as to how it happened. Tlie—certainty -of -the-

Jiindamental fact revealed in the intuition is-uu.

-_Crea5;pH, and not H^mjnjshpd, by the emotion or-

_gensation which accompanifg it

I
We are now prepared to enquire wiiich of

these means of certainty are available for the

direct and assured apprehension of religious

truth ? which for its verification ? and which as

contributory to it ?

To answer these questions we must take a

more definite survey of the field in which re-

.^
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ligious truth is disclosed and of the manner in

which it has been presented to mankind. The
lowest forms of religion will perhaps afford the

simplest illustration.

The earliest element of any religious faith is

the recognition of God m the great works o£

jiature.- The sun, the starry heavens, a great

thunderstorm, a lofty mountain, will excite even

in the savage a feeling of awe and a sense 01

a being inconceivably greater than himself. The
most rudimentary and the most perfect religions

unite here. This recognition of God is not a

scientific or a philosophical apprehension of a

cause or author of these vast works ; it is rather

a feeling of a presence in them of an unseen

being. Jt is not the^ work of reason^redicating

a cause ; it is rather an impulse to worship with

reverential Jear. This impulse precedes all in-

vestigation of science or reflection of philosophy.

These may, in some minds, by producing a

greater familiarity with the outward phenomena,
diminish the religious impulse and apprehension.

In devout minds, which penetrate more deeply,

they will increase that apprehension, giving it

only a more spiritual form.

If this is a true representation of the simplest

and most universal appearance of religious faith,

we can now analyse it as related to our sense of

certainty or conviction of truth.

First of all, this- apprehension of an_ unseen
being is notjhejmf'xe nhservation -of^ thc senses.

He IS not directly seen, or heard, or felt. We
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see the lightning, we hear the thunder, we feel

the pelting storm. But even the savage mind

separates these from the object of which it is

afraid. As soon as universal literature begins

to express these first religious ideas in words,

it makes these things seem the servants or the

habitation of its God. " He shoots out his

lightnings " ;
" He sends forth his thunder-

bolts "
;

" He rides on the wings of the wind."

^he senses merelj^^ give us _the_fa_cts_in__which]

rod is discerned. They minister to our re-

iithj_ but.„,do not directly produce, ^.it

So again this religious faith cannot be as-

cribed to self-consciousness. This takes cogni-

zance of it, assures us of its existence, and

enters into it as it does into all other mental

states and acts. But in all this it only helps

into distinct spiritual existence that which has

its own independent origin. Is then this appre-

hension of an unseen being the work of reason ?

We think not. First, it precedes the conscious

exercise of reason. As Mr Watson truly says,

no people have developed either philosophy or

science except those who have been first re-

ligious. Conscious^j;eas^n inquiring for a cause

is a second thought ; religion is a first thought.

Nor is it that unconscious reason which governs

even the most rudimentary thought, for this is

a conscious conviction, or at least apprehension
;

that is, a mere order or form, controlling thoughts

which have their direct origin in the senses.

We areJhus tkrowii_ba.ck.,lQjiJLhe_ origin oLthis

111.
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In of this _

religious^Jdea^ upon the jiexL £lass of means of_

certainty^, those by. v\diich we discern the great

attributes, of real being, beauty^-right^goadness,

and with that the total of jthe.se. or God. Al-

though we have named these as separate channels

of certainty, yet it may easily be seen that they

stand by themselves as a class. They apprehend

spiritual attributes of being as the five senses

apprehend material attributes. They pronounce

judgment. It is right, beautiful, good. But

this distinction of attributes and conscious judg-

ment is like science and philosophy, a later work.

Into it reason as well as the intuitive judgment

has entered. But before reason and experience

have enabled us thus to analyse and distinguish

these intuitive judgments, there is of spiritual as

of material things a mingled consciousness giving

us conviction of a spiritual world. And as in the

material world, the first indistinct impressions of

our senses under the law of reason become con-

victions of definite attributes and of the unity

of these in individual objects, so this first in-

distinct spiritual intuition becomes distinct con-

viction of definite spiritual attributes, and of the

unity of these in " God, the Father Almighty,

Maker of all things, Judge of all men." The
conviction of spiritual truth or reality is thus

perfectly analogous to that of truth received or

reality perceived through the senses, and reason

as a law of thought enters both the one and the

other. There seems no reason for the rejection

of the one rather than the other. We may, in
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fact, verify the whole field of spiritual certainty

by its analogy to that of certainty in material

things, as has been done by Butler and Drum-
mond. Still further, as we verify and correct

the senses by each othpr, so also in the spintiia.1—

field_we must h^jH _g.nr_iinn^''pt <'<^ny of right a n'->

beauty and goodness-in-Jiarmojiious relation, _ if

we __would_ apprehend exact truth. We have

already spoken of reason as the means by which

we first distinguish and then verify our intuitive

perceptions, both of the material and the spiritual.

Reason is that which gives us necessary truth,

the must be. It calls all our thinking to obey

the must be ; first instinctively, then upon con-

scious reflection. Among the most unmistak-

able of these vtust-be's are that which links

attribute to essence, and that which demands
cause for effect. These are the must-be's which

instinctively unify our sense impressions of

material attributes in convictions of individual

objects. Under the same law of reason men
instinctively unite their apprehensions of spiritual

attribute awakened in the presence of nature and

history in the conviction of a personal God. And
as the law of cause and effect unfolds our appre-

hension of the outer world into science, and veri-

fies each element of our knowledge therein, so in

the spiritual world the law of cause and effect

plays a similar part.

Thus far we have traced our conviction of

spiritual realities as mediated by the aid of

material things : i.e, of facts apprehended by
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the senses. We have seen God sind the attrl:

butes of^God only through_His—wojcks.and in

this__ seeing, reason and spiritual—sensibilities

have.-Jjeen. united- There has been a vision

of faith unfolded into distinct intelligence and

strong assurance under the law of reason. We
may now ask, Is a more _ direct- vision of God
possible? something which corresponds more

closely to our relation to the physical world ?

A more immediate, spiritual consciousness with-

out_thg„intervention of the material ? If this

is possible to man, it does not follow that it

is a common or universal experience. In all

nature it is the elementary or the rudimentary

which is universal, the more perfect forms, the

complete development is more rare. When
Christ says, " Blessed are the pure in heart for

they shall see God," or when John writes, " He
that dwelleth in love dwelleth in God and God
in him," and again, " Our fellowship is with the

Father and with His Son," there is evidently

reference to a rare and higher form of religious

life. So again in the words, " This is eternal life

to know Thee the only true God and Jesus Christ

whom Thou hast sent." A careful study of the

Jiigher forms. oilj£ligiGus-4ife--to--be_tbmid.jaJthe.
.lli§toix_oLlhe race wilV-we.. thinkij:Jear]y justify

^the_ statement that such have attained Jq an
ijmmediate consciousness of-_the presence—and.
favour of God, giving a full, assurance of faith

The immediate means of certainty in religion!

is thus not sense, nor self-consciousness, nor
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reason, but fei'tb ;
at first, it may be, very dimly

discerning God in His works and in His doing

to the children of men ; but rising to higher

perfection as we learn of Him from those to

whom He has been more perfectly revealed,

and finally yielding perfect assurance to those

who have received the gift of the Holy Ghost.

It is only by the recognition of this capacity

in man that we can account for the phenomena

of religion as we find them in the history of

the race, and to some extent in each person's

individual experience.

If it be asserted that in these religious

phenomena we have no trustworthy basis of

certainty, the reply is that in this matter we i

'fl at least have certainty, for certainty is a sub-|

jective thing. sometjijOE- rnanifest in. conscious-j

\ jiess- Unless the whole religious world are

hypocrites and liars, they certainly feel confident

in their religious faith. If the sincerity of their

assurance is admitted, but the claim made that

in such assurance they are deceived, then we
can but deal with this religious assurance, as

we deal with any other assurance, ^ubmiLit-iD

vrrifif^T^tinn

l'"' ^irsL the test of numl;>ers. One man may be

deceived, all cannot be. In the experience of all

the ages and nations who have been feeling after

God and who have discerned Him, and the best

of whom have come to know Him, there must be

truth, unless we commit spiritual suicide and con-

clude that man was made to believe a lie.
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( ^^ Secondly, the_test of harmony . The right and

the good and the beautiful unite in God. They
harmonise with each other. All religion has not

been beautiful nor even just and pure. But wherein

it has failed of giisJtice and jaunty and beauty it has

fallen short of religion. The perfect ideal of these

three is one.

(O Thirdly, theJesLliLreasan.. Reason builds wijih

X Yte. materia l-^ affnrdfH hy these spirituals seasibili-

tifiS- as freely and as perfectly as with those

furnished by the outward senses, and her most

perfect science and philosophy unite the spiritual

and the material world. Giid_aiid. the. _first cause

are_£)ai&r

(i^) Lastly , inasmuch as all certainty is founded

on re^ty, as truth is the correspondence of our

thought to reality and religious apprehension

arises in the presence of outward things, then

it /may iairly be dernanded of religion, that it

be_built__jQii_objective historical facts, and not

ii^Qn traditional . fictioiis.

The test of religion as true must thus lie :

1. In that it yields a true faith in God, leading

to the full assurance of personal communion.

2. That in itself this faith yields the ideal

harmony of the holy, the beautiful, and the

good.

3. That it is reasonable, the faith of a rational

being.

4. That it builds from historic fact.
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OF RELIGIOUS FAITH AND THE REVELATION
OK GOD TO FAITH

We have just said that true religion, or truth in

religion, will approve itself to religious faith. It

fits itself to faith as light to the eye. Before we
can apply this as a criterion of religious truth we
must inquire more fully into the nature of this

faith. By faith we designate that act of

jhuman spirit by which we apprehend God^
[object of our religious feeljtig, worship .and service

iThere is included in it our ideas of God and our

relation to Him and His will concerning us. But

it is the act by which we apprehend these ideas in

the spirit of trust, of obedience, and of worship.

It is therefore mnrf;jjhinn_a_mprg; idea nf _Qod ]^
is idea or truth passing into emntinn, affertion and

will. It is therefore not a simple, but_a-Veiy

complex spijjtual act or state^ It includes in the

first place the whole trinity of spiritual intuitions.

It apprehends God as holy, as good, and as

glorious. To this apprehension of God its moral

nature yields obedient consent, its affections yield

trust and love, and its emotions are those of

adoring worship. Faith is thus related_to tjhe

*
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in

moral intuition, tQ__the aesthetic , and jo the,

Cfiligious. It fixes them all not upon an
abstract idea or prindple*- hut _upon a person.

In that person it finds its highest ideal of tne

right, the beautiful, and the good. And this

faith in this apprehension of God brings us into

His immediate presence, and is thus merged into

and perfected by an immediate consciousness of

God in and with us.

" Faith lends its realising light,

The clouds disperse, the shadows fly

;

The Invisible appears in sight,

And God is seen by mortal eye."

r

jBut it will be seen that in the very origin of this|

faith there lies an element of cognition, an idea of

od. This idea is created by faith in the firs^

instance. In the presence of the outer facts of

nature and history, faith first conceives this idea.

" That which may be known of God is manifest in

them ; for God hath shown it unto them. For
the invisible things of Him from the creation of

the world are clearly seen, being understood by
the things that are made, even His eternal power
and Godhead" (Rom. i. 19, 20).

But when once these true ideas of God have
thus become the possession of the race, and are

handed down among men, they have power, on
the other hand, to awaken faith. It falls to very

few men to find God purely or originally by the
light of nature, or even by the aid of the great

historic facts of supernatural revelation. Such

I
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original discovery of God and all additions to

such discovery in new facts of history have ever

been regarded as the result of a special divine

gift to chosen men, an inspiration of the Holy

Spirit. But once that God has thus been revealed

subjectively as well as objectively, the truth thus

received becomes a possession of the race. And
it of itself, through the same Divine spirit by

which it was first given, has power to awaken

the activity of faith. All other attributes of

God, as well as His righteousness, are " revealed

from faith to faith." That is, our knowledge of

them springs out of faith and it tends again to

beget faith. It is this relation of religious truth

to religious falth_ which forms the basis of our

first critexion_.of religious .truth. It springs out

of faith, it creates faith, it approves itself to

faith as light to the eye.

But it must be borne in mind that this revt;U--

tion is not a part frnm the. Divine Spiritr- If even

this revealed truth is severed from its spirit and

becomes a cold speculation of reason, it may lose

all its power and become profitless to him that

hears and to him that speaks. A theology that

is without the living spirit has ceased to be

theology. It is mere science or philosophy.

And being completely out of its sphere, it is

but a feeble imitation of these.

We must now turn to the objective side of this

religious process. From our receptive side the

entrance of the truth is by faith ; from the God-
ward side it is the revelation of Himself to men.

.it!
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This revelation in itself may be regarded from a

personal or from a world-wide point of view.

There must be a personal revelation. As God
revealed His Son in Paul (Gal. i. 16) so must He
do in each of us. If we would have eternal life

we must know God and Jesus Christ whom He
has sent (John xvii. 3). But this personal re-

velation of God to me comes through that which

is wider and which belongs to the whole race.

This wider revelation we are accustomed to

speak of as made in God's works of Creation,

Providence and Redemption, or in Nature, in

human history, and in that supernatural course

of events which centred in Jesus Christ—pre-

paring for Him on the one hand and flowing

from Him on the other. In so far as any

religion is true it must be founded on the whole

or on some part of this revelation. This revela -

tioiT, as a reality , is founded m and is essentially

coinposed, of ^g^gj A religion founded on dreams,

or upon the fancies of a disordered imagination, or

upon the fictions of a cunning deceiver, or upon
the pictures of a brilliant poet, could never be

regarded as a trustworthy religion. The prophet

through his dream may come to a clearer under-

standing of the truth, and the poet through his

imagination may clothe it in striking literary

form
; but its foundations must be in the facts

which God hath wrought. Of the entire process

of the objective revelation of God in historic facts

we shall treat hereafter. At this point we em-
phasise the single element of fact. There is, of

au^^
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course, a process of facts which are repeated

in each individual life, and by which God is

specially revealed to me personally. Such are

the world around me, the heavenly bodies above

me, and the events of my age and of my personal

history. Happy is the man who is so influenced

as to learn the lessons which these are designed to

teach, and who recognises God in all his life.

J^iU_ the great JgvealijTg facts are matters pf

the past and_matters of record. And so, when
we come to a quest for true religion, the religions

built on fiction must be set aside, even though

they contain much truth borrowed from God's

revealing facts, and our religious faith must

build upon <^hat which a rational and critical

examination assures us to be real fact. In the

inductive search for religious truth the process of

historical criticism has, therefore, always had its

place. We must test the facts upon which our

faith is called to build. Paul himself recognised

this when he said, "If Christ be not risen, then is

our preaching in vain, and your faith is also

vain " ( I Cor. xv. 1 4). The evidence and at-

testation of the facts upon which a true religion

is built must be reasonably sufficient.

In dealing, therefore, with religious truth, next

to the religious faith by which it is first appre-

hended as true, stands the historic reality of the

facts upon which it is based. IhciJacts. constitute

the_obje£tivej£vdati.Qn_of iiod. The. interpreta-

tinn of those facts under the influence of the Holy
Spirit gives us the recorded revelation. Into that
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record there may be woven allegory, parable,

poetry or any other form of literary presentation

which may serve to make the interpretation and

presentation of truth more clear or more vivid to

our apprehension. All these may be instruments

employed by the revealing and interpreting spirit.

It is, therefore, no discredit to a religion that it

is presented in poetic imagery or in allegoric or

parabolic form, or even woven into myth and folk-

lore, provided this is not the foundation of the

religious idea, but only a literary form of presenta-

tion. The extent to which our Lord used such

forms is well known ; His reason is also clearly

given. It was because only thus could they grasp

and carry away with them truth which they could

not yet rnder.stand (Matt. xiii. 10, etc.).

The demand, therefore, for historical reality in

sacred books is well founded. But if it is carried

to the extent of pureJiteialLim in all presentation,

and to the exclusion of all poetical and tropical

presentation, iJudLjieniand may lead us to the

jnost erroneous conclusions ajid to the most ex -

tras:agaiit..,positions. It will inevitably lead to

direct conflict of critical history with the Sacred

Books.

The same principle also applies to scientific

presentations of nature. The great nature facts

lie at the basis of all religions, as they do at the

basis of all forms of science. But in stating those

facts as the basis of religious conceptions, it is

not necessary that any religion should present us

with an absolute science. Each age must natur-
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ally use the language of its own scientific con':ep-

tions. The facts do not change, and in those

facts all scientific conceptions, from the crudest

primitive cosmogony to the most advanced modern

scientific theory, will find a certain relation ; and

with the change in the scientific conception of

fact will come changes in the presentation of the

religious idea founded in that fact. But the

fundamental conception is the same, and child

and mature man, savage and philosopher, may
unite in thinking of God as the " Maker of all

things."

Quite distinct from these investigations of true

religious /rt///^ and fundamental historic /^r/ is the

question of harmony between the moral, aesthetic

and religious intuitions, and their unity in a com-

plete faith, and their further harmony with the

necessary truths of reason. This last process in

theology will tend, not merely to the verification

or confirmation of faith, but also to its prrification

and its perfection. The process of degeneration

in religious faith has, in all ages, been an easy

one. So is it with all the highest forms even

of material life ; so also with the more complex

organisations of our social and political life ; so is

it with even our intellectual forms of life. While

a law of progress runs through the whole, it is

through death to new and higher life. It does

not, therefore, condemn religious faith that we
find it, like the other highest things in the finite

and, therefore, progressive universe, subject to

decay, ^n im£ortant_ prQjdace of theology^ is

m
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jtliiLs..the_piir^cation qfjj^^
the separation from itof-the accretions of error!

g,nd superstitioTL whicli_are continually attaching

fimselves to the reljgipus faith of all peoples.]

an age of historical criticism there is little

danger of the intrusion of invented facts. Spirit-

ualism and Christian science may make the

attempt, but with scarce even a transient success.

In an age of evangelism and missions, living

religious faith is doubtless making rapid progress

among men. But it is needful to see that this

living faith is pure and perfect ; that it includes

the holiness, the right reason, and the beauty of

the Divine character as well as His goodness. A
one-sided faith soon passes into positive error,

and very easily adds its own fancies and infer-

ences to God's foundations. In the process of

verification of religious truths, and especially

under this law of verification through harmony
of the true, the right, the beautiful and the good,

it is the office of theology to seek for the pure

and perfect truth on every side.

T Our tests or criteria of religious truth as giventf^

' by faith in the revelation of God may thus bei

reduced to a threefold classification :

1. It maintains a living religious faith.

2. It is founded in fact.

3. It presents the harmony of the true, the

beautiful, the right and the good. )y
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theology, which makes reason the larger element

in our apprehension of God through faith. While

the religious faith of a rational being cannot be

irrational or contradictory to reason, and while

reason thus becomes the purifier of faith by the

elimination of all irrational conceptions, we must

always bear in mind that, as in philosophy, reason

is first, and the facts furnished by the senses or by

the moral or religious intuitions are the occasion,

and serve only to give direction ; so in religion

the intuitive elements of faith, especially the re-

ligious intuition, is first, and reason is but a guide

to discriminate the true from the false in the con-

ceptions which they furnish. Any^_typ.e.Qr school

ofjtheologyLjffihkh neglects this, and makes j:easnn

the source_,froni- which^^ whole or in part, we
draw our teli^ipus jconceptioftSj - may- fairly be

designated as rationalistic* There is peculiar

danger of falling into this error in our day,

when the element of cognition is separated from

the moral and religious and aesthetic intuition,

and the term reason is made to cover the whole

ground of direct cognition of truth, moral and
religious, as well as purely rational. Ihejcajdonal

idea of firstcause-isuuJtiai^noiiy- with^the reli^^

jdea_pf„.GQdT-biilLJiiust -not be-substituted for_it.

It may, indeed, help us to enlarge and perfect our

religious idea ; but rather, like the objective facts

of nature, as the material upon which religious

faith works than as a substitute for that faith.

The same holds true in the finite field of science

as in the universal field of philosophy.
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This immediately divides into two : the schoo]„

Q^cclesiasticaI_authQrity-^nd that of sjjpernatui:ak̂ )
authority These, therefore, constitute not No.

3, but Nos. 3 and 4.

It will be seen at once that the relation of

authority to our faith is not subjective and in-

ternal, but objective and external. In other

words, .authority is noL arL_element of faith in_

itsiilL or a capacity called into exercise when

we believe, but an external power with real or

supposed fitness to produce faith or an occasion

upon which faith should be exercised. Jt is_

_^nippthing outside of oufsclves with a right to-

_prescribe the substance of our faith^ When
we examine it more closely we find that this

authority presents to us a form or rule of faith

either in the creed of the Church (ecclesiastical

authority), or in the teaching of men whose faith

has been supernaturally directed (inspired men),

or (the highest of all) of One who was Himself

supernatural or, as He himself declared, one with

God. The point of relation of these to subjective

faith is the substance of that faith or our idea

of God. And the very idea of ..authority is that

there„is__aii objectjve _as well__js. -a—subjective

verificiUdmijaljQur- faith. We can test our faith

<')s true or false, not only on the basis of reason,

and of conscience, and of personal religious con-

viction, but also on that of its agreement with

the faith of the Church and of its agreement

with that of apostles, prophets, or the Christ.

This certainly is a proper verification. If I
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doubt or distrust my eye-sight it is reasonable

and wise to compare it with that of those who
stand around me, or with that of one whose

vision is known to be unusually perfect. Nay,

more, such a verification is not only reasonable,

but it is the only means by which we can reach

the highest perfection of truth. The personal

equation must effect all men in subjective veri-

fication. For perfect truth we must have ji_

wider induction than that vyhich is afforded by_
our own subjective experience. And such a

wider induction we gain when, by a slow pro-

cess of crystallization, the conceptions of succes-

sive generations of religious men form into a

defined doctrine, and such doctrine is accepted

and ordained as the creed of the Church. But

while recognising that the result thus attained

represents the most perfect human form of re-

ligious idea as truth, it must be borne in mind

that its perfection is not absolute, but relative

and progressive. History shows very clearly that

the progress of doctrine is very slow, and that

for the perfect development of a new form many
generations of individual men are needed, and

that when they finally culminate in new and

more perfect creed forms they do so through

great conflict. But with the exception of these

crucial periods creed forms, when once estab-

lished, possess a relative stability. But after all,

their degree of authority is exactly measured by

their truth. Their promulgation by ecclesiastical

authority recommends them ; it creates a pro-
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bability in their favour ; it gives them right of

way, so to speak ; it puts them in acknowl ,dged

possession of all the didactic agencies of the

Church ; but it does not place them above the

final criteria of all truth. All honest men must

test that which they are asked to accept as

truth. Still further, ecclesiasticaLauthority can,-

jigt_ prnd iKp n Uv'^g ^^HH
; Iruth alone applied

^by^_the Spirit candgLthjs. It is impossible to

impose dogma by mere authority ; authority may
create a dead acquiescence, it cannot create a

living faith. That is the province of truth alone.

The creed is worthless and powerless unless it

is the expression of the living faith of living

men ; and it becomes such living faith, not as

creed or by force of authority, but as simple

truth. True theology thus never reaches its

proper foundation until it has sought out the

ultimate tests of truth. To build its system

upon creed, fathers, councils, or ecclesiastical

decisions, is to build on the surface instead of

digging down to living rock. Ecclesiastical

authority may thus be a safe guide, but it can

never be either a final or a safe foundation for

our theology. If the object of theology is the

exhibition of the contents of religious faith as

a perfect body of truth, it can never rest satisfied

with any prescription of the past, however ex-

cellent. It will always give these due weight

and consideration. But each generation must,

for itself, " prove all things and hold fast that

which is good." Any other course leads not
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only to stagnation and decadence in theology,

but still further to the extinction of religious

life and the conversion of faith into mere formal

assent. A^ living theology and a living faith ^o_

Jiaiid-in-hand.

It would be altogether extravagant to apply

these conclusions indiscriminately to the other

form of authority—that of the supernatural.

While they have important relations, the two

are not necessarily connected. The Reforma-

tion_was a revolt from a certain form of ecclesi-

astical authority, as well as a new resurrection to

life from the spiritual death which followed the

abuse of that authority ; but vvhilc it rejected

_the_authority of the Churchj, it held all the more
tenadously to the supernatural authority of the

written,.vYord. Side by side with the right of

private judgment it placed the authority of Scrip-

ti?.fe. This authority it proceeded to establish

on the basis of he attestation of miracle and

prophecy, and a mechanical or verbal theory of

inspiration. The whole question of the office

of the supernatural in religion and in revelation

will be considered hereafter. We are dealing

here only with its relation to the office and

method of true theology. True theology is

founded in living religious faith ,
and its nfl&cp

is the verification and_^jjrificati"Ti of thai faitk.

;

but_Jiving_faith.,can. no morfij3e._.pxaduc£dLby- the.

jiJuthority_fl£--a mirprle than- by the-autliofity -of

the Church. , Faith is not to be imposed by any

constraint from without. Truth, and truth alone.
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can call it forth. The great reh'gious teachers,

both of the Old Testament and of the New,

recognise this, and warn us to try every man's

work as a religious teacher whether it be of God.

They warn us against lying signs and wonders

(Deut. xiii. 1-3; Matt. xxiv. 24; 2 Thess. ii.

9-12). They thus clearly call upon us to test

even the teaching which is enforced by the

authority of miracle and prophecy, by the moral

and religious character of the doctrine. If it is

a doctrine of either unrighteousness or ungodli-

ness it must be rejected. Not even a miracle

can force either reason or faith to accept with

living conviction of truth that which contradicts

reason or our moral and religious intuitions.

Reason and our moral and religious nature may
be so confused by an apparent miracle that we
may weakly yield assent to and obey a lie ; but

neither a true nor a false miracle can produce

that living faith which takes hold of truth, and

truth alone. The formal method of establishing

the authority of Scripture which has prevailed

in the last three hundred years is thus out of

harmony with Scripture itself, as well as incon-

sistent with the true nature of living faith.

But we would do great injustice to the office

and authon'ty 0^ t^rppfnt-^. ;f vve supposed that

because the feeble supports by which men have

sought to prop it up are found to be useless,

therefore all foundation of its authority was gone.

Its true authority isJLbased—ttpen- its-_pD-wer _±q

create liviflg ^^'^^ Whether as a spoken or a
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written word, it comes to us " in demonstration

of the Spirit and of power." We shall see here-

after hqvv that^power is enhanced by the presence

of the supernatural^; but to substitute the presence

of the supernatural for the demonstration of the

spirit within would be not to verify religious

faith, but to destroy it by substituting an out-

ward assent to a syllogism for the consent of our

deepest spiritual being to the truth of God. The
wise theologian will thus hold fast by the Word
of God as an authoritative guide ; but he will

receive its teaching as a living faith in his own
soul. He will use it as a fountain of water of

life, from which he may drink, as the source and

creator of his living faith rather than as the mere

textual test-book by which it is to be verified.

He cannot long study the Scriptures without

recognising that they represent a perfect religious

faith, such as is to be found nowhere else. He
will learn also that, in some cases, as in Paul and

John, religious faith had already begun to con-

struct a theology, so that here and there the

theology of the New Testament does furnish a

standard for our theology ; but he will learn as

well that the vast majority of our modern theo-

logical questions were never raised in New Testa-

ment times nor by New Testament writers, and

that what we call New Testament theology is in

part at least our theology, founded more or less

perfectly on the New Testament. Jjie Scriptures^

3,re really the record jaiLa. j:eligious life, founded

on supernatural facts and created by_supernatural.
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spiritual influence.. This religious life includes

the ideas of religious faith as well as its affections

and practical duties. There is in it only the

beginning of theology that is of the reflective

definition and collation of those ideas in a rational

system. To use it as if it were a collection of

theological commonplaces is entirely to mistake

its true character. Sgri^ure is the standaCiL^f

our-liyiiig- iailli. Hexe.it is supreme. U thu^

gives us- the .elementary material of theology. It

gives us this not as an abstract intellectual idea^

hut as a living faith in our hearts. It is this_

Jiving faith which comes forth as tlieology under

Jtlie guidance of reasaa. And when we bring this

theology to the test for verification we can only

do so through our moral and religious intuition.

Thei ^_must_make _theology a living conception

r>n thp i713e_hand, and interpret Scripture^ ?.g^_

convert it into living^ conception on the other;

aiid^_by_tlie. aid ofLj:eason, discern their unity or._

divergence. The authority of Scripture does not

thus override reason, or the moral or religious

intuitions, but enters into unity of life with them.

And any type or school of theology which builds

upon the supernatural authority of Scripture in

such a way as to place it in antagonism to reason

and to moral or religious intuition must so far fail

to arrive at perfect truth.

^he true theology will thus be__at_once rational,

intmdonaJ^_.£Lnd_ scriptural. It will also give a

respectful, though not slavish, deference to the

admonitions of history. A failure to accord with
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all these will ever be to it a note of warning.

Contradiction of either of the first three will be to

it a proof of certain error.

r~ But in building its syscem of positive religious

1 truth, it will build directly from its own vigorous

» /living faith. It will carefully feed this faith upon

A ^ Xj t^^ Word of God. And the elements of truth

)'^'\] which grow out of this living process it will bring

back again to the test, not only of the Word, but

of reason and conscience. This may seem, indeed,

to involve an impossible labour ;
but the defined

truth so won will abide the test of the ages, and

will build and perfect the spiritual life of the

1 ^orld.

'^
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CHAPTER V

OUTLINE OF SYSTEM

Having thus defined our subject, our logical
method, our tests of truth and the generic form
of our work, we may now proceed to outline the
order in which we shall pursue our investigation
of theological truth.

1. We shall apply our tests of truth in religion
for the purpose of determining the historic form
in which true religion, and with it religious truth,
exists among men.

2. We shall study the revelation of this truth
and its preservation among men. This will give
us the Doctrine of the Word.

3- We shall study the contents of religious
truth in the following order :

1. God.

2. The world as related to God.
3. Man as naturally related to God.
4. Sin.

5. Redemption, including

—

(a) The nature, oiifice and work of Christ as
Redeemer.

(/O The office and work of the Holy Spirit.

41
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6. Personal salvation, including

—

(a) The new probation.

(d) The estate of salvation.

(c) Christian ethics.

(d) Christian perfection.

7. The office and agencies of the Christian

Church.

8. The kingdom of Christ.

9. The consummation.

^
'
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PART I

THE INVESTIGATION OF TRUE RELIGION
IN HISTORIC FORM

CHAPTER I

PRELLMINARY

XHEOLOCDL-begins witlLj:eljgiQn_as_an existing
Jaifitoric^JiatL It also assumes the validity of
the certainty which we reach through moral and
religious intuition, as the sciences of nature assume
the validity of the certainty reached through the
senses. It therefore takes for granted that there
is truth in religion. Its first business isto find
.that_truth^ its second is Jo present it in rational
foim_and verification.

Inasmuch as our ideas of God and our relations
to Him arise in the presence of certain objective
facts, if these ideas represent truth, the facts may
be regarded as a revelation of God, or at least as
the means of such revelation. Theology, there-

fQie^-^assuming-the eyistpnrP nf rf^ljgjg.i^ truth
assumes the .exiateace of__a revelation "<" ^od^
The truth can be most perfectly found in its

revelation
; and the quest for religious truth and

43
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for true religion as the system which most per-

fectly possesses religious truth becomes the quest

for the complete revelation of God, so far as th-A

has been made in actual fact to man. If we are

to conduct this quest by the inductive method, we
are led at once into the field of historic religions

and religious history. We can find the actual

revelation of God c>nly at the basis of a real

existent religion or religions. And we can find

the actual religious truth which exists among men
only in the same field. Our first business is a

survey of the existing religion or religions of the

world, with a view to the discovery in them of

true religion and religious truth.

Immediately that we address ourselves to this

task we find that there are twojjossible-m^thods

before_ug. As there are a large number of re-

ligious systems in the world to-day and in^^iast

age^x we may adopts, \toward these either the

ect^silc or the comparative method. Following

the eclectic method we may endeavour to gather

from all systems whatever each may be able to

yield of tested religious truth, and out of this

construct our system. Following the comparative

method we may place the existing historic systems

side by side, and applying to them our tests of

religious truth, endeavour to determine which most

perfectly represents true religion and the most per-

fect revelation of God to man. This latter method
we choose for the following reasons : (

i ) Eclectic

systems are artificial, are lacking in unity, and

hence are unsatisfactory and not permanent. This

i :
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is the case even in science and philosophy, although

these are confined to the small number of men who
attain to the higher intellectual life, and hence are

better fitted to appreciate a judiciously constructed

eclectic system. Religion, on the other hand, to

obtain historic influence must command the faith

of the great body of the people and so must grow

up into their life. It may assimilate external ele-

ments, and it may even come to a people from

without, but it must do so as a living spiritual

power appealing to religious faith and conscience.

It can never be imposed or even constructed by

an artificial, intellectual process of eclecticism. An
eclectic theology would not represent any living

form of religion, and would so cease to be theology,

and become a mere religious science or philosophy.

2. It is of the very nature of- religion that-4lr

^^ejects eclecticism. All historic religions have

been_perpetuated either hy_. the power of a Hying
""

faith, or by the help of traditional teachings A
living faith must find God directly in his revela-

tion of Himself to the soul. It cannot build on

the mere acceptance of the beliefs of others.

Much less can it build by a selection of frag-

ments of various religious faiths of the past.

These can at best but serve to direct it to

the fountain-head of light and truth. On the

other hand, a traditional faith would cease to

be traditional by becoming eclectic. The entire

force of tradition lies in the sentiment of reverence

for our fathers, and eclecticism implies an intel-

lectual interest, which has already displaced that
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sentiment, and is already seeking ways and means

for new and better things. Hence it is not sur-

prising that religious faith in either form is ex-

clusive and asserts itself as a finality. Living faith

in the common mind asserts itself with such power

in the region of our deepest emotions that it is

impatient of any intellectual questioning of its

sacred things. And a dead traditional faith is

equally intolerant of any interference with its

quiescent and reverent acceptance of the teach-

ing of the past. All nations have thus held to,

a_fkiih -iiL-A_ true religion ratlier . than_ .to_faith

Lil_indiy.id]Aal_elenTents_of religious truth to be

pieced together as_each man may be abifiu It

has thus been believed among all peoples that

God has made a revelation of Himself and of

His will to men ; and that men, chosen and

endowed of God, have been raised up to expound

this revelation to their fellow-men, and that upon

these apostles and prophets we must build as our

foundation. In the field of religion it is spiritual

death and not intellectual imperfection which

results in final overthrow of a religious system.

And when a new system comes forward, it is

the work of a new spiritual life and not of a

merely intellectual interest. This new life does

indeed take up into itself the truth of the past,

and adds to it new elements drawn directly from

revelation. But it does so, not by methods of

intellectual criticism and induction, but by the

power of an inward living faith, which expands

itself into a perfect body of truth by its own living
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vision of God. Eclecticism is thus alien frnm tho

j^ligioiis spirit in which alone theology_can_be

properly studied.

3. WJ]i1f thpcip rpac;ons leaH ii^; fn rpjVrt- thf

eclectic method^^ we shaU findj^on^ the other handj.

that the coniparative method._Jeads us directly

to an existent religion, which stands pre^e^rninent

^boye all others^ Just as in science, the fruitful-

ness of a method is its justification ; so here, if the

comparison of existing religions leads us at once

to one which is not only the best existing, but

also includes all truth to be found in any other,

then there is nothing for the eclectic method to

do. It can find nothing elsewhere to add to the

sum of the truth already embodied iii an-ex4sting

JiyingJJaith. On the other hand, the comparative

method not only leads us to this highest existing

faith, but also affirms important elements of that

faith by the assent of other religions. It brings

the truth which all contain to attest the important

elements of this highest and best of religions. If

in Confucianism and Buddhism we find important

elements of moral truth, that fact attests such

truth by the added assent of one-third the race,

and so far affirms the truth of every other religion

which embodies the same truth.

4. While this comparative method cannot de-

monstrate an absolute religion, or the absence

from the best existing religion of an} element

of error or imperfection, it places us in the best

position to give proper weight and consideration

to the supernatural facts which may be adduced
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this religion a still moreto give our faith in

exclusive character.

Turning then to the comparative study of re-

ligions in our quest for the four.dation of a true

theology, we may avail ourselves of all the scien-

tific work which has been accomplished in this

field. This will make it unnecessary for us to

trace the origin or anal>'se the contents of each

individual religion. The science of Comparative-

Religion has already examined for us the whole

field, and has reduced the existing religions to

such an orderly classification as will__siiit—our

purpose. TheZcentral characteristic of anjL_r;e-

ligjon as sucli. is its conception of God. Even
in our Christian world each man's religion may
be measured by his idea of God. When the

world's great religions are grouped according to

this element we shall be able at once to deal with

them as classes, for no religion which is founded

on an erroneous conception of God can be in

itself true ; and the place of each religion in the

ascending scale of perfection may be accurately

determined by the same test.

On this basis we may classify the religions of

history as follows :

( I. Nature Religions, including the primitive

religions generally.

2. Polytheism. This class includes such re-

ligions as those of ancient Egypt, Assyria,

Babylon, Greece, Rome and the northern nations

of Europe. Many of these are associated with a

pantheistic tendency in their philosophy.
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3. Pantheistic ; emerging from polytheism and

intermingling philosophy with religion. Such we
have in Hinduism or Brahmanism. A strong

tendency in the same direction appears in the

later esoteric teaching of the Greeks.

4. Dualistic ; Magdaism.

5. Ethical and humanistic ; which may be re-

garded as attempts at reformation rather than as

original religions. Among these we may class

Buddhism, Confucianism and Taoism.

6. Monotheistic religions ; Mohammedanism,
Mosaism and Christianity.

Ev^ery known form of historical religion can

easily find its place in this classification, and will

suffer no injustice by being ranked and judged

with its class.

Jn forming an estimate of the truth or falsity of

these religionsvv& shall inquire as to each class:

1. Has it created and maintained among men
a definite religious faith ? and does that religious

faith now satisfy the religious intuitions of

humanity?

2. Has this faith been founded on actual facts

in nature and history? and do these facts con-

stitute an historic revelation of God to man ?

3. Is the faith so founded and created in

harmony with our moral, aesthetic and rational

convictions, and so verified to us as reasonable

creatures ?

If, in answer to these questions, we find a

religion actually existent among men, with power
to perpetuate a living religious faith, a religion
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founded upon the common facts of nature and

upon assured facts of history, and a religion in

harmony with the conscience, the sense of beauty

and propriety and the reason of mankind, then

certainly such a religion will have established a

strong claim upon our acceptance as true. If

further, upon examination, this religion is found

to have arisen by an historic process, which has

enabled it to take up into itself all religious truth

which can be found in any other, and to add to

this the highest conceptions of God as yet attained

by man, then certainly such religion by this very

fact establishes its pre-eminence.

Further, this pre-eminence may rise to the

height of exclusive authority, if such religion can

be shown to be the outcome of a line of historic

unfolding, bearing the clearest marks of a special

presence and working of God, who therein reveals

Himself to men ; and that such revelation, while

mediated by a special people and by chosen agents,

has been prepared for the whole human race.

It wilX be seen that this entire view of__the,

authority_gf ^religioru- to command our faith_is_

based, not _upon reason, tior ^et upon syllogistic-

demonstrationr It builds from our religiQUS-ia>

tuitions. It speaks to us words which appeal

to our hearts as from God. Just as true moral

teaching appeals to conscience, so this, to borrow

the expression of Coleridge, finds me. The father-

hood of God revealed in Jesus Christ forgiving

iniquity, transgression, and sin, satisfies my deepest

spiritual need ; and when once it has been spoken
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to me, my whole being accepts it and delights in

it as God's own truth. It is a "joy unspeakable

and very full of glory." This is the true diiect

universal demonstration oL religion to meiL_ It

is in and of itself a perfect satisfaction, pn inward

witness of truth to the soul, the " deiT onstration

of the Spirit." All else is reflective v-erification,

useful in its own place, but not first or chief.

Ng!vf to this demonstration of religious-Jxuth^-to-

our^_faith comes its foundation in reality. A
religious faith founded on fictions is superstition.

Superstition is nothing more or less than the

religious emotions and ideas aroused within us

by invented or imaginary representations. This

has been the fertile field of priestcraft in all the

ages. The historical criticism of the facts or

records upon which a great religious system is

built is thus as fundamental as the power of those

facts to awaken our religious feeling and to satisfy

our religious conviction.

The third line of harmonics will complete both

the verification and purification of our religious

faith. History will show us that there hav^beeii-
accretions to all religions, if not in their sacred

JS-Cords at least in the[i: popular forms of teaching,

Historical criticism and comparison with our sense

of right, our sense of fitness, and our reason will

do much to eliminate these.

Einally, iii_tliis.inY£S.tigation-of -religion as tfue,

we must deal with-it ia.its most perfect form, but

yet not as a mere literary ideal, but 5s .a living

faith-in tlie hearts of living men.
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I, Nature Religion

The original forms of nature religion are no

longer known as historical systems. All existing

religions and all ancient religions of which record

remains have already passed through a process of

development. The lowest existing form of nature

religion fetichism is evidently a decadence, in

which religion, moral sense, and intellect have all

suffered in common with the physical nature.

Among tribes who have become abnormally

feeble in body and mind, the religious instinct

is little more than a blind dread of the great

forces of nature by which they find themselves

crushed.

A much nearer approach to a pure nature

religion may be seen in the earlier religious life

of India, described by Prof. Max MUller as

Kathenotheism. The most ancient Vedic hymns
which are at once the surviving record and em-

bodiment of this religious spirit recognise and

worship the Divine power in the various objects

of nature, the sun, the sky, the rain clouds, the

earth, the sea. But even here we find that inter-

5*
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of moral influence, in so far as the influence of the

moral nature has been felt in their development.

3. But in their development we find an increas-

ing element of error due—first, to the play of the

imagination in giving them form ; secondly, to the

decline of an earnest, moral, and religious spirit

;

and thirdly, to the power of the human passions.

4. The result is that they become irrational,

immoral, and irreligious. The course of their

degeneracy is described with remarkable accuracy

by St Paul in Rom. i. 19-32.

In many of these religions we find embodied

important elements of moral and religious truth.

They represent not only faith in a higher power,

but also ideas of providence, moral government,

justice, and a final judgment, with a future life

connected by moral sequence with the present.

The universal rite of sacrifice also implies some
notion of propitiation and the forgiveness of

sins. Such elements of religious truth, so long

as they were held with a firm faith, influencing

practical life, constituted r* powerful influence

for good in moulding the lives of these nations.

But notwithstanding this, we find in every case a

final collapse both in morals and religion. The
cause of this collapse lies not in the inherent

nature of religion, nor in its relation to morality,

but in the method of its development, and in

the consequent deterioration of the religious

principle itself. The first and most obvious

^element-in- this deterioratiDiL_jvvas the dhdsion.

jigligious faith among many gb-jgcLs. The,
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object of true religious faith must be personal.

The words of St John, " We love Him because

He first loved us," reveal to us the deeper nature

of religion. It is not a mere faith in an unseen

power, but a religious affection towards that

power. Such affection in its yer^jiature is ra^

dprocaL To command our love, God must love_

us. Thus only a person can__be__th(e object

of-J^eligloua^ affection. And when, through the

play of the imagination and the confusion of

religious faith, gods are multiplied, each be-

comes a distinct personality. These separate

personalities are consequently local and limited.

The object of worship is no longer the eternal,

the all-sufficient God. The confidence ana affec-

tion inspired by such a being is correspondingly

enfeebled, and religion dwindles down to the

level of the human affections and passions. The
step from this is very easy to ascribe to these

gods the corrupt passions of humanity, and to

create for them through the myth-forming fancy

a fictitious history of the most absurd and even

degraded character. When this stage is reached

the collapse of the entire religious system, and with

it of practical morality, is not far removed.

Pne qL the most interesting fejLtures_.in . _tlje.

jgvQlijLtion of polytheism is the part £lay?d_bx
Ihfi—mytli^ The prominence of the myth in

the polytheistic religions has in fact created an

unjust prejudice against this primitive form of

human thought. ,AJ]__natiojas-.,Jhiaji£__jexp]:es^^

Jtheir first ideas of scieqce, philosophy and re-

"'.I

I
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ligion in the form of myth^ The_gsychological

bas|s._j3f this fbrni. of thought differs but little-

from_that which underlies the parable, the alle-

gory and the metaphor, and the great body of

our modern fiction and poetry^ They all call

in the aid of the imagination in the formation

and expression of spiritual ideas. This form

of mental activity always gives peculiar plea-

sure, and every child passes through a stage of

mental development in which this seems his

most natural mode of thought. Its danger lies

in_depaj±ure from, reality^ and, hence from, truth,

by. .the substitution of tliese creatures of the

Imagination- for actual, facts. The creations of

the imagination becoming thus not the adorn-

ment, but the very foundation of the science,

the philosophy or the religion, the entire struc-

ture becomes unreal. The_jrLytL__resembles in_

Ihis respects tlie. modem.. -Scientific_iiypQtliesis,

whirH is a merely tentative method of ^jr^ent^

nTff_5r''p"<'''f''" faQfcL If the hypothesis is sub-

stituted for fact the science soon runs far

astray. The collapse of all the ancient poly-

theistic religions was so complete, and the

lesson of their history so obvious, that no one

would look to them now as at all worthy of

consideration by the seeker of true religion.

Their congeners which have survived to our

own day in no way differ from them. They,

have one and all lost^tjig power^f true religious

Jl^^jTiaye_become- immoral in their influencejiaye

degenerated i iito physicaljjid^sgintual^defer^^
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have become utterly irrational, and have finally

jubstiiuted-.fiction Jor fact,.. and lies. .Ihr^truth^

3. T/ie Great Sects,

The failure of polytheistic religions has given

rise at various times to great reformations.

These have been distinguished in a very marked

way from the polytheistic religions both in their

origin and method of growth. Polytheism has

generally taken the form of a national religion,

gradually unfolding with the laws, literature and

civilization of each people. The relation of these

religions to each other corresponds very close!)'

to the ethnic affinities of the peoples ; and eth-

nology, comparative philology, and comparative

religions or mythology are very closely related.

They are all the outcome of the forces which

mould the history of a nation. On the other

hand the great sects have, arisen 7>lX nnre mijjpj:

jhe- teadiing and leadership of some master-mind .

who has devoted himselftoj;eniedy_jexisting_evils.

Zoroaster, Gautama, Confucius, Lao Tze were such

teachers and leaders. It is quite true that in

every case the times were ripe for the movement
of which they took the lead, and that its funda-

mental principle was already fore-ordered by the

crying needs of the times. But, granting this,

the directing power of a great personality appears

as a most prominent factor ; and each system has

received both name and form from a founder.

The systems which thus in ancient times attempted

to meet the want created by the decay and cor-

M
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ruption of religion were Mazdaism in Persia,

Ijuddiiism in India, Confucianism in China, and

Taoiiism also in China.

Th£se__systaiiis all arose in the midst of

a decadent, corrupt, and idolatrous polytheism.

They were, .intended to meet^ sometimes the

jreligigus^ sometimes the moral, .and sometimes

the .political - uiaiit^ created by the failure . of the

_

old - niiical-forcfis. Their attitude toward the old

religions varied from utter rejection to easy tolera-

tion or incorporation as useful for the common
people. _ But, they all agree in this, that the old

polytheistic^ mythology and idolatry forms Qg.

jssfinliaJ—part--Q£ -the. new -systern. It is either

discarded, opposed, ignored, or at most allowed

to continue as a useful means to the end which

they propose. This last applies more especially

to the Chinese systems, which were rather poli-

tical philosophies and politics than moral and

religious systems.

The system s took form in the mature thought

and_deep—personal experience of_th£—founders^

In each case they reflect the philosophy which

they adopted. Zoroaster was a dualist finding

the solution of the problem of evil and of man's

moral history in the conflict of two great forces

in the Universe, the spirit of good and that of

evil. Gautama built upon the pantheism of the

old Hindu religion. As a result, while the one

retained the religious spirit and worship, the

other retained only the spirit of reverence in the

presence of the great problem of existence.
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The four jystems^ are_ethical, but each .with

a distinct idea of the central idea_ln etliics. The
ethical motive of Zoroaster was conflict with evil,

and virtue thus lies in strong will. With Gautaiyia

desire was the fountain of evil, and renunciation

of all desire becomes the way of righteousness.

With La9 Tze. the natural method, the order of

nature, the reasonable course is that to be fol-

lowed. With Confucius the supremacy of duty,

the obligation of every relation and of each par-

ticular station is to give law to our life. These

central ideas are all ethical, and seem to reveal

the fact that the failure of the old systems of

which they were most sensible was a moral

failure. They but very imperfectly express the

truly religious hunger of the heart for a rock of

eternal truth and right, of infinite strength and

love upon which we may rest ; though they are not

entirely without a feeling after this element also.

The systems thus constructed have had a history

of about two thousand five hundred years, that of

Zoroaster several centuries longer. Buddhism
influences one-third of the race and Confucianism

about one-fourth. The other two are confined to

much narrower limits. This persistence through

time and this wide extension of influence over so

large a part of the race entitle them to careful

consideration. Following our inductive method

we can only submit them to the tests proposed

for true religion, and seek the answer to those

tests in the facts of their history. It must be

borne in mind that in this review we pass no

CiijW
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judgment upon their merits as etliical systemsVVe are testing tltem solely from the .^ le ofrc;g.ous truth and of their power to mee therel.g,ous needs of humanity. If „, fi„,, h™also fa,l,ng to produce the highest moral resultT
.t may prove that they are fundamentally defective

cannot be separated from each other, and that
failure n, religious aith means failure of moranfluence and a res, :ing " moral interregnum '

of tL. " /" ''"''''°" "^™ '" "^™ «"y or allof hese systems resulted in the establishment andmamtenance of genuine religious faith ? Thfsould be done either by purifying and revivifying
the o d fa,th. where the old religious formsindbehefs were continued, or by creating a newre 8,ous faith in the hearts of^he peop\,^heTthe old fa,th was replaced. In the case ofMazda,sm we know so little of its remoteh.sto^ that very definite and certain stated

that he n""T''K ' ''"' ' '^ ^^'^'P' P'ol'^blethat the newteachmg was accompanied with anawakemng of not only moral but also religious
earnestness. The character of the teTchl
md,cates that there had been awakened a deepmoral consoousness similar to that described by S^Paul ,n the seventh chapter of Romans, and tha

n a HrJ ^°;r'°— -- --ciated 'with fa th

h
"^

Ma "v"'' " ''"'""' -Ponsibility

unsee?' ^ n "I
'"°"'"' ^"'"Sgle was linked to

™Sed fo, the final dominion of the Universe,
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The religious side of moral life was further

carried into a future life ; and what is still more

important was associated with purification of the

thoughts by the aid of the Good power of the

Universe. It cannot be denied that the moral

results of this religion on the lives of its little

band of professed followers are such as to

command high praise ; and its moral teachings

approach more nearly to the standard of the

New Testament than those of any other system

extant. ]iiiL_ while it thus proYea^Jts power to

produce and rnaintaiii through..Jong ages an

effective religious faith, and wliile it has suffered

less than any other religion qf_the__same antiqiiity

from jthe two great causes .q£ .decay, superstition

rand inimorality, if we except Judaism, it has, like

Judaism^- lacked ijj evpansive pntvpr lta.celigLaus

faith has lacked the vigour aqi;;] pnthimin^m ivhich

can go forth to conquer the jworJd. It is nowv
and has always been, the religion of a small

number confined to a limited territory.

The answer to the first question in regard to

Buddhism may be much more concise. It is

scarcely possible to describe the earliest and

purest form of Buddhism as a religious faith.

With regard to God or any conception of the

unseen and Divine power it is silent. It re-

sembles religion in its most spiritual form in

that it deals with the facts of man's inner con-

sciousness and with the great facts of human life,

suffering, sorrow, and death. But it deals with

these in themselves and in the human relation to
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them, and not as entering into our relation to

God, or to any unseen being, unless it be in its

doctrine of transmigration. The end which it

seeks is relief from sorrow and pain, and the way
to that end lies through an ethical rather than a

religious mysticism. The outward manifestation

of this is in an ethical rule of life rather than in

forms of religious worship. It_i^JthuaJmpi35sible

to say that it ever established a Hying religiQUS

faith. The inner exercises of Gautama bear a

striking resemblance to those of a seeker after

God. But they reveal sin as misery rather than

as exposed to Divine judgment, and his final

escape from it is by the illumination of ethical

truth rather than by revelation of the mercy of

God. It thus appears almost as a parody of

experimental Christianity. It renounces sin and

self but to escape from sorrow, not to seek

God. It casts out the desire of the world from

the heart, but not to fill the heart with Divine

love. To one or two of the earlifist-mystics it

seemed to_brin£L- the df:sired .rest. But to the

vast multitude to whom it was most earnestly

proclaimed, it held out an alluring promise which

attracted millions of followers in many lands.

But almost universally .failing, to bring them
£ven to the peace of ethical,- mystic -enlighten-

ment, it returned to the. old ways, of polytheism,

made Buddha a god, and developed- a-mythology
jQf .Buddhas which once, xnore became a fanciful

superstition and a round, of empty forms.

The work of Lao Tze was largely analogous to

€>.
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that of Gautama, with less moral depth ; and it

underwent the same transformation into a super-

stition probably largely moulded by contact with

decadent Buddhism. On the other hand, the work

of Confucius was of a more practical character, and

without any element even of ethical mysticism.

He was a practical teacher of the principles of

right living. We do not find either in his life

or teaching any evidence of the mystic, moral

struggle. He takes it for granted that the right

life is practical and practicable. He includes in

that right life the ancient religion, but it does not

^/appear that he infused into it any new life either

moral or religious. It can scarcely be pretended

that. Jiis system either created or maintained -any-

new^ religious life or true faith in. God.

Of all these remarkable attempts at reformation

in the ancient Asiatic world, it thus must be said

that as religions they failed, and certainly no per-

son to-day seeking for right living relation to God

i

would turn to anyone of them for the light of a

true religious life.

2. It is scarcely necessary to apply to them
our second test, are they founded on facts re-

vealing God to man ? They all deal with the

moral facts of human nature, both those which

appear in external history, and those which are

felt in the inner experience of the human heart.

But Ihey -have interpreted these so largely, by the

aid of jrational speculation that, they have, failed

1 to come through them to the living Godt- Only

i the first and the last of them have retained even
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the simple elements of nature religion which

were originally the common inheritance of the

,race.

3. Turning now to the third canon, thcir.harr

mony with conscience. wilh__ULllii aiiStllLtiC—scuse.

and with reason , as the strength of all these

systems lies in their moral elements, we are

warranted in expecting that if a moral s3/stem

could produce satisfactory results of right living

apart from true religion, or even with the aid of

imperfect religious faith, we should find such re-

sults here. But their history only furnishes proof

that efficient moral influence must be built upon

strong and pure religious faith. Mazdaism., the

most influential and satisfactory in its moral re-

sults, is at the same time the most satisfactory

and the most vital in its religious faith and in its

teaching of religious truth. The others possess

many beautiful moral precepts, and have grasped

many far-reaching moral principles ; but without

the regenerating and sustaining power of vital

religion, they have failed to exert a growing and

permanent moral influence in human history.

They .bay.e. lacked the power of ethical progress-

and,_with_ihal^Q£.all. advancement in rivili/atinn.

From the side of punsense -o£-the-beautiiiil-and

the fitt ingj . they_ . have given 4Vo high ideals, and
have often clothed -themselves- in .supreme uglL

ness J and as regards . reason probably no one

would seriously _profess to adopt their philosophy

as a rational view of the universe.

E
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4. Monotheistic Religions.

We come now to three historic religions dis-

tinguished from all preceding and contemporary

vjji*' religions by the following characteristics :— i.

1^ Apach professes belief in one only true God, a

(Spirit, the Maker of heaven and earth. 2. Each

recognises this one God as the God of all the

earth, and each recognizes the others as believers

in the one God. 3. Each has a known historic

origin and a personal founder, who comes not as

a philosopher or teacher or reformer, but as the

bearer of a revelation from God. 4. Each claims

to rest upon supernatural facts.

These religions are Mosaism, Christianity.and

Mohammedanisill- Modern Buddhism in its myth-

ological development has assumed some of these

characteristics, but without their clear conception

of a personal God, and hence it cannot be classed

with them. Its claim to supernaturalism, and its

attempt to engraft this upon the ancient faith of

India, are so evidently later inventions, and differ

so widely from its original teachings and history,

that they do not call for consideration here, especi-

ally as they have not even yet constituted Buddhism
a truly monotheistic religion.

In our study of the monotheistic religions

we shall begin with Mohammedanism , as its

origin and history are peculiar. It is the last

important religious system which has arisen in

the world. It is a composite systenL borrowing

doctrines from the ancient Arabian polytheism,

from Mazdaism, from Judaism, and from Chris-
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^eism,

Chris-

tianity, J^ut, Jiisin£_J.hem in the mind of th&

prophet in such a vvay that they bear the stamp^

of his peculiarl;^ jntense and—fanatical energy,

giving them unity of spiritj. if not- of logicaL

relation.- It believes in G^l. living, intelligent,

and Almighty, in ang'cl s or spirits, in jjnfphets t5va_a^.

of whom Mohammed is supreme, in an absolute

piyinej^rgdptitipatinn of all things, in a (uhixe'

lifje, resurrection and jjidgment, and in the divinity

of,. J:h£_ Koran . Discarding the old idolatrous

forms of religious worship, it prescribes pray;er,).^^^^_

fastmg, almsgiving, pilgrimages and the pfopaga- v

tion and defetrce of the true faitli. Its moral .

teaching, while in many respects strict, in others ^;/^,^,^ /
is lax and on the whole inferior to that of

the great reformations of the ancient times.

Applying to it the tests of true religion, it

certainly has created and maintained a most

intense form of religious faith. It has shown

wonderful power to propagate itself, prevailing

now among one hundred and seventy millions of

the race, and exhibiting fewer signs of decadence

than most historic religions. It cannot therefore

be said to lack power to arouse and command
the religious faith of the race. It will also be

seen that its creed embraces a large number
of the most fundamental articles of the world's

religious belief

When w^e inquire into the facts of its origin,

we find that it possesses the advantage of taking

up into its creed the elements of natural religion,

and also several of the more advanced doctrines
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' which appear in other reh'gions as matter of

Divine revelation. But it^ is absolutely without

tany trace of the discovery of truth byjts founder

' through any original, religious illumination, either |

Knatural or supernatural. A religious mind either

disordered or abnormal in its fanatical intensity

has grasped such elements of truth often mingled

with error as came in its way, has moulded them

in its own forms of thought, sometimes narrow,

sometimes distorted. It is thus a_religious. system

fa5hioned_entlrely from borrowed material, which

has added not a single true conception to the

religious TarnT oFTKe' worlds- It derives all its

distinguishing "characteristics from the powerful,

intense, but abnormal and fanatical personality

of its founder. The crucial test of such a religion

must lie in its answer to our third question, What
is its relation to our moral sense, our sense of

the beautiful, and to our reason ? Tried by these

tests, it probably stands inferior to Mazdaism and

certainly to Judaism, from both of which it has

largely borrowed ; ai. 30 may be at once dis-

missed by the seeker after the highest form of

religious truth. In it we see the religjniis spirii-

deformeduiotQ fanati£isjii^.throu«^lL.lad3L.Qf. moiial,

aesthciicT--a«^-ratienal_guidan££» The truth is

found only in the unity of all these.

The systemi: A'hich we have thus far examined

represent the religious faith of the majority of

the race in all ages of the world's history. To-

day polytheism and the lower forms of nature

religion command the faith of two hundred and
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twenty millions, Brahmanism a more advanced

polytheism one hundred and forty millions, Bud-

dhism and Confucianism four hundred and eighty-

five millions, and Mohammedanism one hundred

and seventy millions ; in all one thousand and

fifteen millions of the fourteen hundred millions

of the world's population. Were it not for the

fact that these represent the various inferior ranks

in the world's morality, intelligence, and civiliza-

tion we might almost despair of finding truth in

religious faith.

There remains but one line of religious his-

tory for our examination, that represented by

the ancitnt Hebrew religion, with its modern

developments of Judaism and Christianity.

The Religion of the Old Testament.

Like several other forms of religion which we
have examined, the religion of the Old Testament

has direct historical connection with the revela-

tion of God in nature which extends back into

prehistoric time. F rom this it receives the funda-

mental doctrine of God, and ideas of providence,

divine moral government, and prayer, and also

some simple ancient rites of worship and a few

early religious institutions. But it differed from

Jhe other religions developgd_fjX>rn_th£-revelatiaH

1. In that it most distinctly distinguishes God
from His works by which He is revealed.

2. In that it holds fast to the unity and

personality of God.
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/ 3. In that it develops its religious conceptions

in a more profoundly spiritual way, by personal

I communion with God, or by immediate revelation

I

of God to the religious consciousness.

4. In that the moral consciousness acts in
|

very close touch with the religious. These last

characteristics served to check the mythological

tendency with its intellectual and moral dangers.

In placing the religion of the Old Testament

in comparison with other religions we leave out

of account for the present any claim to a super-

natural character. Its claim to miracles may be

well-grounded or otherwise, but with these we
are not at present dealing but solely with its

characteristics as a religion. Without entering

into the details of its history, we thmk_iL_will

aL once be conceded that it was far superjor 35

_a religious faith, in its moral influence and in

its harmony with the highest reason, to the

polytheistic religions by which it was surrounded.

Even of the religions of the great reformations,

the only one which approaches it in depth of

religious sentiment, in perfection of moral ideal

and in doctrinal harmony with the highest reason,

is Mazdaism, and this is rationally condemned

by its dualism, and in its symbolic form of

worship has tended to idolatry. But while re-

cognising its superiority to other ancient forms

of religion, it is by no means necessary to regard

it as a perfect religion. jQhrist Himself taught

Jhat its elements of truth were abiding, and

hence not to 1be_destroyedj._but_to^ be fulfilled,
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A^-._ enJaiScd to a higher perfectioiL The great
work of Paul was to separate Christianity from
a slavish relation to its forms, retaining only its
elements of truth (the spirit), while its imperfect
forms, no longer sufficient for the higher truth
brought to light by Christ were to be allowed
to pass away. All this is consistent with the
declarations of its own greatest teachers, who
looked for a more perfect light of truth as
well as a mightier power of moral and religious
influence, ministered by a Coming One who
should introduce an age when all should know
God, and the world be governed by righteousness
and truth. Tlie,_^cient Hebrew religion, what-
^^-^^ ^^y be its comparative^ excellency, thus
Jeads_us...to look beyond -itsell Tor _the worlds
besj;_and final^religion.

It will scarcely be claimed or thought that this
higher religion is to be found in Modern Judaism.
In fact, it has never put forth such a claim. It
professes only to abide by Moses and the pro-
phets, and, except in a recent rationalistic form
It still awaits the Messianic age of light and truth'
We are thus finally led to examine the claims

of Christianity, not merely as compared in itself
with the great religions already considered, but
also as the higher perfection of the ancient re-
ligion of Israel, which seems to stand superior to
all Its contemporaries, in religious faith, in moral
purity, and in rational truth.

Christianity as the highestform of Monotheism.
No other religion more perfectly lays open its
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first stages of the r'^ligion itself are all well known
from contemporary monuments. From these his-

toric sources we may make the following synopsis

of important facts which exhibit Christianity as a

religion

:

^^ I. It was the culmination of the most remark^

able line of moral and religious preparation that]

the world has ever known,

2. In the person, life, death, and resurrection

of Christ there is given a foundation for religious

faith unique in human history,

3. It immediately builds upon this foundation!

a religious faith surpassing all others in its depth
j

of religious conviction, its beauty of religious char- i

acter, its simplicity and spirituality of religious

worship, and its purity of moral life.

4. It develops further the most perfectly reason-

'

able system of moral and religious teaching that
j

the race has known.

\^
The PreparatioNS for- Christianity.

The religious ideas of Judaism when Christ

came were the most perfect known at that date.

Its doctrines of God, Creation, Providence, Divine

Law, Sin, a Future Life, a Judgment all illustrate

this. They satisfied religious faith, moral sense

and reason more fully than those of ary other

system. They were widely respected and acknow-

ledged by thoughtful spirits among the G^atiles
;

and the Jewish synagogues, wherever found in the

4

i i
•;!
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cities of the East, had become places of resort for

earnest men who had lost faith in the popular

mythology, and yet could not be satisfied with

the teachings of philosophy. The_sxil3:g°Sy-^ ^^^-^

i?xepaied_,the_mijid_ of Gentile as well as_Je\v for

the- comiiTg. of Christianity.

WMleJthese^religious Jdeas w^ere by scribes and

Pharisees_ overlaid vvith formal ritualism and intel-

lectual orthodoxy, the dae.pf^r liearts of men .were

crying out for. the true spiritual power of religion.

This is seen in the success of the ministry of John

the Baptist, in Simeon and Anna, and in the devout

spirits, both Jew and Gentile, who so largely wel-

comed the preaching of the apostles. The true

ideas of God and of sin had created a " hunger

and thirst after righteousness," a crying out for

true moral reconciliation with God, and a " looking

for redemption in Israel."

jjoing^ back beyond the period of J udajsm, ..W£, ?

^d that whatever it cjontaiiieji of spiritual life or

iif_ preparation for spiritual^ life,Jiad been built up

^Jhe work of the Hebrew prophets^ The spiritual

results of their work are crystallized in the writ-

ings of psalmists and wise men from David to the

return from the Captivity. These writings evince

the keenest and most discriminating moral judg-

ment, combined with deep religious feeling and

firm grasp of religious truth. The teachings or

discourses of the prophets themselves are instinct

with moral and religious life, and with a faith

always full of hope for the future as well as of

strength and courage for the present.
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The foundation of this entire process of religious

life was laid in a still earlier religious work of

Mnse^ fiiiiiKiing the moral, religious, and politkal

institutions^ upon which Ihe ,pxQphets built. And
this again forms almost uninterrupted connection

with a primitive patriarchal religion of unique

simplicity, beauty, and purity, combining in an

inner religious life all the truth revealed to the

first religious faith through the works of God in

nature.

jChristianity thus appears as the culmination of

.a-constaiitly df^vploping,line of ihe..world's purest

and_.best religious faith, running back for several

thousandL years^ It is further to be observed that

in this remarkable preparation there was main-

tained a constant though variously successful

conflict with the two disintegrating forces which

were at work in the other historical religions.

These, as we have seen, were the mythological

and idolatrous tendency, and the tendency to

moral impurity. These repeatedly attacked the

religion of the Hebrews, or rather attempted to

replace or overturn it. But they were as re-

peatedly overcome by the opposing force of

strong moral and religious conviction, first in

the family life of Abraham, then in the founding

of the nation by Moses, and, finally, in the long

struggle of the prophetic ministry, until the people

return from the captivity with faith in the one

God of holiness fully established. The contrast

of this development with that of the contem-

poraneous polytheisms is most marked.

M
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JltJhis develo^iflicnt the .Mosaic and prophetic4
stages differ from the great reformations of otheiL;

jXejigions in the _ following particulars.

:

|

I. The development was entirely free from the
influence of philosophical speculation. We have
seen the influence of Dualism, Pantheism, and
Scepticism in the great reformations. In every
case they weakened either religious faith or moral
conviction, or both. The nearest escape from
this was the Persian Mazdaism, but even this
lacked power for religious growth. The peo£le_

.^LIi^.^^^1-^^^-^ _"°^ without philosophical con^.
ce^tigns,. but.they were completely dominated by
Jhe moral and religious spirit. For example, we
have in GmfisisJ. an orderly cosmogony, such as
enters into the philosophy of other nations, and
also into .their religious mythology

; but here it

is expressed as a religious faith without mytho-
logical embellishment. In the book of Xoh. we
have the discussion of one of the most difficult
problems of ethico-religious philosophy; but its

final solution is reached not as an ethical specu-
lation or theory, but as a religious faith. The
-iithet^ portions-^, the Hebrew sacred writings.
\i:hidL-approximate to a philosophy all proceasL
Jjy .intuitive perception of truth rather than b^
i2gical_Inferenc£^ Thus in their very form they
are nearly related to religious intuitions, and are
constantly intermingled with them

; they never
become speculations. They express the direct
insight of religious faith, of moral judgment, and
of common sense. Without raising at present

1
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the question of a supernatural revelation of God,

we can at least discern in this history ground for

the following conclusions :—(
i
) Granting that

there is a God, and that He reveals Himself to

men, here is a historical line of religious faith

gradually unfolding from the purest early form

of religion, and culminating in the most perfect

historic religion existing in its time.

2, This line, starting from the same foundation

of natural religious truth as the other religions,

preserves and enlarges it, while the others

obscure and lose it.

3. At the same time it maintains a grow-

ing harmony with the best moral and rational

convictions of the race. It is into this line

of preparation that Christ comes, and from it

Christianity begins.

Christ as the Founder of Christianity.

Christ stands_jn^he_xgl^tix?iL-lCL_£hristianit^

not only of founder but, also ...as^-H''mself the

foundation. As the founder of the new religion.

He completes the ethical teaching of the law and

the prophets which went before. This He does

first of all by carrying the right back to the

motive, the right heart, and then by presenting,

and Himself creating, the highest of all motives,

the religious love of God, as the supreme duty

and the strength of all moral law. In this way
religion and morality are inseparably united, and
right-doing is no longer a secondary thing, a

means to an end, but is in itself the natural
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fruitage of the highest reh'gious life. Much less

is it a negative thing a mere renunciation. It is

the highest positive spiritual activity. But this,

.sujjreniP fnrm pf mliginn -i^-^gfiafibfid, not by
abstract teachings, nor yet by the practice of
prescribed forms, but ^y._tiie iull_rev:elation._tu

^gn of thr££ great facts or truths
, ^ach of wliid^,

Jiaa. .Jt§_43racticaj__ai2d concrete embod iment ._ in,

Jiimseli..^ These facts were not altogether new to
the world. They had already been partially re-

vealed in other forms, or foreshadowed and pro-
mised under the law and the prophets. But now
they were fully brought to light not only by but
in Jesus Christ. These were

—

I. The Fatherhood of God revealed in ChristX
who announced Himself the Son of God and the

j

Son of Man, and taught His followers to worship
/

.
God the Father in spirit and in truth in these ^

^\^ words, " Our Father which art in Heaven."
\ 2. The reconciliation of the prodigal and lost

y
children to the Father through this Son.

/ 3. The indwelling of God by His Spirit in the
( hearts of all His reconciled children.

These things were not set forth as dogmatic''
teachings, but were embodied as concrete realities

in the mission work and death of Christ, and
were held forth as promises to the faith of His
disciples. In the synoptic gospels especially they
are never dogmatically asserted. It is only in

the fourth gospel, in the light of a completely
unfolded Christianity, that they are categorically

presented. But they are all implicitly involved
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the only begotten Son, which is in the bosom of
the Father, He hath declared Him."

Tile, third of our facts appears by way of
promise^ This promise was presented in the
Old Testament, and repeated by John the Baptist

;

" He shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost and
with fire." But it is linked with the Father's love
by our Lord Himself, in a broad, general promise,
"If ye being evil know how to give good gifts
unto your children, how much more shall your
heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit to them
that ask Him." The full expansion of this pro-
mise in the fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth
of St John is familiar to all. It may be .said all

this is pure supernaturalism, which we are not yet
prepared to admit. This we grant, and this we will
consider as a true supernatural revelation of God
presently. At^^iiis-pomt-we wish to prove naly
-2!ieiact,jviz., that Jesus Christ presented Himself
.as lhe__ohoect_of a_ne\v_religious faith by which
^njul^men may be reconciled to. God anH r^r^jvp

llie_Sj2int_of consciQUs_Son5h4p. Certainly this
was a religious faith unique in religious history.

T/ie Religions Faith built jipon this Foundation.

We have already seen that the religious faith
founded by Christ was not a mere system of
doctrine; it was still less an external organisa-
tion or society. As in His teaching He furnished
elements of doctrine, so in His call of disciples
He laid the foundations of a society ; but neither
of these things anticipated the living faith. His
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method was first the creation of spiritual life which

He came to impart to men, and the life is left in

turn completely to fashion the system both in

doctrine and institutions. He certainly had be-

fore His mind the establishment of a spiritual

kingdom, to be entered by repentance and faith,

of which baptism was to be the outward and

visible sign ; and in which all, as children of a

common Father in heaven, were to be brethren,

partaking of one sacramental table. And this

gospel of the kingdom they were to preach to

every creature. But these ordinances neither

constituted the new spiritual life nor did they

create it ; they expressed it, and they did not

come into operation until the new religious life

already existent called for them.

Nor was it a mefe acceptance of His system of

doctrine. Christ had set forth in His words and

embodied in His work many wonderful truths.

In these lay the elements of a great doctrinal

system. But He made no attempt to elaborate

such a system ; and it was only through long

generations that it became formulated, and it may
be questioned whether the formulation has ever

adequately expressed the full truth embodied in

the life. The first preachers proclaimed not a

logical system of truth but Christ Jesus, the Son
of God and the Saviour of the world, and repent-

ance and remission of sins through faith in His

name.

Whatf then, was this religion founded onjesus
Christ, beginning at the day of Pentecost ?
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I. It was a spiritual -thlnff. The third of the

great religious conceptions of Christianity is the

indwelling of the Holy Spirit. Christ taughtHis

^disciples to recognise the,, inward revelation of

moraLand-Jieligioua-Jjuth as the immediate work_

of_jthe—Holy -Spirit-who conies from the JFathec

^' to.£^iide-4frto--aihtyuth." The new religious faith

was such a revealing, which came to one hundred

and twenty persons who fifty days after the death

of the Master were assembled in an upper room

for prayer. This_enlighteiimenl.was.^erson^ it

came to each of them, and henceforth no man
was recognised as born into the kingdom until he

had received this gift.of the Holy Spkit. It was

first p, mnra1^''Rnlight£riment, revealing .sin and

judgment, and man's moral relation to God. It

was next a_ religjpijt_enlighlenm exit revealing

Christ as the Saviour from sin, the forgiveness

of sins, the fatherhood of God, from which revela-

tion sprang " the love of God shed abroad in the

heart by the Holy Ghost." This inward experi-

ence was the new religion, and it has been the

true essence of Christianity from that day to this,

" repentance toward God and faith toward our

Lord Jesus Christ."

It will be seen that the religion thus founded

is as unique in its character as is the person of its

founder as the object of religious faith. In some
other religions we have some faint approaches to

what is here set forth. In all we may discern a

blind and almost helpless groping after it. The
great enlightenment of Buddhism was a mystic
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experience, but it reached only to the moral un-

derstanding, and did not profess to bring men into

personal communion with God. Jhe mysticism
of _alL ather^,sy_stems__has_ been set forth as the

esoteric privilege of the (e^ But here is grace

not only offered but received by countless num-
bers, not of learned men or recluses, but of the

common people, the toiling, suffering masses of

humanity. It verifies the words of Christ, " Come
unto Me all ye that labour and are heavy laden

and I will give you rest." That which is most

nearly akin to it in religious history is itself almost

a part of it, professedly the work of the same

spirit, viz., the prophetic inspiration of the Old

Testament. We are not now concerned to ask,

were these remarkable phenomena natural or

supernatural ? All that we need to know is,

were they facts ? They have been so frequently

repeated in the history of Christianity, even in

our own age, that their reality can scarcely be

questioned. The real Christianity of to-day con-

sists of living souls who have this spiritual life

within. Let us then in the light of those facts

submit it to our tests of true religion.

I. Christianity is not only a vital religious

faith, but it affords a fulness and perfection of

that faith unknown in any other religion. In

its ideal form it is toward God, perfect faith,

perfect hope, perfect love. The first is a firm

foundation of strength for life ; the second is

a fountain of joy and an inspiration to eternal

progress ; the last is the holy impulse of all
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highest and best living. No other religion com-

bines all these and presents them in their per-

fection as the ideal of religious life for all

humanity. It is true that this ideal has not

been perfectly realised, because Christianity, like

all other religions, has been subject to the

forces in humanity which make for the worse.

Superstition, error, sin, and the secularization

of life, have marked the best Christians with

religious imperfection, and have often reduced

the Christian faith of large bodies of its pro-

fessors often for long periods of time to a dead

form, and sometimes have made it a cloak for

hypocrisy and sin. But notwithstanding all this,

no other religion will for one moment bear com-

parison with it, as maintaining in the hearts of

a large number of men in all ages a living,

strong religious faith of a type far higher, and

practically far more perfect than the world has

known elsewhere. This will appear much more

distinctly when we come to deal with its moral,

aesthetic and intellectual results.

As a result of this Christianity has evinced

a power of diffusion by purely spiritual forces

unsurpassed in any other religion.

To estimate this aright we must bear in mind
that Christianity, more than any other religion,

crosses the natural inclinations of humanity. It

opposes its selfishness, vanity and pride. It

utterly condemns its desire for revenge. It puts

a strong curb on all its passions and appetites

and on its ambitions. It often calls for extreme
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self-sacrifice and suffering. And in its very nature

as a personal religion and a religion of the heart

it cannot be propagated by force or by political

authority or treaty. To be really spread _lLJ2mst

secure the _asaent . of . th.e._UJidf'.rsta nding^ the con-

yiction of conscience, and wjiat St Paul calls tha

obedience pfjaiih. As an outward profession it.

may pass .^(rom_generatipn to generation by heredij-

frary infjueqce and , education, ^ut as a livings

religious faith—it-mnst takfi_-j3flssession of the

sjjjritual nature of men individuaUy. Its true

spiritual power of dissemination and perpetua-

tion is therefore to be measured, not by the

number of nominal professed adherents which

it may have gained, but by the number of men
whom it has brought under the power of its liv-

ing spirit, and whom it has moulded in character

and life more or less perfectly to its high ideal.

Estimated by this standard, no other religion of

this or any other age will bear comparison with

it. But even in its formal and professed extent

of influence it equals the most successful religions

that the world has known.

The power of Christianity to create a living,

religious faith in the hearts of men, is set forth

in the triumphant language of Paul. " I am
not ashamed of the gospel, for it is the power of

God unto salvation to every one that believeth ;

"

and, again, " Our gospel came not unto you in

word only, but also in power, and in the Holy

Spirit, and in much assurance." This power to

produce religious faith was seen in the apostolic

11:
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age at Pentecost, in Jerusalem, Samaria, Antioch,

Asia Minor, Macedonia, Corinth, Ephesus, and to

distant Illyricum. And it is equally manifest in

our day in every misson field. The North

American Indians, the Pacific Islanders, the

people of India, China, Japan, Madagascar,

South Africa, and even Greenland, have in

turn afforded the most triumphant proofs of

its religious power. The great religious move-

ments of our century which have multiplied the

number of earnest living Christians a hundred-

fold, especially in Britain, America, and Germany,

add to this weight of evidence.

Nor is the religious faith thus created of an

inferior or superficial type. From Peter, Paul,

James, and John, to Rutherford, Wesley, Fletcher,

Keble, Havergal, or Booth, its examples of re-

ligious life stand unsurpassed in perfection of

religious character. They illustrate every element

of true religious faith and especially such as

these

:

1. Deep spiritual communion with God.

2. Loving consecration to all good work.

3. Courage and fortitude in difficulty.

4. Patience and sweetness of spirit in sorrow.

5. Triumphant victory in death.

Christianity_as a living-rel4giou&^-J'aith-i3-"tffltqu»

in its £Ower of revival. This is perhaps the

clearest evidence of its power to maintain trui;

religious faith among men. Like other rtMgions

it has ag-^n and again suffered decay. The moral

corruption attendant upon increase of wealth has
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destroyed its life. The worldly ambition of its

leaders and teachers has robbed it of its spirituality

and prostituted its institutions to be ministers

of human ambition. The influx of superstition

consequent on the decay of intellectual life has

perverted the very springs of its spiritual life.

And thus cold ages of formalism, and dark ages

of superstition, and struggling ages of entangling

political strife, and sceptical ages of decline of

religious faith through lack of spiritual power

have marked its history. Similar facts appear

in the history of other religions. But when once

they fall they never rise again. They may have

been able in their first strength to maintain some
degree of religious faith ; but such has been

their inherent imperfection that they cannot be

resuscitated and fitted to the life of a new age.

The religions of ancient Egypt, Assyria, Greece,

Rome, and Northern Europe, and of the Pacific

Islands, have passed away forever. And under the

touch of the modern spirit Hinduism, Buddhism,

and Confucianism are already doomed. A hundred

years ago the same was predicted of Christianity.

But at that very time, as in the apostolic age, in

the lowly hidden places of England, Germany,

and America, there was being kindled a revival

of spiritual life which has multiplied the number
of living Christians a hundredfold and filled the

world with missionary zeal and conquests. No
one who has grasped the inner significance of

Christianity can doubt that it is as mighty to

create and maintain and spread abroad spiritual
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life in the world as it was eighteen hundred years

ago.

2. This relij^ious faith
,
js founded in_ historic

facts. We have already seen that a religious

faith founded on myths (not as an expression of

fact, but conceived as being themselves historic

fact), or founded on fictions, the creations of the

imagination, whether dark and superstitious, or

beautiful and artistic, or cunning with priestcraft,

must eventually fail. The falsity will sooner or

later come to light and then the whole fabric

will collapse. This will always be followed by an

eclipse of faith but never by its extinction. As
moral corruption may overthrow a civilization,

but does not devote the race to perpetual bar-

barism, so faith in God, however buried under

the wreck of human superstitions, will rise again.

In our age the critical spirit has made strong

assaults upon the historic foundations of Christi-

anity. Around these foundations, without doubt,

there has been accumulated, especially in the dark

ages, a large amount of tradition and theory,

conserved with superstitious veneration. In spite

of all our pious fears, advancing intelligence

must sweep this av/ay. Christianity did the same
for Judaism to an extent which we in our zealous

repetition of the work of the old scribes and

elders have utterly failed to appreciate. It con-

signed the old forms to their actual and necessary

decay, while it preserved the living spirit. It

distinguished the " holy seed which is the sub-

stance thereof" from the fallen trunk of the
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ancient oak. It maue no attempt to put the

new wine into the old bottles, though Peter loved

the old wine and could with difficulty relinquish

his old bottles.

When therefore we claim for Christianity

fou;.dation in historic facts, we are not unmind-

ful cf the claims of modern, historical criticism.

But it is not necessary that for the purposes

of our present investigation we should enter into

this difficult arena. We are quite prepared to

accept all that a truly scientific criticism may
find to be established truth, and we have no

fear that it will affect the historic foundations

of our faith. There doubtless is a human side

to every part of Scripture, both Old Testament

and New. And that human side has its limita-

tions and imperfections. But they never can

overturn the fev/ simple facts on which the

Christian faith is built. These facts are all

embodied in the four books of the New Testa-

ment which even the most radical criticism

acknowledges to be genuine. More than that

they are embodied in the entire tradition,

teaching, institutions, ordinances, and life of

Christianity, from its first appearance in history

downward. Nay, more still, they are attested

by the best external, historic evidence of the

age. These facts are the historic Christ, His

personality, His life, His death. His rising again,

and the gifts and power of the Holy Spirit.

We are not for a moment prepared to re-

linquish our written gospels, but we wish here
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to point out emphatically that these facts do

not rest on the testimony of the Gospels and

Acts alone. No conclusions that can possibly

be reached by trustworthy criticism can for a

moment impugn the fact that Christianity is

a faith which apprehends God as revealed in

the life, work, death, and resurrection of Jesus

Christ, in one word in the personality as well

as the teaching of Christ, expanded by the

illumination of the Holy Spirit. So long as

this Christ remains as a real historic person,

so long as the records even of the second

century remain, so long does it remain an in-

disputable fact that Christianity was from the

beginning a living faith in Christ as the Divine

Saviour and in God as revealed in, and by Him.

The religion was from the beginning not founded

on the Gospel books, but upon the facts which

they narrate. The religion is itself a witness to

the truth of the books.

It is on this basis that Paul puts forth two

facts beside the personal Christ as fundamental

to our faith. His death and His resurrection,

not that the other facts are therefore doubtful,

they are all in harmony with the personality

which created a faith in himself as come from

God. Without the full gospel record, the

personality, and the fundamental facts of the

resurrection would in our age have grown dim
and shadowy. The records bring before us

the full, living Christ. But the living faith of

the apostolic age and of our age rests upon
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no one incident of the narrative apart from the

resurrection, but upon the living, personal Christ

who died for our sins and rose again. In this

personal Christ whose actual appearance in his-

tory no sane man can doubt, the men of His

own age found the conception of God and

of our relations to Him which constitutes the

living Christian faith. This sublime ideal of

God and man and spiritual life was not created

by cunningly devised fables.

3. But this lastihoiight brings us. to. our third

test of religion, the harrnony of this faith with

conscience, reason, and our, sense of hoaMty^-uSr—

with the three co - ordiriate elements of our

spiritual being»,

Christianity and our Moral Natiire.

The Founder of Christianity Himself instituted

this test, " By their fruits ye shall know them.

Do men gather grapes of thorns or figs of

thistles? A good tree cannot bring forth evil

fruit, neither can a corrupt tree bring forth good

fruit." By the entire answer therefore of

Christianity, both in its teachings and in its

results, to the demands of our moral nature,

we may judge of it both comparatively and

absolutely.

The following facts present the answer to this

question :

I. Christianity alone begins^by uniting in. the

fullest measure at every^ point religion and-

moralit:^ . God is holy and just and good.

ill
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The moral " law is holy and just and good."

Every one who would serve God must work

righteousness. " In every nation he that feareth

God and worketh righteousness is accepted of

Him." This moral conception is carried into

every aspect of religion, and no single instance

can be adduced in New Testament Christianity

opposed to it or even in the slightest degree at

variance with it.

2. The__£th ical ideal thus made, aa essetUial

43art-^ religion is -the higheat and most perfect

type of moralJaw. It is complete duty to God,

to man, and to ourselves. Even unbelievers must

acknowledge that the most perfect and all com-

prehensive morality the world has known is to be

found in the New Testament ; the ethical prin-

ciple of modern science, uncompromising fidelity

to truth and fact wherever found is anticipated

and taught here.

3. The„perfect_law nf n^rKMg^rnb^dipH in the

concrete, form iQ_thp_H^ pnrl rlnmrf-pr f>f Jobub

Christ . Christ's personality we have seen to be

the very foundation of Christianity. What He
was, what He did, what He said, these were the

historic facts which lay beneath this new faith in

God. But as that faith apprehended a holy God,

so the Christ of the Gospels is holy. He Himself

appeals to the most searching criticism of His

enemies, and says, " Which of you convinceth me
of sin?" His disciples, men of far more than

ordinary moral discernment, spoke of Him as

" the holy and the just," as " holy, harmless,
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undefiled, and separate from sinners." In this

respect Christianity stands alone among religions

It alone sets forth a perfect living type of both

ethical and religious manhood.

4. Ulays the fn iindation of j:elj^ious llfe-ia ^
-tk£p»_personal .sense nf the evil nf-sin, and-ia_a,

jCmnpkte.ijepgntance, whidiOiLieiiiinciation. o£.,.§ifl^

This is the perfect work of its moral teaching.

Other systems do this becaure of the pain or

sorrow of sin, Christianity because of the badness

of sin. But in the Christian life this principle is

not merely negative. Consecration follows and

completes repentance, and binds man to all duty

as a condition of communion with God. These

conditions of repentance and consecration are not

merely initial, they are continuous through the

whole Christian life. They are a part of religion
;

we abide in the right relation to God only in this

state of mind, not as a condition only, but as a

part of our religion.

5. j>g funHamf^ntT^l pripr?p1f> nf the Fathf^rhond

)pf God and pf lcw£_as the, relation of this iather

|,
to man and otmaii ta-God is the highest and.

;j2lQst powerful motive to .all right- doing, and is

iitself the perfect right ;

" Love., is the-iiri4Uittg~Q£-

phe lawJ' It requires but a little discrimination

to distinguish a higher and a lower plane of

moral life. Conscience, the moral imperative, is

right, but the love of goodness which " makes our

willing feet in swift obedience run " is still more
perfect right. The love of God is the love of

all goodness, for God is good.
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6. It has improved and in many cases re-

^en^erated the lostilutions of our modern society

in Christian laml^i. It has influenced our laws,

national customs, commercial and industrial insti-

tutions and social and domestic modes of life. It

has elevated woman and has made the family

relation most blessed. It has ennobled and puri-

fied literature. It has ameliorated war, abolished

slavery, and founded public charities in forms

unknown outside its influence. All this has been

accomplished, not by external force or authority,

but by the creation of conscientious convictions

in the minds of the great body of the people,

leading slowly, yet surely, to the needed reforms.

7- It_hasj^oduced_the grandest ±ypes ofJndi-

vidual moral character that liave appeared amovig

Qur race*. These have been at once the world's

most perfect examples of religion and of morality.

There have been, it is true, remarkable examples

of devout men living noble lives of high moral

excellence under other systems. But of these, if

we set apart those belonging to the Hebrew faith,

we will find them outnumbering all others taken

together. But in the line of moral and religious

worthies the first two centuries of Christianity

could easily outnumber and outrank all that

could be named from the world's preceding his-

tory. The present century of the Christian

world, in examples of the highest and most

perfect life founded on deep religious faith, can

outnumber tenfold and outrank almost immeasur-

ably all that the world has produced outside of
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Christianity in all the ages. And in many of

these, as Howard, Havelock, Lincoln, Gladstone,

Nightingale, the religion, though deep and sincere,

has been quiet and unobtrusive, the noble life

alone being prominent.

8. LLmaintains unflinching and perpetual coji-

^t with all wrong ; hence the presence even in

Christian lands of things evil is not an objection

to Christianity, unless it can be shown that the

system itself is in some way allied to them,

9. £fg final I'Hpal nf^e world 's future is a reign

of universal righteousness.^amJ-Consequent human
jypllhping It calls all its followers to work for

this, and it every year consecrates millions of

money and a vast army of workers to this end,

maintaining all the world's most beneficent and

powerful organisations for the good of humanity

and the promotion of right and truth.

10. jj[_wfi plane tngethfir th£_b£stJLhatJias heeii

prrnmplishpd hy-.alLQt-ber-rp]igion<; rnmhinpH, they

3re__hiiL3S a drop in thp hiK^kpf in rnmparisnn

,MiitliLlhese . moraLinfluences. agenci£s.-and results

ofLChristianitY^. It stands so pre-eminently above

them all that comparison is almost needless.

The.^e things, too, are self-evidencing. They are

" known and read of all men," and they form

our strongest practical evidence, not only of

the superiority of Christianity, but even of its

divinity. The majority of men do not enter upon

either philosophical or critical questions ; that

which satisfies both their religious and their moral

nature is to them essential truth, and rightly so.

; !^

'

i I
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Christianiiy and our Esthetic Nature.

Closely related to that moral nature by which

we discern the right is that power by which we
judge of the beautiful, the fitting, the harmonious.

Sometimes this sense almost passes into a sense

of duty. It always lavs the foundation for desire

as a mntiyg tp artinr), If the beautiful is not

always an imperative duty, it is at least always

exceedingly desirable, and the neglect of it is a

mark of degeneracy near akin to sin. It is there-

fore not at all surprising that in all ages the better

elements of religion should relate themselves to

the beautiful, and should call its forms into their

service, as a fitting method of expression. In

fact, these elements have created conceptions of

beauty reaching beyond the material or the

intellectual into the purely moral and religious

sphere. Scriptui:e_its^lf speaks. xaf-Jiie- Beauty of

holiness , choices- iru the holy aiid heantifuL hnn.se,

and^ mourns over its destruction, Paul himself

exhorts us to follow after the things that are

lovely and of good report, i.e. command our

respect and admiration, and frequently uses that

grand old Greek word xaX&j to express that which

is morally and religiously good. The classic

xaXoxaya^oj, the beautifully good, expresses the

same idea in its earlier form where it was the

title of the noblest men.

It is in harmony with this that the fine arts,

poetry, music, painting, sculpture, and architec-

ture, which arise from and minister to our .sense
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I

of beautv, have in all ar^es allied themselves to

religion, and have been largely created by it. On
the other hand, the^ moment that religion begins to

delight in the absurd oi the grotesque, or in the

ugly, decadence in the religious spirit itself is

already at. work.

All these facts make it evident that we are not

stepping aside from legitimate argument in seek-

ing one verification of the essential truth of religion

in its relation to our sense of the beautiful. A
religion which consecrated ugliness would be, by

that fact alone, very largely condemned. We
have seen that other religions have possessed

elements both of moral and religious truth,

though often degraded and contaminated by

irreligious and immoral conceptions. We shall

not be surprised, therefore, to find that they

have also their ideals of beauty. Doubtless

the most perfect of these has been the Greek

^tt That art has been largely preserved to us

in three forms, poetry, architecture, and sculpture,

and in the old world we have many collections

which fairly represent its spirit and its glory.

As art, i.e. as the perfect expression of the ideal,

it has perhaps never been excelled. But beajJty

lies not ch ifA)^ ''n th*" ^''t, b"t in th*.: idp?^ »rhiVi->

it expresses^

All art has three.

1. The physical, that which appeals to the eye

)r ear.

2. Passion, the field of pure humanity.

3. The moral and religious.

i

^
I
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Now one has only to walk through a gallery

containing masterpieces of Greek art to see that

its glory lies in the first and second fields, and
that while it expresses many fine ideals in the

third, on the whole it is lacking in the highest.

Walk through a gallery representing our best

Christian art on the other hand, and its glory

stands revealed as pre-eminent in the moral and
spiritual field. The same is true in poetry, while

in music the fie'd '" almr.cf pn tiVplj/ ](-ft ±r^

Christian art
;
^nd the Jaest and highest forms

are consecrated to religion. In illustration of

this whole volumes might be written.

The Christ in art alone would furnish material

for extended study while Christian poetry and
music open a boundless field.

The conclusion is thus evident

:

/''i. That Christianity in itself ministers to and
develops in the highest degree our sense of beauty.

2. That it is itself beautiful, affording to art its

highest ideals of moral and spiritual beauty.

3. It is thus in harmony with the truth revealed
by our aesthetic sense as well as that revealed by
our moral sense ; and as all truth is one, it thus
proves itself to belong to the unity of truth.^

^ . . .
(-

Chnsttamty and Reason.

The most fundamental demand of our reason
is cause. The second is for the law or order in

which cause works. The discovery of these in

the local field constitutes science, in the universal
field philosophy. Philosophy seeks the first cause

Jmui^
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and the relation of all things thereto. Xf. the^Fjrst

Cause. -Qf_ the Universe is at Ihe same time,Jhe

object of our reli^ug^faiUi^yien^ghilosqgh^ and

rgligiDii. are pa.rallel^ philosophy investigatingjfirsj

cause by_ the. light ofLreaaoru religion by the light

of faith. Each from its own standpoint and by
its own methods leads us to the same supreme

object. How do the results harmonise ? The
true philosophy and the true religion should .mee.t

jp the common unity of triUh-

In all ages, religion tias_prect^dt^d jjhjlosopby,

just as in the individual the development of the

moral and religious nature follows the sensuous,

and precedes the unfolding of the higher reason.

Many have therefore contended that the develop-

ment of a philosophy without religion is an im-

possibility. Certainly we have no example of

such a thing in the world's history. But, on the

other hand, philosophy can no more supersede our

moral and religious nature, than it can supersede

the use of our senses. The senses, the moral

nature, the religious nature, the sense of beauty,

and the reason are all means of arriving at truth
;

each has its distinct field ; and all are in harmony
with each other, and may verify and support each

other, or, where error creeps in, may serve to

("purify each other. The history of Christianity in.'
^

our own age has exhibited in a rRf[\^x\^ah]p dfigrf

the influence of reason and (;:r)mm nn-<;pn«^e jp rpi-

1

moving many erroneous concepti(;7n<; whirh h^H
j

lattached themselves to relipijion..

In comparing Christianity with philosophy we

?M
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cannot step out of our proper field of religion

and inductive theology to construct a philosophy.

That belongs to another line of thought. We
can only classify the existing systems of phil-

osophy, ascertain the fundamental principles of

each, and ask if anyone offers us substantial

harmony with religion. Claiming as we do, co-

ordinate authority for our religious nature as a

means of reaching truth, we need sc^k only har-

mony ; we cannot make any system of philosophy

the test of religious truth, nor can we consent to

build religion upon any philosophy.

Tlie^systems of_.pbilQSQphy developed by the

Jiuman reason may be classified, as. follows in

their relation to religious faith_:^

Ti. Agnostic.

J2.
Materialistic.

3. Dualistic.

4. Pantheistic.

5. Deistic.

\ .6. Theistic.

The whole field of rational speculation in so

far as it relates to the first cause of the Universe

is covered by this classification. Further, these

classes are in themselves mutually exclusive.

They each admit of no compromise with the

others ; if one is true, all the others must be
false, as will appear from the following ascending
series of logical contradictories :

1. The first cause must be within reach of our
knowledge, or not so.

2. The first cause must be one or more.

ta
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3. The first cause must be matter or not

matter, if one.

4. The first cause must be personal or im-

personal.

5. The first cause in relation to the Universe

must be transcendent or immanent.

This series involves the fundamental questions

of Ontology, and lays the foundations for the

fundamental questions of Ethics as well.

Without attempting either the solution or even

the discussion of these various problems, we may
point out their relation to religion in general and

to Christianity in particular.

1. First of all, universal reU^jD.n^^^j^sert^ or

assumes thaj God jnsyi. be JinowB, not neces-

sarily through the senses, nor yet by the pure

reason, but ^x.,^e_JniyiJdbii_ofLJ^i^ A phil-

osophy may therefore admit the impossibility of

knowing God by its purely intellectual processes,

and yet admit that God may be known in another

way ; and here we may place Kant. Qnly^an
absolute agnosticism contradicts^ *eligisj9.

2. The Christian- relipinji-and all^higher form&

j^f-ieligion jiss^'"^ *^^^ Gffd '"^ "nf It is scarcely

necessary in this age even to mention the ancient

systems of dualism which contradict this. They
are now discarded by all philosophy as well as

religion.

3. Christianity in common with all higher

^ina,j3fLjreligion --60ttceiv€a-u3iL_God^ as
.jL_spki^

At various periods in the history of human
thought materialistic philosophies have arisen
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which contradict this, and find in matter alone

'* the promise and potency of all that is," or

is to be. For our purpose it is sufficient to

point out that the most widely accepted philo-

sophies of the modern world, of the middle

ages, of the Graico-Roman civilisation, and of

the ancient Indian civilisation have accepted a

spiritual interpretation of the universe. This may
be taken as sufficient to prove that religion and

the Christian religion in asserting the spirituality

of God is not at variance with human reason.

I n fact it^ may be affirmed with no little show
.

af. tiutk that pure reason has never constructed

a^ materialistic philosophy. Its true origin is the,

scientific observation of matter, and the substitu-

tion of its inductions for pure reason.

4. The Christian conception of God is that

of a spiritual being personally distinct from^thfi-

Ijjliy^rse, whether of mind on oTjnatter,^ whifih-

He has
_
^reated.̂ This conception of God lies

in the very nature of religion which includes

my personal relation to a personal God whom I

love and serve. In so far as religion and ethics

are united in a sense of moral responsibility to

God, it is also included in such a conception

of morality. Our own .distinct; ^rsonality is

furtheiL^ineluded- in any form of moral resporb.

nihility whatpvfr Such personality, whether of

God or the creature, and such clear distinction

of God from His creatures is contradicted by the

pantheistic philosophies. It cannot be denied

that this form of philosophy has prevailed very

M

i
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extensively both in ancient and in modern times,

and has given rise to the most important objec-

tions which philosophy has interposed to religious

faith. Kant himself solvcd_ it only. by severing

batk- ctliics and religion from pure philosophy,

and_relQgatiiigj3oth to the practical reason* But

this very position of the prince of modern philo-

sophers proves two important points :

1. ThaLhe i:gcognised no contradiction between

the pure n^-isQn and the_moraL and. religious -iil-

tuitiong . This alone might be held sufficient for

our purpose. The relation of reason to this truth

is only zero. It is not that of a positive con-

tradiction. They are not within the conten t of

reasQix^cording tn. Kant^CQnrpp<"i«^" nf if iiut

^he^L.ar£.jlQt_.thergby--i«=*fei^»^al,..i^. contradictQry

to reasot] ,
The knowledge furnished by the

senses is similarly outside the content of the

same pure reason, but science is not thereby

pronounced irrational or contradictory to reason.

2. He rCCOga^d thr ^ri\Ur]i\y nf otheL-fJouilS

of^tlxQught beside—-those -furnished by th&—pure

reasQii. He did not deny the validity of science

on the one hand or of moral and religious truth

on the other. He simply separated these from

universal and necessary truth, the truth which

must apply to all being as being, whether that

being be mind or matter, God or the creature,

or which must apply to the absolute being as

such. He recognised this element of necessity

as giving an absolute validity to such truth.

Such a necessity in morals and religion would >ii

'ii

I I
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be inconsistent with their very nature. The
moral and religious have however a distinctive

character of their own which may be regarded

as taking the place of necessity. The right is

not that, \yhich must be, but which _om^i t to b^

;

religion expresses the relation of the creature to

God, not which must be, but which it is the

highest good to be. Surely it cainiot be claimed

that either of these is irrational or lacks supreme

validity as truth.

But granting the validity of these as truth, wc
arrive at once at the theistic phih^sophy. Deism

is not philosophy, but only an importation into

the sphere of philosophy of conceptions derived

from the sphere of physical science and valid only

there. Its mistake is, or rather was, akin to

materialism.

Moral s and religion then we may freely accept

as not inconsistent with the liighcst ceasoQ ; and

this is acknowledged by the prevailing philosophy

of our day by so extending the province of the

reason as to make it cover, at least in part, these

fields. We think this a mistake, and would pre-

fer the old Kantian to the neo-Kantian method.

The latter may easily degenerate into rationalism,

i.e. the attempt to found religion upon reason.

But the neo-Kantian has this advantage that it

avoids any seeming disparagement of the validity

A-of moral and religious truth.

^
I

When, therefore, the Christian religion stands

before us as asserting that God can be known,
that He is one, that He is spiritual, that He is
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immanent in His creation, but that He is person-

ally distinct from it, it seems to be in harmony
with the highest rational truth, even when in the

distinctness of its affirmation of the latter point it

transcends the dimmer light of reason.

In this respect again it surpasses all other

historic forms of religion, and thus may with

confidence be accepted as the best religion that

the human race has attained to.

m

'i
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CHAPTER III

CHRISTIANITY A DIVINE REVELATION

I

The claim to be the best religion in the world is

still far short of the full claim of Christianity.

From the beginning it has asserted itself as the

one religion, all else being either preparatory to

or alien from it. " JiLfiither is Ihere salvatioa in,

jLHy^-Qlher^or there isnone other, name under

heaven given among men w^iereby we m ust h^
<^ypt]" Even the ancient religion given to the

chosen people is here excluded, now that Christ

has come. This higher claim is asserted on the

ground that Christianity is the culmination of a

supernatural order introduced into the world by
God for the salvation of the race from sin. " God,

having of old time spoken unto the fathers in the

prophets by divers portions and in divers m.anners,

hath at the end of these days spoken unto us in

His Son whom He appointed heir of all things,

through whom also He made the worlds ; who
being the effulgence of His glory, and the very

image of His substance, and upholding all things

by the word of His power, when He had made
purification of sins, sat down on the right hand
of the Majesty on high." Hence " how shall we

105
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escape, if we neglect so great salvation ? Which
having at the first been spoken through the Lord

was confirmed unto us by them that heard, God
also bearing witness with them, both by signs and

wonders, and by manifold powers, and by the gifts

of the Holy Spirit, according to His own will."

We have here distinctly set forth a Divine order

of revelation in harmony with that of creation and

providence, since it is given by the same Mediator,

but distinct from these, and attested by works of

power and gifts of the Holy Spirit. This revela-

tion is centred in_God's Son, and is completed
j;brr>iigh th^-4tpQ§^Qlij;:_jninistr^. This revelation

is sypenialuraLitt-ite-Ghar-aGter, and its end is^the^

jgalyation of mf"^ f^'om ,;^ This Divine character,

supernatural character, and special object of the

Christian revelation is set forth, not so much in

the form of a claim or pretension as of a fact

already clearly established to the religious faith

of the second generation of the Christian Church,

to whom these words were written.

This highgrjaith was n^t merely an intellectual

qpinion,Jt^ \yas in the fullest sense a religious faith,

and its demonstration was to the religious nature

rather than to reason. This demonstration lies in

the facts of the case. By its facts and principles,

Christianity approves itself to the hearts and con-

sciences of men as not only the best religion the

world has seen, but as an order arranged of God,

a supernatural gift and power, and a salvation

from sin. Before proceeding to consider the facts

upon which this higher Christlah faitE^is-ib.iinded,
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Jt^will IjQ neggssarij^ to define the term supernatural,

especialjy in its relation to religion. To do this

clearly we may ask :

1. What is the natural, and what is its relation

to religion ?

2. What is the supernatural, and what is its

relation to religion ?

3. Is the supernatural reasonable, and on what

grounds ?

The Natural.

B3{_the natural_we understand that which t^es.

placfc under tbe-iaws_ox order -o£ -things itt^present

existing in the wofld. This is an objective de-

finition ; a subjective definition would substitute

" known " for " existing." But the error of such

substitution will appear from the fact that if an

event took place under an unknown but existing

law, and was hence considered supernatural, im-

mediately on the discovery of the law, we should

correct our opinion and say that the event was

natural. The natural, then, in any realm of

nature is the entire existing order and all that

by its laws or forces spings from it, or may yet

do so. But it must not be forgotten that each

xealm has its own__aat]ireL-Qr—natural Drder,

Voluntary motion and sensation are natural in

our world, but only in the realm of animal life.

In a plant they would be supernatural.

The natural in religion is that religious faith

which arises in the presence of the facts of nature

and of history as they transpire according to the
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existing order of the world and of human affairs.

That religion is as natural as intelligence, or

morality is evident from its universality.

TAe Supernatural,

The supernatural is thus the introduction into

the world or into any realm of nature of a power,

or law or order of working not hitherto operative

therein. It has been usual to rest the definition

of the supernatural here, and so to make the

supernatural include miracles and all deviations

from or intrusions into the order of nature, how-

ever transitory they may prove to be. This

breadth of meaning we think by no means con-

ducive to accuracy of conception in this matter.

We shall see presently that there is a very wide

difference between the Christ, including the incar-

nation and the resurrection by which He enters

upon His new relations to humanity and to the

moral universe, and the mighty works which He
wrought during His earthly life. The same may
be said of the Pentecostal gift of the Holy Spirit

by which a new order of religious power was

introduced into the world, and the miraculous

gifts which accompanied that supreme and per-

manent endowment of the Church. Historically

these have been transitory, or at most occasional

;

the other is a new order, in scriptural language,

" a new heaven and a new earth." It is by no

means certain that in every case the miracles

were supernatural ; they may have been as natural

to Christ as the lifting of a stone is natural to a
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man, while supernatural to the stone itself. But

the whole question of the nature and office of

miracle in the process of Divine revelation will

appear later. At p^-^g^"*-, ^r,r the_sake^.Qf._clear.

thought, vvp asW nur reade r'^ tO COJ1.ggni^tr? A^^"£.

jjl._Jnto-any realm -of n a ture oiLa^jiew _pp\yer^

jirder^^ working^iet-befof€ therein exist ing , such-

^rder or power Hprnming therphy nq nhiHinrr npw

nature^ an -added-Wgher I'tature, wiiich-is quite in -

accord with the etymology-oil IhcJWJQrd-aaper-

It will be seen that the supernatural does not

imply anything contrary to nature, nor does it

imply the abrogation or suspension of previous

law or order. In fact, if nature and the super-

natural are from the same hand and mind, then

we should expect them to be in accord and not

contradictory. The linking of the one to the

other should be in harmony with the " nature
"

of both.

Before proceeding to consider the relation of

the supernatural to religion, let us first consider

our third question

—

^y
Is the Supernatural Reasonable? ^ JfUt

This question cannot be answered a priori. The
supernatural is not the universal and necessary.

Unless we are materialists or pantheists, both

the natural and the supernatural fall within the

domain of science and not of philosophy. They
are to be studied by observation of facts, not by
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deduction from any first principles. If, therefore,

the supernatural is reasonable, it is so in the light

of known facts ; it is in harmony with the analogy

of nature. The Baconian method swept away the

construction of subjective sciences of nature ; it

must do the same for the supernatural.

Have we then in the past history of our world

any traces of the supernatural ? i.e. have there at

any time appeared new forms of force, or new
orders of working? If so, what has been the

relation of these new forces to the pre-existing

order ?

1. The history of our world as unfolded in the

geological record clearly proves that at various

times new forces have made their appearance in

the world. Every attempt of science to evolve

life from inorganic matter, -has failed, and aAl

science goes Iq. establish_the..iact- tbatJ±ie_intrQ!L

dujction of_life_ was, _ a—nea: force and^-order x)f

things^ a new nature^.andhen ce, at the begimmgj^

supernatural to the existing world. Thehiame
rnay__be .said of thought jor. intellectual life. The
clumsy attempts to account for moral life and all

the higher forms of spiritual activity of which we
are conscious are so clearly the creatures of

imagination that as yet they are utterly without

scientific basis. Doubtless all these as introduced

were in harmony with nature, but not out of

nature. They were above nature, a new and

higher birth.

2. These new forces _have pot superseded or

suspended or destroyed the existing or preceding
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^atural order in each case. They have rather

been^ engrafted on andLadded .lojl,

3. The new forces jiave themselves become a.

permanent and hjgher order,, a new. nature^ in_lhfi

world, and that not in the accidents, of their first

occurrence, but in. their essential elemefrts.

4. The whole doctrine of evolution from the

standpoint of theistic philosophy is linked in wittL

<:hese facis. If the first principle of all philosophy

is correct, that cause and effect are equal and

inseparable, then all true evolution is evolution,

not of material forces, but of a Divine plan in

which the whole Universe moves to its higher

perfection of nature by a continually added

energy from the personal will of the immanent
God.

With these observations of science, and withO

thJs..4)hilpsophy^he supernatural as the comjpg^j

"to the. world of a new and hig^her, order isJii^

perfect harmony, and it cannot be rejected as in'

axiy way_ contradictory to reason. ^ It must be

accepted or rejected solely .,ilLJthe_ light of the]'

igvidence offeredi^ •'

Supernatural Religion.

We have already seen that religion implies two
factors in the order of nature: (i) a^ power or

capacity in man to know God^ and (2) revealing

facts which call that power into activity. Both
these are implied in Paul's statement of the facts

of the case (Rom. i. 19-21). In each of these

factors the supernatural may appear. The super-
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remembered as fossils of a far past age, or as

strange survivors of a life gone by, then Christi-

anity stands not only as the best but as the only

religion. Whatever was true or good or useful in

all others survives here, and is embraced in this.

But there is one step more which goes beyond

this analogy of nature. U our world is a world_

Sif moral aa4-sfiiritual ruins^ then the old religions^

riiay_-be-iiut part of the old ruins, and the new
alone represent the true spiritual life of tO::iiay-

What then are ^^Jjacts which _pre.sent con-

dusive evidence of me presence of a DivJiie and

supernatural order in Christianity ?

I. Christianity alone furnishes an orderly and

progressive line of moral -and religious develop^

jment^ beginning with the primitive and prehisr

tpric foundations of nature religion, and moving

onward and upward in well-marked successive

„steps to its present position of the most perfect

j)f all religions. Arising out of the primitive

nature religion, we find the simple yet deeply

devout faith of the patriarchal age, with its

simple forms of worship. Next comes the long

line of moral development, founded on the

Mosaic institutions, and completed in the work
of the prophets. Planted back in this is the

religious faith of the Messianic hope, forming

the religious side of the work of the prophetic

order, and culminating in such remarkable pro-

phetic insight and foresight of faith as is mani-

fest in the latter Isaiah. Finally comes a revival

of spiritual life under John the Da^.tist, into which

H
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Christ comes as the culmination, for whom all

else was but a foreordered preparation. It will

be seen that this line is not a mere reformation

or series of reformations. It is positively pro-

,gTessive, a movement onw-ard and upward. This

of itself would point it out as the true order

of God, whether natural or supernatural. If

there be a God ordering the world and its

movement, then, however we may find in de-

generation and death the work of the imper-

fection or sin of the creature, we must recognise

His hand ii the great movement by which the

creation or any one realm of creation moves up-

ward to the goal of perfection. This is as much
a religious faith as a rational conclusion.

2. This orderly progress j)roceeds -at _ev£ry

-Stage through a conscious communion of the.

human spirit with God. From the beginning

of its recorded history there is evidence, not

only of the general feeling after God and recog-

nition of Him in nature, but also of an inner

consciousness of God speaking within the human
soul. This, as_Wg_^haU~'^PP mnrp Jn|]j/ herpaft-pr^

isJli£j:s.sgntial_and cqmmori.£l£ment in the whole.

j:our.se of revelation . It is no sporadic pheno-

menon of material or sensuous theophany, nor of

trance vision or dream with religious interpreta-

tion, or clairvoyant or hypnotic frenzy, but a

clear, strong, moral and religious conviction of

God's mind and will. In most cases no men-

tion is made of the means by which this convic-

tion was awakened. In some cases the more
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sensuous and physical means are mentioned.

These were the staple of the so-called revela-

tions of other religions. They are perhaps the

exception in the line which leads to Christ, and

mark, we think, its lower forms. U is .guite,

certain Jhat in all ages true moral and religious

impressions jor convictions have come to man
through dreams or through abnormal physical

states, and^ probably such is still the case. .But

it is also certain that in such cases a superstitious

emphasis is often placed upon the medium, while

a^true and pure faith will recognise that the truth

is^ the all-important matter, however communi-

cated^ Such truth clearly forms the substance

of the entire preparatory line of religious life,

which, as we have seen, leads up to Christianity.

Such were the convictions of duty and Divine

direction of life and Divine promise which came
to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob ; the moral light

given to Moses, which was also accompanied by
a conviction of a Divine mission and of promises

to His faith, and the Divine call and messages to

Samuel and the entire line of prophets. In every

case, whatever may have been the particular psy-

chological method by which truth was unfolded,

there was a clear apprehension of moral and
religious truth. But more, this truth was accom-
panied by a conviction of the presence and autho-

rity of God. Already the presence of God in

nature was recognised. The voice of conscience

was also recognised as the spirit of the same God,
teaching man wisdom and understanding. And
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now in these special calls, these unfoldings of new
truth, these messages and burdens, there was the

clearest conviction of the presence of the same

spirit. The men in whose experience these phe-

nomena appear were such men as Abraham, of

whom a Divine call and light is recorded ; Moses,

Samuel, the long line of prophets ; a line of men
of contemplation and spiritual insight, writers of

hymns and proverbs ; and, finally, priestly recorders

and interpreters of the current history of the

time.

3. This line of men with speciaL call and gifts_

of^spiritual inytight was accompanied by a course

of history .m^osL intimately identified with thei£

work. Without claiming for this history a mira-

culous character, or placing it beyond the action

of natural law, it was perhaps, as no other history,

dominated by the religious spirit, and served in a

remarkable degree for the unfolding of religious

ideas and truth.

4- ']rJie-Outcomg_of. these connicrent lines was

(a), a hody^ of moral._and_religiqus_truth such as

appeared-_novvhere else jn the _world ; this we
have already seen ; and (d), JthaL_p£.culiar body-

^-.promise and prediction which is known as

_MessianLcL_prophecy. At whatever point we date

the beginning of this peculiar phenomena, it

stands unique in the world's religious history.

It runs continuously through centuries. It con-

stantly takes its form from the peculiarities

of contemporary history, and so varies both in

its manner of conception and of presentation.
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But it moves with unfaltering certainty to a

broader outlook and to a more distinct vision

of good things to come, and becomes itself

a great religious faith, taking possession of a

whole nation, and inspiring its best men with

the loftiest religious hopes.

^. Tliis line of progressive development find&-

If^^ rnlminal-inn in Jpsns rhrist. He fulfils both

the law and the prophets. The line of religious

faith is fulfilled or completed by the most perfect

conception of the attributes and nature of God,

and of His relation to humanity that the world

has yet known ; a conception which fills and

satisfies the religious faith of humanity. Its

moral teaching was completed, fulfilled, by the

unfolding in Christ and His teaching of the most

perfect moral ideal, an ideal after which the

conscience and life of humanity is still feebly

striving. If the present evolutionary view of

ethics, as a constant struggle towards the moral

ideal which continually moves upward, be the

true view, its advocates are surely bound to

see that the whole Christian world for nearly

nineteen centuries has found that ideal in

Jesus of Nazareth, and has not yet been able to

reach it ir practical life, or surpass it in ideal

conception. And finally this same Jesus of

Nazareth fulfilled the strange Messianic hope of
Israel, not in its lower and material form, as

the literalists of that day expected, and as

some of them to-day would still seek to prove,

but in its true spiritual significance, as a king-
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dom of righteousness and peace and joy in the

Holy Spirit.

g). This Ciiris t Himself appears as_t!lt'.. rnosJt.

Div.ijie of all revelations of God, as the faith

of the apostolic age expresses it, " The . vvLOtd.

^oLjGpd rnade fleah." This is certainly not only

Divine but supern
g|t^m[ftl.

and If this can be

established to tne world's religious faith, then

it not only stamps Christianity as supernatural

in the highest sense, but it explains, as par-

taking of the same Divine and supernatural

character, all the various steps which preceded

and prepared the way for Him. It is scarcely

necessary to prove as a matter of fact from

the New Testament that th£_whole_api3stQlic;-

reaching centred around three progositicns :

(i) The Incarnation ; God's Son manifest in

he flesh.

(2) The Atonement ; forgiveness of sins offered

o men in His name.

(3) The Mediatorial Kingdom ; this Christ

risen from the dead and ascended to the right

hand of the Father as the head of the Church.

This is all succinctly presented in i Tim. iii.

16, in the fifteenth of first Corinthians, and in the

first of Romans. This was most clearly the faith

of the Apostolic Church, and if this faith was true,

in its very nature it stamps Christianity as Divine

and supernatural, inasmuch as it is based on

a supernatural foundation of fact. We shall

see later that it is accompanied by supernatural

capacity, and that these two, the facts and the
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capacity, introduce a new and higher order of re-

ligious life. The faith of the early Church in Christ

as Divine is indisputable. The very existence

of the Ebionites or Judaizing Christians proves

this. |low_wa£l Jesus demonstrated to that .faith

_as the -Son £»£ God? I am not now speaking

of any technical definition of Christ's Sonship.

Doubtless this had not yet been made. But

without such technical definition ; Christ under

this title was the object of worship, faith and

religious affection, such as belongs to God alone.

How came He to command this ?

^The records show clearly that this faith arose

—

1. Out of the historic facts of His life, especially

Ithe resurrection.

2. From the impression of His personality and

:haracter.

3. Through the inward demonstration by the

[oly Spirit of His relation to our salvation. Th'^

faith in Christ as the Son of God is thus not

based on reason or logical demonstration, though

it may be quite reasonable. It is properly a

religious faith, and not a philosophical specula-

tion, or scientific theory.

I. At the basis of this faith lay certain historic

facts. The most prominent of these was the

resurrection. So important was this that Paul

on this ground alone stakes the very existence

of the Christian faith, i Cor. xv. 13-19. "If

Christ hath not been raised, then is our preach-

ing vain, your faith also is vain." But while the

resurrection was with Paul central, it did not
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stand alone. Strange as it may appear His

death was as necessary to this faith as the re-

surrection, and on these two historic facts through-

out the Epistles, the faith in Christ as the Son

of God is founded. " He died and rose again."

But we would make a great mistake if we con-

cluded from the silence of the Epistles that the

faith of the early Church embraced nothing be-

yond these two main facts. In the brief out-

lines of apostolic preaching given in the Acts

we have everywhere reference to a life filled in

with mighty works. The first sermon sets Him
forth as " a man approved of God among you

by mighty works and wonders and signs, which

God did by Him in the midst of you, even as

ye yourselves know" (Acts ii. 22). This first

note is continued throughout the book. The
resurrection is central even in this first sermon,

but the mighty works support it by their common
accord. When we come to examine the place

of miracles in the process of Divine revelation

we shall see how well fitted they were to per-

form this subordinate part, to prepare the way
as it were for the resurrection and how the

resurrection itself mus be the supreme demon-
stration, not as a mere miracle, but as like the

death of Christ, an essential part of His work.

The presence of a man among them for three

years, going about performing continually these

wrrks of Divine power and mercy, then dying

a ciucl death through the envy of sinners, and

on the third day coming forth again and ap-

>l:
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pearing in their midst was surely foundation for

the reh'gious faith expressed in the exclamation

of Thomas, " My Lord and my God."

The gospel of St John was written for the

purpose of proving to the faith of the Church

that Jesus was the Son of God, John xx. 31.

It collects, combines, and enlarges on all in the

life and words of Christ which specially pointed

to this conclusion, or rather led to this conviction.

It is a summary of the faith of the early Church

apprehending Christ in His Divine character. On
the other hand, the synoptic gospels give us a

summary of the memories of the apostles and

eye-witnesses, as they related and hand down
the words and works of Christ and the facts

of His life during the age of the first apostolic

preaching and teaching. In St John we see

the faith established, the edifice fully built, in

the synoptics, the stones out of which it was

building. In the Acts and Epistles, we get

glimpses of the process of structure.

Turning first to the synoptics, how is Christ

there presented to the religious faith of the

penitent sinner? We say religious faith, for

the Divine Christ is first revealed to religious

faith ; in St John that religious faith is already

passing into intellectual definition, though without

yet losing its religious character and power.

(i) We have rehearsed by each of these the

supernatural facts already referred to, viz., His
mighty works, the Divine power and truth of

His doctrine, and, after His death, His resurrec-
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tion from the dead. Two add to this super-

natural events attending His birth and early life,

(2) These facts are attested historically, not

only by the four gospel writings, and incidentally

by the Acts and the Epistles, but they are clearly

recognised as the foundation facts of the new
faith by profane writers, and by enemies of the

faith. True or false they formed the foundation

of the faith which at that date came into exist-

ence. This foundation of fact was proclaimed

openly in Jerusalem and all parts of Palestine,

immediately after their occurrence, if the record

is correct, two months after the resurrection.

The preaching of these facts extended through

the most enlightened portions of the Roman
Empire within the lifetime of even the older

eye-witnesses ; and even in the face of the

severest persecution and most strenuous opposi-

tion, it founded a strong and profound religious

faith. Under such circumstances the very exist-

ence of the religion proves the reality of the

historic facts. You cannot account for it apart

from them.

2. But at least with the first believers, and,

through their testimony, with all subsequent

hearers, the personality of Christ entered into

and formed the foundation of their faith in His

Divinity quite as much as the separate facts of

His life. He stood out in a world of sinners and

in a degenerate age and country, not only as a

good man with some share of human infirmity,

but conspicuous, as we have seen, by a Divine
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spotless freedom from sin. He separated Him-
self from all personal ambitions, passions, cares,

selfish interests and entanglements, such as usually

occupy men and fill up their lives, that He might

do the work which His Father gave Him. He
entered upon that work under the impulse of a

spiritual power, which, v/hile shared in a minor

measure by thousands who came to John's bap-

tism, marked Him out at once as pre-eminent, and

to John's own consciousness as immeasurably his

own superioi. " He shall baptise you with Holy
Spirit and with fire." His ministry at once

evinced this Divine power. " He taught them
as one having authority, and not as the scribes."

" Never man so spake." " All men wondered at

the gracious words which proceeded out of His

mouth." Peter makes his confession, " Thou art

the Christ, the Son of the living God " ; and

again, " Lord, to whom shall we go, for Thou
alone hast the words of eternal life." Nor was
this all, for in His presence, even while He
seemed to refuse her, the Syro-phenician woman
is inspired with the faith which cries out, " Yea,

Lord, yet the dogs under the table eat of the

children's crumbs." Even to-day an open-hearted

man cannot read the simple record of these frag-

mentary memories without feeling tiie power of

this remarkable moral and spiritual personality.

3. But in the presence of these facts and under

the influence of this personality the full faith was
called forth only by the influence of the Holy
Spirit. Pentecost placed the Christ in a new
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relation to the conscious thoughts of the disciples.

From that day His true Divinity began to mani-

fest itself to their faith. They saw Him now as

they had not seen Him before as the risen and

ascended Saviour, exalted at the right hand of the

Father, "granting repentance to Israel." Their

religious faith which from childhood had fed on

the Messianic promises of the prophets now at

once linked Jesus to these promises, and found

in Him, not the material and political fulfilment

which they had looked for under the teaching of

the scribes, but a new and spiritual fulfilment.

And this brings us to the last phase of the super-

natural and Divine character of Christianity.

The Su{>ernatural Relis:ious Caj

'aii;ij({f!JI]iMiiMtf^aim
MhkhjL,

Th|«^ ig Irnnwn ac flip gift
f;>f

ttip> Hr>|y Spi^

and with its first appearance on the day of Pente-

cost, Christianity was first fully introduced as a

living religious faith into the world. What was

this gift of the Holy Spirit ? It consisted essen-

tially of deep convictions of sin, followed by a

view of God in Christ as forgiving sin, and an

inward love, jo;
,
peace, in fact a sense of com-

pletely changed moral and religious relation to

God. This was a new thing in the world's moral

and religious history. Occasional and partial

anticipations of it had been seen in the past

history of the Hebrew people, but never before

after the manner and to the extent now ex-

perienced. This new moral and religious power

\
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according to the record reached three thousand

people on the first day, and there cannot be ques-

tion that in a single generation it reached myriads

of people in all the eastern parts of the empire,

and it is a fact patent on the very face of history

that in three hundred years it had conquered the

Roman Empire, not by the power of arms, but

by the influence of religious ideas. We have

already seen that it produced a perfection and a

type of moral and religious character unknown in

the world before, and not yet surpassed.

2. Wfi-^fittd- this maral^ power not-uftiversaUy ,

bijt,_sti11 quite frequently^ accompanied by some
extraordinary, intellectual phejiomena.__known as

the gifts of fnngnes, and less^fregii^rMhly hj/ pre-^

jcjence of future eiiejii2._ The precise nature of

these events it may be difficult now to determine

but that there did take place things out of the

common order of nature, and that these em-
phasized the moral and religious power cannot

be doubted.

3. We find—iiirthef—a -frequent , reference tQ _

remarkable, power of healing, and other extra*,

^ordinaryumMlifeslaiions-m the_j:e^io^^^ of physicaL

Jife_accQmganying the., moral and religious in=^

_Juence spoken _gf as the gift of the Holy Spirit^.

It is to be noted that the entire series of events

thus set before us are not detached or isolated

facts, each depending on the individual testimony

by which they are affirmed. They are parts of a

great united movement, of the date and character

of which there cannot be the slightest question,
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and the effects of which endure in all kinds of

historic monuments to this day. Its central ele-

ment has become a permanent fact in the world,

although at the beginning it was quite as extra-

ordinary as its transitory and occasional intellectual

and physical accompaniments. It is a mistake to_

regard the_illuminating aiLd„ cpn^ertjng_pQweiL_aSu

natural, and ,,th& ^tQJig.ues...aiKL. miracles alone a^.

_supexiia±ural. Both doubtless have relation to

natural law, but both transcend it. Bllt-^he
miraculous accompaniments were but occasion^

at furthest, an extension at times of the. ntiir;:^

aculous power into „therealrn_ of our physical

nature. In a short time they apparently ceased.

The true central supernatural was the spiritual

influence known as the gift of the Holy Ghost.

The strange accompanying phenomena but em-
phasized its supernatural character, i.e. made all

men feel more sensibly the special presence of

God, but that presence was essentially the Holy
Spirit in the hearts of believers. Its universal

supernatural result was not the healing of disease,

or the raising of the dead, or the gift of tongues,

but the new spiritual life, which they recognised

as a new creation, a spiritual resurrection, a new
life from the dead.

Turning our attention then to this cejitraJ

gpif'ty^^ pf^wpr, we note :

I

I. That it was a deep moral and religious

|influence, creating not only strong emotions, but^

lalso permanent convictions of truth.

2. That this influence was increased by the ac^
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companiments. They extended it to men whose
,

natures were so spiritually dull and dead that i

they had no receptive power for truth, i Cor,
j

xiv. 21, 22.
/,

3. It is never trifling or immoral.
\

4. It is never irrational. .1

5. It convinced men not so much by a process 1/

of logic as by awakening of and appeal to the
1

moral and religious intuitions. Hence resistance

to it was sin and unbelief ',

6. This moral and religious influence has be-
j

come a new order. It is continuous to this day. j

This last point is attested by the whole history

of the Church. It is true that the Church has

repeatedly fallen back to a lower plane, and has

lived on the spiritual level of the Old Testament

rather than of the Apostolic Age ; but again and

again the revival of the Divine apostolic life has

appeared, and the history of the last one hundred

and fifty years has proved by the evidence of

facts, which may be known and read of all men,

that this Divine power is now the law and order

of grace, and constitutes the very essence of the

Christian religion. The supernatural gift of the.

JHoly,Ghost is not ajjiere, superadded attestatioji^

but it is the presence and_ppwer of God Himself

in His moral world, creating^ a new and higher

jporaland religious order^_ It is this which g,iyes

to Christianity its supernatural character and its.,

true pre-eminence above all the old religions_

founded_in nature_; nay, more, which rnakes it_

now the only way and truth and life.
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This Supernatural Religion the World's Salvation

from Sin.

• We have already seen that the introduction

from time to time of new moral and religious

forces into the world is in harmony with the

history of physical life, and hence not unreason-

able. It may be completely justified on the prin-

ciple of evolution as a law of universal progress.

^Nature is not a fixed and eternal jgerfectiojL^but

an Qnvvarjd._movemenLf[ana_,th(^mpe^ toward

the-pprfecf, and perhaps j^_mi^t say frojn the

firiite toward _the infinite. _- This of itself proves

nature to be not the perfect and infinite and self-

sustained, but the imperfect and the finite and the

derived. Under the law of causation, if it has an

onward movement towards higher perfection, it

must be not from itself, but from the original

source of its being. Each new impulse towards

a higher perfection of being is thus supernatural.

AH higher life [s born frorp above . The inorganic

becomes the organic by being^ lifted into a higher

liie_from above. _So the^ vegetable is transformed

Jtp animal _froni above by the assimilating power

of the, higher life X^"^^ ^9 student of nature_can

pronounce successive epochs of higher reyejation

of God unreasonable. Qhrist Himself comes in^

the line of a universal order.

But there is another reason for the supernatural

in moral and religious life. Sin has ruined the

old order. This again does not stand as a fact

without analogy. Degeneration is a common

:.^
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fact in the history of all physical life, and sin is

a moral ancL-religi-Qiia-

d

egeneratkm. But in the

physical life the degeneration of the old life is

remedied by the incoming of the new. And in

the moral and religious life the ruin of sin„js

repaired TijTa new life fronLJibo^s. Outside of

Christianity we know of but one system that has

been framed for this end, and that went not to

the root but to the branches, it was a remedy

for misery and sorrow rather than for sin.

That the salvation of the—wxjrld from sin is_

the purpose of Christianity is surely beyond pQVz^

^dyenturg. Its founder Himself declares, He
" came not to call the righteous but sinners to

repentance," and He " came to seek and to save

that which was lost." The first preachers of

Christianity declare that " God so loved the

world, that He gave His only begotten Son, that

whosoever believeth on Him should not perish,

but have eternal life " ; and, again, that " He
sent Him to bless you in turning away every

one of you from your iniquities." How far it

succeeds in this great work may be judged from

what we have already learned of the moral

results of Christianity, It has bnt, rs it werft,

commenced its missitin. It has scarcely tnnrhpd

jaore than one-ihjrd of this world of sin. It has

perfectly reached the moral depths of no nation

or body of people. The ruin which it seeks to

remedy reaches to the deepest foundations of

human life, and it is cemented and consolidated

by the lapse of untold ages. But out of that

I
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ruin already countless myriads have been re-

deemed, and new institutions have been created,

which are at least vestibules to the city of God.

Thus Christianity has already vindicated its

fitness for its mission, and to that mission it is

addressing itself to-day with an energy of zeal

and faith, and with a spiritual power unknown in

all the past.

This mission then of the world's salvatiow-from

jin, a mission attempted by no other agency:

-tOj-day, at Qiice justifies and proves the Divine

and supernaturaL character of Christianity.

We are now prepared" to bring the different

elements of this investigation to its final con-

clusion.

Christ is the founder and centre of Christianity.

He stands forth distinctly as sent by God, and

has been demonstrated to the religious faith of

His own age and of succeeding ages as the Son

of God. Leading up to Him, and consciously or

unconsciously preparing for Him, we have an

order of revelation of God running back through

the whole reach of human history, and giving us

the highest moral and religious development of

ancient civilisation. Parallel to this the ancient

world's highest intellectual and political develop-

ments are almost equally conspicuous in preparing

the way for His work.

Setting forth from Him, and founded on Him
as the object of its faith, we have a movement of

I
i
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supernatural moral and religious power forming a

new order which reaches to our day.

The professed object, the manifest tendency,

and the incipient success of this work are all one,

viz., the salvation of the world from the obvious

ruin of sin. When therefore religious faith ha

apprehended this movement as Divine, and it

founder as the Son of God, may we not challenge

moral sense, the sense of all fitness and reason

itself, in support of this religious faith ?

It does not profess to be a truth discovered by

reason, or founded on the arguments of reason or

science, but upon religious faith. But we ask

again, is not this religious faith reasonable? Is

it not a supremely moral faith ? Is it not a

beautiful faith? If so, can it be other than true?

And in its deepest certainty this faith affirms that

God hath sent His Son, and that in Him we have

eternal life.

But when we see in this faith the natural and

the supernatural blending, the human and the

Divine working together, when we see it as a

unity of truth, a unity of spirit, and of spiritual

power, a progressive life in humanity, a true

development, leading up to an inexhaustible

fulness of truth, and infinite resources of moral

power such as appear in all the works of God,

we surely cannot doubt that it is of God, His

supreme revelation of Himself to man, not simply

the highest and best of natural religions, but, while

in the line of nature, far transcending nature, a

new creation for the world's redemption from sin.

ili



PART II

THE NATURE AND PROCESS OF
REVELATION AND THE FORMATION OF

THE WORD OF GOD

CHAPTER I

PRELIMINARY

Our investigation thus far assures us of the re-

ligious authority of Christianity, and of its super-

natural character as given of God as the foundation

of the world's religious faith. But before proceed-

ing to investigate the contents of that faith as

religious truth, i.e. to the study of Christian

doctrine, we must know definitely the sources

from which that doctrine is to be learned. This

is especially necessary where, as in the case of the

Christian religion, there are varieties of opinion

among its followers. We have already seen that

when the question was, What is religious truth ?

the answer was that religious truth must be

demonstrated to man's spiritual nature. But

when now the question is, What is true Chris-

tian teaching ? there must be some authority or

standard by which professed forms of Christian

133
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teaching, wherever they vary, may be judged.

As Christianity is one of the religions possessing

sacred books, it might be supposed that we could

at once assume that these books constituted the

only authoritative standard of Christian teaching.

But an examination of Christian opinion on this

point shows that both ecclesiastical authority and

the individual Christian consciousness have been

called in as co-ordinate with these sacred books.

A subordinate question is the determination of

the sacred books themselves, as to whether or

not they include certain books known as Apocry-

phal. These facts make it necessary at the very/

outset of the---study-^f—

C

hristian Theology^—tq.. -

examine the nature and proc^js^ of this Dmne
Revelation ..more fuUy, stnd eapecisMy the-Jbrma-

tion of its sacred books, that we may: in_lhe.liglit-^

pf_the historic facts detertnine-theij::- place -iiv-the i

investigation of Chriatian Doctrme,- This exami-
j

nation we may make under three heads :— ^^
1. The nature and process of Revelation.

2. Inspiration and the creation of the written

Word.

3. The Canon.

4. We may then consider the Authority of

Scripture.
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CHAPTER II

THE NATURE AND PROCESS OF THE CHRISTIAN

REVELATION

As we have already seerif in its very meaning the

term revelation has it_s subjective and its objective

side^ It implies a human capa^ky to receive_a-

revelatioD, and a Divine activity by which revela-

tipn is made^ It therefore Jndiiiles tllfc-

e

ntire

historical_2rocess_by _which God imparts, and m^i
receives true ideas—of _Go(ii_HIs_AV4Up-and -lii*

works. The first part of our investipjation is

therefore essentially bistoricaL It will assume,

as the very existence of religion in the world

implies, that in the constitution of the universe

and the nature of man a revelation of God is not

only possible, but has been made ; and it takes as

already proven that Christianity represents that

revelation, i.e. is its supreme result. It is with

this result and with the entire process by which

it has been reached that we have now to deal.

As both the process and the result are matters of

history or fact, the method here is essentially

inductive. We have no right to construct an

a priori theory. tHp cimpjp qi^p«;finns^are, How
has God revealed Himself_to men.? ^j:iat is the^

form ,.Qr nature, of.this-xeyelation^? andjyhere is it

to be found ?

J34
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In answering these questions we must include

jn revelEUioii tlie sum total. of knuwiedge of Gnij.

and of His will vyhi(:lL.has_ come _into the actual

possession of the race as a whole^ nr. of any part

or even iadividiiaLof the^race^ The revelation to

be truly such must have been completed in actual

knowledge. There may be now in existence

potential elements of knowledge, Divine works

intended to reveal God's will, but which no man
has yet been able to read. But until they are

read, through the gift to man of a more perfect

religious illumination or capacity for the know-

ledge of God, they are not yet a completed

revelation ; they are like the life and work of

Christ before Pentecost. The revelation as it

.now exists is the sum_total of the knowledge of

God recei'^ed by man.
,.>-Ill 1 1

» —

*

—
The study of the complete content of this

revelation does not concern us here. We have

only two passing observations to offer, both of

which are, we think, fair historical inductions.

The first is that n^jiari-J^ii^-this-Fevelation once

in possession of the race^ has ever becillost^ We
do not affirm this of the specific apprehension

of individual statements of truth. Abraham, for

example, may have received particular promises

or commands, similar to those recorded, of which

tradition has preserved no remembrance. There
may have been and certainly were numbers of

particular prophetic discourses, warnings and
threatenings of which we have no record. So
St John says at the close of his Gospel, " There
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are also many other things which Jesus did,

the which if they should be written, every one,

I suppose, that even the world itself could not

contain the books that should be written." But

when we say that Divine revelation once received

has never been lost, we refer, not to specific

communications, but to what we may call _prin-

ci ples of truth._ No true idea of God has been

lost, no principle of moral obligation has passed

out of sight. No ground of faith or light upon

human life once given to men has utterly

perished. We make this assertion as a general

induction from the entire field of modern re-

search and recovery of ancient history. Entirely

forgotten languages have been recovered ; know-

ledge of entirely forgotten religions has been

recovered ; forgotten chapters in history, and

bodies of ancient law, and institutions of ancient

civilisation have been recovered, but no word or

doctrine which represents a lost idea of God
which could to-day command religious faith.

It is therefore as a matter of fair historic in-

duction that we assert that no truth of God
has ever been lost.

Our second inductive observation is that the

Christian Scriptures as they now exjst__contain

jhe sum total of this revelation of Gnd Here

again we refer not to the specific forms, but

to the truth, the ideas of God and of duty

which they conveyed, in so far as these forms

were adequate to convey or express the truth.

This proposition also we think a fair induction

>
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from our modern historical and comparative

science of religion. We have found nothing of

truth in the religions of the past which Chris-

tianity has omitted ; nothing to which it has

not given a more perfect and fitting expression.

If these two statements are correct then our

task of understanding as well the content as

the nature and method of Divine revelation is

greatly simplified. We are not driven to ex-

amine the whole world's literature or even the

whole wide field of sacred books. In_ two re-

cords, the Old Testament and the New, we_

Jhave before_us.Jthe materials for the study of the_

full content of_^Divine revelation and for t lie.

understanding of its nature and general method.^

But while we may safely assume that these

two volumes give us the accumulated result of

the entire process of revelation, they by no

means present us with the entire historical pro-

cess. These writings themselves,, recognise pre-

existing rpligjous, truth-already irL_pQssession of

men when _ they began tQ he written. Men had

already a religious vocabulary, and hence ideas

of God and His will, before either the Penta-

teuch or the documents which it incorporated

were written. When the author of Gen. i. wrote
" In the beginning God created the heavens and
the earth," men had already a name for God,
a conception of creative power and wisdom, and
a comprehensive expression for the sum total

of the created universe. When Moses spake,
" Hear, O Israel, the Lord thy God is one

i
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Lord," the unity of God was not first dis-

covered, but only maintained against polytheistic

tendencies.

Xhe sacred Scriptures of the Hebrews_and_Qf
the Christians are^ thus neither the_ whole o.or

idle. besinQi-Og^PLthe process of Divine revelation,

but only the culmination jo_f_ a process which

doubtless began with the beginning of the race,

v/hich certainly goes back beyond the beginning

iiL historic record^ but -which has found -its. goal

in Jesus Chriat. We have already claimed that

they sum up all the truth as to God which has

ever been in possession of the race, that no

fragment of what has once been revealed has

ever been lost ; but while our modern historical

and archaeological studies in the science of

religion seem clearly to establish this fact, they

also reveal to us, that many important elements,

in fact the most universal elements of this truth,

were in possession of the race in various primi-

tive forms prior to the existence of even the

earlier portions of our Scriptures.

The Scriptures themselves thus reveal and

even in more direct statements recognise a

primitive, fundamental, and universal revelation

of God to man before Moses or Abraham. In

fact they themselves carry back revelation as

the foundation of moral and religious order and

ideas, both before and after the origin of sin,

to the very beginning of the race. The two

creation documents placed in the forefront of

Genesis include the foundations not only of

li;.i;

l*'!l
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physical nature, but also of moral, religious,

social and industrial life.

In examining the method of revelation this

primiiive revelation must be taken into account,

stretching far back into the prehistoric life of

iV humanity.

i^ It has been customary to separate this primi-

tive and universal revelation of God to man from

that specifically recorded in our Scriptures, and to

call the first natural religion and its method the

light of nature, while the latter is considered

supernatural, both as to content and method of

revelation. We think that this distinction is not

warranted by Scripture itself, which knows no

distinction between that revelation in which " the

heavens declare the glory of God," and that in

which the word of the Lord came to the prophets.

Both revelations are recognised alike as Divine

truth, and are received by the same faculty of

moral and religious understanding. They appeal

to faith by the power of truth and with the

authority of truth, which is the authority of

God, and are enforced by inward conviction

and not by outward compulsion. The entire con-

ception of the enforcement upon the world, ab

extra, of religious ideas by the employment of

either manifest or occult supernatural agencies,

and the theory which regards such ideas as some-

thing essentially different from those which appeal

only to our convictions of faith, conscience, and

of reason, and so constituting in a special sense the

of supernatural revelation, are alike foreign to the
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teaching of the prophets of the Old Testament,

and still more to that of Christ and His apostles

in the New. We shall see presently the function

of the supernatural in the process of revelation,

but it is not such as to divide the contents of

revelation into natural and supernatural truth.

All truth is one, is Divine, is of God. A dis-

tinction which will bring us more directly to the

heart of our subject, lies between the process by
wnich truth comes to each individual mind, and

that by which it comes to the world at large.

The two processes are intimately related, because

all knowledge which is to-day the common pos-

session or heritage of the whole world, was first

revealed to some one man. While it would be

a great mistake to make either our own experi-

ence of knowing God, or that of any one man
who has ever lived the full measure either of

the method or content of Divine revelation, it is

evident that in every human experience we must

find at least the first principles, the A B C of both.

Let us begin then with any truly Christian

man, one who knows God by the inward light

of truth and of the spirit, and ask what does

he know of God ? and how has he come by

this knowledge ?

The man whom we thus question may know
much less of God than some men have known

;

he certainly will know less than all other men
taken together. But that which he does know
will be living religious knowledge, knowledge

which has passed into his entire spiritual life,
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and as such it is completed revelation. It is

truth which has come from God and has found

man. It is not a mere means of knowing God,

such as a spoken or written word might be, or

such as God's works of creation or providence,

or even of miracle may be ; but it is actual

living knowledge of God, and so represents the

completed course of revelation from God to

man.

Again, since this knowledge has come from

God and has reached man, the way by which

it has come must represent or include all the

essential elements of revelation, the steps with-

out which a revelation cannot be made. It may
also include accidental peculiarities, matters which

may vary in other cases ; but that which has not

in some way, and at some point of the process,

entered into this revelation, cannot be considered

essential, and the essentials are certainly the most

important part of any process.

Asking then such a man what he knows of

God, he will tell you that he knows that God
exists, that He is a holy God, and yet that He
is a God of loving-kindness and truth, keeping

promises of grace and mercy even for sinful men,

and that for Christ's sake He forgives sins ; that

He calls us to be holy, and that at the last He
will judge us according to our works. The moral

and religious truth thus expressed is not a theory

or a mere collection of speculative opinions, but

the truth as apprehended by a firm religious faith.

If you ask him how he knows this he will tell you
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that he knows it by inward conviction, by that

sense of certainty b)^ which the soul apprehends

truth, and which, in regard to this truth, we call

the full assurance of faith. The only account he

can possibly give of this matter from within is

that these truths appeal to him with convincing

power. As Paul says, " Our Gospel came not

unto you in word only " {"koyog, argumentative

discourse), " but also in power and in the Holy
Ghost, and in much assurance." This inward

ljghL^ndfoi^_of jnith^vvhir.h, as—we- -shall see

^esently4-jaLeil_ill-_alL--ages__lmv©-4eaFn€d- tn cal 1

_tJTe_power of a Divjne spirit, i-'i-th4is universally

necessary for a true liymg Jaiowledge.--oiL. God,

^id hence js_an essential -jel^meiiL^ia the process

of Divine revelation.

If, however, we turn from this subjective point,

and ask for thg. outward or obigctiiieu^Qurce-JrQin

which this truth comes to 11s \vjjji copvindng

power, the answer is, lUaMu cometlv b)^ ^^ari^g.

and hearing by the Wg.t^_ S"^ Cir'"^'^
'- Someone

by preaching with voice or pen has testified of

the Gospel or good news of the grace of God.

A spoken or a written Word, passing from man
to man, stands out in the history of the case as

another important, if not universal, link in God's

revelation of Himself to man.

But in Paul's day but very few had heard this

spoken or written word. He therefore appeals to

another extern

a

l^'^rtnrrp frpm w^irh the truth

comes iiimv^ersql ly to man
, set forth in the 1 9th

Psalm, from which he further quotes : " But I
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say did they not hear? Yea, verily, 'their sound

went out into all the earth, and their words unto

the ends of the world.'" This source of truth is

Gpil's- --WQrk.Jii_jmtuEe^ " The heavens declare

the glory of God, and the firmament showeth

His handiwork." God's works may immediately

awaken our souls to apprehend these convictions

of truth by faith ; and probably there are few

living Christians who have not thus heard God
speaking with power to their hearts through

nature or through providence.

PuXil we_go back to the spoken or the written

Word, and_ask whence it romo.s^ we find that it

comgsJrQJTt a snnl hiavgelf pQs.sgsseH n£ _the4iv-iitg

knowledge, a soul to whom God has already

revealed Himself, and so we travel back to ask

for those to whom the Word of God first came
;

by what means did they first receive the truth

and knowledge of God ? Here, if anywhere, we
shall find special circumstances in the process of

revelation, something which may distinguish the

revelation as it commonly comes to individual

men from the revelation as originally given for

the world.

But before carrying our investigation back to

the great original epochs of revelation at which
new and more perfect knowledge of God has

come in for the world at large, we may get

some light on the essentials of the process of

revelation from the facts now before us in the

experience of the individual man. We have
seen that such an one knows God not only
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through the written or spoken Word, but also

by the voices of creation and providence. " The
heavens," to each of us, " declare the glory of

God, and the firmament showeth His handi-

work." There are times when God teaches us

knowledge by His chastenings, times when His

wonderful dealings with us declare to us His

goodness. Now it may be very difficult for us

to separate these teachings from the knowledge

which has come to us through the testimony of

God's written or spoken Word, but the whole

teaching of Scripture leads us to the fact that

this was one of the ways by which the living

word of Divine Knowledge was originally com-

municated to men.

We_have ilmg^arrived at three most jmpDrtant

g^eral facets in the prjjcess gf revelation.

1. In all revelation there is inward apprehen-

ion and conviction of truth by living faith.

2. To the great majority of men this comes

y a written or spoken Word ministered through

uman instrumentality.

3. But faith may be and frequently is either

ariginally awakened or greatly strengthened by
bjective revealing facts. These facts, with the

nward convictions, constitute a continuous, and

lin itself complete chain of revelation by which

God makes Himself and His truth known to

en. This revelation according to St Paul is

ufficient as a basis of universal responsibility.

But in addition to these general facts, there are

some other inductions to be gathered from Gc»is
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revelation of HimsejNn^the generaj^exjjerience of

men.

One of these^js its progressive character and its

adaptation to our capacity lu^meem). " When I

was a child I spake as a child, I understood as a

child, I thought as a child, but when I became a

man I put away childish things ;

" and so in

another chapter, in the same epistle, " I have fed

you with milk and not with meat, for hitherto ye

were not able to bear it, neither )et now are ye

able." This is especially true of the form in which

the truth is both presented and received. A man
to whom an abstract discourse on the principles of

justice would be a sealed book may respond in his

inmost conscience to a concrete example or parable

such as Nathan used with David.

Again the inward and spiritual nature of faith

and its relation to truth as truth enforced by the

power of the Divine Spirit renders this truth

independent to a large extent of logical processes

of argument. It is received by moral and re-

ligious intuition. It_is also indepp"dpnt of

humaJi- -authority.^ its authority is Divine and
spiritual, i.e. productive of inward conviction as

truth, and does not rest on human learning or

ecclesiastical decree. The man in whose heart

true faith is wrought makes no question of the

genuineness and authenticity of books, or of the

right or authority of a pope, a council, a church,

a ministry, or a reformation. He has he' '. the

voice of God, he has been convicted by the ,Vord

and the Spirit of truth, and happy indeed is he if

K
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he obeys the Divine call. If he had to wait for

the solution of all questions of historical criticism

and philosophy before he could believe, he would

be exceedingly unfortunate ; for in ninety-nine

cases out of a hundred he has no capacity for

such questions. Our theological sciences go on

creating new problems for solution, but the

world's true faith goes on its way believing in

God and in Christ, and finding everywhere the

blessedness and assurance of faith. If the be-

liever is an amateur in theological disputations

he may very likely transfer the strong and

rightful assurance of his faith to the particular

theological opinions which he may have chanced

to imbibe, thereby making a very poor theological

critic out of a very good Christian, or on the

other hand his imperfect and unfortunate at-

tempts at the solution of purely intellectual

questions may serve but to confuse his faith,

and dull the keenness of his sense of spiritual

truth. So Christ says, " I thank Thee, O Father,

Lord of heaven and earth, that didst hide these

things from the wise and understanding, and

didst reveal them unto babes." We do not

advocate obscurantism, we^wish only_lhjaJL Jhese

purely^ intellectual problems should be jclearly

ancLibr ever separaied--JixmL.lhe_ exercise^^

religious_faith.

The Original Revelations of God to Men.

We turn now to the broader question, What has

God revealed of Himself to the world at large?
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and how has He revealed this knowledge ? The
answer to these questions will include the con-

tent of all revelation of God to individual men,

and also the method, in so far as it is a method

for the race, and not an accident of the indi-

vidual. But it may also include special methods

by which God has at special epochs enlarged

the knowledge of Himself by man, for the benefit

of the whole race.

We have already seen in God's revelation of

Himself to the individual man the importance

and office of the Word, i.e. of a body of truth

concerning God and His will existing among
men, handed down and spread abroad either

by writing or by word of mouth, and becoming

the instrument by which truth comes to most

men for the production of a living faith. We
have seen that this word springs out of a living

knowledge of God, and tends to create living

knowledge of God, as it passes through the

ages and generations from heart to heart. We
have already seen that this word reached its

fulness of grace and truth in Jesus Christ and
in the power of the Holy Spirit which according

to His promise was given on Pentecost to His
disciples. But we have also seen that through
prophets and wise men it reached back to the

first beginnings of our race. That word is to-

day revealing God, i.e. creating living spiritual

knowledge of God in the hearts of men beyond
all other agencies. It is the world's great in-

terpreter of the voices of Creation and Providence.

I
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It carries the faith and conscience of men up to

their most perfect knowledge of faith and duty,

and it speaks to that laith and conscience with

the supreme authority of eternal truth.

This word has indeed been written in the

Book, but it has been re-written in many books.

Poets and philosophers, painters and all artists

have seized upon its life-giving spirit, have felt

its glow in their hearts, and have poured it

forth into all new and modern forms of thought

and beauty. It speaks not now in Greek and

Hebrew alone, but in hundreds of living lan-

guages, and in forms of art which transcend all

languages, and are read by universal human-

ity. While expressed in the Book in divinely

inspired perfection, its streams have watered all

fields of human thought and have enriched all

human literature. This Word of God, which

liveth and abideth for ever is a spiritual thing,

imperfectly grasped by all our thought, im-

perfectly expressed by all our langitages con-

tained but in part by all our books, a treasure

in earthen vessels, even when set forth in the

thought and words of an inspired apostle. The
creation of this word among men is the process of

the revelation of God for the world, and the Book

is its divinely ordered and completed form.

In historical study there is great advantage

in beginning at a point where we are already

well int>^rmed, and from which we can work

back to the more obscure. We jhall therefore

begin with the Book rather than \viththe more

m
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_^bscure beginnjngs of _kiiQivJedge of God _and_

religious faith which preceded the Book.

_In the Book itself, which is a grQ_^h nf many
centuries, the clearest light shines^-ammid- Jesus

Xlirist- and_.the._ApostQlk__Age*- This has also

the advantage of being a point of complete-

ness, both an end and a beginning, the beginning

of the great movement of Christian spiritual life

the fundamental unit of which we have already

described as the revelation of God to the in-

dividual man, the end of the progressive process

by which our present heritage of religious truth

came into possession of our race. Whatever

may be the critical questions as to date and

authorship of individual books of the New
Testament, it is certain that the great move-

ment out of which they sprang and the funda-

mental ideas which they express date from the

first century of our era. The books themselves

can none of them be very far removed from

this point of origin. They show us clearly that,

at that time, not only new forms, but also many
new ideas began to take hold of the world's

faith, and to spread with amazing rapidity from

Jerusalem and Syria far out through the Roman
Empire. To any Christian reader of the New
Testament there cannot be the slightest doubt
as to the nature of this movement. As it is

described in the Acts of the Apostles and in

the Epistles of St Paul, it is the perfect counter-

part of the revelation of God in individual ex-

perience which we have already described. It

^
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consisted essentially of deep moral conviction

of sin, such as is described in the seventh and

preceding chapters of Romans, and of the crea-

tion of that faith in God and Christ which is

truly called Christian. It was not the creatipjL

of a _new .-philosophy or theology, nor yet of_

a

new society or organisation, though_ both the

latter were afterIresuEs^uLJJLwas a jilanting^

^he heaxts- of _iiien—of nejjLi:qnyictions._QL-duty

,

of new faith in.Jjod. .as . their Father,Jn, heaven ,

ajidof a new--liope of immortality. If we enquire

what was the origin of this new faith, we find

it commencing from the preaching of a few

men who, first at Jerusalem and then in Samaria,

Damascus, Antioch, Asia Minor, and so outward,

proclaimed to men with wonderful power of in-

ward conviction repentance toward God and faith

in the name of Jesus of Nazareth for the for-

giveness of their sins. The conviction which

accompanied this preaching was an awakening

of conscience and an opening of spiritual under-

standing, like the vision of the ancient prophets,

and both preachers and people recognised and

spoke of it as th^^jgjjj^L^^^siia^ Further,

at the command of the same word in the name
of Jesus, diseases were healed and other signs

and wonders wrought which made the people

still more sensibly recognise the direct presence

and power of God. Now what was the signi-

ficance of these events as a revelation of God ?

A
I. It was perfect revealing of God in the

noblest conceptions of His character. His will,
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in the hearts and consciences of all who yielded

obedience of faith.

2. It was a revelation of God in His attributes

of holiness, justice and judgment to still greater

numbers who refused to obey this gospel.

3. This revelation was made not as the mere

saying or teaching of the preachers, but as an

\ inward conviction of truth, the Divine power of

1 which was still further increased by the signs

land wonders which were wrought. This was

jthe power and attestation of the Holy Ghost.

Jt was during the rnnl-innatjre of this for aboqt \j

ythe space of t^o generations that the^ entire f

rwritten . word contained ia_the __I^v TestameQt,l

j

uvas produced^ The written word was not differ-

ent from that spoken except in the use of the

pen instead of the living voice ; it was the same

word, whether Paul preached or Paul wrote.

Of these historical phenomena, we have here to

note that this was the beginning of a long history

in which for nearly nineteen hundred y^ars God

Jias-been revealing HimseliL-by -the prpRrhing e4-

^Ihis-gospeL-and. -the.- ponder, of this_Spirit_am£mg_aJi.

nati£uia> Thej:ontinuous historyJias-difCeredJimrL

thf^ first beginning in thes& -respects :

1. The primitive spiritual power has rarely, if

ever, been equalled in subsequent times.

2. The subsequent ages have added nothing to

the new ideas, the certain knowledge of God and
His will which was given at the beginning. '

3. The accompanying physical manifestations!
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have nearly, if not entirely, ceased, and did so

about the third generation. Otherwise that

which was then a new beginning has become

a permanent order, and may be called the usual

and, in that sense, the natural method of God's

revealing grace. /

This Apostolic Age we_as Christians recognise

jsjtlie^upj"£nie rnlminatinn of God's revelation q{

^Hhriaglf to the^M?Jidi_ It embraces, like the indi-

vidual revelation previously considered, an inward

revealing of truth to faith and conscience, but

accompanied by a Divine spiritual force of con-

viction surpassing any previous experience of the

race. It also resembled the inward revealing of

to-day in building upon and enforcing the body

of religious truth already in existence, especially

that which had been gathered into the Scriptures

of the Old Testament. It sometimes even went

further and gathered up fragments of elementary

truth which lay scattered in the thoughts and

literature of the heathen world, showing that its

supreme concern was with truth, wherever found

and however revealed.

!But it went beyond all present and subsequent
\

experience of spiritual illumination in creating an

enlarged body of truth, and a body of new truth,

first spoken and then written which has ever since

constituted for the world a new heritage of re-

ligious faith. This new truth was especially

associated with the enlarged spiritual illumina-

tion and power, which began from Pentecost and

has never since been entirely lost in the Church,

>\
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and has been so richly renewed during the last

two centuries.

Jt_is with this^ enlarged body of truth that we

have now to dea!7 The supremely significant

features in the process of its revelation were

two :

1. It \vas founded in the life, death, and

teaching of Jesus of Nazareth. This was the

supreme fact by which God was now revealed

to the world. " God so loved the world that

He gave His only begotten Son, that whosoever

believeth in Him should not perish but have

everlasting life." This fact places the race in a

new relation to God, and reveals to religious faith

a new and richer revelation of truth than had

ever been given before.

2. The iinjojd'ng "f this truth to the individual

jTiinds of the riiurrhwas gradual, ?ind_:Ma§_called

out in a natural way by the sequences of histQry,

but under the impulse of a new and living spi rit,

which began from Pentecost and continued through-

out the lifetime of the apostles to unfold tlie new
truth revealed in Christ to its complete fulness.

This fulness the Church received, not through one
mind or one type of mind alone, but through the

ministration of men of various gifts and types of

spiritual life, each contributing some distinctive

element to the perfect whole. This we may con-

sider, more particularly when we come to study

the subject of Inspiration.

Leaving out of sight for the time being the

miraculous accompaniments of this Apostolic Age

|g||
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and postponing for a time the more exact defini-

tion of the spiritual illumination of the apostolic

writers, we may turn our attention to Jesus of

Nazareth as the foundation of the Christian revela-

tion of God. Without His life, work, and teach-

ing neither the illumination of Pentecost nor the

apostolic miracles could have advanced the world

to this new and more perfect knowledge of God.

"Christ Revealing the Father.

What place "then does Jesus of Nazareth occupy

in the process of Divine revelation ?

I. If He were merely an instrument, a teacher

or preacher like the apostles themselves, com-

municating to them with wonderful clearness of

vision the new truth which they were to expand,

and to carry with the new spiritual light and

power to all the world, then the new revelation

might have been possible without Him. Even
with Him and His teaching, Christianity would

have consisted, as some would have us believe

it should consist to-day, of a deeper view of

the Divine Fatherhood, and of the Sonship of

humanity, of the evil and nature of sin, and of a

profoundly spiritual as well as world-wide and age-

long view of the Kingdom of God in humanity.

But we see at once that this is to build a temple

with no God within, to create a body without a

living soul. ILHe gaye^ the world the vision of

sin as they had^ never_seen it before, it was that

He Himself rnight be the Saviour from sin, ofiGer-

ing remission of sins through the sacrifice of Him-
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self.

He thejpnly

If He revealed God the Father, it was that

ght give us j-jghtful

powen to become-the- sons of Go4r If He opened

the Divine Kingdom . to.jLli_believers, jt was with

Himself as king^ ujgon jhe jhrone, creating thaj^

kingdom by the gift ^nd^_power_- nf His awn
spirit, and completing it as jud.ge_ of aU mt n at

Jast. It is only when our religious faith emb tces

these elements that we have true Christianity.

" Ye believe in God, believe also in Me." " This is

eternal life to know Thee, the only true God and

Jesus Christ whom Thou hast sent." And so John

finished his epistle with the declaration of his

personal faith :
" We know that the Son of God

is come, and hath given us an understanding that

we know Him that is true, and we are in Him that

is true, even in His Son Jesus Christ."

The new faith is thus a faith in Christ as it is

jn God'.
" Ye believe in God, believe also in Me "

;

and. JJie-jiew: -T-evelation-is-a -revelation of J[esus

CJirist_-as-.the-.-Soft of -Ged. In each individual

experience it is not only God revealed to us, but
*' Christ revealed in us the hope of glory." It

is scarcely a step beyond this then for the

Church, if not the apostle, to write, " God mani-

fest in the flesh," or " The Word became flesh

and dwelt among us, and we beheld His glory,

glory as of the only bego^^ten from the Father,

full of grace and truth." " In the beginning

was the Word, and the Wor.. vvas with God,
and the Word was God. The same was in the

beginning with God. All things were made
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by Him, and without Him was not anything

made that hath been made." ^Christ the Son

oiL God, pne_with the Father in worship and

glory, „is thus not a matter of proof text to be

found here and there in the New "Testarnent,

but is of the very central essence of Christianity

as a religious faitlix_ If this be so, then Christ

Himself is the supreme revelation of God. " He
that hath seen Me hath seen the Father." " No
man hath seen God at any time, the only begotten

Son (or God) which is in the bosom of the Father,

He hath revealed Him." It seems to us that no

man can read the New Testament, and doubt that

this is its faith and its foundation. " Other founda-

tion can no man lay than that which is laid which

is Jesus Christ," so said Paul who was a wise

master builder.

We stand thus face to face with the historic

fact that in Jesus Christ there burst upon the

world a new light, a new revelation, not only

from God, but pre-eminently of God. What
were the distinguisjiing characteristics of this.

^iiprpi-np revprat^^^m^j^ (Torl ip TKrisL?"

TrTtu'as a revelation, , not only about God
and His will, but a personal revelation of God
fj imsel f The religious faith of men recognised

not only that " a great prophet is risen up among
us," but also that " God hath visited His people."

The coming of Christ in our midst brought men more

consciously into the presence of God. It was not

the word of a messenger telling men of a God afar

off, but a spiritual presence which brought us into
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sensible touch with the God in whom " we live,

move, and have our being." Henceforth the whole

body and every individual member would feel that

" God is in their midst," that Christ is " with them

alway," that they themselves are the " temples of

the Holy Ghost." Wherever this man went there

was a sense to all but the most hardened, the

spiritually blind and deaf, that God was present

with them. The lowest acknowledgment of this

was, " Never man spake like this man "
; a more

adequate, though a forced expression was, " We
know Thee who Thou art, the Holy One of God "

;

the true and blessed confession of its truth was,

" My Lord and my God."

2. It was a revelation of God in the forms of

^the most familiar human life,. The holiness of

God was manifest, not in the unnatural seclusion

of a prophet in a cave, or of a priest in the adytum
of a temple, or of a celestial emperor unapproach-

able to common mortal, but of a man who mingled

every day with the multitude, a friend even of

publicans and sinners, the companion of men in

all common daily life, and yet "holy, harmless,

undefiled, and separate from sinners." The
wisdom of God was manifest, not in ambiguous
oracles or mysterious philosophy, but in forms
of moral and religious truth which appealed to

the hearts and consciences of all men, and was
expressed in the language of the common people,

so that they neard Him gladly. Human learning,

science and philosophy, however valuable in them-
selves, were set aside as unfit for His purpose, and

1
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in the simple parable, the language of nature

itself, to simple " babes," He revealed the things

which are hidden too often from the wise and

prudent, but which give rest to weary souls. The
power of God was manifest in things with which

all were perfectly familiar, not in plucking the

stars from the sky, or rolling back the sun in

the heavens or upheaving the foundations of the

earth, but in the common wants in which each

for himself feels the weight of the hand of the

God of nature and providence, in hunger, sick-

ness, and death. And the love of God was

manifest in the common pities of a human
heart, restoring her son to the widowed and

bereaved mother, their child to the stricken

parents, a brother to the weeping sisters ; but

above all, in a charity without show of con-

descension but full of true brotherly sympathy

toward outcast sinners. This, perhaps, was the

rarest and most Divine of all. And the infinite

sacrifice itself was made in the same human form.

He lays down His life by enduring the perse-

cution of sinners. There is at once a Divinfi-

gimjlicity and aj^f^rt hpmam'fy in fl^jg C^nt^.

man life of T esus Christi_wbi^^^ ^'^^'^ V" j
ptn tli^

deepest secret of how^ Gnd
iffy^/'^'^

pimgplf fn_

men._ There is a wonderful unity, a law of

ascending series, in this culmination of revelation

in the human life of the God man. God be-

gins His revelation of Himself in His works of

material creation. There He first reveals the

glory of His power and wisdom. He continues
K'l-
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it in a long course of providential government in

which He shows forth His righteousness, faith-

fulness, and truth. And when by this gradual

apocalypse He has prepared the world, taught

them the A B C of moral and religious truth,

then He perfects it in the God man, the Divine

humanity, " perfect God and perfect man."

3. Even^ in this culminatinj;^ stage of revelation

there is a careful adaptation to human capacity^

He does not give them that which they were not

yet able to bear. In His last discourses He un-

folds to them severer trials of their faith of which

He says, " These things I said not unto you at

the beginning because I was yet with you," And
He says of other things, still held in reserve, " I

have yet many things to say unto you, but ye

cannot bear them now " ;

*' Howbeit when He
the Spirit of Truth is come, He will guide you

into all truth "
. . .

" for He shall take of mine

and shall show it unto you." The law of

gradation of jevelation to human capacityLJ[s_a_

_fixed principle of God's method both in naturq

and grace, and is clearTy set T^th_and fully

"Illustrated within the New Testament_JtsdL It

is not after the rough, disjointed manner of a

human exoteric and esoteric doctrine, but is a

gradual and natural growth into a more and more
adequate and so perfect comprehension of truth.

Miracle in Revelation.

We may here pause to consider an important,

but still subordinate question, viz., the place of

miracle in this process of revelation.
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4rvA<o i^-r VVc have called this question suborflinate,

^'^Uiiyfx^^ ^ma/ because if we have properly fjrasped the deeper

eep
a -t^ 1

meauini^ of this whole period of revelation, the

'i-L-^ - —first and foundation-place in it belongs to Christ,

the second to the Spirit, which from Ilim comes
to the hearts of believers, the third to the Word
which has been created by that Spirit, and thus

the entire process of revelation can be conceived

as perfectly possible without [)hysical miracle

other than the resurrection from the dead. This

fact which the apostles, in their treatment of it,

never place with the signs and wonders, is as

essential as the incarnation, and, like it, a part

of a new law, " Now is Christ risen from the

dead and become the first-fruits of them that

slept."

But here let me say that we are not now speak-

ing of the supernatural in this revelation. .^Asjve

have already seen. the_supernaturaLLs as necessary

as is Christ. But the supernatural J3_not aa,jxi-

cidental circumstance^ itjs a, universal J giw. A 1

1

nature was once, i.e. at^firalK^ugeniaturaL When
God said, " Let there be light," light was super-

natural to all pre-existing nature, but henceforth

it became a part of that nature, a new order of

things ;
" it became so."

So the incarnation was supernatural, but hence-

forth He abideth the same for ever. His re-

surrection was supernatural, but we believe that

in Him all shall be made alive, and one day the

resurrection life will be the order of the new
and glorified nature. The gift of the Spirit on

'

1
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Pentecost was supernatural, but henceforth it is

the universal herita^^e of the Church. This

entire revelation of God, including the new Word
which {^rew out of it, is a supreme addition to the

religious truth which man possessed before, and

thus is supernatural, over and above what God
had previously given, but it is now our per-

manent New Testament, the order and law and

covenant of grace.

But all this might have taken place without

even the temporary displacement or disturbance

of those minor laws and orders of nature which

previously existed, and which in the wisdom of

God still continue. But as a matter of fact this

was not the case. Sip^ns am;] wopd^r^ did ac-

Company_J;his revelatinn of Jf;,siis ChHst and thifi

gift of . Holy: Spirit What was the_.character of

these extraordinary phenomena ? What was their

function ? WhaL^art do they fill ia-the process

ofJDiyine reyelation ?

I- In answering..jLhia_.c|ii£5tion vve may_iKite

some peculiarities o£ all hihli.cal mirar.lfi.s... Ihey
arc not sporaxlic- They clustenaround .the. begin-

nings of the three, great epochs of revelatioiv-thc

Mosaic, the prophetic and the Christian-. They
are under' a strict law of parcity. They are not

called in to solve all difficulties, and never to

gratify curiosity. And in the view of the writer of

the Epistle to the Hebrews they are all wrought
by the power of faith, i.e. by the superior power
of the spiritual as contrasted with the physical

nature.
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and need not be interpreted as an abrogation

or contradiction of those laws, but simply as

their true nature when brought into contact

with higher spiritual power.

)
But however this may be, it . is- certain tl

_the obedience of natural forces to the commandi
io£spirituaL power has a^peculiar tejidcacy

'atO-Use thc-- religious sense of God's presence.

In this respect it resembles though it f^ir exceeds

any unusual display of power in nature. The
unusual as well as the supernatural stirs men
to see God in His works. The^ rapidly grow

blind to that which is familiar. They forget

God in the sunrise and the dew, but perhaps

remember Him in the thunderstorm or the earth-

quake. The earliest revelation of God in His

works was to the child eyes of a young world,

when all was new and fresh as Eden itself. ^A
dull old world requires signs and wonders. And
this brings us very near the scriptural presenta-

tion of the £unction of miraclejL They are need-

ful to blind eyes and deaf ears, Hence Christ

when about to perform one of His most wonder-

ful works says, " Except ye see signs and wonders
ye will not believe." Again to the spiritually

blind Jews He says, "If I do not the works
of My Father believe Me not. But if I do them
though ye believe not Me, believe the works
that ye may know and understand that the

Father is in Me and I in the Father." Here
the faith of receptive souls, thost who recognise

in the life and words of Christ the truth and
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thus to present the m iracle, not as the founjja-

Jjon upon which Christ's teaching rests^nr iipon.-

wh[ch._the. authority of the spirit-given—Word
rests (that is an idea of later apologists domi-

nated by the formal logic of Aristotle), but as

j^ mej-ciful condescension of Goc[ to the dulle^

SDJuls. " Except ye see signs and wonders ye

will rot believe." They serve to awaken interest,

to fix attention, they almost compel the assent

of religious faith, and so prepare the way for

that submission of the will to truth which is

the essence of probational faith,

LtLthus- follows that the ascription of these.

works to_Satanj when they accompany the prOji.

clamaticyr. of .truth .sppealing__to _conscience_ js_

the sin against the Holy Ghost. " All their sins

shall be forgiven unto the sons of men, and

their blasphemies wherewithsoever they blas-

pheme, but whosoever shall blaspheme against

the Holy Ghost hath never forgiveness but is

guilty of an eternal sin." This blasphemy was
the final rejection of God's loudest call.

On the other .hand,., the miracle itself musL
be_ tested by the character of the teaching. If

the doctrine is a doctrine of devils, then the

signs and wonders are lying, and themselves

the work of the devil. So again Paul, " Whose
coming is according to the working of Satan
with all power and signs and lying wonders,
and with all deceit of unrighteousness for them
that are perishing because they receive not the

love of the truth that they might be saved."

i
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" And ff)r this cause God scndcth them a worktnfj

of error that they should believe a lie, that they

all mi^;ht be judged who believed not t-he truth,

but liad j)leasure in unrighteousness." The
scrij)tural view of the probational function of

miracle in the process of God's revelation of

His truth to the moral nature of man thus

seems perfectly clear.

T/ic Old Testavieut Revelation.

As might well be expected.THe Worcl created

by the supreme revelation of God in Christ takes

up into itself all previous revelation and is thus

the completed Word. But at least a part of

the Word created by previous revelation has

come down to us, and is important for various

purposes.

1. U_enables us ta. miderstand l:Jiie_progressiye

character of the entire process of revelation, aad
its, _adap.tation to__ thc.,-jexf>aiiding capacity, and.

wants of the tace.

2. It enables us to understand Jhc. preparatory

character of each successive stage of revelation,

and its relation as growing out of all that has

gone before so that the whole course of revela-

tion becomes a grand prophetic system, in which

there is a constant foreshowing and a definite

prophetic faith and hope of good things to come.

3- J^thas preserved to—us—many -beautiful

forms of the Word which were wo.nderiillly_^filted-

to the world'^ childhood, and which are still

unsurpassed for leading the child mind of our
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d of our

own age up to the full spiritual conceptions of

Christianity. This old word has still its mani-

fold uses, though it should never be substituted

for the perfected word of the Gosj)el, as has

too often been done in systems of so-called

Christian theology, but which might more fitly

be called Jewish theology. The new wine must

not be put into old bottles nor the new cloth

patched on to the old garment.

John the JiAplist immediately preceded Christ

as the apostles followed II im. He camt; in the

spirit and power of Elijah, i.e. to sum up the

work of all the prophets, by quickening into

intense energy that moral conscience which they

had built up through the labour of centuries,

and to direct the Messianic hope, which it had

been their mission to create, to the definite ex-

pectation of immediate fulfilment. " Repent ye

for the kingdom of heaven is at hand " was thus

the condensed burden of his [prophetic ministry.

John thus leads us directly into the heart of

that pro[)hetic order of which Christ calls him
the last and greatest member, yea " more than

a projihet " inasmuch as he c()m{)leted all their

work.

Thjsvvork of the pr(2phetic order from .SamxixJ.

to Malachi extended over more than .seven cen-

Juries^- The coming of a prophet was not like

the coming of Chri.st Himself, a revealing event

in the world's history, nor were they always as

Moses, Abraham and Noah, great actors in the

events of revealing history. They were rather

I
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the interpreters of the events as revealing the

.wdJi of God. Sometimes they did Httle more

than record the history in the rehgious spirit.

Through them the word of the Lord came out

of the history to the nation. Their position

and work was thus exactly parallel to that of

the apostles and prophetic men of the New
Testament. These too were sometimes little

more than recorders of the facts by which God
was revealed in Christ. So the prophets in

olden time out of the events of preceding or

contemporary history proclaimed the Word of

the Lord to the people of their age. The close

relation of their work to its historic setting is

its most marked characteristic. Sometimes the

illuminating spirit enabled them to anticipate

coming events. It certainly gave them a grand

far-reaching foresight of the Messianic kingdom,

but all this grew out of the real historic and

religious life of their own time.

IiLJthe. prophetic -age_lh£n, revealing^ facts are

just as fundamental and irnpprtaiit as they are

iri, . the Christiaflr Here too they are accom-

panied by and interpreted by the illuminating

spirit given to chosen men, and thus result in

the word of the Lord for all the people.

There is no doubt that the revealing history

which they interpreted was itself special, and

at least providential. It was a line of history

ordered of God for the purpose of making Him-
self known to men. It was paralleled by other

lines of history, also we believe providential
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and ordered for the material civilization, for the

political development, and for the intellectual

perfection of the race. BiiX .this .was pecul i arly

religiotis, the histDi^r.-by^-whTdT-^jf^d -was-made
knowru But it was not on that account like

the incarnation entirely supernaturaK it. was„

rather, and.. in this lies its peculiar interest , the

revelatipn of God in common human history.

Although the ordered line was special, the events

which filled it up were the facts of our common
human life ; and the prophetic interpretation

of these, as revealing the will of God for the

time then present as well as the great purpose

of God for the future, created a Divine word
full of interest and lessons of instruction for

all time.

Considered as a part of Divine revelatiorv-the.

great, distinguishing characteristic of the prophetic

age is the Messianic hope. Side by side_ with,

this is the unfolding of the ethical ideals of

relig^ion and of its .universal spirits This last is

something quite different from the development
of a tribal monotheism into a universal religion.

A tribal religion acknowledged gods many, and
was essentially local and materialized in its con-

ception. The prophets, on the other hand, from
the beginning believed in a spiritual God, the
only living and true God, the maker of heaven
and earth, ^n the earlier stages they may have
regarded Him as looking with disfavour upon the
mass of the heathen given over to the worship of
idols, or with more peculiar favour upon Israel,

1
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the people who knew I lis name. But the

universal spirit which rapidly grew up amonfj

them was the more generous faith that all the

people of the earth have an interest in the heart

and purpose of the living and true God. And as

the brightness of the Messianic hope increased

with successive generations, while it illuminated

Mount Zion, its light reached to all the ends of

the earth. Zion was the world's religious centre,

_and when her light should come it was to shine

for all the nations.

Thc_entire £eld of revelation in this age_

embraced two other aspects besides the more

distinctly prophetic. One was'^riestly and more

distinctlyjjersQ,^ and prac;tica,l in its character^

It wrote history from the human and legal stand-

point, and poetry out of national experience, each

of them forming a word of God for the people.

The other aspect was 'etl:f^cal. intuitional and

reflective, the work of the wise men, tTTe only

attempt at a Hebrew philosophy. The Hebrew
teachers were accustomed to separate these

religious writings from those of Moses and the

propl.ots, as being the result of a lower illumina-

tion ; but no parts of the Old Testament Word
have appealed more powerfully to the religious

heart of humanity than many of these ancient

hymns and prayers. And there can be little

doubt that the faith of the Church that these

too were created by the aid of the interpreting

Spirit is well founded, and that thus they also

are a true Word of God to men. They also
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agree with prophecy in all growing out of the

revealing facts of our common human life, and

they touch in a i)eculiar way its most human
sides, reaching down even to the proprieties and

prudential maxims <jf daily common duties and

courtesies. They leave nothing outside the scope

of that religion which sanctifies our daily meals,

and blesses our downsitting anrl uprising, and

places God at our right hand in all our ways.

Our next step in moving back along the line of

Divine revelation we may designate i\'~, LisLitiUiuMuL.

the great work, of Mosc^ In studying this it is

quite unnecessary to enter into the mazes of the

Higher Criticism as to the authorship of the

Pentateuch in whole or in part. We need for

our purpose the admission of but a few general

facts which we think will not be seriously called

in question. The whole Hebrew tradition as

preserved in the Old Testament and all later

writings is so consistently and uniformly witness

to the fact that Moses laid the Inroad foundations

of the Hebrew civil and religious institutions, that

this can scarcely be doubted. That these sub-

sequently passed through the ordinary process of

historic evolution may be granted, and the precise

extent and course of that evolution may be matter

of investigation
; but this can scarcely affect the

relation of the main fact to the general process of

Divine revelation. This fact is put before us in

the New Testament very tersely thus :
" The law

was given by Moses." The colossal grandeur with

which Moses stands out in all after history is proof
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// U' J-- -^ ' positive that he is not a myth, or the insignificant

e, -' ' author of a few brief precepts. lie at least laid a

foundation of law and institutions of religion of

sufficient strength and vitality that it was able to

produce and sustain the entire fabric as we know
it to-day in the Pentateuch. This work the

Hebrew people recognized as the most important

and fundamental part of the Divine revelation

given to their nation. " We know that God
spake by Moses " was an unquestional article of

their religious faith. l^i.s brmgs before us a

new phase of the process of Divine revelation,

God revealing His vyill in the foundation of

nations with their lavvs and institutions. It is

not necessary to enter minutely either into the

human side or the Divine side of the process by

which this was accomplished. The faith of the

nation was clear that the illuminating wisdom
from which the law was given was the gift of

God, the inspiration of His Holy Spirit ; and

that the resulting body of law was of Divine as

well as of human authority, binding not merely as

the will of the nation, but as the will of God.

But it is distinguished from the prophetic Word
as the statutes, the precepts, the judgments of

Jehovah, and constitutes the foundation upon

which the prophetic Word was built.

Such a religious faith in the Divine authority

of their law was by no means confined to the

Hebrew people. Other nations also believed

that their national foundations and institutions

were from God. Nor is it necessary to regard

1.
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such a faith as absurd or a delusion. In the

moral content of all law we should hear the

voice of God, and so Paul acknowledges when

to the Romans the masters of jurisprudence, he

writes, " There is no power but of God, and the

powers that be arc ordained of God." We may
refuse to interpret literally the mythical form in

which this faith has often been expressed, and

yet acknowledge the validity of the faith. Nor
is it necessary, on the other hand, to depreciate

the Hebrew law as if it were no better than that

of other nations. Ikit its superior excellency lies

not in some accidental manner of its communica-

tion by miraculous agency, but in its moral char-

acter. In so far as that moral character is shared

by the laws of other nations, they too were doubt-

less given by God to make the world better.

The wisdom by which they commanded wise and

righteous conduct may be recognised as a special

gift of God to each nation. On the other hand,

the imperfection of their justice and .sometimes

the deviating from justice and purity which marks
them, show clearly that the human entered largely

into their origin. Nor can this be altogether

denied of the Hebrew law. Our Lord Himself

points out at least one instance in which this

accommodation to the moral imperfection of

humanity made the law of Moses less than

perfect. But all this does not contravene the

fact that, in the Mosaic institutions there is an

illumination of the Divine Spirit as much beyond
that of other nations as they are superior to them
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174 INDUCTIVE THEOLOGY

in the moral and religious teaching of their pro-

phetic Older. But we should miss the full measure

of the Divinity of the Mosaic institutions if we
overlooked their foundation in revealing facts of

a special and even supernatural character. The
great revealing event was the deliverance of Israel

from the bondage of Egypt and their planting in

the land of Canaan. In this work the presence of

God was most emphatically manifested to religious

faith. The memory of this period kept that faith

alive for long centuries. And the events of the

period are not merely extraordinary and special

providences, but must be regarded as at least in

part supernatural. Miracle here is not simply an

attestation of Moses and his mission, but is a part

of the revealing history which placed this people

in a new and special relation to the living and

true God. Out of this new relation grew their

laws and institutions, embodying a Divine pur-

pose to be wrought out through this people for

the benefit of the whole world. To them were

thus committed the oracles of God, and from

them the Divine kingdom of truth and righteous-

ness was to go forth to all the earth. These

important facts differentiate the Hebrew law from

all other national foundations ; and while their

intellectual conception of the facts was still im-

perfect, their religious faith grasped the reality of

the case. So the Psalmist says truly, " He hath

not dealt so with any nation, and as for His

judgments they have not known them." In thus

briefly sketching in broad outline the process and

i'f
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method of God's revelation of Himself to men, it

is impossible to enter into details of the Mosaic

period of revelation. It must suffice to say that

it laid the foundations of national and institutional

religion and morality, upon which the subsequent

religious work of prophets, priests and wise men
was built. In the Old Testament of to-day we
perhaps have not a minute detailed chronological

history of the entire process, though we doubtless

have the main outlines of such history sufficiently

well preserved. But we have without doubt an

accurate portraiture of the whole result as a

creation of religious life and faith from Moses

to Malachi. And this religious life and faith,

while but preparatory to better things to come,

is not unworthy of God as its author or of

Christ as coming to build upon it the perfect

revelation of God.

But this faith itself carries us back to a still

more remote period in the process of Divine

revelation, a period of which we have but the

most fragmentary records. Before Moses, God
was known in the world, and was worshipped

by the fathers of the Hebrew people in forms

suitable to their primitive life. The origin of

these forms it is now perhaps impossible to

trace. The Hebrew tradition makes no attempt
to account for them. In the book of Genesis
(origins) we have a collection of the Hebrew
form of these oldest traditions, but they all take

for granted as already existing a knowledge of
God, and of moral principles, and of prayer
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and sacrificial worship. But while they thus

do not profess to describe the very beginning

of religion in the history of the race, they do

present to us traditions of important religious

origins which are worthy of examination. In

entering this period of tradition, we at once miss

familiar forms which have been present with us

up to this point. We have here no definite

ministerial order of apostle or prophet, such as

we can trace almost continuously from Moses to

St John. We have no written word such as is

supposed from Moses onward. The revelation of

God exists as a family tradition, and the institu-

tions of religion as a part of family life. At this

point the ancient Hebrews were in this feature

less advanced than some of their neighbours, the

Egyptians, the Babylonians, and others eastward.

But as we gather up the knowledge of God and

the type of moral life which appears in these

few scattered family traditions from Abraham
to Moses, we find it singularly pure both as

moral and religious truth. While it strikes us

as less developed than the religions of the more

advanced nations, it is certainly not affected as

they have been by mythical degeneration and

moral corruption. It also maintains, as no con-

temporary religion does, the fundamental element

of all religion conscious inward communion with

God. The revealing events here are less striking,

i.e. they involve less of the supernatural, and are

more in the line of God's ordinary providence as

toward men. The striking thing, the supernatural

jy.
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thing, is the conscious intercourse of these men
with God. The traditions have given us but httle

intimation of the manner of this communion. The
facts only are recorded in the most direct terms

such as, " The Lord had said unto Abraham,"
" The Lord appeared unto Abraham," etc. Once
there is an extended vision, at another three men
appear ; but under all, the important fact is

personal communion with God, a personal cog-

nizance of the presence and will of God. The
simple patriarchal lines of such men as Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob, even though marked by here

and there a moral blemish, still exhibit a remark-

able type of lofty and even heroic faith in God,

and a pattern of family religion rare even in far

more advanced ages. It is out of this personal

character and family religion that there arise the

national institutions and the remarkable religious

development of the future. But this Hebrew book

of Origins preserves not only these oldest family

traditions, but also a group of traditions which

carry us out beyond the limits of even traditional

history. These consist of broadly generalized

accounts of Creation, of the beginning of human
development, the origin and spread of sin, the

peopling of the earth, the destruction of the race

by a deluge, the variation of language, and the

origin of nations. These are all treated from a

religious point of view, i.e. are works of God and
orderings or judgments of His providence. It

is impossible to describe these ancient composi-
tions by any one literary term. They are not

M
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myths, and they are not proporly historic tradi-

tions. How they were collected in their present

form in the book of Genesis it is perhaps impos-

sible now to determine. We know certainly that

they existed, many of them at least, in other

forms and among other peoples, and had been

already reduced to writing before the time of

Moses. We know, too, that in the process of

the formation of the inspired Word, as we have

I
briefly sketched it, they were collected and cast

I'
! into their present form and placed in the fore-

front of the volume which presents to us the

content of ancient revelation, and is its written

word. They are thus made by the men whose

office it was by voice or pen to deliver the Word
to the nation, an integral part of that word ; and

their whole internal content and teaching, not

as science, history, or philosophy, but as a pre-

sentation of religious truth, proves that they are

neither an unworthy nor an unimportant part of

that word. We have doubtless misinterpreted

these early documents ; we have in our blind

zeal arrayed them against science and philosophy

and history, and have read into them what they

were never intended to say. We have failed to

understand their poetical imagery, their deep

intuitive views of nature and of man, their pro-

foundly religious sense of the presence of God
in all nature and all history, their dim traditional

memories of far-off events lying beyond the range

of either history or tradition ; and so have set

them in conflict with almost every department

I
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of modern science or historical or archaeological

research. And then still more we have tried

to heal the breach by the most awkward and

puerile of reconciliations, true neither to Genesis

nor yet to science. But these ancient documents

set us out on the very forefront of the process of

revelation. They gather up for us all the great

revealing facts of prehistoric time. These facts

are many of them either world-wide or age-long

in their significance, and also in their continuous

moral and religious effects ; such as Creation,

man, moral nature, the famil}', religious worship,

labour, sin, suffering and death, personal com-
munion with God, the growth of arts, the

growth of nations, the divergence of languages,

the mysterious lives of Enoch and Noah, leaving

an indelible impress on the world's memory.
But in them all we have read to us the primi-

tive revelation of God to man, and it has cast

the whole into forms of which the world, and
especially the world's child-mind, has never grown
weary. To some of these we shall return again

ill our exposition of Christian doctrine, and shall

then endeavour to set forth what we conceive to be
their true meaning as parts of the Word of ancient

revelation. Here we need only say that this book
itself, side by side with our studies in Anthro-
pology and Comparative Religion, carries us back
to the primitive revelation of God, by which man
came first to know God, and to give Him a name,
and to discern the right, and to be conscious of

sin, and to lay hold of a hope of salvation. This
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book of origins tells us, as all our modern scientific

studies tell us, and as St Paul has said, that the

beginning of all revelation is in God's work in

nature, " That the invisible things of God from

the creation of the world, are clearly seen, being

understood by the things that are made, even His

eternal power and Godhead."

From this brief review we may understand

something of the unity and simplicity of God's

method of revelation. Its foundation is laid in

creation itself, as all creation reveals the Creator,

and in man's capacity to know God in His works.

In these God has been no respecter of persons.

" Their line has gone out into all the earth, and

their words unto the end of the world." But from

this universal foundation the great law of spiritual

evolution has held, " Unto him that hath shall be

given, and he shall have more abundantly." This

law of evolution leads us to a family, a nation,

and a line of history in which God has been

revealed, constituting them for this purpose a

chosen people. In this line of evolution {apoca-

lypsis St Paul calls it) there have appeared great

epochs of the incoming of new and higher

spiritual life, which finally culminate in the

revelation of God in the face of His Son Jesus

Christ our Lord, through whose offering of Him-
self a sinful world may be reconciled, i.e. brought

back to the Father's house, and a kingdom of

universal truth and righteousness and peace

with God established over the hearts of all men.

%
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Thus this, like all the works and ways of God,
is moving onward and upward through all the
ages to the perfect glory of moral and spiritual
perfection. This law of spiritual evolution seems
to lie in the deepest nature of all intellectual,
moral, and religious life. That life to be truly
bestowed upon us cannot be imposed from with-
out, it must be created by living growth from
within. Only thus does it become an added
power of life, fruitful for its own enlargement.
To this law God's revelation has strictly con-
formed, each new stage appearing only in " the
fulness of time." And the law of prophetic
outlook which has governed it in all the past
has not yet ceased to operate, for there is a
glory of God "yet to be revealed," and its
commg in will be hastened as the present
revelation has its perfect work in the life of
humanity.

V
••.V
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CHAPTER III

THE WORD, ITS NATURE AND FUNCTION

In our review of the process of revelation we have

seen that from the time of Moses the Divine

revelation has taken permanent form as a spoken

or written Word. We have first the Law, then

the prophetic Word, then the Word of prayer,

praise, and wisdom, and finally the Gospel. This

Word is in no way a mere history of the facts by
which God is revealed, or of the process of re-

velation. It does to some extent embody the

facts, presenting them as they were present to the

observation or memory of men in its successive

ages, and from it we may collect materials very

valuable for the reconstruction of what has been

called Scripture history. Throughout the greater

part of this written Word the idea of history is

altogether apart from the purpose or thoughts of

the writers. And even where, as in the Gospels

and Acts and some of the Old Testament books,

the writer is consciously narrating facts, he arranges

them not always chronologically, but often topically,

as in the Gospel collections of our Lord's miracles,

:

;

parables, and didactic discourses. The Word thus

'

!

embodies facts and presents us with facts, but it

does so as the basis of religious faith ; and the

i

!
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if

presentation is not to the historic imagination, to

construct a perfect picture of the life and times,

nor yet to the interest of the scientific historian,

to trace the orderly sequence of events as they

arise one from another, but a presentation of

each fact to religious faith, as setting forth the

power or the wisdom, the justice or the good-

ness, the character and the will of the great God
who ruleth over all. In dealing with these facts

it appears that the writers of the Word accepted

the accredited human history of their time or the

commonly known facts of their time, or the facts

of nature as apprehended in the existing state of

human knowledge, making no attempt to forestall

historic criticism or scientific discovery by super-

natural means. jThe message of the Word was a

message from God concerning faith and dutY_L

^nd while that message was founded on real facts
jj

ii-i

i'

of nature and~historj^ and human life, it^-dealL

ith those facts as known and read by all rnen
;

anHjS sujjreme business was with their interpre;^^^

tation as revealing God . U
The Word ia thus the world's interpreter of

^e facts by which God is revealed to lusu, not to

reason, or to science, or to the historic imagination,

but to_ religious faith. It takes those facts as they

appear to and are known by the people of each

successive age to which it speaks. In each age it

appears to speak of those facts according to the

manner of the people, i.e. in the accredited historic

and scientific conceptions of its own time. Only
thus could it fulfil its mission, which was to make
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known God's will to all the people. Had it, for

instance, in the first of Genesis forestalled the

teachings of our geolopjy, it would have remained

a sealed book until the middle or end of the

nineteenth century, and by the end of the

twentieth would doubtless have been obsolete

and discredited as well. Even to-day it would

have been Greek to our children and to all but

the men of the Schools, ^[ith a message Sox.

_a\\ men it must take the facts as they are known
and read of all men, and from them set forth

God's Word to the hearts and consciences of all

the people.

For this function of the Word but two things

are necessar^^ : first, that the facts are real;

secondT\<Othat they are rightly Jnterpjietcd. A
defect on either of these points converts religious

faith into superstition. True religious faith must

rest on truth, truth in fact, and truth in its

religious interpretation. The scientific concep-

tion may be a matter of minor importance in

this regard. The progress of the sun through

the heavens is a great fact, known and observed

in all the ages. This fact is beautifully interpreted

in the nineteenth Psalm :
" The heavens declare

the glory of God and the firmament sheweth

His handiwork." The form of scientific concep-

tion, i.e. the form in which the fact is held before

the thought of the writer, is that familiar in that

age, the firmament or solid canopy or tent in

which the sun takes his daily journey from east

to west, shedding light and heat, and showing

i hi
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forth the goodness and power of his Creator.

If, on the other hand, we conceive of this same

fact as the earth ever turning from the darkness

to the great source of light and heat which God

hath established, is the old time lesson to re-

ligious faith cither falsified or minified in its

beauty and truth. Indeed the forms under which

the race first conceived of the world's great facts

have the advantage of being the simplest and

most obvious, and hence the easiest to the great

majority of men, and especially to children in

all ages. The only fatal mistake is in setting

them in array against advancing science, or in

a supercilious science despising their religious

significance. These principles do not apply with

the same force and to the same extent to the

results of modern historical criticism. All ij\ust

.admit.- ihat^ reasonable historical accuracy, is^

necessary, if our religion is to be founded on

fact. But on the other hand the lessons to be

drawn from these facts lie in their broad char-

acteristic, outlines, and not in some minute cir-

cumstance which must be carefully elucidated

by critical investigation. The accredited historic

knowledge of the people, especially in the Old
Testament, and their historic traditions appear

to be sufficiently accurate for the purposes of

the word, i.e. they are substantially true historic

facts. We may even go a step further and
recognise that the__01ci_Testameiit- uses poetic

imag€<y and license in the religious interpre-

tation of its andeat history. The_ .parable and
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g^llej^orv are also familiar forms for the inter-

iJlfitation of its, religious ideas. But on the

other hand we think that its poetic license never

degenerates into legend, nor does its parable or

allegory or symbolism become mere myth. The
earnest, truth-loving, reverent spirit has, we think,

everywhere clearly drawn the line which separ-

ates the degenerate and superstitious tendency of

other religions from the free yet legitimate poetic

beauty of the Old Testament religious spirit.

But beyond this general conviction of trust-

worthiness we think it quite unnecessary to dog-

matize in regard to the inerrancy of the Old

Testament. We may quite safely allow reverent

and truth-loving biblical critics to press their

investigations with scientiiic fidelity to all facts,

and we think there is not the slightest reason

to fear that any trustworthy results, finally arrived

at, will diminish aught from the moral and re-

ligious value of the Old Testament. The links

which bind it to Christianity are not the precise

date of any particular event, or the authorship,

date or original form or editorial recasting of

any particular book, but the fundamental truth

which is embodied in the books themselves, and

which cannot be eliminated by any results of

criticism. The Old Testament as we now have

it certainly existed before Christ came ; and the

moral and religious development which it con-

tains and which prepared the way for Him
certainly existed ; and from this preparatory

work of the law and the prophets as its founda-
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tion, Christianity proceeded to build a new faith

in Christ Jesus as the world's final revelation

of God. And the demonstration for this faith

is that He fulfils, i.e. completes all its moral

and religious ideas, carrying them out to their

full perfection, and satisfies all that its promises

had held forth to the world's religious faith

;

and this He does not in a material and earthly

sense, but in a Divine and spiritual. But when
_we come to the New Testampnl- Word the.

jfilatinn of _miniite historical verity to our re-

ligious faith becomes much more vital. . Chris-

tianity_js^^ssentially a. -xeligicuis faith founded

on the facts ii£ Christ's life, death and resur-

rection
; _and- i£ -these are- not facts, then, as^

Pau l says, our "faith is, vain/^ If our gospels

are the result of a legendary or a mythical

development, or of any other process by which

facts have been really falsified, then are we
indeed building religious faith upon a false

foundation, not upon facts, but upon fictions

;

and, thus far, our faith is not a true religious

faith but a superstition.

But even this does not imply a miraculous

verbal inerrancy, but such a truthful record or

faithful portrait as an honest mind, quickened

to its very best in memory by the deepest re-

ligious interest and sympathy, would furnish. Per-

haps a portrait more nearly expresses the character

of our gospel records than the word history. But
in either case, there is required fidelity to facts.

The fundamental question thus centres around the
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gospel record, including the Acts. The detailed

I
investigation of this question belongs to the de-

i
partment of Biblical Criticism and Introduction,

rather than to theology proper, and with that

we shall not intermeddle. The business of theo-

logy is with certain general principles which are

',

•; really matters of religious faith, and denial of

;
which has originated almost all attacks upon the

authenticity of the Gospels both in primitive and

in modern times. If a denial of the possibility of

the supernatural is accepted as a fundamental and

universal axiom of criticism, then no weight of

evidence can establish the authenticity of the

Gospels, for they are essentially a record through-

out of the doings and sayings of a supernatural

being.

On the other hand, apart from some such critical

canon or presupposition, all external and collateral

evidence favours the authenticity of the Gospel

history. All references to the life and work of

Christ and to the work of the apostles, to be met
with in the sacred or profane writers of the first

three centuries are in harmony with the records

of the Gospels and Acts. If it be said that they

are so because the/ are derived from these sources,

then we are face to face with the fact, that from

the generation next following the events, neither

the Church nor the outside world knew any source

of information differing from our Gospels. We
can trace the books themselves recognised as

authority in the Church back to the middle of the

second century, and there coming out of the time
i>!f

!*

'11
ti
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beyond. Between that and the middle of the first

century, when they began to be written, we have

within the New Testament collection, and in out-

side ecclesiastical and secular literature, a consider-

able number of references to the facts which they

record, every one of which is in harmony with the

Gospel records. If you say these are mere repeti-

tions from the Gospels, then they recognise the

Gospels as historic authority back to the time of

men who were contemporaries and eye-witnesses

of the events. If you regard them as independent

traditions or memories, then they (such as Paul's

attestation of the resurrection), constitute a strong

body of corroborating evidence. Again, these re-

cords agree with each other in a remarkable man-

ner, which involves independency of testimony as

well as substantial unity of truth. There is thus

jio ground in the nature . of the testimony un-

favourable. to the authenticity of the record ; but,

on the other hand^Jthe.burden of proof is thrown on
the objector- Here are four witnesses, two of them

eye-witnessfis, corroborated by all contemporary

history and literature^ |i?Te are five books, the

existence and acceptance of which can be traced

back to the lifetime of men who conversed with

the reputed_-authors_ Some valid reason must be

given to prove that such testimony is false, and
some at least reasonable theory must be advanced

to show how such testimony could exist and
obtain currency, and yet be false.

The standing objection to the authenticity of,

Xhe Gospels for the last two or three centuries is.
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that_a_jiuracle cannot possibly be true, is in itself,

.auch- a violation of the.- order. _of nature -as np
intelJigenL_ mail can credit.

Let it be noticed that this, is first of all a modern.

olyfictJiiiL. In the ages beyond, the religious faith

of men was too deep to accept such a principle.

It belongs peculiarly to the modern age.

^AgaiiTjjtjs_ an objection not founded on reason,

or upon our sense of moral truth, but upon human
expedience, i.e. observation. This takes it for

granted that our observation or experience is the

measure of all possibility and reality. The wider

range of science which is now opened up to us in

the modern doctrine of evolution, sets this quite

aside as a quasi-scientific objection. We know
now tliat again and again in the process of the

universe, things have appeared in the world of

which there was no previous experience, and that

their appearance involved no suspension or abro-

gation of pre-existing laws of nature, but only the

introduction of new forces, and new laws, and a

higher order of being. Even within a narrower

range, advancing science makes us familiar with

things which fifty years ago would have been mir-

acles of the first order. Now they are matters of

every day occurrence, and how? Not by the sus-

pension of nature's laws, but by the incoming of

new intelligence, i.e. higher spiritual law. And so

here, a hundred years ago, theologians talked of

the suspension of nature's laws, and scientists

denied that such was possible. To-day a wiser

science and a wiser theology may both admit
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that there are still more things in heaven and

earth than we know, and that what we call

miracle is simply the presence of a higher and

hitherto unknown power. To-jiay Jrue science

will xandidly- an4 4i©nestly investigate the facts,

and form no a priori conclusions. True science is

too modest^and has too deep a reverence for the

infinite and unexplored ocean of truth which still

lies before her, to make any hasty assertions as to

what cannot be.

We might rest our investigation of the credi-

bility of the Gospel record concerning Christ

here, and say that sustained as it is by in-

ternal and external evidence, and assailed only

on the basis of an unfounded assumption, we
may confidently accept its testimony as the

basis of our religious faith. But the utter

weakness of the assault appears when we come
to examine the theories which in our time

have beeii jidvanced -ta--a€ce«ftt fer the exist-

ence of the Gospels and of .their testimony.-

These are three in number, each one excluding

and overturning the other two. They are the

"^mythical theory of Strauss, the regendary theory

of Renan,_and the tendency theory of Bauer. We
pauie for a moment to examine these, because

each involves an important factor in the develop-

ment of religious ideas in human history ; and it

becomes important that we should understand
the distinction between such development, and
the formation of the Word of God as presented
in the Gospels.
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,IllP mvtlli^ a peculiar product of the human
mind. It finds its basis in facts of nature or

j.^ of history ; in this it agrees with the religious

^^^ intuition. But instead of seeing in them the

sj forces of purely spiritual and moral being,

d/t*- working out purposes of moral and Divine

l*^ ^ . significance, it but dimly apprehends these, and

]^J by the help of the imagination reconstructs the

action or fact in a supernatural form. We have

already seen the results of the development of

the religious spirit through myth. There is a

gradual degeneration, as the imagination is in-

fluenced by immoral, capricious, and grotesque

associations, and the reverence, the seriousness

and the purity of the religious spirit is lost.

Strauss's work was an effort to exhibit the

Gospel narratives as a product of this process.

It is a failure in the following aspects :

/ I. It fails to find natural circumstances or

( events which can with any show of plausi-

bility be presented as the basis of the Gospel

narratives.

2. The narratives themselves refuse to con-

[

form to any of the types to be found in

the realm of myth. There is no play of

I
the imagination, no introduction of the lower

human passions, no sacrifice of moral and

I
spiritual ideals. On the other hand, these

I narratives exhibit the highest type of moral

; and spiritual ideal that the mind of man has

1 ever conceived.

I
3. There is an utter failure to show that this

;
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was an age, and that there existed the circum-

stances in which alone the myth is possible. For

the formation of the myth the poetic fancy must

be active, the fundamental beliefs which are 1

embodied in the myth must be well established,
)

the critical faculty must be dormant, in fact the

whole situation must be that which favours the

indulgence of beautiful and pleasant day-dreams.

On the other hand, these Gospel stories are utterly

without the exuberance of poetic fancy ; there is

no attempt at embellishment or at a magnifying

of the wonderful ; the fundamental belief, viz.,

that this young carpenter of Galilee was a super-

natural person, had itself to be created out of

the most unpromising material ; and finally the

age and circumstances were those of the hardest

and most prosaic form of human life at the

furthest possible remove from the golden age

of myths. The mythical Iheorv of the Gospels

has now virtually disappfiaifiii.

As the myth is the product of an age of active

imagination theJegaodaJS the product of an age of

igiiorance ana cr^u1I%. Itis the gradual growtji.

by accretion, exaggeration, and distortion of a

story_. which finally emerges as the supernatural.

It req^uires time as well as darkness^ The real

facts must grow dim, and their original witnesses

disappear, and step by step the picture be changed

till the supernatural, or rather the unnatural, is

evolved. Here again the essential conditions are

lacking.

( I. The time is insufficient. Ten years couldy

N

i

l^i^
/
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not under the most favourable circumstances pro- \

duce such an extensive and self-consistent body
'

of legend.

2. The persons and conditions are utterly

impossible. Paul was neither a fool nor a

knave, not an ignorant man, nor a willing and

receptive believer. The first audiences of the

Christian preachers were largely and bitterly

hostile. The first preachers themselves were

critically examined, and tried before hostile and

able tribunals, and repeatedly sent to prison,

and some of them to death for their testimony.

The whole age, in fact, was critical towards

them, and the circumstances were such that

hostile criticism could not be avoided.

3. The product is not the product of the
f

legendary process. It is not a disjointed, irra-

tional, unnatural story ; the human life is com-

mon, reasonable, natural life, and the Divine

presence is at once self-consistent and presents

the highest of all ideals of Divinity. The re-

ligious spirit is not that of the blind devotee,

but is at once most natural and reasonable and
\

pure. The legendary theory has thus, like the

mythical, passed away in a single lifetime, and is

now remembered as one of the curiosities of /

literature. /
— On the other hand, some fragments of Bau£r!s

tendett€y theory still remain with us. It differs

from the other two, in that it inoplies-iatelUgeftee

of-a, highly-developed character, and hence a. con-

scious or semi-conscious falsification O-f facts for a^
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definite purpose. That purpose is tlie support o^ ^ f ^

the dogmas of a religious or theological party. Jj^l^'^*

There arc two or more parties in the Church.

Each has its own doctrine, i.e. peculiar view of

the person and work of Christ ; and each so

pictures the facts as to support its own view.

Bauer at first applied his theory to the Acts of

the Apostles, but later on it was extended over

the greater part of the New Testament. The

genuineness of four hooks^ was admitted, -viz., the

lipistles to tlie Romans,. I. and II. Corinthians,

and Galatians. Fortunately these four epistles

embody the most important supernatural facts

of Christianity. C^hrist is in them the Son of

Godj_His death is the atonement for the worhTs

sin ; His authority is supreme and His kingdom

divdne ; and all is attested by the greatest of all

miracles, the resurrection from the dead. Now
all this was written within twenty-five years after

the crucifixion, the resurrection and the Pentecost.

It was written while the supernatural gifts of the

Spirit were still common in the Church, and were

even subject to unseemly misuse. It was written

while the greater part of the witnesses of the

resurrection were yet alive. Could falsification

in the face of contending parties have been pos-

sible under such circumstances ? If Paul ex-

aggerated or falsified his facts, he must have

been instantly detected and exposed. In an age^
\and amongst a. people sufifkicntly adionced ±a-
ijbrm dogmatic parties and to write books against

1 eacĥ jQ.th_er_,_ Iggcnd-ia-imBQsaiblg. and mvtlL.is im-_
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Testament alone \vc find the basis of all Christiar^^

doctrine, the facts by_ which God is revealed iij_

Jesui ChrisL

But ii} the New Testament we have not merelyl

the authentic statement of revealing facts, but still

further the interpretation of those facts as a re-\

l^ious faitJL We may even add that, under the

influence of controversy, this religious faith to

some extent becomes clearly and consciously

defined as dogma or doctrine.

It is, however, characteristic of the New Testa-

ment, and in fact of the whole scripture, that it is

essentially religious faith, rather than intellectual

dogma on religious subjects. The gradual growth

of dogma is chiefly a matter of ecclesiastical his-

tory ; ihe interest of the New Icatament centres

around the living religious faith in Jesus Christ.

As we have already seen, this new faith was not

the mere product of man's religious nature called

into exercise by the supernatural facts. It was

the product of a supernitural illumination within,

as well as of supernatural facts without. To the

nature and results of this supernatural illumina-

tion we must next turn our attention.
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-TlIJE__VVord of Godj whether spoken or writtciv

•has in all ages been the instrument by which

Jjving faith has been created in the hearts of

ijnen. In this work it has been found to be

"not an ordinary means of instruction or teach-

ing, but accompanied by a special enlightening

power, which quickens the moral and religious

nature of man, and even stimulates his intellect,

so that he apprehends its truth with an irresistible

force of conviction. This Divine power accom-

panying the Word has been manifest in the whole

course of the history of the Church. It was the

case in the apostolic age. Paul says, " Our gospel

came not unto you in word only, but also in power,

and in the Holy Ghost, and in much assurance."

So of the preaching of Peter, it is said, " While

Peter yet spake these words the Holy Ghost fell

on them which heard the word." And just after

Pentecost itself, as Peter was preaching the word,

it is said, " When they heard this they were

pricked in their hearts, and said unto Peter and

the rest of the apostles, Brethren, what shall we
do ? " Jn_ virtue of this Divine power the, word

j^s called " the sword of the Spirit," ^iid^is^de-
198
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scribed in these words, " Every scripture-inspired.

oT God is also profitabTc for teaching, for reproof,

for correction, for instruction wliich is in righteous-

ness ; that the man of God may be complete,

furnished completely unto every good work ;

"

and yet again thus, " The Word of God is living

and active, and sharper than any two-edged

sword, and i)iercing even to the dividing of soul

and spirit, of both joints and marrow, and quick

to discern the thoughts and intents of the heart."

It is even spoken of as possessing sanctifying and

regenerating power, as in Peter, " Having been

begotten again, not of corruptible seed, but of

incorruptible, through the Word of God which

livcth and abideth ;
" and so also Christ, " Sanctify

them in the truth : Thy Word is truth." Nor is

this Divine power of the Word confined to the

apostolic age or to apostolic men alone. It is

the experience of the living Church in all the

ages and, we may say with humility and grati-

tude, of our own time. The Word still _rrpat
,ps.

living, faith by the power o£ the Holy Spirit.

This experience of a Divine convincing and en-

lightening power accompanying the Word goes

hand in hand with the faith of the Church, that

the word itself was originally created in the minds
or on the \\ps of the men to whom it first came by
a still greater energy of the same Spirit. In fact

this belief in the Divine inspiration of the Word is

so universal, so strongly imbedded in the religious

faith of the Christian world, that the tendency is

to an exaggerated conception of its method of
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working. We may boldly assert that no man
who has entered into the full measure of Christian

experience is without this faith. His daily ex-

perience of communion with God through the

Word keeps this faith alive in full energy. And
this very prominence and importance of this faith

as an element of our entire religious life, as lead-

ing us continually to feed that life " on the sincere

milk of the word that we may grow thereby,"

makes it most important for the true understand-

ing and profitable use of the Word that our faith

in the inspiration of the Word should be an in-

telligent faith, founded on truth and fact, and not

on some blind or even traditional misconception.

It does not need lengthy argument to prove

that as the Word is now received and becomes a

living faith by the power of the Holy Spirit, so

it was originally created by the same power. All

Christians at least will probably admit this ; and

with those who are not Christians in the true

inward sense, it would be perhaps useless to begin

by a discussion of this point. A mere dogma of

infallible inspiration would not, as we have already

seen, compel a living faith ; and when the truth

has once entered and begins to work with its own
Divine power of conviction, the acknowledgment

of its Divine origin will speedily follow. As Paul

says, "If there come in one unbelieving, he is con-

victed by all, he is judged by all ; the secrets of

his heart are made manifest ; and so he will fall

down on his face and worship God, declaring that

God is among you indeed."
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^The questions which demand, cousideratioa a.re,

thesg.:

—

^ I. What is the nature or method of this Diving

linfluence? or, at least, what was its effect upon thai

minds of the first preachers and writers of the|

Word.

2. What are the permanent qualities which have

been thereby communicated to the Word itself?

In other word s, inspiration , is a suhjecti^^

influenrf: nn the minds of-t.hfi.sarrrd writers, and

is_an_pbjectiv5 quality of the Word, It is evi-

dent that these important questions cannot be

answered from any a priori considerations. Our
judgment or religious zeal can by no means
determine God's method of teaching men His

truth. This is a, question which can only_ be
f

' answered by an appeal to facts, and these Jkcts^,

.are to-day ojily to be found in the Word itself.^

, Neither the antecedent Rabbinical opinions on

the subject, nor the subsequent Patristic concep-

tions, can give us authoritative guidance. In fact

these are as divergent among themselves as are

the opinions of our own time ; and besides are

expressed so largely in figurative language, that

they can scarcely be quoted for exact definition.

They are the language often of an earnest

religious faith, rather than of a clearly defined

and carefully formed theological opinion. But
it may be asked, why go beyond the expression

of strong religious faith ? The answer is that

this faith is fundamental, inasmuch as it must
govern all our use and understanding of the
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Word of God. It must, therefore, be an intelli-

gent faith, i.e. a faith which has emerged into

clearly defined idea, and not a mere warm
emotion. If the Word is to be the foundation

of our entire religious faith, then we rr-ust not

only feel its spiritual power of truth, but under-

stand its method of bringing to us the truth.

The history of religion shows us that, in regard

to this and other important doctrines, the crudest

rational speculations and the wildest fancies of

imagination may attach themselves to warm re-

ligious feeling, if we are not careful to develop

our religious ideas in harmony at once with

religious faith, with real facts, with conscience

and with reason. The religious intuition of

every true Christian certainly and unmistak-

ably finds in God's word the quality of Divine

truth, but whether or not that quality involves

historical and scientific inerrancy, as well as

moral and religious truth, whether the form in

which the truth is presented is to any extent

affected by the infirmities of the human instru-

ment, these are questions of fact, and not either

of pure faith or a priori speculation or blind

fanciful zeal.

We have said that the facts from which our

two main questions are to be answered can only

be found from the books themselves. We may
further add that our study should be devoted

most largely to the New Testament. We make
this claim not because the Old Testament scrip-

tures do not afford evidence of the quality of
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inspiration and of the method of its operation.

We believe that they furnish both. But certainly

Jf_anyvvhere the nipst^erfect results of jnspirationJ

are to _b£_Jbund it-Js_in_Jthe JNew TestainenLf\,

and if anywhere the highest form or method
of operation of , the spirit is to be found-, (and

Paul says that even in the New Testamer>t age

there were diversities of gifts some highei* and

some lower and diversities of operations)^jt is_

in the case of such inspired men as Paul and.

John. So the Jewish Church judged the in-

spiration of Moses to be of a higher type than

that of the prophets, psalmists and writers of

wisdom. We will not assume that this is a

correct judgment, but it certainly points to the

probability that t^tere. are diversities of methods

pX Ihe-ow^rk-of -the spirit in the production of

this word-i: and if sOj we are certainly justified

in beginning at the point where we may find,

the vyork in its most perfect form and results.

There is another important reason for begin-

ning our investigation with the^ew Testament,;

we are^ here nearer to the facts not Oiily in.

time».^ut also in manner of spiritual life, and
thou^gl^t. The spiritual life of the Christian

Church is continuous from the Apostolic age.

The very forms of language used to set forth

its spiritual conceptions date from that age.

Our religious life is not or should not be Jewish

but Christian. The entire intellectual, moral,

and religious life of the earlier ages was doubt-

less upon a lower plane. Even if we should
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find that at times in remote ages the operation

of the inspiring spirit was after the manner of

mantism, or clairvoyance or some other form

of occultism, it by no means follows that we
are to define the work of the Holy Spirit by such

remote and inferior forms which may have been

the only possible to the age or to the man.

The manner in which God spoke to Balaam,

even if we were certain that we knew all about

it, is surely not to be the measure of his speaking

to a Paul or a John,

P.n this question therefore the inductive method
Js^certainly essential. We^ must study the facts

^d liatea lo the testimony of the men them-

selves. And we shall begin at the point where

the men speak most fully, where the facts are

most directly recorded, where we have, not a

dim ancient tradition, but the living voice or

pen of inspired men to whom we directly owe
our own spiritual life and conceptions.

t
'

I
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CHAPTER V

INSPIRATION AND THE CREATION OF THE

WRITTEN WORD

I^PTRATLOj^is ih£j£rm-jised by common con-

g^pt- sinre t^if; Apostolic- age to denote the work
pf the Hnly Spirit in tlifi^production of the__WQrd,

which is the instrument by which men are brought

to. a knowledge of God. In the definition of this

term or rather of the work which it designates, it

is quite useless to make the attempt by any a

priori method. We are by no means qualified

to say how God should proceed in this matter,

or what should be the nature of the communica-

tion by which He makes Himself known, jiere

,£speciallyr^we--must_be guided solely by a candid,.

and careful examination of the fa£ts>^ The theo-

logian, to be honest, must be true toall ascertained

facts ; but in a question of such supreme im-

portance, the facts should be examined with no

ordinary care.

Two_guestions will cover the field_heibre us^

but these are closely related and at points inter-

dependent.

I. What -Wa^ the manner and effect of the

ice of the Holy Spirit on the minds of thje,

sacred writers?^-^ --. -—=^
aos
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2. What is the distinctive character of the

Word itself as a result of this influence ?

Subjective Inspiration.

The answer to the first question may be reached

•^j^^, /Lu-4.*^'-*^ along the following lines of study :

—

^ "J^
~\ / I- The personal testimony of the New Testa-""

/ ment writers touching the Spirit's influence and

leading upon themselves.

2. The New Testament account of prophecy

as a spiritual gift.

3. The relation of this to other spiritual gifts.

4. Its relation to the ordinary and abiding

Uvork of the Spirit as spiritual enlightenment.
^- If it be objected that this is an appeal to the

men themselves to ascertain what are their own
gifts, and that of this we should have some
evidence outside of their own testimony, the

answer is that we are not now seeking to establish

the fact of inspiration, but to ascertain its nature.

The fact is a part of the distinctive character of

Christianity as unfolded in the history of revela-

tion. If our studies have led us to any result,

it is this, that Christianity was established in

the world as the result of a supernatural power

enabling men to understand moral and religious

truth ; and that as a result of this power resting

upon men in the Apostolic Age, there grew up,

first a spoken, and then a written word. The
historical evidence of this fact from the New
Testament and from all collateral testimony is,

we think, indisputable. Our object now is to
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reach a more exact conception of the nature of

this influence as it wrought in the minds of these

original authors of the Word. Of this, the only

direct and natural source of information, is the

testimony which they give as to this influence

and its relation to their work as preachers and

writers. All other sources must be indirect and

inferential, and would be of very imperfect value

apart from this. Nor is this source of information

untrustworthy. Only direct and positive evidence

to the contrary should lead us to distrust on this

point the testimony of men who are the bearers

to us of the most perfect religious truth which

the mind of man has yet received. In the first

place, as writers each one of these men addresses

himself to his work in a perfectly natural and

businesslike way. There is very frequently no

preface, and just as frequently the preface makes
no reference to the writer, and in but one instance

to any supernatural qualification for his work,

and that in a modest historical fashion. Of the

twenty-seven books of the New Testament, we
have nine probable authors. The first of these

attacks his work in the most direct and historical

fashion after the model of the ancient Hebrew
records. It is like the documents in Genesis,

" The book of the generations." When he twice

speaks of himself, it is as of no remarkable

person, but as " a certain man named Matthew
sitting at the place of toll," and classed by the

Pharisees with "public; is and sinners," or in the

list of Apostles as " Matthew the publican." The
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second writer in like manner adopts an ancient

Hebrew method of stating his subject, " The
beginning of the Gospel of Jesus Christ, the

Son of God." In his narrative, his own name
never occurs ; and we know both these as authors

of the first two gospels only by the MS. headings

which date back to our oldest copies and transla-

tions, and by continuous historic testimony from

the sub-Apostolic age. The third writer does

introduce himself and speaks of his qualifications

for his work, but not as supernatural, but as the

ordinary common qualifications of an accurate

historian He receives his information from those

who " from the beginning were eye witnesses and

ministers of the Word " ; and he has himself
" traced the course of all things accurately from

the first," and he writes that his reader may
" know the certainty " of these matters. In his

second treatise the point where he himself takes

part in the events is marked only by the use of

the first person plural.

The fourth writer, again a Hebrew by education

as well as parentage, adopts the Hebrew Levitical

style, and refers to himself only in a supplemental

fashion toward the close as writing to establish

the religious faith of his readers, and if the last

verses are from his hand as giving true testi-

mony, though far short of a full account. His

first epistle is absolutely without any personal

reference except the use of the first personal

pronoun, and throughout, he addresses his readers

in the second person after the style of a loving

I
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father and faithful pastor. With these may be

classed James and Judc. James writes simply

as " a servant of God and of the Lord Jesus

Christ," and proceeds at once to pour out of

the fulness of his heart the truth which he has

to declare. Judc in the same way styles him-

self " a servant of Jesus Christ," but says, that

" while he was giving all diligence to write " unto

his readers " of the common salvation," he " was

constrained to write," exhorting them " to con-

tend earnestly for the faith which was once for

all delivered unto the saints." Here is an in-

ward consciousness which is at once natural and

without boastful self-consciousness, and yet im-

plies an unusual sense of responsibility. While

he is engaged in diligent preparation for a written

exposition of the " common salvation," of which

he seems to regard his hearers as already possess-

ing a general knowledge, he is constrained to

write not an exposition or general treatise, but

an " exhortation " to a pressing present duty,

evidently to meet a pressing danger. The same
spirit breathes through the last sentences of the

epistle to the Hebrews, where the writer, in the

most modest and deferential terms, refers to

himself and his readers, " I exhort you, brethren,

bear with the word of exhortation."

Thus all these writers of the New Testament
,

stand before us . eithf^r .silfintlv^PiL by express

though modest and unassuming,_si-ai-pmpnf- a«;

careful painstaking and truthful recorders oLlhe.

great facts of the Gospel, or as men who have
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I

a message of truth or of exhui'tation which tliey:

Teel constrained (a duty) to deliver to their

fellow-christians, and this message in each case

arises out of the historic circumstances of the

case.

TvTOvyriters, l^au) and_£etar, remain^, aiicl one

s^jecial book, the Revelation of John the Divine.

Peter and Paul difTer from the writers already

considered in introducing themselves to their

readers as A^jostlga^ a term -iinplymg..an officg

and authority of a. special character. The use

of this designation by Paul is limited by the

following exceptions : first, the two epistles to

the Thessalonians and that to the Philippians

in which Timothy, or Silvanus and Timothy,

are joined with him in the salutation, and the

Epistle to Philemon which is of a personal char-

acter. Otherwise the use is constant, and implies

that in these writings they were conscious of a

religious authority implied in their office. They
jyxote as men conscious of a cornmission from

^Chj-ist or from God. But this consciousness does

not interfere with the natural relations of their

Epiatles. Each has its object arising out of the

living history of the Church ; and whatever._is

implied in the office _ and_gifts.,ni an- apostle,

the style and contents and occasion of_ each

epistle arise naturally out of the circumstances,

jLctions, and character of the churches. We
thus obtain from the character of all the New
Testament writings thus far examined, abundant

evidence that the influence of the Holy Spirit has
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abundant

Spirit has

not superseded the use of common literary forms,

of personal peculiarities of style, of judgment and

common sense in dealing with the matters in

hand, or of the exercise of care in collecting facts

and of judgment in their orderly arrangement

and presentation. It may quicken, but it does

not supersede the exercise of ^iicmory. itself. It

is thus no_ecstati£, mantic state or traneel ike.

visioiT, or loss of s.elf-conttal, but a full conscious

gxercise of all the intellectual and moral poweca,

and literary. gi£ts_a£ thcAiiriisr. Everywhere the

spirits of the prophets are, in the words of Paul

himself, "subject to the prophets." There may
aopear to be an exception to this in the^-book

fievelatioiL £eler's _visiQn, and one or t^p

appe

'%^ visions of PauL But if these arc of a different

nature (and we shall examine them presently)

they are clearly the exception, not the rule. The
natural gifts and faculties of inspired men have

thus full play, and their work evinces literary

ability of great variety of form, and of that

highest order which arises from abundant fulness

and clearness of thought and deep earnestness of

moral nature. The influence of the Holy S p''''^ ""

ithese men is thus sompthiiig_\vblrh iipHprli'ps and.

harmonises
.
jvvith,_ this pgrfect exercise of theil

jrmtiiie_42aw£i:s.-JL££Qjdmg_j^^

tactioru.

Omitting for the present the historical writers

who speak of themselves only as asserting in a

natural way the historical accuracy of their nar-

rative, the writers of the Epistles each make use
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twelve "that they might be with Him, and that

He might send them forth to preach" (Mark iii.

14). He made them understand that to them " is

given the mystery of the kingdom of God " (iv.

I I ). To these " He privately expounded all

things " i^iv. 34), and from time to time He
empU^jcd them as assistants in His work of

teaching and preaching.

2. His final commission to them was to teach

and preach as well as to admit men into the

Church by the ordinance of baptism. Matt,

xxviii. 19-20; Mark xvi. 15; Luke xxiv. 47,

48.

3. Out of this grew their own personal sense

of responsibility as apostles, resulting in constant /

labour as teachers of the infant Church. Acts il.y

42 ; V. 42 ; vi. 4 ; viii. 14-25 ; xi. 22-26. In

fact, almost all the entire history of the Acts

of the Apostles might be quoted in illustration of

the magnitude and importance of the Apostolic

office in this respect. The position is beautifully

summarised by St Paul in a single expression

(Eph. ii. 20), " Being built upon the foundation

of the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ Himself

being the chief corner-stone."

The work of the Spirit which produced the

Scriptures is thus that work by which the Apostles

were endowed for their office of founding the

Christian Church by preaching and teaching the

gospel of Jesus Christ. In this work there are

no sharers with or successors to Christ and His

apostles and prophets mentioned or referred to in
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spiritual understanding as enabled them to grasp

the full work of Christ for the world's salvation.

_But this illumination was to come in no un-

natural way, however supernatural it might be. It

was a teaching in which many lessons were to be

mastered, some of them with difficulty, as we see

in the case of Peter hfmself. It was a remem-
brance quickened into activity by the loving joy

inspired by the baptisin of the Spirit. It was a

guiding into truth along a progressive pathway,

ordered of God in the history of the Apostolic

age. It was a grace, of which one measure was
given to Paul, and another to Peter, another to

James, and yet another to John. The law of de-__|

_yelnpmenLand of employn:ent of all naturaL gifts_^,

Js thus given its full scope, as well as the law oL
^spiritual enlightenment founded on a God-given

' /capacity of faitlL

2. Si—Paul has in three several passages de-

scribed this process of spiritual enlightenment

from his own experience. In the first of these,

I Cor. ii. 6-16, he d£scribe.s_^it_as^a Divine wisdom.

This wisdom is not a matter of philosophy or of

human science but i5_of God^ ^nd is revealed to

manby th£._^pirit ; and it makes known to us

"God's free gifts to those who love Him. It can-

not even be expressed in the common worldly

language of humanity, but must be both under-

stood and expressed by the teaching of the Holy
Spirit. It is thus a spiritualJudgment or discern^

_ment, through which we understand the mind q[_

Christ. It is the possession of this wisdom which
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enables Paul to speak of himself and of Apollos

and his fellow-apostles as "ministers of Christ and

stewards of the mysteries of God."

A second passage is found in 2 Cor. iv. 6, etc.

After describing his sufficiency as a minister of

the New Covenant as of God, which is a ministry

not of the letter, i.e. of verbal forms to be repeated,

but of the spirit, t'.e. the inward power of truth,

and speaking of the superior glory of this ministra-

tion and its transforming spiritual power, he goes

on to say, " Seeing it is God that said light shall

shine out of darkness, who shined in our hearts

to give the light of the knowledge of the glory

of God in the face of Jesus Christ. But we have

this treasure in earthen vessels that the excellency

of the power may be of God and not from our-

selves." The third passage is closely related to

this, as, like it, it brings the Apostolic endowment
into close relation to his personal religious ex-

perience. It is found in Gal. i. 1 1 -
1 7 :

" For I

make known unto you, brethren, as touching the

gospel which was preached by me, that it is not

after man. For neither did I receive it from

man, nor was I taught it, but it came to me
through revelation of Jesus Christ." ..." When
it was the good pleasure of God, who separated

me, even from my mother's womb, and called me
through His grace, to reveal His Son in me that

I might preach Him among the Gentiles, im-

mediately I conferred not with flesh and blood,

neither went I up to Jerusalem to them which

were Apostles before me, but I went away into

—" 1
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Arabia." We do not think that either of these

passages implies that Paul received his knowledge

of the historic facts upon which the gospel is

founded, the facts of Christ's life, death, and

resurrection by a supernatural communication.

With these the man who was a diligent student

of all that pertained to his people could scarcely

be unacquainted ; and the very fact that he speaks

of his unbelief, which is not a mere negative

ignorance, but a rejection of truth presented,

implies that the facts were known to him, and

that he had rejected their spiritual significance.

But it does imply that by tJie^Holy Spirit Jig

was taught the full saving significance of these

facts^ first in his own personal experience "^ta

reyeal_ H is-SoilJn^me^L and _ then in their sig-

nificance for the .salvation of Jew and Gentile,

^and__ihat_wML_a._breadth and fulness of under-

standing not yet- attained by those who had

been apostles before him. Later he went up to

Jerusalem, when his manner of preaching was

called in question, and laid before the men of

repute the gospel which he preached among the

Gentiles. These he says " imparted nothing to

me ; but contrariwise when they saw that I had

been intrusted with the gospel of the uncircum-

cision, even as Peter with the gospel of the

circumcision, and when they perceived the grace

that was given unto me, James and Cephas and

John, they who were reputed to be pillars gave

to me and Barnabas the right hands of fellowship

that we should go unto the Gentiles and they
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unto the circumcision." Then follows his account

of his conflict with Peter whom he regards as

weakly and even sinfully inconsistent, notwith-

standing his Apostolic grace. These passages

throw not a little iiglit_on the AposiQlic_.„gift_jof

inspiration.,

/ I. It was grounded in a living personal ex-

! perience of Christian faith.

2. It led some into views of religious truth

considerably in advance of others who had been

much longer in the enjoyment of its influence.

3. It enabled those to grasp with hearty assent

such more advanced truth when presented to them

by Paul.

4. It was nevertheless probational and did

not preserve even these men from moral weak-

\ness and inconsistency. It_ was not, Jheieibr£V-

an ^influence which made the Apostles either

omniscient or infallible, but which led them -into

truth as God ordered, and as the needs of ±lie

Church_ required. One of Paul's expressions is

peculiarly significant, " We have this treasure in

earthen vessels." Not only moral weakness but

also mental and physical infirmities were still

consistent with the possession of this Divine light

and power.

To this ApostC'lic gift Paul refers in Eph. iii.

2-5, in these triumphant words, " If so be that

ye have heard of the dispensation of that grace

of God which was given me to you-ward ; how
that by revelation was made known unto me the

mystery, as I wrote afore in few words, whereby
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when ye read, ye can perceive my understanding

of the mystery of Christ ; which in other genera-

tions was not made known unto the sons of men,

as it hath now been revealed unto his holy

apostles and prophets in the Spirit." ..." Unto
me who am less than the least of all saints is

this grace given, to preach unto the Gentiles the

unsearchable riches of Christ, etc. ; " where its

Divine glory is placed in contrast with his per-

sonal consciousness of unworthiness.

There are many other briefer passages which

incidentally throw light on this inward conscious-

ness of the Apostolic gift ; the following may
serve as examples :— i Cor. xii. 8 ; Col. i. 28

;

2 Pet. iii. 15 ; i John v. 7-12. In these it is

emphatically a revelation of Christ and a gift of

wisdom, understanding and knowledge.

Beibre.ieaying this part of our subject>it should

_be noted that it is a gift of utterance as well as

of understanding. On the day of Pentecost it

was manifestly such. Acts ii. 4 ; so in the case

of their first persecution, Acts iv. 12, 31 ; and

of Stephen, vi. 10. To this also St Paul bears

testimony, i Cor. i. 5, where it is extended

beyond the Apostolic circle; i Cor. ii. 13,

where it extends to the choice of new and fitting

words to express the new ideas of the gospel, as

well as perhaps a style of discourse in harmony

with the directness and simplicity of the truth.

From the pre-eminent Apostolic gift of the

Holy Spirit we may turn now to a secondary

form associated with it and included under it.
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%T^ Testament f^j^odl^ecvA

This ^ift appears to have been by no means.

jai:e_in.tJl£- Apostolic age.. It is applied by Peter

to the_entire result of the descent of .tlie Spirit at

^ntecost. Christian prophets are referred to four

times in the Acts specifically ; some of these being

women, some of them persons who have not been

included as New Testament writers, and some,

persons who are elsewhere recognised as Apostles.

From various passages in the epistles of Paul it

appears that prophecy was by no means a rare

gift in the Gentile Church. Its importance in

the founding of the Church is manifest from the

association of prophets with the Apostles in such

passages as Eph. iii. 6, iv. 7, and from his esti-

mate of it above other gifts, i Cor. xiv. i , etc.

The most direct statement of the work of the

prophet we have in i Cor. xiv. 3 :
" He that

pBJphesieth speaketh unto men edification, and

comfort, and consolation." Edification is ad-

dressed to the understanding, the intelligence of

our spiritual life ; hence Paul says, v. 1 9, " Howbeit

in the church I had rather speak five words with

my understanding, that I might instruct others

also, than ten thousand words in a tongue." -The

foremost work of the prophet is thus the impart-

ing ofreiigious truth Through the illumination of

his own understanding ; for he speaks with his own
understanding as well as to the understanding of

the Church. The second element of the work of

the prophet, translated in the Revised Version
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comfort, but, we think, with the A.V. and the

American revisers, better exhortation, is addressed

to the moral nature. It is, to borrow Paul's

words, " the Spirit helping our infirmities." The
last, consolation or comfort, is addressed to the

emotions and affections. It is such as the weep-

ing sisters of Lazarus needed and received in

their bereavement, John xi. 19, 31. The prophet

is thus not a mere teacher, he is one who speaks

out of the inward light and moral force, and joyous

faith and warm love of his own spiritual being to

the religious understanding, conscience, and heart

of humanity.

Another important passage in the nature of

prophecy is found in 2 Pet. i. 19-21 : "We
have the word of prophecy (made ?) more sure

;

whereunto ye do well that ye take heed as unto

a lamp shining in a dark place, until the day

dawn and the day star arise in your hearts :

knowing this first, that no prophecy of Scripture

is of private interpretation For no prophecy

ever came by the will of man : but men spake

from God being moved by the Holy Ghost."

We think few passages of Scripture have been

more completely misunderstood than this. The
subject of the entire section from verse 16

to the end is undoubtedly the certainty of

the Christian faith. " We have not followed

cunningly devised fables." This he founds (a)

on his testimony as an eye-witness of the glory

of the transfiguration ; but (/?) further upon the

prophetic word, still stronger than any testimony
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of miracle in its power to create faith, inasmuch

as through its testimony the inward light shines

in each man's own heart, bringing him the clearest

conviction and most perfect assurance of truth.

Hence we think the reference is not to the Old

Testament prophecy, but to the New with its

appeal with Divine power to the understanding,

conscience and hearts of men. Such prophetic

truth is not the result of any individual investiga-

tion, decision, or explanation of truth. It is the

inner light of the Divine Spirit which enables

man thus to speak from God.

In exact harmony with these passages we have

in Eph. iv. 7, etc., the prophets associated with

Apostles, evangelists, pastors, and teachers, as the

complete spirit-given ministry of the Apostolic

age ; and their function is fully set forth in

verses 12-16, as the unity of faith, the maturity

of Christian manhood, the purity of doctrine, and

the holding and speaking of the truth in love.

^om these passa p-ps it appears that the pro-

phgts hnth extended aDd_perfected the Church^
knowledge of the things of God thrniighoiit the_

ApostoHc age.. The great business of prophecy

was thus directly practical, and was concerned

with present duties and dangers ; and to meet

these it declared the fulness of the truth as it

is in Christ Jesus. At times it reached to fore-

sight of future events. This is implied in the

promise, John xvi. 13, "He shall declare unto

you the things which are to come " ; and we
have a practical example of it in Acts xi. 27-
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30, as also in xx. 23, and xxi. 11. But

joresighL^gf the future- wa-s -quite a secondary

matter, and always subservient to the proper

purpose of the prophetic gift. We have no

example of a prophetic revelation of either the

past or the future after the manner of the mere

diviner. A good illustration of the office of pro-

phetic foresight or knowledge we have in Acts

xiii. I, etc. There is a definite communication

of God's purpose concerning Barnabas and Saul

with a view to the action of the Church. Other

examples of this prophetic intimation of facts

which affected duty we have in Acts ix. 10,

etc., where Ananias is divinely directed to Saul
;

Acts. X. 1-23, the case of Cornelius and Peter,

where the ancient method of vision reappears
;

xvi. 9, Paul's call to Macedonia. On the other

hand, we have enlightened judgment directly in

Acts XV. 28, 29 ; compare verse 9.

The Relation of Inspiration ta Jhe Exirao^diii^W

Gifts afi(^Qid̂itiaryJJ(\or/^^J/ic,MQlv.,^Pirjt.

XI.

After this study of the apostolic and prophetic

gift, it will not be necessary to dwell at length on

these subordinate points. The Apostles themselves

were richly endued with the extraordinary gifts of

the Spirit. On the other hand, prophecy, the word

of wisdom, the word of knowledge, are nearly akin

to inspiration itself ; they seem to imply a measure

of the same gift, and are declared to be the work

of the same Spirit. In fact the apostolic and pro-

phetic gifts are enumerated with the charismata in
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.1

I Cor. xii. 28 ; but as the highest places in the

Church, and as the greatest and most desirable

gifts, I Cor. xiv. i.

In like manner the ordinary enlightening

work of the Spirit in the hearts of believers is

so magnified by St John, i John ii. 20, 27, as

to raise it to the seeming level of a lower form

of inspiration. So in i Cor. xii. 13, Paul unites

all the work of the Spirit in one expression, " For

in one Spirit were we all baptized into one body

. . . and were all made to drink of one Spirit."

There ^s_thus no sharp Jijne of distirigtloii^rawn

iji the New Testament between the various phases

and degrees nf thp work pf i-Hp Spirit

Specialization in result and pre-eminence in

degree alone separate the highest from the

lowest, the gift of the apostles and prophets

from other ' charismata, and both from the

baptism of the Spirit given to all believers.

In fact, the latter as perfect harity, is in

Paul's view the greatest of all, as all others

are so bound to the limitations of humanity

as to be finally superseded by more perfect

things to come.

This study of the prophetic gift in the New
Testament will enable us to formulate a general

statement as to the New Testament presentation

of subjective inspiration.

General Summary of Subjective Inspiration,

I. Those, who following our Lord Jesus Christ,

laid the foundations of Christianity by preaching
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us Christ,

preaching

and writing, did so by the power of an abiding

endowment of the Holy Spirit.

2. The foundation of this endowment was

laid in a personal experience of the enlighten-

ing and renewing power of the Spirit, and a

personal knowledge of the truth as it is in

Christ Jesus.

3. This endowment unfolded, to each accord-

ing to his measure, and by degrees, as required

by the providential history of the Church, the entire

Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ as founded in

His life, death, works, teaching, resurrection, and

gift of the Holy Spirit, making them '* sufficient

ministers of the Word."

4. It included gifts of utterance which enabled

them to convey this gospel to others, both as

a spoken and as a written Word or Scripture.

5. It included an opening up to their minds

of the Scriptures and institutions of the Old

Testament, and of their relation to the Gospel

of Christ, and to God's purpose of salvation for

the whole world and all the ages in Christ.

6. It included an opening up to their minds

of the scope and progress of the Kingdom of

Christ in the world's future, and of its relation

to eternal things. This was sometimes presented

in direct and broad statements, as by Paul in

Romans and Ephesians, sometimes for special

reasons in veiled and allegorical form, as in the

parables, and especially in the Apocalypse.

7. It included, in a pre-eminent degree, the

insight or discernment both of moral judgment

P
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and of religious faith ; enabling these men to guide

the Church in all matters of duty to God and

man, and to exhibit to the faith of the Church
" the fulness of the blessings of the Gospel of

Christ."

8. There existed even in the Apostolic Church,

various degrees or measures of this inspiration,

some of which were quite imperfect ; and also

spurious imitations of it, carefully to be distin-

guished from the true work of the Spirit. Of
these the Church was required to judge.

9. Even in its greatest fulness, those who pos-

sessed it recognised that they " had this treasure

in earthen vessels "
; and subordinated even their

inspired judgment to the words of Christ, i Cor.

vii. 25, 40.

Objective InstimtiotL

Our second question is, What are the Divine

qualities attached to the Scripture as the product

of this subjective inspiration ? These qualities

are expressed by St Paul in the term Oeo'xt/ivsTOi,

God - inspirited, which may be interpreted as

signifying in a general way that the Word is

both the product of the Holy Spirit, and the

instrument through which He works. In both

these relations the Word is partaker of the

attributes of the Holy Spirit, especially the

following :

—

1. Truth, John xvii. 17-19; 2 Cor. vi. 7;
Eph. i. 13.

2. Immutability and eternity ; i Pet. i. 22-24.
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3. Divine spiritual power and life.

It is in view of these Divine qualities that

it is called the Word of God, Kph. vi. 1 7 ;

I Thcss. ii. 13; I Pet. i. 23. Yet it must

be borne in mind that these high prerogatives

belong not to the mere outward form, though

that too has been glorified by the power of

the Spirit, but to the inner content, the Spirit,

and the truth. Even the letter of the new
Covenant may become dead and deadly, the

Spirit alone givcth life ; 2 Cor. ii. 6. jkit of

_this Diviiic content o( Spirit and truth, ths.

ibnii--is- thoroughly human._ The words, the

setting of thought and illustration, the modes

of speaking of facts of nature and history, and

countless other things Vi. ^h belong to the char-

acteristics of human literature, all are after the

manner of men, and of the common thinking

of the age. They are the setting in contrast

to the gem, the earthen vessel in contrast to

the treasure. All this Paul has set forth in a

striking way in 2 Cor. iii. 5, and iv. 7. Again,

in I Cor. ii. 3-5, we have a further interpre-

tation of the earthen vessel, where he tells us

that, in so far as the Word as spoken by him

was judged by human standards of rhetoric,

oratory or science or philosophy, it partook of

the weakness of the instrument. It was not

human wisdom or perfection, but Divine truth

and power which characterised it. It is very

certain from these words that Paul made no

claim to infallibility in matters of speculative
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philosophy or science. It is by no means clear

that he would have claimed infallibility in matters

of historical information, though he certainly on

all occasions laid claim to honesty.

Using Paul's figure to describe th^Jmrnan-aide

oLlliG-Wiixxl, we may safely say that the earthen

vesse l determines the human form of the Word.

This includes (^?) language^ and all that belongs

to the mere expression of the thought ; and {b)

in all probability also current thought forms,

modes of reasoning, conceptions of natural and

other facts used for illustration or application of

the truth
;
jn. facL aH. that does not constitute the

substance of the_truth itselL The question of

the extent to which the human vessel thus affects

the form in which God has given us His Word,

is to be determined, not by a priori considerations,

but from careful study of the writings themselves

as literature, whether historic, poetic, or epistolary

in form. There is no doubt that the Divine

Spirit and truth in these men often raised them

above their natural level, even in the expression

of their thought and its literary form. Hence
we must not be too ready to accept supposed

imperfections. On the other hand, human limita-

tion is not to be regarded as an unreasonable

thing, or as detracting from the Divine value of

the Word. But still further we find clearly that

the earthen-YesseL -XaiL. -receive but .a limited

rneasure of Divine truth. Qn this fact the

jyhole doctrine of progressive revelation rests^

As the human capacity to receive has increased,
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God has given more. The inspiration of Pente-

cost did not give Peter the full measure of

truth which he himself afterwards received ; and

possibly he never reached the measure given to

Paul and John. If Second Peter be genuine,

even to the end he found the wisdom given to

Paul " hard to be understood." These principles

will find special illustration while we consider

very briefly

—

The Inspiration of the Old Testament.

It is very certain that the prophets of the

Old Testament, like the apostles and prophets

of the New, claimed to speak the Word of God
;

Isa. vi., and the first verses of Jeremiah and

Ezekiel are examples of this. This claim is

clearly recognised by Christ and His Apostles
;

and is referred to the same Spirit who inspired

the men of the new dispensation. This appears

in a general way from our Lord's appeal to the

Old Testament Scriptures, though He makes
no dogmatic assertion as to their inspiration.

Heb. i. I is quite explicit, as is i Pet. i. 11,

and probably 2 Tim. iii. 16. The Spirit vS <"^t^

01d_, Testament was the Spirit of Christ ; and

God spake by the prophets.^

But in the interpretation of these general state-

ments, we must observe also the following facts

set forth in the New Testament and even recog-

nised by the prophets themselves :

—

I. The measure of the Spirit under the Old
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Testament was not the fulness of the gift under

the new dispensation, in these respects

—

(a) Things fully revealed in the New were but

partially disclosed under the Old ; i Pet.

i. 10-12 ; Heb. xi. 40.

(d) Tne entire resulting dispensation was in

consequence imperfect and temporary
;

see Matt. xix. 8; Acts xv. 10; 2 Cor.

iii. 7-1 1 ; Gal. iii. 23-25 ; iv. 3, 9, 25,

26; Heb. X. 1-9; xii. 18-27.

2. The gift of inspiration sometimes appears

as occasional or sporadic, and in forms in which

the conscious permanent endowments are less

prominent than sudden spiritual rapture, or in-

voluntary vision or foresight. Certainly Paul

could not have said of many of these Old Testa-

ment seers that " the spirits of the prophets are

subject to the prophets." This, however, applies

but slightly to the later and more advanced

inspiration of the Old Testament. All the

writers of the Jewish canon approach more
nearly the permanent spiritual endowments of

the New Testament. Sporadic inspiration, and

forms of inspiration which might be called

mechanical and almost unconscious, belong to

the earlier periods, and to men outside the chosen

line which God was training for His service.

They belong to an age in which the instrument

is not yet fully fitted to receive and understand

the Word. In view of these facts we must

recognise

—

I. The progressive development of revelation

under the Old Testament.

\
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2. That the truth communicated was at firsT

rudimentary, and its apprehension imperfect.

3- That the methods of the operation of the
Spirit are fitted to the childhood of the race and
even of the chosen people.

4. That its divinity appears not only in its

fundamental, moral, and religious truth, but still

more in the prophetic promise through which it

isfull of better things to come.



CHAPTER VI

THE OFFICE AND AUTHORITY OF SCRIPTURE

The office or function of Scripture, and of the

Word of God in its still wider forms, is to convey

to the conscience and religious faith of men the

saving truth of the Gospel. It is the office of the

entire ministry, for this ministry is pre-eminently

a ministry of the Word. Besides many other

passages it is comprehensively set forth in a

passage to which reference has already been

made, 2 Tim. iii. i6, 17. There the office of

Scripture depends upon its inspiration. It is as

c

inspired of God that thf^ ,Sr''ipt"re " is also pro-

fitable for teaching Jbr reprooj^jor correctioj.

igr__lnstruction which js__Jii__xifihleausn£ss, that \

I
the man of God may be jcomj)lete, furnished )
completely unto every good Avork." This office

it fulfils by the power of the Spirit and as the

truth. " Our Gospel came not unto you in word

only, but also in power, and in the Holy Ghost

and in much assurance," i Thess. i. 5. And so

Christ says to those to whom He spoke the

Word, "If ye abide in My Word then are ye

truly My disciples ; and ye shall know the truth,

and the truth shall make you free. Its power

is the power of truth and of the Spirit."

232
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It is this power which is referred to in the

words, " The Word of God is living and active

and sharper than any two-edged sword, and

piercing even to the dividing of soul and spirit,

of both joints and marrow, and quick to discern

the thoughts and intents of the heart." It-is of

*^^
^'','!*X

"f^<"^^^ -Qf truth—and love..their invvaixl

energy, to create faith . Only moral obduracy

and blindness can resist its power. The Word
is given everywhere, not as a formal outward

rule of conduct and thinking, but as an inward

living power of faith and of motive to right life.

The New Testament, therefore, constantly mag-
nifies the Divine power of the Word, and says

little about its authority.

We have already seen that authority alone

cannot command living faith. That implies the

vital touch of truth itself with the living spirit.

When this has taken place, authority or external

influence of any kind is no longer needed. We
are no longer under tutors and governors, but

have found the Christ, through whom we know
the truth which makes us free. We submit to

authority, acquiesce in or even assent or consent

to its dictates, or trust to its direction. But

all this implies our spiritual weakness, ignorance,

blindness. The Samaritans were led to Christ

by the authority of the woman from the well

but when they had listened to Him for them-

selves, they no longer needed such authority.

Authority- -is. .thus, first of all a guide to the

igiijaraniV-^Jeader to those„v^hQL.areJn darkness,

I !
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but it fails of its purpose unless it leads to

knowledge—to light. Authority in the original

and proper sense of the term belongs to a person.

It is the distinguishing quality of a ruler, a law-

giver, a judge, an arbiter, an expert in matters

of knowledge. From this use arises by metonymy
its application to a code of laws, a creed, a body
of doctrine or teaching, as the test by which the

judge decides, and which can be applied as a

standard or measure of truth. This is its use

for correction, and implies not only ignorance,

but error. That both these are characteristic of

humanity, especially in matters of religion, is so

true that authority is the attribute of Scripture

to which we most frequently apply ourselves.

In contrast with this lower stage in that described

by St John (i John ii. 27), "And as for you, the

anointing which ye received of Him abideth in

you, and ye need not that anyone teach you
;

but as His anointing t-jacheth you concerning

all things, and is tn'c, and is no He, and even

as it taught you, ye abide in Him." This state

is not one of erratic self-directed dogmatism, but

one of settled abiding in the light received from

the Word. The Word is no longer an external

guide to the blind, but a light shining into the

recovered vision. St Peter combines both in 2

Pet. i. 19, where, referring to the prophetic

word, he says, " Whereunto ye do well that ye

take heed as unto a lamp shining in a dark

place, until the day dawn, and the day star

arise in your hearts."

" 'lllfl'

Ii
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Besides these functions of the Authority of

Scripture as the guide to the ignorant and the

corrector of error, it is also set before us as

the_siaiidard of -teaching, " Whether prophecy,

let us prophesy according to the proportion of

our faith," which touches this point if we inter-

pret it with many later expositors of the regnla

fidei. Certainly all these three aspects of the

Authority of the Word are very clearly set forth

in the Epistles to Timothy, when the necessity

for such authority had become clearly evident.

Already Paul found men " teaching a different

doctrine," and " giving heed to fables and end-

less genealogies, the which minister questionings,

rather than a dispensation of God which is in

faith." To this he opposes " the sound doctrine,

according to the gospel of the glory of the

blessed God which was committed to my trust."

So the " doctrine of devils," " lies in hypocrisy,"

'• old wives' fables," " questionings and disputes

of words," " profane babblings and oppositions

of the knowledge which is falsely so called,"

" words to no profit," " foolish and ignorant ques-

tionings," are throughout these Epistles opposed

to " the truth," " the words of the faith and of the

good doctrine which thou hast followed," " the

teaching," " the words of our Lord Jesus Christ,

and the doctrine which is according to godliness,"

" the pattern of sound words which thou hast

heard from Me " " the word of truth," " the sacred

writings," " Scripture inspired of God." The whole

argument of these two epistles, thus by every
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variety of expression asserts the authority of

the Apostolic Word, whether spoken or written,

as against the prevailing forms of error which

already threatened religious faith. Even at this

early period these errors had ranged themselves

under the two fundamental classes which have

appeared in all the ages. They were either

historical errors, the superstitious substitution of

fables for the attested facts upon which the

gospel was founded ; or they were speculative

errors, the substitution of questions, and reason-

ings, and a false gnosis, for the luminous intuition

of faith which laid hold with full assurance of

the truth of God, or which discerned the way of

righteousness with full conviction of conscience.

That the Apostolic Word was thus the ac-

knowledged standard of faith and doctrine at the

close of the Apostolic age itself, is thus quite clear

from the evidence of these epistles. This evidence

is corroborated by the Epistle to Titus, by that to

Hebrews (see Heb. ii. i -4), by Second Peter, John
and Jude.

One question t^grnamg- Are there collateral or_

CQrPrdinaWairfiinritie.s, or- standards, or sources^

P,LChrliitlan..Hortrine ? This question has, in the

history of the Church, taken three directions :

(i) It has been claimed. that out of the original

spoken
.
Word there has been preserved in the

Church a continuous tradition of teaching, which

^?^oyrids_and enlarges the truth to be gathered

from the-

w

ritten Wprd . (2) It is cLa[me(lthat to

the Church, especially in its ministry, has descended

pL_
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the A postolic authority and gift of declaring

^od's VVoxd. (3) It is claimed that this gift

^ilL abides in the inner light which is given to

every true Christian. Tradition, the Church, the

illuminating spirit, in the individual believer are

thus made co-ordinate authority with the written

Apostolic Word.

Of these three, the last is so inconsistent with

all unity of faith and standard of teaching, and has

been so fruitful of error in the Church wherever it

has appeared, that it has been rejected by the

great body of believers. The illuminating spirit

has its office, enabling our faith to understand the

truth presented in the Word, which is the sword or

instrument which the Spirit uses to bring convic-

tion to the hearts of men. The words of St John,

which we have already quoted, clearly point to

Christians who are already established in the

truth, to men who are enlightened by the Spirit.

These need no longer the leading of human
teachers. Their spiritual understanding is exer-

cised to discern the truth, and they easily dis-

tinguish it from error. But whence did they

receive the truth at first ? Certainly from the

Word of God. This word is, it is true, no longer

to them an outward and mechanical guide, but

an inward fulness of truth and light. But it is

so because " that " (truth) " abides in them which

they heard from the beginning." The illuminat-

ing Spirit is thus not in them as a discoverer of

new truth, at variance with the old, but as the

abiding light of the old truth ; and it is only on

(
'

'I
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the condition of this which they heard from the

beginning abiding in them that they " also abide

in the Son and in the Father" (i John ii. 24).

The anointing itself is the same which " taught

them " when in the beginning they first heard

the Word. This inwarf\^ illumination
,

then, in

which St John rejoices as teaching these believers

all things, is not co-ordinate with, or in any way
capable of being opposed to, oV,^ added to, the

Word as a standard of truth, but j^iothing other

than the power by which tll£- Spirit accompan ies

_tlie Word to gjve it. eflfect-iiLJiuii, faith, and its

teaching is the . teaching jxC-the -Word ,JtselL^Ui

which_the truly enlightened man " adtdes." The
Word is still, and always, his original fountain of

truth. The illumination is not to take the place

of the Word, but to open our understanding to

comprehend it. Even in the Apostolic age itself,

while the gift of the Spirit belonged to all be-

lievers, the Church turned to the Apostles and

prophets, and finally to Christ as the only founda-

tion on which their faith could build.

The other two proposed standards are each

embodied in the Church ; and include, on the

one side, the traditional teaching of the Church

supposed to descend from Apostolic times, and,

on the other, the decisions of the Church through

its offices and councils to whom the Apostolic gift

and authority is supposed to descend. It is in-

deed quite clear that in the Epistles to Timothy

the Church is regarded as the " pillar or support

"

by which the truth is upheld, and that upon the

1
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ministers of the Church is laid the responsibility

of committing it as a sacred deposit to " faithful

men who shall be able to teach others also." But

the authority of all this is none other than the

authority of the original deposit. There must be

clear evidence that the teaching of the Church to-

day is the original teaching of the Apostles, and

our only and final evidence of this is comparison

v^ith the monuments of the Apostolic age—the

writings which remain to us. These are all in-

cluded in the New Testament, and to their teach-

ing the writings of the next age add not a single

point of doctrine. At the very point where tradi-

tion, if it can bring us anything of value to be

added to the written Word, should be the richest in

truly apostolic teaching, it has absolutely nothing

to add to New Testament doctrine. That which

first makes itself known by written monuments,

only several generations after the death of all the

Apostles, we may certainly claim to test by the

Apostolic monuments themselves.

We have already briefly considered the authority

of the Church as a source from which we may draw

materials for our theology. In so far as it repre-

sents the common faith of living Christians, we
have seen its value in correcting the personal errors

of individual Christian men. Individual faith re-

ceives truth ; but is not itself the measure of truth.

Even the faith of a Peter was, at least at one time,

short of the full measure of truth. Certainly the

statement of truth which represents the faith of a

great body of Christians, and that fo nany sue-
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ccssive generations, is a more j)crfect and adequate

statement than that which represents the faith of

any one individual. But still history makes it

very evident that the faith of even the largest

body of Christians, representing the longest suc-

cession of time, and the greatest variety of circum-

stance, may be very far from exhausting the full

content of the Apostolic Word, or reflecting per-

fectly even its most fundamental truth. The
Church may he fi rflore pprfert interpreter gf

the-AVbrd-- than... the individual, imd._Jiuth_the

Churrh- .and Jhe iudiYidiiaL. liave. their distinct

duty ill the rereptinn of_ truth as_.living faith,

and in_its..prescatation to the world ; hu± no in-

dividual, no Qinrch, -not- .even the Church uni-

versal, can claim the highest authority as a court

of appeal when the que&tioHris, What -is Christian

truth-? '{^at pl^qe pari^^ accorded to «the teach-

ing of Christ alone, and after Him to His inspired

.^ppstie^ ; ^1^ ,the abiding nvonoment qJ ^thQir^

Nifi&sh.iPig-i2^h'evVvt;itten,J\A{oj4)u This word began

to be spoken by the Lord, but was fully unfolded

from Him as its author by His Apostles and pro-

phets through the inspiration of the Holy Spirit.

The Spirit which inspired and guided them to

preach inspired and guided them to write. And
this Word, created from Christ as the truth in the

Apostolic age, has become the source of truth for

all the world and all the ages, and the light to

guide those that are in darkness and doubt, and

the monitor to warn and call back all who are

wandering into error, and the court of appeal in the
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CHAPTER VII

THE CANON

The final question to be investigated is, To
what body of truth or to what writings may
we ascribe these Divine attributes and power ?

and to what books does this apostolic authority

belong ? These questions were at the first by

no means identical. While all Scripture was

inspired, it was by no means the case that all

inspired teaching, or even writing, was included

in the canonical Scripture. According to St

John's Gospel, even our Lord's doings and

teachings have not been all so included one

by one. It is quite possible, or even probable,

that St Paul wrote epistles which have not

been so included. The epistle of Barnabas,

if genuine, was written by a mai; who possessed

at least prophetic inspiration, Ac*:s xiii. i, and

yet it is not so included. If th*^ conception

which we have so far formed of this subject is

correct, inspiration is primarily of the truth, and

was given widely and in various degrees for the

unfolding and dissemination of the truth in the

Apostolic age. The evidence of inspiration was

direct and personal. The presence of the Holy

Sp.rit unfolding the truth, and applying it with

342
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power, was consciously manifest, both to the

speaker and to the hearer. And without doubt

the Spirit abides with the truth thus originally

given throughout all time, and in every form

into which it may be rendered. It may be

translated into all languages ; if faithfully trans-

lated it is still the inspired Word of God.

It may be recast into all manner of literary

forms ; if in the process the truth abides, it

is still endued with the power of the Spirit.

Nothing can be more certain than that the

inspiring Spirit thus demonstrated its own pre-

sence to all men in the Apostolic age ; and this

direct personal demonstration of the presence

and power of the Spirit abides in the Church

wherever the gospel is preached in its living

power. Accompanying this inward demonstra-

tion, there were also frequently, but not always,

accompanying signs and wonders, miraculous

gifts of the Spirit, the office of which was, as

we have seen, to make the presence of God
manifest even to souls spiritually dull or de-td.

The inspiration of the Holy Spirit in apostles,

prophets, and even evangelists and teachers and

active workers in other offices of the Church,

was thus a thing historically manifest through-

out the Apostolic age ; it was known and read

of all men. Inspired men were themselves con-

scious of its light and power ; even obdurate

sinners were amazed at its results ; and un-

willingly trembled under its convictions. But

when, towards the close of the Apostolic age,

1

1
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11
I '

the question of the standard of Christian doctrine

or teaching was practically raised by the appear-

ance of serious errors, such as are referred to in

the pastoral epistles, and by St John, Peter and

Jude, it was by no means sufficient to say, this

is the teaching of inspired men, for there was

a spurious inspiration or pretence of inspiration

abroad, and false prophets and even lying signs

and wonders deceived the people. The appeal

was therefore not to inspiration, but to the

original apostolic teaching, to that which they

had heard " from the beginning," to " the founda-

tion of the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ

Himself being the chief corner-stone." This

appeal from " other gospels " and " divers and

strange teachings " to " sound words, even the

words of our Lord Jesus Christ," began to be

made distinctly in the Apostolic age, and is pro-

minent in the writers of the sub-Apostolic age.

At first it took various forms. The apostolic

writings were not yet generally or widely dis-

tributed or within reach of the outlying churches.

Hence men who had heard the Apostles, churches

planted by the Apostles, and the bishops or over-

seers of the churches as the guardians of their

purity, were all appealed to for the purpose of

determining tlie original apostolic doctrine. This

appeal to original testimony began in the Apos-

tolic age itself, as appears from Luke i. 3, and

Heb. ii. 3. If we extend the sub-Apostolic age

to A.D. 120, the period during which intelligent

pupils and auditors of the Apostles were still
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living, we shall find in the brief writings re-maining from that period—
^

f.rl: ^l''f^''[
!"^'^'''^'"^'^y ^^ith the doctrines andfac s set forth in the New Testament writings.

2. Verbal correspondences which clearly implya knowledge of individual books of the NewTestament.

th.^' J^'''''":"'^ *° 'he teaching which was fromhe begm,„ng, and to apostolic teaching, a,ett,ng forth the true Christian faith in w ,ictthe Church is exhorted to abide

the'' OmT'?"'
'"'' '™^t 'Abundant reference totlie Old Testament, and quotation from it asScnpture, Holy Scripture, and ti,e oracles of

The following from Bishop Lightfoofs transla-
tion of the epistle of Clement clearly sets ou thecommon estimation of apostolic authority •-

Ihe Apostles received the Gospel for us

r forth f°'' -"r^
^'"'^'

' J^-^ Christ wsent forth from God. So then Christ is fromGod, and the Apostles are from Christ, lioth
therefore came of the will of God in theappomted order. Having therefore received acharge, and having been fully assured throughhe resurrect,on of our Lord Jesus Christ a^dconfirmed .n the Word of God with full assur-ance o the Holy Ghost, they went forth with

com"'-
"'' '"'' "" '''"Sdom of God should

This passage shows clearly that by Clementand h,s tune the Apostles w^ere recognised as
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[I ,

the divinely ordered expositors of the Christian

faith. To the same fact Barnabas seems to refer

in the expression (ch. v.), " He chose His own
Apostles who were to proclaim His Gospel." To-

wards the close of this period the importance of

the bishops as the guardians of the true faith, is

seen from such passages as the following, from

Ignatius to the Ephesians, chapter iii., " I was for-

ward to exhort you that ye run in harmony with

the mind of God ; for Jesus Christ also, our in-

separable life is the mind of the Father, even as

the bishops that are settled in the farthest parts

of the earth are in the mind of Jesus Christ."

Another method of arriving at the facts of the

faith during this traditional period is presented

by Bishop Lightfoot in the fragments of Papias

preserved by Eusebius :
" On any occasion when

a person came (in my way) who had been a

follower of the elders I would inquire about the

discourses of the elders—what was said by Andrew,

or by Peter, or by Philip, or by Thomas or James,

or by John or Matthew, or any other of the Lord's

disciples, and what Aristion and the elder John,

the disciples of the Lord say. For I did not

think that I could get so much profit from the

contents of books as from the living and abiding

voice."

A similar appeal to the elders is found in the

next age in Irena^us : "As I have heard from a

certain elder who had heard from those who had

seen the Apostles, and from their scholars," etc.

It is evident that at this point the appeal
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tg_j3ral traditionai teachitig as to the contents

of _the apostolic doctrine is already in the third

or fourth generation becoming indistinct, and we
are thus prepared for the second period in which

the appeal to and quotation from the apostolic

writings become more definite, and in which at

its close definite lists of the_ New Testament

Bopks are exigent This period runs from A.r3.

120 to 170 after which the books used in the

churches are definitely divided into those uni-

versally acknowledged and those which are

questioned.

In this period there is evidence

—

1. That the books were used and read in

the churches in their public worship.

2. That they were now the chief source of

the living knowledge of apostolic doctrine.

3. That they were being carefully preserved

and collected, and copies and translations made.

4. That they were appealed to in controversy

concerning the true faith.

The faith in the New Testament which now
became prevalent in the Church universal is

thus summed up by Tertullian as quoted by

Bishop Westcott.

" If it is acknowledged that that is more true

which is more ancient, that more ancient which

is even from the beginning, that from the be-

ginning which is from the Apostles ; it will in

like manner assuredly be acknowledged that that

has been derived by tradition from the Apostles

which has been preserved inviolate in the churches
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maintaining both the order of time which sets

aside the later work of forgers, and the authority

of churches which uphold the tradition of the

Apostles ; because truth necessarily precedes

forgery, and proceeds from those to whom it

has been delivered." From this testimony,

coming from the generation in which the work

of collecting the books was substantially com-

leted, we_Jiavg r^^^r ^vid^^nr'" "^ fcy Ibings—
1. That the princijile which guided le Church

in her judgment of the proper books to be

received was that of apostolic origin and
authority.

2. That the evidence upon which this fact

was decided was the testimony of the apostolic \

churches by whom these books had been at \

first received and in whose hands they had been \

carefully preserved. In this way in the third I

and fourth generation after they were written I

the books took the place of oral tradition as /

the acknowledged exposition of the apostolic /

doctrine which was by all parties admitted as /
the true Christian teaching. ^
We have seen already by evidence at first

incidental, and later more direct, that from the

beginning these apostolic writings were prized

most devoutly by the churches and diligently

used for their religious instruction both publicly

and privately. They were read in their assem-

blies for worship, anc; they were used in their

schools for the instruction )i novitiates. We
now find this reverential regard assuming not
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only a practical but also a dogmatic form. The
collected books begin to be spoken of Scripture,

and as the New Covenant or Testament, and

the Gospels and Epistles to be compared to

Moses and the prophets. The reverence for the

pid Testament Scriptures which characterised^

the Jews had been easily transferred to the

Christian Churchy As in the apostolic so in

the sub-apostolic writings the Old Testament

is largely quoted with devout faith as the Word
of God. While pointing out its limitations and

its transitory elements both our Lord and His

Apostles had never for one moment discouraged

or disturbed the religious faith which attached

itself to the Old Testament Scriptures. Their

work was " not to destroy the Law or th

I

Prophets but to fulfil." The churches were thu

i accustomed from the beginning to the idea o

1 a book of the Covenant, of sacred Scripture which

I they regarded as the Word of God. This last 1

Iterm had also been applied from the beginning
j

to the preaching and teaching. How soon it

was extended to their writings we cannot tell,

but certainly from the time of Tertullian onward

that idea was familiar to the Christian Church./

Simultaneously there was transferred to thd

new body of Scripture the entire dogmatic view

of inspiration and accompanying qualities which

was held in the Jewish Church in regard to

the Ancient Scripture. This was a very easy

matter to men who from the very first had'

recognised the presence and influence of the
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/Writings of the Apostles. \

Xlic final stage of the development of thg

^ctrine of the New Testament Scripture in tlie

ri-mrrl-i wag fynr^jn pfiralkii to ^^^f^ ^^f^ Ti^>;1-nmpnf

Scripture., The canon of the Old Testament had

been finally fixed under the fires of persecution.

When the attempt was made to overthrow the

Jewish religion by the complete destruction of

all copies of its sacred books, and when every

Jew was called upon to preserve and defend them

with his life, their collection and identification

became a matter of supreme importance. A
similar crisis occurred in the history of the New
Testament Canon. THie persecution of Diocletian.,.

A.D. 303-311, created for the Church the new
.aiiiJiLfhe traditor, that of the man who delivered—

over the sacred books to be destroyed. The
extreme repugnance with which this crime was

regarded, was itself a most unmistakable evidence

of the place which the sacred books occupied in

the regard of the Church. It was also most

positive evidence of the existence and collection

of the canon in somewhat complete form. It

was further proof that copies of these sacred

books were well known and multiplied.

_But besides being evidence of all this, the

persecution, as of old, led to the more exacj;_

definition of the individual books which made

ilP--this._body of sacred Scriptuiei__Some were

ready to save their lives by delivering up " use-

less writings," and though many regarded this
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as an unworthy subterfuge, inconsistent with the

courageous testimony of the martyr to his faith

in God's Word, inasmuch as before his enemies

he professedly denied that Word, f)r at least

turned it cn'er to destruction, it became im-

portant that the Word should be distinguished

from all other writings. As the Church passed

through this furnace of fire, her regard for

the sacred books became intensified by the

very sufferings endured in their defence. They
were now consecrated by blood and stood

forth as the symbols of the entire Christian

faith.

The only step which now remained to CQin-

plete the faith of the New Scriptures was a^

formal decision of an Ecclesiastical CouncjJ. The
way was prc[)ared for this in the general apjjeal

to Scripture by both parties on the great questions

decided at Nic;\-'a . Next followed a brief sentence

of a Synod held at Gang ra, which speaks thus :

—

" We desire that what has been handed down to

us by the Divine Scriptures and by the apostolic

traditions, should be done in the Church." See

Westcott, Part. III. Similarly the Council of

Laodicea decided that only the canonical books

of the Old and New Testament should be read

in the Church. Probably the first J is.L of canon-

ical books of the J^ew Testament sanctioned by

syriodical authority, was that passed at Carthage,

A^D. 397, and this is generally regarded in the

Western Church as the settlement of the question,

though it did not place the matter beyond all
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cxpressicju of variant opinion. In the ICast, the

question seeins to have been settled only by a

general consent which seems still to leave the

Apocalypse with some books not included in

our canon, such as the Iqoistle of liarnabas, as

still in doubt.

The.jiyJlole question of the individual book^J
'^f the Canon thus appears as one not of religious\

_,Jaith, or scri|)tural authority, but as one of his-_

Jprical^eyidence, and of the judgment of the

^Clvwpch nptm that evidence with respect to the_

^rcat body of the books of the New Testament,
j

-,ih£-_eyidcnce is conclusive and the judgment I

^JUiani.maus. If all the books included in any

catalogue which has received any considerable

support were included, probably no new doctrine

would be added. If all which are excluded

from the most limited of these catalogues were

omitted, probably no doctrine w^ould thereby be

invalidated.

On the Canon of the Old Testament it is only

necessary to add that the Canon accepted by the

Hebrew people has been accepted in the Christian

Church, as the truth of the Old Covenant was the

foundation of the New. The Jewish doctrine of

Scripture was peculiar, making three graded

classes of books regarded as fully canonical,

and a fourth ranking as religious, but below

these. Several of this fourth class are embraced

in the catalogue authorised at Carthage, but have

not received any unanimous assent of the Christian

church.
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Summary of the Doctrine of tlie 1 1 'ord.

The Word of God in its written form thus

comes to us as the result of a {process at once

human and Divine. It is founded in the Revela-

tion of God made in Jesus Christ, His Incarnate

Son. He is not merely its foundation, but His

life and teachinjrs form its chief content. He
is further, not only its foundation and chief

matter, but He also chose the human instruments

through whom it was to be developed and pro-

claimed to the world. These were endowed for

their work by the gift of the Holy Spirit in such

measure as had never before been given to men.

This Spirit wrought living spiritual experience

of saving grace in their own hearts, gave them

enlightened understanding of the truth as it is

in Jesus, gave them powers of utterance fitted

for their message, and confirmed all as the work

of God by miracles and signs, as well as by

the spiritual power which accompanied their

word. This was the Divine side. But the in-

struments chosen of Christ to be the Apostles

or messengers of this Word were men. Their

language, their modes of thinking and of ex-

pressing thought, and their fundamental limita-

tions of thought were those of men. The Divine

treasure was thus given in earthen vessels. Thus
as Christ Himself appeared as man, one " tempted

in all points like as we are, yet without sin,"

so this Word assumes the form of human speech

and literature. It has its human growth, its
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relation to contemporaneous life and liistory, its

local and temporal colourinfj, its human limita-

tions of thought, its touch of human passions and

sympathies ; all indeed sanctified and ennobled for

the Master's use by the Divine Spirit, but still

perfectly human while L(loriously Divine.

Nor was this Word separated by any hard

and fast line from the spiritual life of the Church

which it created, and with whose younf^ growth

itself ^rew to its full stature. The gift of the

same Spirit was given to all, Apostles and

brethren, and converts, in var)'ing measures

divided to every man, like nature's gifts, as

God wills. The supernatural gift of Pentecost

was like the opening of the great geological

epochs, the introduction of a new and higher

plane of life, to be continued to the world's

end, and taking up into itself all the fulness

of preceding spiritual life. But as in the entire

history of God's creative work in bringing in

the world's new forms of life, it began with a

high tide of creative power. But this power

was not a thing intruded and then as suddenly

withdrawn, but an abiding spiritual life to spread

over the world under the laws of human develop-

ment. Apostles were followed and assisted by

prophets, evangelists, pastors and teachers i^jarcely

inferior to them in the possession of the Divine

gifts. Not even the first chosen twelve were

to stand in solitary pre-eminence. One of them

fell and went to his own place, and a new
Apostle, who was witness of the Lord and of
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His resurrection only in a su[)ernatural way,

arose to surpass them all in abundance of labours

and richness of gifts, and power of preaching,

and success in founding the Church, and fulness

of written as well as spoken word.

When, therefore, the course of human develop-

ment brought death as well as life, error as well

as expanded truth, and it became needful that

the Church should have a standard by which to

judge of the various shades of teaching, and to

detect the first insidious approach of disease, it

could indeed refer back to the Apostolic age,

and above all, to the words of our Lord Himself.

Of the body of truth and of the chief written

monuments coming from that age, there was no

doubt. But the exact line which separated it

from the less perfect forms, could only be drawn

by ecclesiastical judgment, and that has never

on this minor point been either perfectly clear

or unanimous. But this does not in the slightest

degree invalidate the gospel truth, or the Apostolic

Authority, founded in Christ and His Spirit, with

which it comes to us. It serves only to 'e us

from a minute bibliolatry which has inflicted upon

the teaching of the Church almost endless, though

minor imperfections.
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doubtcdly brouglit into the world in his human
nature a perfect consciousness of the true idea of

God, such as the world had never known before
;

but this new and higher idea of God was built

upon historic foundations, not only in his com-

launication of it to his fellow-men, but in the

human shaping which it took in his own thoughts,

so far as we ma)' judge from his words. He
spoke as a man who had been trained to know
the God of His fathers, but who in the depths of

His own being beheld in that I'^ather God a divine

glory which the world had never known. This

was His consciousness of Sonship and out of

that consciousness He revealed the Father. This

historic foundation of the Christian idea of God
leads us back through the entire development

of the Hebrew religion as recorded in the Old

Testament. It even passes beyond this into that

dim prehistoric region in which all the great

elements of human life and history have their

origin. The Old Testament Scriptures nowhere

speak of their conception of God as a matter of

prophetic, or mosaic, or patriarchal discovery, or

primary revelation. To Moses God appears as

the God of his fathers : Noah worshipped God
before Abraham ; and before Noah, Enoch walked

with God ; men began to call upon the name of

the Lord in the days of Seth, but even before

this Abel brought his offering and Adam, the

primitive man received his commandments. But

of the_first introduction of this man to God there

is no attempt at account, the narrative praceeds

I

I

m
JL-ja^^
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_^ if he must have known Ilim^ The Hebrew
religious faith thus carri(;s us back to the primitive

idea of God given to the race as in itself an idea

of the true God, and builds historically upon that

basis a revelation of this true God ever advancing

in adequacy and perfection.

In harmony with these facts, Paul in his

mission to the Gentiles, as Christ in His personal

mission to the Jews, builds upon the faith in God
which he finds already there existent ; but not in

its corrupted forms of individual and well-known

gods, but in the form of the search for the un-

known God, whose power in the world they had

been forced to acknowledge, Acts xvii. 23-29 ;

And he refers that faith back to the foundation

of the world, and to the revelation of God in the

human conscience. Rom. i. 19, 20; ii. 14, 15.

K ^Both Christianity and the Old Testament tliuaj

^learly rprognisi- thc-ualidityof a general faith ia!\

JiQd__^belonging_tD-_the_ja.ce, and which it is theirJ
^iminpssj iiQlLto destr_oyj^biit to purify and perfecLJ

To this faith Paul makes his appeal among the

rude inhabitants of Lystra ; and when standing

before the proud and corrupt PY^lix, and to this

same faith Peter makes his opening appeal when
called to preach the gospel to the Roman centurion

Cornelius and his Gentile friends. Christianity

thus from the beginning placed itself in touch

with the universal religious feeling of humanity,

and extended to all faith in God, however feeble

or blind or dark, the sympathy of a Divine

charity. Would to God that its followers had
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never failed to understand its true spirit and

metliod.

Our first work is thus to enquire as to the

oritrinal knowledge of God given to the race

whether by nature or by revelation, for both the

Old Testameiit and the New seem, not only to

recognise such knowledge as the foundation of

all religion, but also to hold men responsible for

it, even amid all the darkness and perversions

of heathenism; Acts x. 17; Rom. i. 20, 21
;

Isa. xl. 21. In many other such j^assages this

universal idea of God is either predicated or

assumed as the possession of the whole race

and as the foundation of all moral and religious

responsibility. Paul in Rom. x. i 4, etc., especially

sets it forth very explicitly. After stating the

universal condition of salvation, " Whoever shall

call upon the name of the Lord shall be saved,"

he proceeds, " How then shall they call on Him in

whom they have not believed ? and how shall they

believe in llim whom they have not heard ? "
. . .

" But I say did they not hear ? Yea verily, their

sound went out into all the earth, and their words

unto the ends of the world." One has only

to look carefully at the argument here, as well

as at the full context which we have not quoted

in cxtcnso, to see that Paul has before his mind,

as the foundation of universal religious responsi-

bility, and of the preaching of the Gospel itself,

a knowledge of God not confined to the chosen

people, not mediated through the jjreaching of

Mo.scs and the prophets alone, but taught by the

t
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heavens which " declare the glory of God " " in all

the earth " and " unto the ends of the inhabited

world," known even among people " void of

understanding " in the estimation of the Jews,

and found even of those who sought not and

asked not after God.

j^We are thus led to enquire— W^
/^'J. What are the contents of this universal and

Vfundamental conception of God ?

2. Whence was it originally derived ?

3. How has it been maintained as a universal

faith of the race ?

lie„primitive idea of God as appealed to m
Scripture, and as found in more or less distinct

form in even the most ancient religions, consists

of four elements :—Power, ^^isdom, Righteous^

ncss, and Goodness or Mercy. Xhesc elements

are conceived, in _the concrete unity of a Being

who is Author-of alL .things, licnce before all,

and by whose power all things ejd^i. We do not

intend by this to assert that the most ancient

religious faith which we can trace among men
was monotheistic in the proper sense of the term.

At the best, the conception of ono^ only living

and true God was. -but dim^and undefined. The
Vcdic monotheism described by Max Miiller in

his various works is a good illustration of this. /Ji/rif^Jtju.4ju^

JlltL^bjkict .of the adoration of tlie worshipper

Vfirips W'<^h rlVrllm^t^an^p^, It is now the SUn,

now the sky, now the earth, now the fertilizing

rain-cloud ; but in each case he finds in that

object the same Divine attributes, and these are

[/jLtje^

I
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essentially those of power, wisdom, righteousness

and mercy. ,1 n jjihcr cases,^s in the most

ancient books of China, there is a clearer recogni-

tion of the one supreme and true Godj. Speaking

of the Shu and the Shih, Dr Legge says, " In

these books many things are [)rcdicated of

Heaven, Ti, and Shang Ti, that are true only

of the true God. He is the ruler of men and all

this lower world. Men in general, the mass of

the people, are His peculiar care. He appointed

grain to be the nourishment of all. He watches

especially over the conduct of kings, whom He
has exalted to their high position for the good of

the people. While they reverence Him and fulfil

their duties in His fear, and with reference to His

will, taking His ways as their pattern, He maintains

them, smells the sweet savour of their offerings,

and blesses them and their people with abundance

and general prosperity. When they become im-

pious and negligent of their duties. He punishes

them, takes away the throne from them, and

appoints others in their place. His appointments

come from His fore-knowledge and fore-ordination.

Of ancient-Eg^ypt Rawlinson says, " Below

the popular mythology there lay concealed from

general view, but open to the educated masses,

a theological system which was not far removed

from pure natural theology. Tii£_ieal—esseniial

jinity of the Diidnc, nature was tauglit and insisted

jQlL. The sacred texts spoke of a-Single Being,
' the sole producer of all things in heaven and

earth, Himself not produced by any,' the only true.

:,?

i

'
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living God, scIf-originatcd; ' ^\•ho exists from the
beginning,' 'who has made ail things, but has
not Himself been made' "... " He was a pure
spirit, perfect in every respect, allwise, almighty
supremel)-, perfectly good." ... "No educated
Egyptian priest certainly, probably no educated
layman, conceived of the popular gods as really
separate and distinct beings."

'

/^

Pic_4ssyrians and BabyloniaiLs had fallen more

f^t
i J.^deeply into moral corruption, and their religious,^ r

faith was correspondingly degraded. And yet 'f^'^^^^-U
even here beneath their crass and often immoral
polytheism, may be seen conceptions of justice
and goodness and wisdom, as well as of power,
in the gods whom they worshipped. Thus in the
ancient world as it lay about the Hebrew people
there was to be found a religious faith which
made the idea of God familiar, and the funda-
mental Divine attributes a matter of common
thought. And these attributes were not conceived
as abstract qualities of the great world or of
Nature, but as attributes of a personal being to
whom they stood in a personal relation, in ''fact
as the foundation of religion. It is in the light
of these facts that we must read the Old Testa-
ment and especially the parts of it which date
furthest back in the history of revelation. They
begin M'ith a language accustomed to speak of
God, with a definite name, with titles of worship-
ful respect, with words which express His attributes,
with terms already in use which express all the
important factors of religion such as prayer

s
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sacrificial offering, trust, fear, obedience, judg-

ment against sin, etc. They imply a well-known

belief in these things, and they do not sever

their religious faith from that of other nations

except as protesting against the abominable im-

moralities and empty falsities and superstitions

which they had substituted for the true God.

We are thus led to look for something in the

history of the race or in the common nature

of humanity, whereby we can account for this

ancient and historic belief in God.

Before appealing to ancient history for facts in

answer to this question, we may clear the way
by looking at the general facts of our own time.

In fact we can only interpret the past by the

present, as the geologist finds around him to-day

the dynamic agencies which account for the facts

found in the ancient strata. The world's faith
_

in God to-day and our existing conceptions of^

_God arise in three ways :

—

II.

From traditional teachings.

2. From personal experience of religious faith^

called out by the facts of our lives.

3. From processes of reasoning.

" The first of these implies that the knowledge

of God already exists among men. The same
is we believe true of the third, for, as Mr Watson
has shewn, no people have ever developed a

philosophy who were not already in possession

of a religion. The revelation of God therefore,

either through the experiences of human life or

by some entirely supernatural method, must lie

k
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back of traditional teaching or philosopliic specu-
lation. Even if we account for the communication
of the first idea of God to men by supernatural
agencies, yet, if it were to be to succeeding
generations anything more than a traditional
form of words, men in each successive age must
have for themselves known the God of their
fathers by personal experience in His service-
they must have proved His attributes and verified
the traditional promises. Only thus would re-
ligious faith maintain its life and power. If this
personal living relation to God declined it is
easy to understand how the idea would become
obscured and corrupted. If it was maintained by
faithful service of God, it is equally obvious that
It would be as a "shining light, shining more and
more unto the perfect day."

Exactly in harmony with these data from our
present living experience are the oldest records
or traditions of the knowledge of God among
the Hebrew people. Like all ancient traditions
many of them are fragmentary and exceedingly
difficult of literal and historical interpretation
but the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews has
not hesitated to interpret their uniform spiritual
significance as a living personal faith by which
the knowledge of God was maintained and in-
ci-eased from generation to generation. Abel
Enoch, Noah. Abraham, knew God by a livin-
personal faith. Whatever were the objectix-e facts
of their lives by which they were brought into
communion with God, it was by inward and
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spiritual apprehension, by trust, love, reverence,

and a spirit of obedience in their hearts that

they knew God, and out of this religious feeling

their conception of God was perfected.

For our purposes of Christian theology it is

not necessary to follow the evolution and gradual ^/

perfecting of the concept ion of God through the ,;

Old Testameijt, It is sufficient to know that ^
ijts_orij^iij^ in its maint^'nance, and in its gradual

perfection, it has_l)een from the beginning a living

faith, a spiritual and not a merely intellectual

faith; and that this spiritual idea was G(Kl-g[ven

to the race from the beginning. Even the

teleological and the cosmological arguments are

religious rather than philosophical as presented

in the book of Job, in the Psalms and in Isaiah,

and still more so the moral argument in which

God's presence is enforced by His judgments, and

by the voice of conscience in man.

Religious faith differs essentially from philo-

sophy in its method of approaching the idea of

God. It is a feeling awakened by the attributes,

a sense of power, of wisdom, of righteous judgment,

of goodness and mercy. And these attributes

imply in their very nature and in the necessities

of thought a being capable of sustaining them.

On the other hand, philosophy from effect first

predicates a cause and then from the nature of

the effect infers the nature of the cause. Philo-

sophy first recognises fact, existence as a matter

of Knowledge and infers Cause and thence its

attributes. Religion feels the presence of the
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attributes, and in them directly perceives the

being. But each finds God in the exercise of

His power (the cosmolojTigni-.aruumcBt), in His

wisdom (the teleological ai's^ument), or in His

justice and goodness in His providences (the

moral argument). Even the historical argument

has its analogue in religious faith, for religious

faith propagates itself by the power of sympathy
;

and the sympathy of men in religious faith is far

more influential in producing living faith than the

mere argument, that because men universally so

believe, it must be true. Again the ontological

argument, in philosophy has also its counterpart

in religious faith. This argument is supposed to

be founded in the necessary laws of thought. It

leads us to what cannot but be, to {//j

Hju.^t JiA. in the very nature of things. To this

rational necessity in philosophy corresponds a

moral necessity in ethics, the moral capacity

leads us to ^jlmJ^liidiit C"^^'* *'^ ^'^ And so the "^i^v-t^*^.

religious nature leads us to the final good, that. /^ai^lcyi!^

.

whicii_Js,_gaQd (perfectly good), lo, b£. And J

these three necessities, with a fourth of \\\^CXxAi^^j»i-*-*u

beautifuL. are in the deepest conviction of our ^
"

nature one. We-S£e_^t_jouc.e _that the beautiful

and the .good are not only Jitting__tp_bc. and good

jo be but that.lliey.. ought tQ^be^; and our deepest

conviction tells us that in some way, at some

time, and in some place or sphere of being they

must be. Possibly Anselm's argument was quite

as much this instinct of his religious nature as the

product of pure reason.

i
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From our standpoint of theological study, we
thus pass over the usual philosophical arguments

for the existence of God. Historically . God
has from the beginning revealed Himself to the

JTfiligiQUS faith of men. They have discerned His

presence through His attributes in His works,

just as sense discerns the presence of matter

through its attributes, colour, form, taste, smell,

etc. Philosophy can confirm this faith, and

sometimes assist to purify it from superstitions,

which are not a real religious faith but an imita-

tion. Xrue religious faMiL^as we have seeii is.

thoroughly ^ratlonaL Superstition is always im-

moral, irreligious, or absurd, and often all these

at the same time. But^ while reason and con*

^ience._may assist, our foundation for theologj:

must be laid, in religious faith, and this first of

all apprehends God in His Attributes, His_ power,.

His justice. His wisdonyHIs-goodneaa. To these

we must now direct our attention.

I



CHAPTER II

THE ATTRIBUTES OF GOD

The attributes of God are manifested to our
religious faith

—

1. In God's works of nature including our own
spiritual being.

2. In God's providence which in its widest
sense is His control of His works in their relation
to Himself and to each other.

All this implies a God who stands not alone
in an abstract perfection, and incomprehensible
isolation, but in continuous relation to the things
which He has made. These things have all thus
their Godward side, and on this side they reflect
some image of their author, they all spring from
something in Him. This is the teaching at once
of faith and reason

; reaspn infers this, faith feels
it. The bright light, the warm sunshine, the
balmy breeze, each bring with them an impress
of a goodness from which they come as them-
selves "good and perfect gifts." The learning
of God through this varied impress of Himself
upon His works, is a lesson of almost boundless
amplitude. But it is one which has been so fully
taught in the living Word which in the various
ages God has sent to men, that it is not difficult

269
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to collect and classify its leading elements as the

fundamental attributes of God. Of each of these

there is almost endless variety of aspect, and the

vocabulary of religion has grown peculiarly rich

in terms to express the varied manifestations of

God's goodness, or wisdom, or holiness or love.

To treat these as distinct attributes would only

lead to confusion. We must seek such an

enumeration as will be at once fairly compre-

hensive, and will give us clear lines of distinction,

and thus afford a basis for both definitions and

classification. It must not be forgotten that in

God all attributes unite in the perfect unity of

His being and work. The attributes all qualify

each other. That which in Him is true is holy,

and that which is holy is good. The distinctions

are not so much in Him as in us. To His perfect

intelligence perhaps the true nature of every

attribute springs from one central glorious per-

fection of being. But we apprehend them ac-

cording to our limited measure, one by one, as

they appeal to and find in us reflections of the

Divine image. We may thus look within for the

lines along which to distinguish and define and

classify the individual attributes ; and at the

ji J-

I same time we may collect them inductively from

the word, inasmuch as this word as we have seen

has also taken its form from our finite humanity.

Possibly the following enumeration without

professing to be perfect may serve our purpose.

II . Attributes in which God stands related to all

being—Omnipresence, Omniscience, Omnipotence.

a
\
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2. Attributes in which He puts forth all activity,!

Goodness, Wisdom, Freedom.

3. The fundamental Moral Attributes ; Truth,

I

Holiness, Love.

^ It may be objected that the order here adopted

is that of a philosophical scheme rather than of

religious development. This is true, but seems

unavoidable if we would secure distinctness of

dejfinition. ^The very object of Theology is to

brin^ the impl icit c^nten ts^ of religious faith into^

thejbrm of clearly defined thought, so that they

may ,Jbe apprehended intellectually as well as_^

religiously^_ This places it between faith on the

one hand and science or philosophy on the other.

If its true content must always come from faith,

its form may often be suggested from science or

philosophy or from the logical methods common
to both.

Oninipresence.j_

Presence is the term byvvhich we express per.-

sqnal relatioivto finite space^and all.that it contaiagj.

The presence of a finite person is limited to a

finite space. So is the extension of a finite body
of any kind. But presence and extension in space

are two very different conceptions. Presence is a

spiritual things and in its most complete sense it

is possible only between two or more spiritual

beings. We do not speak of being present to

inanimate things, and only in a tropical sense of

being present to the lower animals. We are

present to our friends, and in this, that or the
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other place only as the possible locality of spiritual

activity. Apart from spiritual activity we merely

are there as a stone might be. This spirituality

of presence is an essential element in our religious

a^pprehension of the presence of God. Men first

learn to say, " Lo God is in this place " in connec-

tion with His manifested presence. When we say

then that God is everywhere present, we signify

that in all the plenitude of His power, and in all

the qualities of His being, He is in every place

in such a way that it may be at once the place

of the exercise of His power, His goodness, His

wisdom, in fact all His attributes. JJiis attrihule-

Us thus the foundation of all the Divine relations

^nd^of the exercise of all the Divine attributes^

^nd thus constitutes the fundamental attribute,

The scriptural presentation of the presence

of God is thoroughly religious ; it is always a

presence to the religious consciousness and affec-

tions. This is expressed

—

I. As the universal presence of God to all His

Qreatures in intimate relation to theiD. Probably

this was never more perfectly, religiously and

beautifully expressed than in the hundred and

thirty-ninth Psalm. Beginning with the omni-

science of God, of which he is intensely and pain-

fully conscious, and passing on to His power and

His wisdom in fashioning man as the creature of

His goodness, at the beginning he says, " Whither

shall I go from Thy spirit ? Or whi er shall I

flee from Thy presence ? " and at the end he ex-

claims, " When I am awake I am still w ith thee."
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An equally religious but terrible expression of
the omnipresence of God in judcfment is found ^, ,-^ %%*'^-
in Amos ix. 2, and follovvmg verses, " Though
they dig into hell thence shall my hand take
them

; though they climb up into heaven thence
will I bring them down."

2. Over against this universal, active and ener-
getic presence of God, knowing all and doing all,

whether in mercy or in judgment, wp jinvp fh^

universal dependence of all upon an ever_45rcseiit

God. A notable expression of this, almost purely
philosophical in its form and yet thoroughly
religious in its spirit, we have in Paul's discourse
at Athens (Acts xvii. 27-28). "He is not far

from each one of us ; for in Him we live, and
move, and have our being." So in Col. i. 17
he says, " In Him all things consist"

; and so the
writer to the Hebrews says, " Upholding all things
by the word of his power " (ch. i. 3).

3- ^Frnally this attribute receives .an .almost
abstract "expression in Paul's phrase " filling all

thlngg," used in Eph. iv. 10, and i. 23. Possibly
the expression of Jeremiah xxiii. 24, " Do
not I fill heaven and earth ? " has not the same
meaning, though still an expression of the
Divine Omnipresence ; and certainly Ps. Ixxii.

19 brings us back to the religious, praying that
the whole earth may be the conscious theatre
of His glory. And what is here a prayer be-
comes in Isa. vi. 3 the triumphant vision of
religious faith, "The whole earth is full of His
glory."

S
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^Oviniscience.

Next to the Divine presence, the attributes of

power and wisdom are perhaps the first to be

recognised by religious faith. Power is seen in

work, and of this work wisdom is the guiding

intelligence. Almost simultaneous with this re-

cognition of intelligence in God's works, is the

recognition which arises in conscience under the

guidance of religious faith. Out of these two

arises that broad outlook of religious faith over

the whole universe and the whole course of human
history which gives such strength and confidence

to the religious spirit. A conspicuous example

of this we have in Acts xv. 1 8, when James,

after appealing to the voice of the Spirit in olden

time declaring the incoming of the Gentiles, draws

from it this striking generalization ;
" known from

the beginning of the world." The moral side is

especially emphasized in Heb. iv. 13, "and there

is no creature that is not manifest in His sight

:

but all things are naked and laid open before the

eyes of Him with whom we have to do."

Thg Old Testament abound '^ '" df;(;l{^f^^ir>n.cf pf

_the all inclusjvg^Jcnowledge of God^-hoth-fcom

the natural and the^moral jside^; e.g. Job xxviii.

24, " For he looketh to the ends of the earth, and

seeth under the whole heaven " ; Prov. xv. 3,

" The eyes of the Lord are in every place, behold-

ing the evil and the good "
; i Sam. ii. 3,

" The
Lord is a God of knowledge, and by him actions

are weighed"; Job xxi. 22, "Shall any teach

fli-f

Li^d
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God knowledge ? seeing it is He that judgeth

those that arc high." Ps. cxlvii. 5 ; Isa. xl. 28.

The recognition of th is attribute is_Jmplied in all

religiaus iaitk and worship ; and its distinctly

conscious apprehension is the basis of all the

highest forms of faith. The danger of doubt

here was early recognised especially on the moral

side. In Job. xxii. 13, it is presented as a

dangerous sin to say, " What doth God know ?

Can He judge through the thick darkness ?

Thick clouds are a covering to Him, that He
seeth not, and He walketh in the circuit of

heaven." Even then this was recognised as an
" old way which wicked men have trodden "

; and

appears to correspond with the modern idea of a

universal power in nature without personal con-

scious intelligence. The question in its moral

bearing and its ancient answer are both given in

Ps. xciv. 7- ij_^: " They say the Lord shall not see, ^^^
neither shall the God of Jarnh rnrimVler. Consider .

ye brutish among the people, and ye fools when ^a^ . ^*^
will ye be wiseJ He that planted the ear, shall

'

He not heiir? He that formed the eye, shall He
not see_? He that chastiseth the nations, shall

not He correct? Even He that teacheth man
knowledge. The Lord knoweth the thoughts of

men that they are vanity." Here -the faith that

speaks out of conscience, assectiag Ihe universal

intelligent presence of God is confirmed by an

appeal to reason. Intelligence in man implies

intelligence in the Creator. From tliis direct

doubt which arises from a lack of spiritual insight,

//
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which the psahnist more than once clesi'frnates by

the term foolish, we may turn to two modern
difficulties of a philosopliical character.

1. Can the self-existent, the independent God
be dependent on the creature for the exercise of

an attribute of His being ? How can God k'now

without something beyond Himself to be known ?

This is an objection which lies against all the

attributes which relate God to His creatures. We
can scarcely conceive of them as eternal capacities

awaiting the birth of time, or as infinite potentiali-

ties never even yet fully exercised. So far as this

particular attribute is concerned one might find an

answer from philosophy itself in the idealism of

Plato. Of this the beautifully religious and philo-

sophical poetry of Proverbs viii. 22-31 seems

almost an anticipation. But a fully developed

Christian faith gives us the complete answer in

John i. I expanded in John xvii. 5 and 24, ending

with " thou lovedst me before the foundation of

the world." Lest this should be ascribed to the

mysticism of St John, we have it in another form

in Matt. xi. 27, " No man knoweth the Son save

the Father, neither doth any know the Father save

the Son, and he to whomsoever the Son willeth to

reveal him." We find here, as in many other

nn/^gfinnQ jn^hf^ Hnrtnnt^ nf tVif> Tri'm-Hr the truth

piost neru|[ujj|j^|^ veiled hv rp1icrjg]]«j fa,j||i the key

to the greatest difficulties of religious philosophy.

2. Another difficulty arises from the relation of

God's knowledge to that contingency which is

iniglied in free will. Here the intuition of the
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moral consciousness, This is my act, I alone did

it, I mi;4ht have done otherwise, and I am re-

sponsible for not so doinc^, is opposed to the intui-

tion of the religious consciousness, God knows this

act, and lie knew it before I did it. First let us

note that the two intuitions when stated as above

in simple terms, and not in forms borrowed from

philosophy, are not directly contr.idictory. It can

only be said that they seem to imp!)' a contradic-

tion. Until we understand more fully the relation

of God's entire being including His knowledge to

the sequences of time, we cainiot certainly know
whether such contradiction really exists. Both

religious faith and moral conviction might there-

fore very safely permit this question to stand

among the many mysteries to which our imperfect

knowledge has not yet attained. In the mean-

time we must not quarrel with, or despise the

legitimate ambition of ohilosophy to find an answer

to her own difficulty. The doct rine..(^ijaiLl' rtr''"^^

jjgr" rn""''^""""^
^^^'^^ ^^'^ \nUuf\\.-n rliamrf-or i^f^ ^\^

~ ' /ineknowlgdm^ represents one of these efforts.

^tA The .distinction of a[l the objects of Divine know-

ledge as necessary , frec^ and potential represents

another effort at solution. A third proposes to

nft limit the religious intuition by. saying that God
does not will to know our free acts, that He
voluntarily leaves them outside His knowledge,

that illLcy ipay_ be fr.ge. While this may satisfy

the moral intuition, it certainly does not answer

the philosophical question, which is not concerning

the actuality, but concerning the possibility of such

^^,
*=^<*c-»«.
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knowledge, and it at the same time contradicts

the rehgious faith which especially extends the

Divine knowledge to these moral acts. In the

present state of the (]uestion it would be a very

great mistake to pin our religious faith to any one

of these speculations or link them in with our

theology. They however serve to shew us the

true bearing of the question, and to convince us

that it presents no insuperable difficulty to either

the moral or the religious convictions which are

supposed to be incompatible.

iOuinipotcnce^

The idea expressed by the words power,

efficiency and cause, is one of the most funda-

mental of our conceptions. It arises within us

by a necessity of our thought, perhaps in con-

nection with the conscious exertion of will, and

the sense of its freedom. In general the idea

arises wherever in the physical world we see

motion, and in the wider field wherever we see

results which experience teaches us to associate

with movement or with will, including purpose.

This attribute is probably the very first which

the human mind in its exercise of religious faith

associates with the presence of God ; it is that

by which the presence of God first becomes

manifest.

The first form under which this attribute is

grasped by our religious faith is the ascription

to God of all existent power and efficiency.

This is set forth in Scripture in the most direct
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and simple word^ "j^.ll_Jhings ^^erc made bj^

Jlim and without Ilim was not anything^ 'i}'''^de

Uiat was mad^' John i. 3 ;
" Upholding all things

by the word of His power," Ileb. i. 3. " In Him
^11 things con sist," Col. i. 16. " In Him we live*

m^ye, und Jiavc our bQiti;^'' Acts xvii. 28. *' Who
worketh all things according to the counsel of

His will," Eph. i. I I.

From this faith_easiLy rises to the conception

.of au. inexhaustible fountain of power. As
experience finds no limit to the exercise of

Divine power in fact, so faith cannot consent to

limit its possibility. The Scriptures express this

also in simple and direct language as Jer. xxxii.

17, "Behold Thou has made the heaven and the

earth by Thy great power and by Thy stretched

out arm ; there is nothing too hard for Thee."

So the faith of Abraham is stimulated by the

question, "J.s -anything too hard for the. Lord ?"

Gen. xviii. 14.

It is scarcely needful to add that this idea of

infinite power is extended to moral and spiritual

efficiency as well as to that which is physical

(Eph. i. 19, etc.).

It is a most essential part of this religious

faith, that this power is exercised as a personal

will, and not as a force acting under a law of

necessity. When the Psalmist says, " Our God_

is in the heavqi s, Hp hath done whafsopyer He
pleased " (Ps. cxv. 3, cxxxv. 6), he does not

merely use an anthropomorphic form. The
personal idea is an essential element of the
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religious faith. A truly religious sentiment

(which includes confidence and love), towards a

blind force is a spiritual impossibility. Hence

the full religious expression in such a passage

as Rev. iv. 11, "Thou art worthy, O Lord, to

receive the honour and the glory and the power,

for Thou didst create all things, and because of

Thy will they were, and were created."

The questions, Can the power of God effect

absurdities, or contradictions, or moral evil, are

such as religious faith can never consider. To
apply these to God would be to the devout

spirit blasphemy.

Goodficss.

The three attributes already considered form

the foundation for those which follow and which

contemplate God in His Divine activity,

—

-good-

ness impels , wisdom L'^uides, jVeedom acts^

Faith in God as good is one of the most

obvious elements of all religions. The Saxon
God, i.e. Good, is a witness to this. Man has an

inherent faith in supreme goodness ; the loss of

this faith is the worst form of insanity. Yet
experience teaches us that no attribute of God
requires to be more accurately conceived and
carefully defined to faith as well as to knowledge

than this. Jn broad tp«'m'^ ^"od'2f'^'^ T'-'^y ^"^

^gfified-as^the fountain whl^li ,pj;gduces_jvcll-

^einji. But well-being is a relative and pro-

gressive thing. It begins with the lowest forms

of material life, and rises through numberless
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planes of being to the highest perfection of moral

nature and of communion with God. True well-

being thus varies with the nature of the being

concernedr To a creature who has fallen below
his privilege of being, there is ever present the

danger of an interpretation of the goodness of

God, fatal to his higher interests. For man in

his faith in God to sink to the level of the brute

would be deadly sin. These things he is exhorted
to intrust to the universal care of God ; his

struggle IS to be toward higher things. "Seek
ye first His Kingdom and His righteousness, and
all these things shall be added unto you."

The far-reaching view opened up to us in

modern science, in which all nature from its

lowest to its highest forms, stands before us in

an almost eternal and inexorable strusjnrle from
the lower to the higher plane, should itself cause
us to approach this subject with the most serious

consideration.

—

yhis attribute^ c^s presented to religious faith
,
jn

|he ^^ri'pfnro-—

^- Sets God forth as the author of all wgll:

being.

-• It^represents this as proceeding from an
inherent moti\e, a spring of benevolence_as well

^ of beneficence in His beii'ig.

To both these ideas of the Divine goodness'
the inspired scriptures give most ample expression.
In the Old Testament the opening document
in Genesis pictures the work of Creation as the
pleasure of God in His work as good, and as
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\ i

practically devising that which is good for man.

In the heart of the Mosaic revelation, we have

embodied a remarkable declaration of the Divine

goodness in Ex. xxxiv. 6 :
" The Lord, the Lord,

a God full_^f compassion and gracious, slow to

anger, and plenteous in mercy and truth, keeping

mercy for thousands, forgiving iniquity and trans-

gression and sin." As is quite natural in a book*

of hymns of religious worship, the psalms are full

of the praises of the Divine goodness. The theme

and refrain of more than one entire psalm is

contained in the words, " O give thanks unto

the Lord for He is good, for His mercy endureth

for ever." Of another the refrain is, " O that men
would praise the Lord for His goodness, and for

His wonderful works to the children of men !

"

Another declares that " the earth is full of the

loving-kindness of the Lord " ; and this tone

throughout is so characteristic as to m^ke the

religion of the Old Testament emphatically a

religion of light and gladness, not in a low

sensuous form, but as arising out of a calm,

strong, and joyous faith in a God who is

supremely good. The ministry of the Hebrew
prophets was pre-eminently a ministry of correction

of sin, and of support of God's people in the

conflict and sorrow of life ; but it never lost sight

of this supreme faith as a ground of inspiration

to better things, of consolation in trouble, as well

as of joyous confidence under all circumstances

in life. A single passage of remarkable poetic

beauty from Jeremiah, the weeping prophet, may

ili
'

'!-. il

liiL
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serve as an example. " They shall come and
sing in the height of Zion, and shall flow together

unto the goodness of the Lord, to the corn, and
to the wine, and to the oil, and to the young of

the flock and of the herd ; and their soul shall be

as a watered garden
; and they shall not sorrow

any more at all " (Jer. xxxi. 12).

We cannot omit two others.

" How great is goodness ! and how great is his beauty !

Corn shall make the young men flourish

And new wine the maids." Zech. ix. 17.

" For though the fig tree shall not blossom,

Neither shall fruit be in the vines.

The labour of the olive shall fail

And the fields shall yield no meat
;

The flock shall be cut off from the fold

And there shall be no herd in the stalls
;

Yet will I rejoice in the Lord,

I will joy in the God of my salvation.

Jehovah my God is my strength,

And He will make my feet like hinds' feet.

He will make me to walk upon my high places."

Hab. iii, 17-19.

Even the light and merry optimism of the

Greeks in their palmiest days was not more
buoyant than this religious faith. BuLllO-jexposi-

tion of the goodness of God is more complete

than_J;hat givpn \}y oi^r ] ore] HimselT Hii con-

ception of the goodness of God was such that

in comparison none other could be called good
;

Matt. xix. I 7. This conception was embodied in

the designation which He never failed to employ,
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Ml! ;

I'll!

fill

^" Our Father."
^

It made all prayer easy and

confident. And it rose pre-eminent above both

the merits and even the sins of men ; Matt. v.

45 ; vii. II. The Lord's ideas are reflected in

Jas. i. 17 ; "Every good gift and every perfect

boon is from above, coming down from the Father

of lights, with whom can be no variation, neither

shadow that is cast by turning."

The mistakes of an imperfect religious faith

in the goodnecs of God arise not so much from

an overestimate of this attribute, as from severing

it from the full unity of the Divine attributes.

A goodness which is not in harmony with the

truth of things, with the right, and with the

wisdom which chooses the best ends and seeks

them by the best means, is not a true goodness.

It is evil, not good. And yet such is the good-

ness which we in our blindness and sinfulness

too often seek, and which we would even dare

to expect from God. It is needless to say

that such religious faith has failed to find the

truth.

Out of our study of this attribute as revealed

to religious faith, there naturally arises the ques-

tion, Does this faith demand an optimism ?

There can be no doubt that the spirit_qfjoptin^sm

is _clsisely -allied to that of religion, and that pessi-

mism lies at the furthest remove from Christianity.

Even the ancient myth-forming spirit indulged in

optimistic dreams, such as the golden age, and the

garden of Hesperides.

If we construe optimism to mean the sum-total

ii >
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of all good, then it is certain that this has not

been given to a finite creature, nor in a finite

world. In fact the gift of all good by creative

_act would be the production not of a finite creature_

_but of the counterpart of God Himself which is

an impossibility, as there cannot be two infinite

Jbeings although tliere may be two infinite persojis^

^ne in essence. Nor does the true religious spirit

in the creature demand such an optimism. It

asks, it seeks, it aspires to ever higher good, but

ever according to its measure, according to that

which it "can ask and think." To express it in

the terms of our latest philosophy, it is ever aspir-

ing towards its ideal, but the ideal itself grows

with its moral and spiritual growth.

The true optimism_gui.ded- by the humble and

^arikfuI_yet^aapiriag.jdigiQU5_apirit-demands.

—

1. That all God's work should be, in its measure

and after its kind, good.

2. That throughout its entire scale of beings

^there should be an open highway ascending i2_

_ the more perfect good^ Probably in this way
alone can the most complete, and the highest

universal order be constituted. This is the central

and universal principle of which we have a special

application in Rom. viii. 28. It brings the creature

nearer to the creator, by giving it, not passive

reception of good, but active effort toward good,

thus imparting to it even in its lowest forms some-

thing akin to creative energy in itself In the

moral creature it rises to a true Divine image and

likeness. It is needless to say how completely
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our highest modern science asserts such an

optimism.

The problem of evil is another very ancient

question which arises in connection with the study

of this attribute. The presence of evil in the

world, and still more the suffering of evil in per-

sonal experience has in every age been a sore

trial to religious faith, as well as a difficult problem

to religious thought. Tlie ancient philosophies

all fall back Jopon—
1. An eternal principle of evil, an evil being or

.j

I
beings standing opposed to the good^ or, {___

2. The ascription of evil to the influence of

jnatter which is also regarded as eternaj^ It is

'evident that this is not a solution of the question
;

it merely pushes it back into the obscurity of the

past. Its inconsistency with the highest religious

faith is also apparent from the resort of the

Magian philosophy, which was highly religious, to

the teaching that this evil would be finally over-

come. With the Christian faith they are absolutely

inconsistent, inasmuch as they both limit God,

the one by dividing the creative power with an

antagonistic force of evil, the other by making
him dependent upon co-existent material.

lUStead-JSL these tjif true rph'gio"'' spiril- folds

jjjp gnl^tinr) in fhf voice of conscieuce. Evil jg

^hg result of sin.
; and this intuition of religious

conscience is the consistent and uniform teaching

of^cripture. Jt affirms as existent facts-

—

I. The sin of higher moral intelligences. ?_
2.. Through their temptation the sin of man.

\^

"
I

,1 I,

h v-ti
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These facts, their verity, and their results will be

considered in full hereafter. It is here sufficient

to say that they constitute the real evil of the

universe.

On the other hand .the problem of pain is some-

what differept. A superficial view has long been

jiisposed Jo make pain always the result of sin.

That it is frequently so is doubtless true, and is

abundantly recognised in Scripture. Butwe doubt

^whether Scripture teaches that it is universally so^

or even that apart from sin, pain would not have

existed. The friends of Job insisted on connecting

his suffering with sin, but his conscience and his

faith both protested against their cruel theory. He
himself fell back upon the mysterious order of

God whose working and reasons are so far beyond

our comprehension, but not without glimpses of

a faith which found even in .p_aia aLiiigher goodi

This latter pomt the New Testament emphatically_

âsserts , andit js^especially prominent in the teach-

ing of St Pau l ; 2 Cor. iv. 17, 18. The highest

triumph of religious faith is this joy in tribulations.

Rom. V. 3 ; Heb. xii. 1 1.

Wtsdovi.

This attribute contemplates God in relation to

action, and it c_ombines His omniscience with Hjs

goodness and the moral att "'^utes yet to be con-

sidered, in choosing the ends of Divine action

and the best means for the accomplishment of

those ends. Wisdom thus expresses the entire

relation of God to action, including perfect motive^.
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perfect choice, and perfect means and method of

_B[prk. It includes both the intellectual and the

jnoral side of action.^ The Hebrew mind viewed it

largely from the moral side ; the modern tendency

is to view it too largely from the intellectual side.

The perfection of the Divine attribute includes

both, and is at once the strength of the universe

and the salvation of man. " O Lord, how manifold

are Thy works ! in wisdom hast Thou made them

fc ^^>.all : the earth is full of Thy riches," Ps. civ. 24.

The _gejQeral-- scriptural -presentation^jpf._|he

wisdom of God arises from the devout contem-

plation of His works in creation, providericc,..aiid

y redemption. The hundred and fourth Psalm

^ / ^ /• from which we have just quoted is a con-

' spicuous example of the first, as are also the

discourses in Proverbs iii. and viii., and many
passages in Job.

The New Testament as is natural deals more

largely with the wisdom of God in the work of

j-edemption. St Paul is the great expositor of this

theme. To his mind Christ is " the wisdom of

God "
; and in Him " are hid all the treasures of

wisdom and knowledge," Col. ii. 3 ; and the un-

\^ folding of this wisdom in all its varied fulness

'^n the history of the Church, is matter for the

contemplation not of men alone, but of " the

principalities and powers in heavenly places,"

Eph. iii. 10. And after through three chapters

he has traced one aspect of this wisdom along

the course of the dispensations, he closes with

this note of admiring faith, " O the depth of the
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riches both of the wisdom and the knowledge of

God."

But the point of view in which the writers

of Scripture seem especial' v to deh'ght is that o(

considering ^11 true wisdom of mci\ ps thf 01^
^̂

of God. In the Hebrew ideal this gift ranked

highest of all endowments. Physical strength,

agility and beauty, courage, eloquence, and poetic

and artistic skill were all appreciated as among
other ancient people. But " wisdom is the

principal thing," " her price is above rubies," and
" all the things thou canst desire are not to be

compared to her." Their language was exceed-

ingly rich in terms to express this gift. No less

than seven words express various shades of the

idea from technical skill to the profound discern-

ment of moral intuition, and from subtle craft, to

the quiet strength of calm calculation. But all

this variety of highest power in man, the power to

choose and attain to ends is bestowed by God.

And His wisdom infinitely transcends the human
capacity. Against the unerring perfection of His

methods of work no human device avails ; and

the only true human wisdom is that which

recognises, acknowledges and fears God and keeps

His commandments, in other words, works under

and in harmony with him. No literature, not

even our modern natural theology has carried this

conception of Divine wisdom to a higher point

than is thus given in Job xxviii. 12, etc. ; xxxvi.

5 ; xxxviii. 37, 38 ; Ps. civ. 24, Prov. viii. 22,

etc.; Rom. xi. 33; Eph. i. 8; iii. 10. In all

T
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these passages the Divine spirit in man leads to

the highest conception ot' God, and there is no

exhibition of Divine skill more wonderful than

that which " puts wisdom in our inward parts."

JEreedoniis an ultimate element in our conscious

spiritual activjty. It cannot be analysed or de-

fined. This consciousness arises in connection

with our voluntary acts with more or less dis-

tinctness, and in its turn lays the foundation for

our sense of responsibility. We can thus only

describe the conditions under which it arises,

and refer each individual to his own experience

of its presence in himself.

I. It arises only in the exercise of will and

hence is characteris

2 . _It is most distinctly j)reserit__vvhen we are^

I most deliberate aiTd self-conscioiis in action, when^

[motive, purpose, and choice are most distinctly in:

fexercise. It is less fully present when our action*

partakes of the nature of instinctive impulse, and

entirely absent in automatic or reflexive action,

such as the closing of the eye in the presence

of a blow. It is also absent from acts performed

under the compulsion of physical force, if such can

be called acts, as distinct from mere motions.

Even the application of motives against which we
are consciously without power, interferes with the

sense of freedom. Hence we are astonished at

the moral strength which enables a man to endure

torture, and for acts performed under its com-
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human power to endure.

3. The self-consciousness which gives us the

clearest sense of freedom is that which includes

motives distinctly apprehended ; a free act always

^mplies a motive.

4' J_t implies further the exercise of either

[rational or jii^ml Judgment upon motive : or in

most cases both. These judgments in their turn

become a new motive purely spiritual, i.e. directing

us from within in distinction from desire which

draws us to something without ourselves. The
act in the presence of this higher motive, this

direction of will by our own higher nature, arises

to the dignity of a free act, and becomes a simple

determination for or against the higher motive.

In its ultimate analysis this sense of freedom can

only arise in the presence of the higher rational

and moral nature ; and it implies not only

obligation, ic. the motive force of the higher

nature, but also power to determine action, to do

or not to do, as reason and conscience direct.

The act is thus not a mere resultant of motive

forces from without or within, but is essentially

our own act performed by our own power of

will. It is here distinctly that our consciousness

of freedom appears.

5. This act of determination finites the act^

i.e. defines or determines it, as to time, place,

quality, and degree ; in other words, it fixes .the.

when, the where, the whatj and the how great

of the act. It is this peculiarity which dis-
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tinguishes will from all necessitated action.

Necessitated action is determined by cause in

all these particulars ; and in the cause there is

no power to define, it simply transmits the force

of which it is the bearer. It caninjt but be when,

where, and what it is. Voluntary action can be

or not be, can be what it chooses w'thin the

limits of its power. In the act thus produced

there is a sense of origination, of selfhood asserted,

and at least to some extent of independent action

or beginning, which is nearly allied to the idea of

creation. In this consci(jusness of freedom we
. ^ have our nearest experience of an absolute be^

ginning. Freedom is thus the expression of our

deepest selfhood, the centre of responsibility and

personality, the exercise of all our powers of

reason, emotion, moral nature and will. It is

the perfect man in action. It makes our act

our own. But i n. Qur case it_ implies sODlgthing

objective to our personalityas well ; iHL.Qccasion

furnishing a motive to action. But the essence

of freedom lies not in the presence of this not

me. TiiaL-is—the badge of our finiteness. If

that alone were present, our act would not be

free. Freedom asserts itself to govern, and if

need be to overcome this. It springs out of

the reason and moral nature of the living spirit,

and the not me is but the occasion needed by

a finite and dependent spirit.

Having thus endeavoured to clear our con-

ception of freedom, the question arises. Can we
attribute this quality of freedom to God either
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God either

as existing from all eternity or as acting in

time? Our answer to this cjucstion must be first

of all from the religious consciousness especially

as expressed in Scripture. We may then consider

the reasonableness of such a faith.

1. There can be no doubt that the religious

consciousness of humanity in all the ages has

recognised God, not as a mere necessary force

or power in the universe, but as a free personality .

This is involved in all the important active

relations of God to the world. It had a begin-

ning, He determined that beginning. It has its

course of history, He governs and guides that

course. The same thing is implied in all the

religious relations of humanity to God. We fear,

reverence, trust, pray to, love, obey, not a blind

force, but ajpersoual Giud.

2. The Old Tcfttamrnt Scriptures open with

Jhe sublime conception of creating. This work

certainly implies all the results or characteristics

of a free act. It is not simply the going forth

of infinite or of finite energy to effect a result
;

it is power willing^^and so beginning, to- act (a)

at_a definite time, (^) in a definite plaCP, (c) to

ajdefined and limited result . All the terms in

which this is set forth, both in Gen. i. and Ps.

civ., as well as elsewhere, are such as apply only

to a free act. In the same way the Scriptures

set forth the providence of God in a way that

implies pre-eminently the action of a free person-

ality, and not the effect of mere force. Motives,

intelligence, moral judgment, as well as absolute
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authority are all ascribed to Him, and the final

faith of His people is expressed thus, " Our God
is in the heavens ; He hath done whatsoever

He hath pleased." Compare Ps. x. 12-18 ; xxii.

28, etc; Isa. xl. 12, etc. But for the highest

conception of this attribute, we must again turn

to the New Testament in such passages as Rom.
ix.-xi. and Fph. i., where the good pleasure of the

wise, holy, and loving God guides the course of

all worlds, all ages, and all dispensations.

Not the sovereignty of God merely, but the

freedom which is a more comprehensive and

adequate term is thus a fundamental part of

religious faith.

Before we can grasp the reasonableness of this

faith it will be necessary as far as possible to

discover in what respects God's freedom differs

from ours^ To do this we must anticipate for

a moment a perfection of the Divine being yet

to be considered, the self-sufficiency of God. ,To

all our actions as finite beings a not mCj some
external object is necessary. _God^ as self-sufficient

can create His own object of action. No element

of religious faith is more prominent than this.

The whole religious heart of humanity asserts

that to help with or without means is all the

same to God. We have indeed abused this faith

by calling in creative or miraculous power where

God proceeds according to the law which He has

already ordained for His works. But while religious

faith in its imperfection may have needlessly in-

voked this principle, all philosophy and all science
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must recognise its presence, if ever it is to reach
a world existing in time.

Jhis self-sufficieiicy renders the freedom of
^God truly perfect; frepHmri^ The truth by vvhlc^
a free act is directed, the right by which it is

govei -^ed, the power by which it is efifecte J, and
the end to which it is directed, are all in and of
Himself " All things have been created through
Him and unto Him," Col. i. 16. The Divine
freedom is thus an absolute freedom, His acts

alone being in the most complete sense in and
from Himself

^gain God's freedom is a perfect freedom, in- 1

in Iasmuch as all the conditions of freedom are in.'

^im perfect. His knowledge is perfect truth, His
moral judgments are the perfect right, His power
is almighty, and His goodness and wisdom are
alike perfect. There is no darkness in Him and
no weakness, and no changing uncertainty of will.

We with our blind hesitating, tempted wills cannot
conceive of the perfect will into which all perfec-

tions of being enter in a perfect harmony and
unity of action.

It is sometimes said that God acts out of the

necessity of His own being. To us this expres-
sion seems to involve either an error or a misuse
of terms. If it implies that the Divine activity

proceeds without an act of will, then the idea
lands us in an eternal Pantheistic evolution. The
Universe is infinite as God and eternal as God,
and creation and time and beginning are all mis-
nomers. If, on the other hand, the expression

1

i
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signifies that God cannot be other than He is holy

and wise and good, etc., then it is a misuse of terms

for jiecessitv appHes_to act or movement not t^

being and attribute. It is the very essence of

freedom that the being out of its own attributes

or powers should govern the act.

It would thus appear that there is nothing un-

reasonable in the ascription of freedom to God.

In fact to Him alone can it be applied in the most

perfect and absolute sense.

^/le Moral A ttributes of God^

The attributes by which God is related to His

moral creatures may be stated as truth, holiness,

and-loi^e. As thesjg, terms represent the highest

things in man, so they represent the supreme

relation of God to His creatures. They are thus

applied to God as predicates in the language of

Scripture after a manner distinct. The attributes

of truth and right are united under the figurative

term " light " which is a favourite term of St John
to denote the principles of truth and right as

guiding human life. And these he speaks of,

not simply as coming from God, but as express-

ing His very character ;
" God is light, and in

Him is no darkness at all," i John i. 5. A little

further on he uses the same form in regard to

the third attribute, " God is love," i John iv. 8, etc.

These attributes arc thus declared to be of the

very essence as it were of God. It is never said,

God is goodness, or intelligence, or power. All

these belong to Him as a spirit ; but the infinite
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light, the light of truth and right, and He is love.

These united attributes must therefore form the

very centre of our ^conception of God. Like

freedom they are intimately related to the Divine

personality, and will prepare us for its considera-

tion.

^Tru^/i

Truth, first of all, expresses the perfect quality

of the ideas formed in our minds in the exercise

of intelligence ; it denotes the correspondence of

the idea to reality. Truth is the proper content

of perfect knovvled^. In this .sense truth is

capable of being considered as objective to the

knowing mind, we contemplate it as something

set over against ourselves who know it. But

from this primary meaning arises a second and

purely subjective application of the term to

designate an essential moral quality of the know-

ing mind itself, the moral aspect of intelligence.

This moral quality in .piirselves is first of all.

a

feeling or sense of certainty^ assurance, confidence,

strength in the knowledge of the truth. It is, in

the second place, the_ioy or pleasure of this

certainty, satisfaction in the truth. In the third

place it is deMje for the trulh ; and finally, it is

loyal fidelity to truth which makes all truth a

matter of moral obligation. It leads us to main-

tain the truth, to confess the truth, to present

the truth, and with self-sacrificing toil and sincere

honesty to seek the truth. This is the truth in
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XT'L'' man, and represents our proper relation as spiritual

beings to ideal truth. It is that quality of our

being which is satisfied with, delights in and

desires objective truth, and which abhors and

turns from all falsity, and seeks to avoid all

error. It is clearly to be distinguished from

fidelity to promise ; but is practicaHy^^xpiressed

in obligation to speak the truth, both as to out-^

ward things and the thoughts and intents of our

own hearts.

Truth, both from the objective and the sub-

jective side, thus becomes the very foundation

of all knowledge, and hence the very foundation

_of all spiritual life. If our knowing is mere

subjective seeming, sham, dreaming, then all life

is a falsity, and hollow and empty. It is not

wonderful therefore that at the very foundation

of all religious faith, lies this sacred confidence,

God is a God of truth. This foundation alone

constitutes the strength of our life, and makes

it soul-satisfying. jVe have already seen that

jjis^dbtinction betw-eeajrdigLQUs faith Jind^suger-

stitioo- IJPis in thisj. that the„first is founded in

truth , fact,^ reality ; the other on error or false;-

Jinodr- As all religious faith takes hold of God,

God must therefore be a true God, and in Himself

the truth, and a God of truth ; not merely one

who really exists, but one who exists in true

Godhead, and one whose every thought is the

eidos^ the perfect prototype of reality, one who
rejoices in all truth, and one who cannot lie.

In such a God alone can all things consist.
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These relations of truth in God to His creatures

and to their faith in Him are abundantly pre-

sented in Scripture. It stands with the justice

and goodness of God as the firm foundation of (y* •^_.

religious faith : Ex. xxxiv. 6 ; Deut. xxxii. 4 ;

Ps. Ixxxvi. 15. It is everlasting, Ps. c. 5 ;

cxvii. 2 ; cxlvi. 6. It marks all God's ways,

Ps. XXV. 5 ; and His judgments, xcvi. 13 ; Isa.

xlii. 3 ; and His law, cxix. 142 ; and God's eyes

are upon the truth which He loves, Jer. v. 3.

The New Testament, if possible, carries this yi ^1

ideal still higher. God isa spirit and must be

worshipped in ^SBirit._cLiKl iaJtruth^ John iv. 24.

Christ is Himself the truth, John xiv. 6 ; and

is the witness of the truth, John xviii. 37 ; and

reveals the truth, John i. 14-17; and this truth

is the supreme concern of man, John viii. 32 ;

I Tim. ii. 4.

This attribute of God brings us into the region.

_of purely spiritual and religious life as distinguishod.

from thephysical and natural. The conception

of God derived from nature, includes power, skill,

and beneficent provisions, and finds in God the

counterpart of these things. But as we have

seen these do not bring us into touch with the

deepest nature of God. In fact, if our faith

penetrates no further ; if it does not rise to the

moral and spiritual, the God whom we thus

worship may be but that which the Hebrews

called " Elilim," " no gods." To worship God as

God we must " worship Him in spirit and in

truth," and in the beauty of holiness.
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This attribute in God makes fidelity to all^

truth one of the most essential of the religious

j/irtues. It demands of the religious soul not only

the utmost fidelity in maintaining, but the most

perfect candour in receiving the truth. This is

the meaning of those significant words of the

Master, "JEveryone that is of the truth hearetl^

My voice^
When we predicate truth as an attribute of God,

we first of all affirm that God as the Author of all_

^eing, i.e. of all reality, is Himself the fountain;;_

head of all truth. The truth as it exists in all the— —A

universe is but the reflection of the truth as from

eternity it exists in Him. It is sometimes asked,

Is right right because God hath so ordered or de-

termined it? or. Is there an eternal right? So it

may be asked. Is there eternal Truth ? Is Truth

fixed by necessity ? Or is Truth determined by

an act of Divine will ? The answer to this is that

God, and Right, and Truth are one. In Scripture

words, " God is light," the light of eternal right

and truth. All truth is in Him, and cannot even

in our thought be separated from Him, While

God is God, truth will be truth. And while truth

is truth, God will be God. God is truth. In all

truth there is^,soJlIgthiiig^gL.God_ And this truth

in God is a foremost element of that personality

out of which God acts in the exercise of His free-

dom. Jhe link which binds the truth of finite

things to_eternal truth in God, is not one of neces-

sary evolution , but of personaLudlL And thus all

finite exhibition of truth takes its finite form from
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the will of God. But to religious faith even these

finite forms are sacred as the embodiment of the

eternal, the immutable, and the Divine. Religious

faith thus finds in the truth of God the ground for

that universal confidence in the steadfastness and

strength of God's world, and in the reality of all

things phenomenal, vviiich gives foundation to our

whole spiritual life.

Holiness. Kr

As by the attribute of truth we identify religion

with the highest reason, so b^ the attribute of

^Jioliness we unite religion with the perfect moral

roodness. Religion demands truth and righteous-

Fnesness, and believes in truth and righteousness, be-

cause God is true and holy.

The attempt is sometimes made to define this

attribute by analysing it into various aspects of

moral relationship, as distributive justice, rectoral

justice, punitive justice, fidelity to promise, etc.

But all these do not so much make up or consti-

tute the holiness of God, as serve as illustrations

of it. They are but forms in which it is exercised,

and the variety of the forms it is scarcely possible

to enumerate. It is better, therefore, to contem-

plate the holiness of God as the glorious moral

perfection of His being, out of which all moral law

and order springs. It is that which corresponds

to, and satisfies the sense of right within ourselves

b^~which we apprehend the moral quality _of all

spjritua] being^and. activity As our religious faith

asserts in God perfect knowledge, almighty power,
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t :

perfect goodness and truth, so does it believe in

Him as perfectly, gloriously holy.

In man, perfect holiness is complete consecra-

^tion to. the service of God as the all - inclusive

^uty, "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all

thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all

thy mind" (Matt. xxii. 37). This definition can-

•not be applied to God. He cannot be set apart

to the service of any, inasmuch as He is over all.

But He is separate from all evil and moral im-

perfection ; and He is not set apart to, but

identical in His very being with all moral per-

fection, ^ur highest moral excellence is buta
feeble image of the unapproachable glory of His

holiness^

All right is founded in truth. ^There can be no

right which has not truth, fact, reality as its basis.

That God is holy is inseparably connected with

the fact that He is a God of truth. The right is

that in action which corresponds to truth in the

understanding, Truth in knowledge is right be-

cause it is truth. All right is truth, and all truth

is right. They are in their deepest nature one as

they exist in God, and as God is one. The man
who is most deeply penetrated by the sense of

both one and the other is most like God. The
right and the true constitute the place of our pro-

foundest worship. It is before the splendour of

God's truth and holiness that our entire being

bows with adoring reverence. As by religious

faith St John beheld the truth and holiness of

God shining into human understanding, he says :
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" God is light, and in Him is no darkness at all."

" If we walk in the light, as He is in the light, we
have fellowship, one with another, and the blood

of Jesus Christ, His Son, cleanscth us from all

sin." "Yea, and our fellowship is with the Father,

and with His Son, Jesus Christ : and these things

we write that our joy may be fulfilled." These
attributes of God thus enter into the highest

religious life.

In ^le Old Testament the attribute of moral^ /^
perfectiolTTn TjbcTis prcHcated as holiness, justice,

^
and righteousness ; holiness in His temple which

is holy because of His presence, justice in His

judgments and law, righteousness in all His

moral government and providential administra-

tion. From the beginning of the history of

Israel this attribute is a most prominent part of

their religious faith. Their first impressions are

those of righteous judgment. At the Red Sea
God is " glorious in holiness, fearful in praises,

doing wonders," Ex. xv. 1 1 . The revelation of

Sinai by which the nation was founded was
emphatically a revelation of holiness, and from

this time forward, all religion, all law, and all

ethics proceeded from the central thought of God
as a holy God and His people as a holy people

;

Lev. xi. 44. The word used in the Hebrew
laiiguage to express this~ idea" signifies to be

^bright^ew, fresh, clean, as nature in the spring_^ •

_oj;_aft_er rairij hence the beauty of hoHness.__ It

is in God an unapproachable moral perfection
;

He is glorious in holiness. This is the positive
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side ; and the negative corresponds, free from spot

and stain, separate from all defilement. This is

the condition of all human approach to the God
of holiness (Isa. vi. 3-7). And hence in every

age as to-day the vision of this holy God unveils

to us all the sinfulness of our own hearts and

lives, and humbles us in the dust before Him
(Isa. vi. 5), Thus while to the Greeks, with whom
the aesthetic ideal was most prominent, the beauti-

fully good, ro y.aXoxayaOov, was the object of

admiration ; to the Hebrews, to whose conscious-

ness the ethical ideal was more vivid, the glory

of holiness is the object of profound, humble,

reverent worship (Ps. xxix. 2).

The Spirit of God as the universal worker of

all things., in the uiiiverseJs in the Old Testament

as in the New, the Holy Spirit, and the Spirit of

holiness. He is present in the beginning (Gen.

i. 2); He garnishes the heavens (Job. xxvi. 13);

and He gives life to man (Job xxxiii. 4). Rising

to the moral sphere. He gives to man under-

standing. I.e. moral discernment, the sense of

right (Gen. vi. 3; Job xxxii. 8; Ps. li. 11);

and of truth (John xvi. 13). From this the step

is easy to the full New Testament conception of

the Holy Spirit as the sanctifier of the human
heart and of the Church of God. The holiness

J

of God working through the indwelling of HisL.

Holy Spirit.Jn_ His creatures links religion with

_^mpral renewal, and cleanses from God's creation

(-
all the defilement of sin, and will finally present

j
the new heavens^ and the new earth, the restored

,
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moral order of the universe, beautiful with the

glory of the holiness of God (Rev. xxi. 1-5).

iLove. J

This attribute is in a peculiar sense the supreme

element of the New Testament revelation and of

the Christian idea of God, " God is love." The
Old Testament is possessed of elementary con-

ceptions leading up to this great culmination.

The idea there is still passing through its phases

of development in the human mind, from instinct

up through all the varied phases of human affec-

tion ; and the terms expressive of these affections

are applied to God. But these terms in Greek

had become so intermingled with human and

often sinful passion that they fell below the

power of a pure religious conception ; and in

the New Testament, a new term, ayarrri, which

already appears in the Septuagint, is consecrated

to the higher idea of the expression of the love

of God. This word seems to express not merely

personal affection in a stronger sense than our

word friendship, but a passion for doing good.

Benevolence is too abstract, it lacks the personal

character, and hence the depth of feeling embodied

in Divine charity. The New Testament word

comes to us, perhaps, allied to ayahi, which

makes it a spring of all doing of good, and to

ayafLai, signifying to admire, to respect, to prize,

to esteem, giving the benevolent impulse a per-

sonal direction, founded on personal character.

Thus severed from all sinful passion the word

U
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becomes a fitting vehicle to express our regard

for the Eternal Father, and His regard for us

His children.

The attribute thus expressed like the more

general conception of the goodness of God is

an impelling motive to action ; not as a com-

pulsion, or obligation, but as a joyous and strong

desire. It longs to bless the objects of Its love,

and in this desire it knows no limit ; it gladly

gives all that it possesses. It is the very opposite

of selfishness ; it is self-sacrifice. It forgets all

self in the supreme delight of the blessedness of

the object of its love.

But this love in its very nature as a personal

affection asks return. It blesses and delights in

blessing, but it takes with equal joy the cup of

blessing from the hand of love. It is a joy jp

giving and a
j
oy in receiving . Love is thus the

most intimate cornjmunion of spirit with spirit.

As it gives all and takes all, in perfect love there

arises a .perfect unity, as well as a perfect joy of

life. Love thus becomes the highest moraL-perr

Jection, It is truth, justice, right, all on a higher

platform, in a word, the love of God is perfect

holiness. When we ascribe love as an attribute

to God, it implies that from all eternity there

exists with God a person of His love, one to

whom He imparts all the fulness and blessedness

of His own being, and from whom He receives all

the infinite fulness of love in return (John xvii.

24). It is well worthy of note that the revelation

to us of this eternal Son is made at the same
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time as the revelation of the love ot the Father,

and in the same ^^reat work of human redemption

(John iii. 16).

^It also implies that in time God's creatures are.^

the objects of His love as well as of His fjood-

ness.. lUit goodness extends to all as jKirtakers

of well-being. Love is the relation of creatures

partaking of the same nature, and extends to all

who share in His image. And to all such God
extends His love, and seeks from them love in

return. If they make no return of Divine love

and fall from the Divine love, by that very act

they so far separate themselves from the love of

God. We have already seen how completely the

Old Testament sets forth the goodness of God, , -

The recognition of Divine love is also not want- J-c-v-t^ ^Ji^

ing there. The love of God is however there Q',^,
presented only under two forms, first ay a love

lo th&- chosen people^avhich is largely set forth

in Deuteronomy and Jn the later prophets and

psalms ; and again/^as love to the righteous

and the saints and the upright in heart. The
wider love which reaches even the sinner, and

the infinite love which fills eternity is not yet

revealed. The way for it is only ojiened by the

revelation of a personal relation of God to His

people and to those who are seeking Him with all

their heart. The depth of feeling of this relation

is expressed by the term loving-kindness, a word

which combines goodness and mercy with love,

uniting both in one wide view of the bene-

volent and beneficent nature of God. It is
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from this Old Testament view that our Lord

in the Sermon on the Mount commences to

build that supreme view of the love of God
which is the glory of Christianity. He is speak-

ing to men, and pressing upon them their duty
;

" Love your enemies, and pray for them that

persecute you ; that ye may be sons of your

Father which is in heaven ; for He maketh

His sun to rise on the evil and the good, and

sendeth rain on the just and the unjust." "Ye
therefore shall be perfect, as your heavenly

Father is perfect" From this first compre-

hensive but practical beginning of this higher

teaching He gradually leads them by His words,

but still more by His life, which was the very

incarnation of Divine love, and finally by His

Spirit guiding them not only into the truth,

but into the personal feeling of the Divine

love, until John, the apostle of love, proclaims

its breadth and fulness in such words as these,

" God so loved the world, that He gave His

only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth on

Him should not perish, but have eternal life
;

and Paul in such as this :
" God commendeth

His own love toward us in that while we were

yet sinners Christ died for us."

But it is in our Lord's own last words that the

infinite and eternal fulness of love as an attribute

of God is opened up. " As the Father hath loved

Me, so have I loved you." " Father, that which

Thou hast given Me I will that, where I am, they

also may be with Me ; that they may behold My
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glory which Thou hast given Me ; for TI,oulovcdst Me before the foundation of the .orld"And yet this nihnitc and eternal love i., not
severed from God's love to n,an, for He ™es on
to pray .-that l^,e love wherewith Thou lovedstMe may be m them, and I i„ them." It is fromsuch themes as these that St John rises to hi,
SUJ2renit._cmKeptiDn, the^ljijrhest jjoint to which
ishsisas butbhas reached, " Gocl Ts" love

"

e we were
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CHAPTER III

THE TERFECTIONS OF GOD

The doctrine of the Attributes would lead us

directly to the consideration of the personality of

God, but before turning to this, we must consider

an element of religious faith which qualifies all

the Attributes. This might be summed up in

one word, perfection ; but unless we turn our

thoughts to at least some of the varied aspects

of this perfection, our idea of it will be exceedingly

limited.

It is the more necessary for us to make this

study precede that of the prrsonality, because it

is often assumed that the perfection of God's

being excludes personality. We should there-

fore know what the true conception of this per-

fection is as revealed in Scripture and to religious

faith ; and so must find its unity and harmony

with the true idea of Divine personality.

We hav^ used the plural to fix our attention

IlfLon fh'^ fuln^gg r^"H -variety of thg Diymg ,per-

iection. But when we speak of the perfections

of God, it must not be thought that we can

enumerate these. We can only attempt to set

forth in a very imperfect way some of the

elements which are involved in a true religious

310
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faith, and unfolded in the teaching of Scripture.

The attempt must be exceedingly imperfect, for

Jiere both human thought and human language

fail .to express that which we feel, but which
surpasses our highest thought. It is here especi-

ally that reason sometimes makes this limitation

of human thought, or rather this limited and
hence utterly imperfect human conception, con-

tradict that which the heart feels as certain truth.

It is, however, the limitations, and not the certain-

ties of reason that seem to contradict our faith.

JThe movement of the human mind by which

it arrives at the idea of theJDivine perfectioxis lit-.

twofold^__

The first in order of development is that of

,'/•/ religious faith. As this faith is positive, and

grasps the great attributes of God, power, in-

telligence, goodness and rectitude, the perfections

are first apprehended in concrete relation to these

attributes. As faith apprehends and trusts in

the power of God, it cannot limit its confidence
;

it desires, seeks and by faith rests in boundless

power. As it stands in the presence of Divine

intelligence, it instinctively recognises the infinite

extent and the absolute perfection of His know-

ledge. As it turns to a Divine heart of goodness

and love, as faith it cannot question the infinite

fulness and the eternal and immutable steadfast-

ness of that heart of unbounded goodness upon

which we rely. And so in the conflict and sin of

human affairs, even the old Greek mind so felt the

immutability and indestructibility ofjustice, that it

I
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could not but believe that it must be done. These

elements of religious faith all assert themselves

in this absolute form in the deeper and more

earnest feelings of our religious nature.

What is thus given in religious feeling is con-

firmed by an entirely distinct _pfocess_of reason.

Reason like faith asserts power, causal energy
;

and as it traces this power back to its ultimate

source, it can only rest in the eternal, the un-

caused. To this uncaused it can set no limit,

and it can conceive no change, as that which is

the first of all must be itself eternal, and that which

is the cause of all must be itself uncaused, so that

which is the fountain of all must be itself inex-

haustible, i.e. infinite. Reason thus leads_jf not

to -the_ infinite, eternal and uncliangeable -God^at

least to such a first cause.

That the rational process follows the religious

faith, and that the mind of man does not reach

these highest conceptions apart from the influence

of religious communion with God, and the in-

spiration of the Holy Spirit, appears evident from

the fact that the Hebrew people, as represented

in the book of Job and in the second Isaiah, as

well as in many of the psalms have already

reached it, while the Greeks and Hindoos, with

a much more perfectly developed philosophy, did

not distinctly attain to it. There lay in them all

a concealed dualism, which limited their conception

even of the first cause. Hebrew faith laid hold

of the spiritual, and boldly grasped in that the

all-sufficient source of all that is.

iliiMiiki
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The scriptural conception of the Divine per-

fection can best be studied under its various

elements, which may be imperfectly enumerated as

follows :

—

Self-sufficintify, All^sufficiency. Eternity,

Immensity . Infinity, Immutability and Uiii^y.
CZ)

^'^"•^^f"^^

\^(f- Sufficiency.

One of the most direct assertions of this per-

fection is found in Rom. xi. 34-36: ''_£o£ vvlio^^,^^. ^'/^

hath known the mind of the Lord ? or whoTTa^J '
"^

been His counsellor ? or who hath first given tcU

Him, and it shall be recompensed unto him agaiajJ

^qr of Him, and through Him, and unto HinaJ

are all things. To Him he the glory for evei:^)

Ameni' Compare i Cor. viii. 6. The first of

these passages is a simple outburst of religious

emotion arising from the contemplation of the

wonderful work of God in His providential govern-

ment. It is the deep and overwhelming con-

viction that God derives His plans. His power,

His being from none ; that His ways are the

outcoming of the fulness of His own being ; that

in Himself He possesses the infinite fulness that

fills all things ; that He depends on none ; all

depend on Him. The same vast conception forces

itself upon our thought in the presence of the

great works of nature, and is expressed in such

passages as Isa. xl. 13, 14, 28. Here the creating

Spirit not only informs and creates all, but under-

stands all, and He, " the everlasting God, the Lord,

the Creator of the ends of the earth, fainteth not,

?,

$
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neither is weary ; there is no searching of His

understanding. On the other hand, it is the

course of moral government which calls out from

Bildad such exclamations as these :
" Dominion

and fear are with Him. He maketh peace in

His high places. Is there any number of His

armies ? and upon whom doth not His light

arise?" Job xxv. 2, 3. Both are perhaps com-

bined in the words of Elihu
; Job xxxv. 5-7.

By such steps as these, under the inspiration of

the Holy Spirit, the minds of these men were

led to a faith which grasped very firmly the idea

of a God whose boundless resources of being are

in and of Himself alone, who owes nought to

any, but is " before all things " since " by Him
all things consist."

There are two__term.s_jn which philosophy has

attempted- to express this perfection ; these are
" neqessary heir|q;," and[ " absolute being." Both

these terms seem to us inadequate and possibly

misleading. If by necessary being is intended

nothing more than that it is not possible that

God should not be, then there is no objection

to the idea, but it by no means expresses the

religious faith which grasps the self-sufficiency

of God. If, on the other hand, it contemplates

the existence of God as arising by fate, then

that very thought of arising, becoming, even

though it be carried back through the infinity

of an eternal series, involves an element of error.

God does not become, He is. Jehovah, " I am"
is His name. So if by absolute being is intended
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only to say that God does not depend on any,

there is again no objection to the term, though

as before it is but the negative side of a religious

faith which finds in God an infinite fulness. But

if it is so construed as to deny all possibility

of relation, either in His own being or by the

creation of a finite world which coming from

Himself, is still in some proper sense other

than Himself, then it involves serious error,

inasmuch as it, by implication, strips God of

all that constitutes spiritual existence. This

absolute unrelated essence without an object

can neither know, love, nor act. It becomes a

virtual zero. On the other hand, the postulate

of religious faith may be summed up thus :

—

/^^
I. God is without derivation, in, of, and by

j
Himself alone.

\ 2. There is none beside Him who is not

I
dependent on Him.

J 3. His existence is without contingency, it

"j cannot and never could fail to be.

4. It is without limit, and cannot be made
less than it is.

5. That being which He thus possesses in

and of Himself, without derivation, without con-

tingency, without limit, is the fulness of all being.

\A II- Sufficiency. J

This perfection must not be confused with

omnipotence. Omnipotence is all-sufficient power.

The same perfection qualifies all the other attri-

butes, intelligence, goodness, etc., as well as power
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. As thus qualifying^^ll the Divine attributes Jt

rbecomes another aspect of self-sufficiency^ inas-

much as the " all " is not simply the finite all of

Creation in time, but the infinite all of God
Himself in eternity. X^od alone is the measuj;^

Philosophy has not usually distinguished this

perfection from omnipotence, and hence has not

enlarged or modified its idea. On the other

hand, it is continually present in the scriptural

/^ view of the infinite resources of God, especially
^^^"^

^ in such points as the following:

—

^ji^k^^uij^^f-icioj^i, God is cause of all things that are, that

have been, or that may yet exist. Thus He
*' upholds all things by the word of His power "

;

"by Him all things consist," Col. i. 16. "He
doeth great things and unsearchable, marvellous

things without number," Job v. 9.

2. There is no limit to His wisdom to devise

or His power to effect, or His goodness to

bestow.

3. He is independent of all aid or condi-

tion from without Himself; Job ix. 12 ; Isa.

Vjdiii. 13.

The all-sufficiency of God is expressed in the

Old Testament by the name El Shaddai ; Gen.

xvii. I ,

"
I am the Alrnighty God .;

walk before

Me. _and be thou, perfect." This title becomes

the foundation of the covenant promises to

Abraham, Isaac and Jacob ; Gen. xxviii. 3 ;

XXXV. II, as distinguished from Jehovah, the

name by which God was distinguished from the
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non-existent gods of the heathen ; Ex. vi. 3.

It thus enters into the very foundations of

rgl'giOMS f^ith
; and it is worthy of remark that

the same idea appears in our Lord's agony in

Gethsemane, as given in Mark xiv. 36 :
" Father,

all things are possible unto Thee." We have

also already observed it in the strong expres-

sion of religious feeling of Paul, Rom. xi. 36 ;

which finds a parallel in his discourse before

the Areopagites at Athens, Acts xvii. 25.

r Eternity. 3
It is an easy step from the idea of God as

before all things, the Creator of all, giving to all

their being, and as possessing in and of Himself

alone the fulness of all being, having as it is

expressed by our Lord (John v. 26), "life in

Himself," to the conception of the eternal God.

But while this idea of eternity antecedent may
arise by deduction, the- thought of _the_everlasting

.God. is_-wrapped up in all strong religious faitli.

And so in the emotional and devotional language of

Scripture, no other perfection is more frequently or

strongly expressed than this. Thus the Psalmist

declares, " Even from everlasting to everlasting

Thou art God," Ps. xc. 2 ; and again, " Thy
years are throughout all generations," and " Thou
art the same, and Thy years shall have no end,"

Ps. cii. 24-27. In a remarkably strong passage

setting God before His people in the perfection

of His being, He is represented as saying, " I

live for ever," Deut. xxxii. 40. Isaiah in r.

KZ

(^.
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similar strain presents I Tim as "The hijjjh and

lofty One that inhabitcth eternity," Isa. Ivii. 15.

It is with the same profound reverence and

adoration of the perfection of God that Paul speaks

in I Tim. vi. 15, 16. St I'eter returns to the

standpoint of assurance of reli<:;^ious faith in the

promises, when he says, " Forget not this one

thinjT, beloved, that one day is with the Lord

as a thousand years, and a thousand years as

one day." The passacje is, we think, to be

taken in a purely relicjious sense, and not as

the announcement of a metaphysical fact.

A philosophical theology has presented this

perfection as the doctrine of the " eternal now."

This conception is however attended with great

difficulty to most minds. By a law of our

spiritual being all our conceptions are formed

under the forms of time and space. These in

themselves imply succession, extension, division,

and hence limitation. Doubtless God in the mode
of His being transcends these limitations, though

the creature cannot do so. Rut in so doing, does

He not pass beyond our power to think of Him ?

It may be that His knowledge of eternity past

and future is not a memory on the one side or

an inference on the other, but an intuitioii in

which all is alike present to Him, but how this

can be we cannot conceive ; and while it may
be an accommodation to the limitation of our

thoughts and language, yet the words of Scripture

present God to us in thoughts and forms which

bear the impress of time and space.
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Jtnviensity.

This __word is used ill modern theology _to_

express the fact that the being of God transcends

the h'mits of space, as well as of time. In the

older writers the idea was conveyed by the word

infitn'ty, which is now used in a wider sense.

The later word is closer to the scrij^tural pre-

sentation, which is made in such words as these,

"Behold heaven, and the heaven of heavens

cannot contain thee" 2 Chron. vi. 18. The
attribute however must always be viewed in

relation to the omnipresence of God which as

we have seen is the infinite and undivided ful-

ness of His being in every place.

Injinity.}

T\\\^ term isensed to carry the pprfertinn of_

God beyond all degree, as the two previous woxd^
carry it beyond the limitations of time and space._

It finds striking expression in Job xi. 7-9, *' Canst

thou by searching find out God ? Canst thou

find out the Almighty unto perfection ? It is

high as heaven ; what canst thou do ? Deeper

than Sheol, what canst thou know ? The measure

thereof is longer than the earth, and broader

than the sea." In I's. cxlvii. 5, this perfection 'l^i^/^*//^.

is directly applied to the Divine Knowledge, /
as also in Isa. xl. 28, "There is no searching of c/oclA^/

His understanding." From this the application

is easy to all the moral attributes. A true re-

ligious faith cannot possibly ascribe to God

/
±T,

- I
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defect or limitation, and humbly acknowledges

and rejoices in the fact that He immeasurably

surpasses all our thou^^ht ; Kph. iii. 19, 20. As
_might be expected from the limitations of oyx

Janguage, this perfection is usually expressed in

negative terms. The infinity of holiness is the

exclusion of all unrighteousness, John vii. 1 8.

The infinity of Divine intelligence is without

darkness, i John i. 5. In Deuteronomy xxxii. 4,

positive perfection, and the negation of all im-

perfection are both combined to set forth the

greatness of God. A figurative but remark-

ably suggestive presentation of this perfection

is given in i Tim. vi. 16, where, in relation

to the limitation of our powers of thought, the

all perfect God is spoken of as " dwelling in

light unapproachable ; whom no man hath seen

nor can see." This perfection is the basis of

the Scripture doctrine that God is " unsearch-

able," a term which expresses the residue of

truth which remains in the modern doctrine of

the unknowable.

In Scripture the attributes express the positive

content of that being of God which the doctrine

of infinite perfection carries beyond all limits or

capabilities of our thinking. We thus dn know
jomething of God, thouo-h we cannot knnw Hjjn

tn^ perffrfinn. We apprehend according to our

limited measure where we cannot comprehen d.

The_jdo<itriii£_iif~-the inftmtc- pepfeet^ion, of God
is_ja^aJth, rather than a demonstrated kaoMdedge,

like all faith reaching out toward the unseen

f !
-'

' i
!| !
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with ail assurance which brings full conviction

^^ well as in some measure present posscssiojou-,

Heb. xi. i.

J}in)uitability^

Xlie_immutability like the eternity of God is a

correlate to His self-sufficiency^ He who exists

of Himself alone, and possesses in Himself all the

infinite fulness of being ; cannot be changed ; in

I lis very nature, He cannot be greater, and He
catuiot be made less. There is none beside Him
by whom He may be changed, and none by whom
He is limited.

The scriptural teaching however is again en-

tirely from the standpoint of religious faith, and

jiot from that of ontok)gy. The immutable

God is presented to us as the firm foundation

of an unwavering faith. It is when his own
strength is failing and his days shortening, that

the Psalmist calls to mind the immutable strength

of his God, contrasting this with the perishing

nature of all created things. " They shall be

changed. But Thou art the same and Thy years

shall have no end." For the establishment of

a more complete faith in all the truth of God
as revealed in Jesus Christ, the writer to the

Hebrews reminds them that " Jesus Christ is the

same to-day, yesterday, and for ever." The same

religious and moral presentation we have in

Malachi iii. 6, where the sinning people are

reminded that their spared life is a proof not

of slumbering justice but of unchanging mercy.

X
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" I, Jehovah, chant^c not, therefore ye, O sons

of Jacob, are not consumed."

^Thc perfection _so presented \s^ "^^_^o ^?-

construeJ as denying the activity of God In"

Jtime .and space. The acts of God are finited

by His will and are done in time and space

or there could be no world like ours. The
immutability of God is an immutability of being

and.perfeet ion and imta-^samcncss of action.

On the other hand, the doctrine of ifflmuta-

bilitj/ excludes all evoIulion_Ji] God. It is

inconsistent with Pantheism. Evolution is of

the finite and may take place under the Divine

will in the creature but not in the Creator.

• T/ie Unity of Divine Perfection. J
That God is one was a most distinctive^tnulh.

of^the 01d_ Testament revelation ancl was made
the foundation of that supreme faith and worship

which d istingaiishcj;! the Hp.brew^.religion. The
multiplication of gods degrades the worship

rendered to any one. Hence the first com-

mandment, and Deut. vi. 4 :
" Hear, O Israel

;

the Lord our God is one Lord ; and thou shalt

love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and

with all thy soul and with all thy might." In

a later age this fundamental faith expands to

the full recognition of the fact that the Divine

perfections and attributes can belong to but one

only God, and thus He is distinguished not only

from all false gods, but from every finite creature.

In that culminating age of the Old Testament

Ji 1

1

ill ;iO'i
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which is represented by the second Isaiah, this ->

truth is asserted with the utmost emphasis of ^^. J

.

repetition. " I am God and there is none else
;

I am God and there is none like Me." "Is there

any oeside Me ? Yea, there is no Rock ; I know
not any." "Before Me there was no God formed,

neither shall there be after Me," Isa. xliii.-xlv.

The united voice of the Old Testament is thus

expressed by the Psalmist, Ps. Ixxxvi. 10, "Thou
art God alone."

This faith of the Old Testament enters most«^^
clearly;^and fully into the Nciw, Our Lord Him-'^^'^'

self prays as the highest religious privilege of

His disciples, " That they should know Thee, the

only true God "
; whom He had already taught

them to regard as the only God," John xvii. 3

and V. 44. So to Paul " God is one," Rom.

iii. 30, alike to Jew and Gentile; and this be-

came the permanent and universal badge of

the Christian faith, as we may see from i

Cor. viii. 4-6; i Tim. i. 17, ii. 5; Jas. ii. 19;

Jude 25.

^And what is thus taught by inspired faith, isj

[also the teaching of an enlightened ChnstiajiJ

j

jeasorL. The Divine attributes all unite in a perfect I

harmony. A perfect knowledge, a perfect truth, a

perfect right, a perfect goodness and a perfect love,

all meet in one perfect, immutable, and eternal liv-

ing thought and being. We have studied various

aspects of Divine perfection, but each of these

in the convictions of our highest reason implies

all the others. He who exists in and of Himself
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alone, who has life in Himself, can have no

limits to the fulness of His being, must fill

eternity and immensity, can know no change,

can have no fellow, and cannot be divided.

The very conception of perfection thus points us

by the necessity of thought to one only and

eternal God.

m
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CHAPTER IV

THE PERSONALITY OF GOD

The attributes of God, already considered, lead

us gradually up to the Divine Personality. In

fact the conception of personality is involved in

the complete idea of each of these attributes.

Even omnipresence is not mere passive location

everywhere, but personal presence, i.e. assertion

of being, conscious and active existence every-

where. Still more fully is this the case with

omnipotence and omniscience— goodness and

wisdom. Only in a limited and accommodated

sense can these attributes be at all applied other

than to a person. The pantheistic conception of

being, efficiency, intelligence, or rationality, or even

of power working for goodness or righteousness,

is not at all an adequate or even proper expression

of the Divine attributes as apprehended by re-

ligious faith. The religious spirit which rested in

such a conception would be an exceedingly feeble

religion.

But when we come to the attributes of free-

dom, truth, holiness, and love, not merely the com-

plete idea, but the very essence of these attributes

is inseparable from personality. The essential

distinction between a free act and the action of

i
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chemical and physical forces lies in the fact that

the first proceeds from a person, the latter takes

place among things. Truth also a 5 an active and

moral attribute, can belong only to a person,

otherwise it becomes a mere quality of thoughts

or ideas, or of their expression. It is scarcely

necessary to speak of moral character as personal.

It can be nothing else ; and love can exist only

between persons. If, then, our religious faith in

its depth of feeling has apprehended the truth of

God in these attributes, it has alread}' apprehended

a personal God, and it is not too much to say that

true religion can be satisfied with nothing else. It

is not a mere play of imagination or rhetorical

personification that has led all religions, from the

lowest to the highest, to conceive of God as a

personal being standing in personal relation to

His creatures. ^ It is the demand of our religions,

nature ; and unless .that nP^'"'''^ ^"'^'^ ht^f-n made. . to

deceive us,Jhe true God is a personal,QoiL. 1

1

thus becomes the_Jtask of^ theologyJ^o unfold this

idea o£ Divine personality into distinctly expressed

if not_defin.ed thought.

What is a person ? What are the essential

elements of personality ?

1. Personality is something which is attached'

to lyal hping It cannot be predicated of an idea

or thought, or conception of the mind. Essential

or substantial existence must underlie personality.

But all such things are not persons ; therefore

—

2. Personality implies self-consciou,s, intelligent

existence,
,
A person knows himself as existing.
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His living activity is not mere blind, unconscious

,
motion. He knows himself in all his acts, and
knows his acts.

I 3. But even this does not complete the con-

; caption of personality. I may know myself as

having closed my eye before a threatened blow

without having consciously willed the act. The
movement is thus not fully a personal act; it is

/

a mere automatic motion. True personality goes
j

j still further, and implies conscious motive toward '

action— not merely desire or impulse, the con-
•

I

sciousness of which does not yet imply full per--

1 sonality, but moral motive and responsibility.

4. The final characteristic of personality is free:

activity. It is in the exercise of responsibility \

and of free personal action that true personality

in its completeness is asserted and brought into

full consciousness. It is this that gives us the sense

of true individuality and continuous identity. A
mere link in the chain of movements, even though

a self-conscious link, cannot be in the full sense ai

,
person. '

\ A person is thus an essential being, having in

himself the conscious intelligence which directs,

the moral motives which originate, and the free

will which effects personal activity.

With this conception of personality before us, it

is scarcely necessary to ask, Can we ascribe per-

sonality to God ? We might rather ask. Can

we ascribe personality to any other? He alone

perfectly fulfils the conditions of this highest

state of being. If we possess it in some measure

il
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conscious act, can begin to create, there can be

no creation ; and cither the world and God are

one, or have existed side by side from eternity.

But the creative act implies, even before creation,

the idea of the finite world as distinct from the

infinite God, and suggests that in the fulness of

His own thought there might lie the materials for

the personal consciousness in God Himself from all

eternity. The doctrine of the Trinity will lead to

a better conception of this. At present we need

axily nfty tfett-eftly a j\gk\ jpantheistic £hilos^;)j)h^

can profess to exclude personality froxa_the idea

ofjGocL

The term personality is not used in Scripture

although the idea underlies the whole biblical

presentation of God and His works. It is clearly

the conception of the Old Testament although

the doctrine of the Trinity so closely related to

its full development appears only in the New.

Everywhere and in all possible relations the

personal pronoun is used, every form of personal

act and personal affection is ascribed to God,

and in such a way as to make it impossible to

regard this manner of speaking is mere anthropo-

morphism. But it is especially in the analysis

of the attributes themselves that we discover the

idea as essentially involved in the religious con-

ception of God. God an only be the God of

our deepest heart faith and affections, of our

trust, worship, and our love, inasmuch as He is

truly a personal God.



CHAPTER V

'V*^

QthiTHE TRINITY

We have just seen that the doctrine of the

personality of God is an essential part of universal

religious faith. The doctrine of the Trinity is

not thus universal. It is the subject of more

developed revelation, and even in the unfolded

conception of God given in the Old Testament,

it does not appear in any clearly defined form.

It is to be found only in the New Testament_

as a matter of sppcifin revelation to the mor£_
perfect religiflua faith.

The doctrine i^_based on three historical ele-

ments^ each . of .which is inyolved in the centiraT

Christian faitb. These are

—

/ '
I. The Fatherhood of God revealed through

j
V Christ.

f~-.

—^ 2. The Deity of Christ. ^
I 3. The personality of the Holy Spirit.

We do not wish at this stage to use these

words as the technical terminology of scientific

theology, but rather as expressing elements

which from the very origin of Christianity entered

into its living faith and experience. It was not

as a speculative doctrine of eternal generation

that Christ spoke of the Father, but as a lov-

330
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ing consciousness coming forth from the infinite

depths of His own being, and communicating

itself as a new and richer spiritual affection to

the hearts of men, so that all learned to say
" Our Father which art in heaven." Nor was it

as a speculative dogma but rather as a worship-

ping religious faith that they discerned in Him,
God manifest in the flesh. And it was not as a

supplement to a speculative doctrine, but through

the inward communion of the Holy Ghost that

we learn to think of Him as the Comforter, the

Helper of our weakness, the loving Spirit who
leads and teaches and guides us into truth.

It is thus not out of a speculative process but

out of the primitive religious faith as it existed

in the Church from Pentecost onward that the

doctrine of the Trinity arises. The church doctrine

is but the attempt of human reason to define

the.se elements and to combine them in harmony
of thought with the primary doctrine of the

oneness of God. The formation of the doctrine

in the Nicene Creed belongs to the field of

historical theology. In inductive theology we
must begin with the contents of original re-

velation and of the Christian consciousness of

to-day. Of these contents the very first place

belongs to

' The Fatherhood of God.

This is perhaps the crowning element in the

revelation made by our Lord Jesus Christ. The
idea of God as Father in a national sense

I
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and as a higher term for the Creator does

indeed appear in the Old Testament as we
have ahead)' seen. Jeremiah makes God say " I

am a father unto Israel and l-lphraim is my
first-born." Malachi challenges for God a father's

honour, and demands brotherly fidelity towards

the brethren of the chosen race. The Psalmist

goes a step farther and nearer to the full Christian

idea when he presents God in relation to all

that fear Him and toward the fatherless children

as a God with a father's pity and a father's care.

I. Biit from the_very outset of His ministry

our^ Lord_ mal<es us jfaniiliaii-with..-an_ cnliirged

and universal and far more pnrsonal conception

oTthis title oj^^d^ The Sermon on the Mount
pronounces the peacemakers blessed as the " Sons

of God." Its calls for the light of a holy life that

men may glorify " your Father which is in heaven."

It commands us to love our enemies " that we
may be sons of our Father which is in heaven,"

and commands us to be perfect as our " heavenly

Father is perfect." The inner chamber prayer

is to " our Father which is in secret," and it

begins with Our Father which is in heaven.
" Your heavenly Father feedeth " the birds of

heaven, and knoweth that we have common
human needs ; and gives His good gifts to them

that ask Him. Forgiveness is the forgiveness

of the heavenly Father, and He runs to meet

the returning prodigal son. In His sight the

Httle children are precious. And before Him
we should call no man father on earth for One
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is our Father which is in heaven. These are

but examples of His common teaching through-

out His ministry.

2. To this Fathej; in heaven so constantly

held before the thought andiaith of His. disciples

He feels Himself in most intimate and special

relatioii^ It is not as an abstract religious

principle, but with the deepest affection of His

heart that He calls God Father. His own loving

faith in the Father is the faith which is to

kindle theirs. His life is consecrated not to do

His own will but the will of the Father which

sent Him ; and they are His brothers and sisters

who likewise do that will. His relation to God
as His father is thus the guiding and ruling

principle of His life. But it is no relation of

irreverent familiarity. This Father is Lord of

heaven and earth who orders all things and to

whom His thanks are due. At the great judg-

ment of the final day, the awards prepared for

all will come from this Father's hand. And
in His own last agony it is to this Father that

He turns, saying, " Thy will be done." And
last of all He prays, " Father, forgive them, for

they know not what they do," and " Father, into

Thy hands I commend My spirit." Nor was

this fatherhood apprehended only from the side

of these deep human religious feelings. There

was to Him another vision of the Fatherhood of

God beyond the knowledge of men, but which at

times broke forth in such words as these, " And
now, O Father, glorify Thou Me with Thine
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own self with the g'ory which I had with Thee
before the world was." " O righteous Father,

the world knew Thee not, but I know Thee,

and these know that Thou didst send Me."
" F'ather, that which Thou hast given Me, I will

that, where I am, they also may be with Me
;

that they may behold My glory which Thou
hast given Me ; for Thou lovedst Me before the

foundation of the world."

Accustomed as the disciples were from the

constant teaching and life of Jesus to this con-

ception, and led step by step up to its most

mysterious aspects, it is not surprising that their

teaching and preaching should continually set

forth God as " the Father " and " the God and

Father of our Lord Jesus Christ," and that Paul

should give the thought its widest range of

meaning when not as a poetic fancy, or far-

reaching speculation, but in the spirit of the

most exalted devotion He bows His " knees

unto the Father from whom all fatherhood in

heaven and earth is named." But this doctrine

of the Divine Fatherhood alone would not

give us the doctrine of the Trinity ; but the

foundation for that is laid by the revelation of

the Son.

Co-ordinately throughout His ministry as He
reveals God as the Father He Himself is mani-

fested as the Son of God. At His baptism there

is a supernatural attestation of His Sonship, and

in His temptation His own consciousness of

Sonship is twice made the ground of the temp-
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las He
mani-

there

lip, and

less of

temp-

tation. It is clear from the outset that this

consciousness of Sonship w.is not the common
human and religious confidence of a child of

God, but something far exceeding this. " All

things have been delivered unto Me of My
Father ; and no man knowcth the Son save the

Father ; neither doth any know the Father save

the Son, and he to whom the Son willeth to

reveal Him." Hence a little further on "they

that were in the boat worshipped Him saying

of a Truth thou art the Son of God "
; and Peter

to confess Him can find no better words than
" Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living

God." The transfiguration mount again attests

His Sonship in the presence of Peter, James
and John. Last of all even His enemies charge

Him with blasphemy as the " Son of God."

This progressive manifestation we have taken

from a single gospel, not John but Matthew. Its

facts can scarcely be questioned, and they re-

present elicited testimonies drawn from religious

faith by the events. If it is said that this title

represents only a human relation not a Divine,

we shall see that its use does not so indicate.

The title Son of God is indeed in this same

gospel applied to men, and by the Lord Him-
self; Matthew v. 9, 45 ; but on the ground of

moral likeness. But its application to Christ is

founded on Divine attributes ; holiness, iii. 1 7 ;

Divine power, iv. 3 ; Divine knowledge, xi. 27 ;

His teaching and works, xvi. 16. If, indeed, at

times the title seems synonymous with Messiah-
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In the Acts of the Apostles we have the record

of the earlier preaching, first of Peter and then of

Paul, and of the life first of the churches in Judea

and then of the Gentile churches. This will lay

the foundation for the examination of the Epistles,

first of Peter, James, and Jude, and then of St

Paul. Hebrews, and the Book of Revelation follow

in order of development, and lastly the Epis^-.le

and Gospel of St John.

The sexmoiL^of St Peter on Pentecost after

declaring the true nature of the phenomena then

manifest before his hearers as an outpouring of

the ancient prophetic spirit, turns at once to

the supernatural liie and resurrection of Jesus of

Nazareth. These, followed by the gift of the

Spirit, are the full demonstration that Jesus is

both Lord and Christ, i.e. endowed with supreme

authority from God, and appointed the anointed

head of His chosen people, j^e thus by direct^

_appeal to a fevv well-known facts, the latest.. of

which__waa_actually then before their eyes, sets

ChrisFbefoLe them^ as the supreme object of their^

4:£ligiflLUS- -faifci*. This appeal brought immediate

conviction to three thousand souls, to whom Peter

at once proceeds to set Jesus forth more definitely

as bestowing upon them remission of sins and

the gift of the Holy Ghost. In a little time the

three thousand were baptized and rejoiced in the

experience of this new inward relation to God
through faith in Jesus Christ.

In his next discourse the demonstration of the

supernatural character of Christ is founded on a

Y
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s, whom
did God

exalt with His right hand to be a Prince and a

Saviour for to give repentance unto Israel and

remission of sins. And we are witnesses of these

things ; and so is the Holy Ghost, whom God
hath given to them that obey Him."

Such is the very earliest form of this Christian

faith. It is a religious faith in Jesus Christ as

Lord and Christ, Prince and Saviour, the Servant

of God promised of old, granting forgiveness of

sins, the gift of God's Spirit, and the life of a

future age beyond the resurrection. We need

only ask. Could this by the faith of a Hebrew
be ascribed to any less than God ? " Who cap

\_forgive sins but God_p_nly?" expresses a funda;

iJTien^al jjrinciple- of the Jewish theolo^ which.

Christ H[rnself never disputed.- The other works

ascribed by this faith to Christ are no less Divine.

We freely admit that the metaphysical definition

of the deity of Christ had not yet been made.

We only claim that the religious faith here clearly

manifest involved it, and was rapidly leading

through the teaching of the Holy Spirit to its

conscious conception.

We have now arrived at a point in the history

where there is a definite step in this development.

Stephen's discourse, interrupted in the midst, did

not permit any statement of his idea of the Christ;

but his dying words are remarkable. With a vision

of the Son of Man standing on the right hand of

God before his eyes when falling under the murder-

ous stones, he cries, loud and distinct, " Lord Jesus,

receive my spirit." * Lord, lay not this sin to

\
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their charge." Both are the deepest and most

direct turning of the religious heart toward its

God.

The new faith was now becoming a recognised

and distinct institution in the world. Its method

of work was being organised even outwardly, and

the duties of its officers defined. Its moral and re-

ligious power in the hearts of men was spoken of as

the Kingd^uiLof Gq( 1, of which Christ was King. Its

body of followers were known as the Church, and

over this the Apostles were exercising authority
;

persecution now arose, not merely against individual

preachers but against the whole Church whose ad-

herents were being sought out. Its missionaries,

going forth from Jerusalem, were extending the

Gospel throughout Judea to Samaria, and as far

as Damascus and Antioch in the North. It

is natural that we should now expect more com-

plete definition of the new religious faith. This

comes with the conversion and preaching of Saul

of Tarsus.

He was Christ's chosen vessel to bear His name
before the Gentiles. Educated in one of the three

most important centres of Greek learning, and also

at the feet of Gamaliel in Jerusalem, he was pre-

eminently fitted to carry the faith of the Hebrews

to the Gentile world. And now that he had

grasped God's new revelation of this faith, and

had become conscious of his special commission

to the Gentiles, it was perfectly natural that he

should present the Divine dignity and glory of

Jesus as the object of religious faith, not merely as
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Ii-uiy^the Messiah, nor even as Lord over the Kingdom
of God, but as " the Son of God ." This was a

term which could be understood by the Gentile

mind, as the other terms could not. The Messiah

and the Kingdom of God were Jewish conceptions,

dating back to the prophetic age. The term "Son
of God," on the other hand, was a stumbling-block

to the Jews, but easily apprehended by the Gentiles

as placing Jesus before them as the object of faith

and worship, without as yet requiring a meta-

physical definition of His nature. At the same
time it contained in itself, more fully than the

terms " Messiah " or " Lord," the germ of the full

idea of Christ which was shortly to become the

defined faith of the Church. It was already the

term which found its way to the lips of the Roman
centurion as he stood beside the Cross. And, not-

withstanding the Jewish prejudice against it as

blasphemy, the way for it had been abundantly pre-

pared by Christ in His intercourse with the twelve,

as we have already seen. While a stumbling-block

to the unbelieving Jew, it could not be offensive to

the disciples of Christ. Erom the beginning this/3'^

vvas the theme of Paul's preaching. "_Sjtxaightway
'^^

iXLthe synagogues he proclaimed Jesus thatlle-is

the Son of God."—Acts ix. 20. The force of this

new term is quite evident from three different

points of view. To the disciples of Christ it was

associated with those evidences of Divine JDOwer

and attribute which accompanied its application

to Jesus during His lifetime. It could scarcely

mean less to them now than it did then. The

r4
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Jews evidently interpreted it as conveying the idea

of Divine nature and prerogative, otherwise they

could not have called its use blasphemy. To the

Gentiles, as used in their language and literature,

it could only convey the same idea. Here, then,

we have the step from the most exalted conception

of the office and work of Christ as Divine, to the

conception of His nature as Divine. Still, even

here, the conception is not so much metaphysical

as religious. He is the Son of God, not to specu -

lative theory but to religious faith,

Our first synopsis of a Gospel sermon from

Paul is found in Acts xiii. Like Peter, he, after

setting forth Christ in His historical relations,

sufferings and death, appeals to the resurrection

as the fact which gave Divine attestation to Him
as the object of religious faith. This religious

faith looks to Him as the Saviour through whom
is offered remission of sins. But it does so, not

only as Messiah and Lord but as " the Son of

God."—Acts xiii. 30-37. This is the one in-

stance of an extended sermon by St Paul given

in Acts : but in chap. xx. 2 1 , he has given us a

synoptic statement of his entire preaching, which

implies that it was always substantially the same,
" Repentapre tnwa rH Hod, and iajth__t9.ward our_

Lnrd Jpsns Christ
;

" and a little further on (verse

28), when he speaks of "the Church of God, which

He purchased with His own blood," if this be the

true reading, the doctrine assumes the form not

only of implicit religious faith, but even of con-

scious definition. At this point such a definition
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would not be at all surprising from one of Paul's
mtellectual training and habits of logical thought.
It will also be noticed by one who has followed
carefully the language of Paul at this period, that
another term is most frequently applied to Ilim
with peculiar emphasis of meaning. This is the
term "LiioL" It is sometimes "

the Lord "; again,
" the Lord,Jesus," and again, "the Lord Jn^.,^'

CIl 'ai." In his entire use of this term it is the ex-
prf sion of the highest religious faith and worship.
The Gospel which he preaches is " the right ways
of the Lord," and "the teaching of the Lord," and
" the Word of the Lord." The miraculous power
of Divine judgment is " the hand of the Lord."
The authority by which he preaches is the com-
mand of the Lord, set forth in words of Old
Testament prophecy. In prayer and fasting he
commends the Church to the Lord on whom they
had believed

; and is himself commended by the
brethren to the grace of the Lord. He directs the
Philippian jailer to " believe on the Lord Jesus,"
and he is said to have believed "in God," while of
Crispus it is said he " believed in the Lord." But
it is quite unnecessary to carry this further. This
titlejs. a.ssnrintpd ift-j^anl's ugg wkh-U;eJughest
acts_ofj;eliglousJkiJ±-.aiid^^ ara-
Xgilder£d-la_God Hinisdi. In one respect Paul's
use passes beyond that of Peter in the earlier
chapters

;
Peter speaks of Jesus as made or con-

stituted "Lord and Christ" (Acts ii. ^6), showing
that he has before his mind His office in the King-
dom of God. Paul does not use the term thus.
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the Divine. The Kingdom which is so often
spoken of as the Kingdom of God is here " the
Eternal Kingdom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ." "Grace and knowledge" as well as
" glory " belong to " our Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ." To St Jude He is our only Master
and Lord, Jesus Christ, and his final doxology
IS presented to " the only God our Saviour through
Jesus Christ our Lord." It is surely not too
much to say that the faith of these Apostles
of the Jewish Church thus expressed in this title
a full Divine reverence and worship paid to Jesus
Christ. But in addition to this there are many
other remarkable expressions of such supreme
religious regard. The use of the title Lord now
quite corresponds with that of St Paul. Fre-
quently it is used in such connection that we
must apply it to Christ as in the expression
"the coming of the Lord." Again it is used
of acts and attributes which can be applied to
God alone. And yet we can find no attempt
to distinguish the application to God from that
to Jesus Christ. The least that we can infer
from this is that in their religious faith and
worshipping thoughts, the two were not severed.
One peculiar use by St James leads to another

evidence of the religious attitude of his mind
toward the Lord Jesus. The sick is to be
anointed in the name of the Lord, and "the
prayer of faith shall save the sick. The Lord
shall raise him up, and if he have committed
sins it shall be forgiven him," Jas. v. 15.
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the Mcssiahship a consequence. An example of

this Pauline preachin^^ ^ve have already studied

in Acts xiii. 32-39, when the Sonship, tiie Re-

surrection, and the remission of sins arc the

prominent topics. ^
Turning now to the Epistles of St Paul

,
we C^/

*

begin with the earliest, those addressed to the j/^'^'^^^

Xhg-'^salonians about thc_year 52. Here, exactly 'it,.

as in the Acts, Jesus is " tlm T r^rd Jpsim Christ," -
^^"^

in juxtaposition and co-ordination of relation to

the Church with God the Father. Why add the

term Father here if he had no conscious idea

of God the Son. The two seem to be not only

united but also distinguished, but in the same
act of religious acknowledgment. A Hebrew of

the Hebrews could not place a merely human
Messiah in this place of Divine dignity by the

side of the Father. The Church is not only
" in God the Father and in the Lord Jesus

Christ," but their " work of faith, and labour of

love, and patience of hope are in our Lord Jesus

Christ, before our God and Father," and they

turned from idols, " to serve a living and true

God and to wait for His Son from heaven,"

" even Jesus which delivereth us from the wrath

to come." So throughout the Epistle Christ is

"the Lord," chap. ii. 15, 19; iii. 11, 12, 13 ; iv.

I ; V. 9, 27, 28 ; and as Lord exercising Divine

attributes and authority, avenging sin, iv. 6, com-

ing to judgment, iv. 15, whose word Paul speaks,

V. 15, and with whom we shall be forever, v. 17,

whose grace is with the Church, v. 28. So in
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the second Epistle, He is with the Father, the

source of grace and peace, judgment is His, i.

7-9 ; he is joined with the Father in C()mff)rting

the Church, 16, 17 ;
commands are given in

His name, iii. 6, 12; and the benediction is

from " our Lord Jesus Christ," iii. 16-18.

Here, then, is not it is true a dogmatic attitude

or a formulated statement, but an attitude of

feeling and religious faith, which of itself begets

a manner of thinking and speaking very much
akin to that of Peter, James and Jude, but

perhaps more full, which places our Lord Jesus

Christ, not merely in Messianic dignity and office,

but as the object with God the Father of religious

rf- i^ 4 worship and faith such as is due to God alone.
hiitiM*-' -U

-jY^Q next group of Epistles, Corinthians, Gala-

*<; m!#*/''-«.*^<p; tians, and Romans, were written near together

^(^tgiu^ "t' and represent the same period of development,

about A.D. 37, 58. Between this and the date

of the Epistles to the Thessalonians, Paul had

come largely into conflict with the Judaizing

party, representing the earliest dogmatic con-

troversy in the Church. In all ages controversy

has been a most powerful agency in promoting

the conscious definition of religious truth. Prior

to the rise of controversy its expression is

emotional rather than logical. But when specula-

tion enters the Church and opinions are broached

which jar on the religious feeling, then the Church

begins to question her own religious heart, and

out of its depths to define more clearly that which

she believes. It is this which even in the New

j^n-^AJ'-*^-^ I

iH
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Testament itself constitutes Paul and John theo-

logians as well as preachers. Qnc of the issues

now called in question. _wiis. the Divin ity of

our Lord Jesus Christ The Judaizing party

acknowledged His Messiahship, but denied Mis

deity, and treated Mim as mere man. In the

second group of Epistles now before us, we find

all the forms expressing religious faith in Christ,

and uniting IHm with God the Father as the

object of that faith not only continued but more

prominent and numerous than ever before. They
occur in these Epistles about one hundred and

forty times, and in every variety of application,

and with the very strongest collocation of Divine

prerogatives : Christ is the Lord from heaven
;

the Lord of the Judgment day ; the Lord by

whose will all things are permitted.

But in addition to this we have now appearing

^

more distinct dogmatic statements, in which the

religious voice of faith in the Divine Lord passes

over into the categorical assertion oLa great truth

or fact, the deity ,of Jeiius Christ. This occurs in

these Epistles three times, Rom. i. 4 ; ix. 5 ; and

i I Cor. XV. 47. '

These three passages, like all formed statements

_of_doctrine,_^row out of the controversy. The
tendency of Paul's opponents was to reduce

Christ s office, work and dignity, to the level of

the Hebrew line of prophets. Granting that he

was the Messiah, he was still but an inspired and

chosen man. He might perfect but could not

supersede the work of Moses and the prophets.

h
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To Paul, on the other hand, Moses and the

Prophets were but the forerunners of Christ, and

with Him their work ended. Its inmost heart of

truth, its spirit, indeed continued, but its outward

form, its letter was done away, and to continue

it longer would be deadly. Nor was there any

need. Christ is _all-sufficien_t, Paul was quite

satisfied to count all his Jewish advantages and

prerogatives, " loss for the excellency of the

knowledge of Christ Jesus my Lord." In Christ

he found the full satisfaction of his religious faith.

And Christ ys thus sufficient, not because He is

a prophet,/6r even one of the ancient prophets

returned, or even more the Messiah himself, but

as thp Son of God. Through this Divine Son

we, who before were only servants, receive the

" adoption of sons." Circumcision was the sign

of the old bondage, we have entered into a new
dispensation of the liberty of the Sons of God.
" With freedom Christ has made us free." Hence
it this higher office, prerogative, and nature

of L^nrist which it is important to assert. His

relation to David was a part of the Jewish faith

in his Messiahship, all right in itself, and most

important when Christianity was beginning its

mission among the Jews. But a perfect Christian

faith grasps a far higher and more comprehensive

relationship. It is upon this broad foundation

that Paul places his Apostolic commission in

Rom i. 1-7. he is separated unto a gospel not

concerning the Messiah only, but concerning

God's " Son," " who was born of the seed of

.. ;i

!

Wr
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David according to the flesh" (the Messiah-

I
t. lu cne spirit of holiness, bv the

I resuncctioii of the dead." He stIvA . ,

a.>cl cordial recognition to th Je.Sh h ^a ^Mess,anic side of Christ's work, but he br
^'^

i.rm>Ia,ly, when ,n chap, ix., he approaches the<mcut problem of the seeming ri^iction o teanc ent people in the formation of the new andworld-wide Kingdom of God, he again w^h 'thedeepest sympathy recognises the relation of heHebrew people to Christ and Christianity •

butHe cannot stop there, for He is not onl^ the

lorever. In both these passages Paul has not
ost one whit of his religious fervour

; h s fa th iSt
1 filled w.th the deepest r.ligious sentiment

but t has assumed more_com_£lete intellectuad-^Su^^. And this iSiitoual d^nition how

J up before his distinct consciousness the De tyof h,s Lord, at once lifts his faith to a wider outlook and fills his heart with a deeper revetrnce
Ihe third pas.,age presents to us another de-velopment of the doctrine. , Cor. .xv. 4, « tL

first man is of the earth, earthy; the second mans of heaven. As is the earthy, such are the>-"sohat are earthy
: and as is the heavenly such arehey also that are heavenly. And as we

' "tn ethe image of the earthy, we shall also bear hemage of the heavenly." It will be noticed that

I
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1,1

lirl

A'

the Revisers omit "the Lord," although it is found

in the Sinaitic Ms, and in corrected A. But

whether with or without the title " Lord," the

origin of the first Adam is here pointed out

as of the earth, human and mortal, and his char-

acter corresponds. The second is from heaven,

for the preposition denotes origin, and character,

" heavenly," follows.

_,

Christ is thus to Paul clearly not a natural

man, _but a supernatural bein^. His words are

an echo of the language of the Lord Himself, re-

corded by John, " I came down from heaven."

That this point settled the definition of the nature

of this supernatural being is easil)' made clear from

St Paul's whole manner of speaking of Him, He
cannot be less than Divine. The image to which

Paul aspires is the image of God,

The last group of Epistles of Paul belongs to

the days of imprisonment. They were written

probably from Rome AJ)^_6L..tD._.64^ under cir-

cumstances which called out the Apostle's deepest

. . ~- Afeelings, and gave him a vision of all the mysteries
"**' 1?^^^ 'of religious faith. In the solitude of the dungeon

the Spirit opened up to him the infinite mercies

. and the eternal purposes and the results, surpassing

\ zW powers of thought, which God is working out

through all the ages, by Jesus Christ our Lord.

vjjierej_yiejij,_we_may expect to find. Paul's high-

est conception of the nature of the Lord Jesus

CBrist N^or are we disappointed. In the very

first of these Epistles, that to the Philippians,

written about A.D. 6i, we meet the following

t(
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passage:—"Christ Jesus: who being in the form

of God, counted it not a prize to be on an equality

with God, but emptied Himself, taking the form

of a servant, being made in the likeness of men
;

and being formed in fashion as a man, He humbled

Himself, becoming obedient, even unto death, yea,

the death of the Cross. Wherefore also God hath

highly exalted Him, and given Him the name
which is above every name ; that in the name
of Jesus every knee should bow, of things in

heaven and things on earth, and things under the

earth, and that every tongue should confess that

Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the

Father." If we had not been already prepared

by tracing the gradual development of Paul's

conception of Jesus Christ, we might well be

staggered at the fully-expanded dogma which is

contained in this passage. Even as it is, we see

a great step here beyond the strongest statement

yet considered. First of all it clearly predicates the

pre-existence of Jesus Chri st, and that jn the form

of God , and with a dignity which was on an equality

with God. This dignity He resigns, and the steps

of His voluntary humiliation are one by one re-

counted down to the Cross. Then He is exalted

to a new dignity, a dignity which surpasses that

of every name in the universe of God ; and in

this new dignity He is to be honoured, served

and worshipped by every creature, to the glory of

God the Father. Again, the title Father compels

us to .think of the Son, and the doctrine seems

almost completely developed in the thoughts of

z
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Paul. Note again how this logical unfolding of

thought still holds fast to the depths of religious

spirit.

Turning to the Epistle to the Ephesians, we
meet with a peculiar presentation of the Father-

hood and the Sonship, now so distinctly held in

relationship in the mind of Paul. The Father is

the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ.

The pre-eminence of the Father is thus clearly

asserted (chap. i. 3), and is carried through the

chapters following into the whole range of media-

torial work.

But this Father is "the P'ather from whom every

fatherhood in heaven and on earth is named."

Paul has thus quite clearly in mind the idea of

a heavenly Fatherhood ; as he had told us years

ago that the second man is from heaven, and that

we are to bear the image of this second Man from

heaven as we have borne the image of the earthy.

A little further back (chap. i. 5), he had told us

that this P^ather of our Lord Jesus Christ had

chosen us " in Christ, before the foundation of

the world," and " foreordained us unto adoption

as Sons, through Jesus Christ, unto Himself," and

that He purposed in Him to sum up all things in

Christ, the things in the heavens and the things

upon the earth," placing Him "at His right hand

among the heavenly places, far above all rule,

and authority, and power, and dominion, and

every name that is named, not only in this world,

but also in that which is to come." It may be

said that this is Oi v an expansion of the Mes-

ii!
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sianic glory
; but it is an expansion which runs

along the same line of thought which we have

found in the Epistle to the Philippians, and there,

as here, was carried into a prc-exi'^ t^'''t <?tf?rnity

_as well as iatO-lhe future, and which there was

expressly founded on a pre-cxistencc in the like-

ness of God.

This remarkable presentation of Christ is still

more expansively defined in the closely related

Epistle to the Colossians, the third of this group.

It begins by setting before us " ili£.^<2/Zu:r," who
hath translated us into the kingdom of " ///<.' Sofi,

of Hi^Jj]ilj(il (Col. i. I 3),
" who is the image of the

invisible God, the first-born of all creation, for in

Him were all things created in the heavens and

upon the earth, things visible and invisible,

whether thrones or dominions or principalities or

powers ; all things have been created through

Him and unto Him ; and He is before all things,

and in Him all things consist" (Col. i. 15-17);
" And He is the head of the body the church

;

who is the beginning, the first-born from the

dead ; that in all things He might have the pre-

eminence. For it was the good pleasure of the

Father that in Him should all the fulness dwell
;

and through Him to reconcile all things unto

Himself, having made peace through the blood of

His cross ; through Him, I sa)', whether things

upon the earth, or things in the heavens." To
this certainly belongs the sentence in chap. ii. 9,
'* In Him dwelleth all the fulness of the God-

head bodily."

f/'<;^:
"^^^^^
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plation, but of severe suffering, desertion of

friends, preparation for trial before the imperial

tribunal, waiting for sentence, expecting death,

yet carrying the burden of the churches, and all

this in the feebleness of broken strength and old

age. We therefore miss the extended paragraphs

that reach out into eternity, and cast a glance of

triumphant faith over all the works and ways of

God. But we do not miss the thoughts them-

selves, or the familiar forms of expression.

" Christ Jesus came into the world to save

sinners." Here is the idea of pre-existence.

" There is one God, one Mediator, also, between

God and men, Himself man, Christ Jesus, who
gave Himself a ransom for all." Here is, at

least, a suggestion of One who is not only man,

but more than man, of whom we need to be

reminded that He is also man.

The remarkable expression in chap. iii. i6 is

scarcely less significant, whether we read (,; or

Oio;.
'' He who was manifested in the flesh,"

implies a mysterious pre-existence, impenetrable

to man as is the existence of God Himself, and

places our Lord in the thoughts of the writer

entirely above the nature of mere humanity.

The same is involved in the solemn invocation

of Christ Jesus wath God and the elect angels,

before whom He is placed in chap. v. 2 i , and of

God and Christ Jesus alone in chap. vi. 13, even

if we interpret ver. 15, with its divine titles, to

God the Father and not to Christ, as the revisers

seem inclined to do. All the expressions show that

'U:
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in this epistle we are in close touch with the same

lofty conception of Christ's nature and preroga-

tives. In the second epistle (chap. i. 9, 10) there

is still more distinct reference to the line of

thought unfolded in Ephesians and Colossians,

where our Lord is placed above all created beings.

And finally, in Titus ii. 10-14 and iii. 4, we
have Paul's final expression, " The glory of our

Great God and Saviour Jesus Christ," as well as

the more simple and direct, but not less expres-

sive, term, God our Saviour. The whole line of

development, and mode of thought and expres-

sion, which we have traced through the writings

of St Paul, seems amply to justify the application

of these last terms to the Lord Jesus Christ in

their full significance.

We are now prepared to summarise in chrono-"^

logical order the doctrine of Paul on this point of

*^J'U>AAAA'V-'^j* the Deity of Christ. Beginning with Jesus as the

Son of God, and so the Messiah, he from the begin-

ning of his ministry sets Him forth as the object

of faith, hope, love and worship with the Father.

Further on, in opposition to the Judaizing con-

ception of Christ as a mere man, he distinguishes

the term Son of David from Son of God, apply-

ing the first to Christ in His human, and the

second in His divine nature, placing Him *' over

. all God blessed for ever," and contrasting Him
/ with the first Adam, as " from heaven " ; and

uniting Him with the Father and the Holy
/ Spirit in benediction. He next advances to

I speak of Him as pre-existent, in the form of,

1

>
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\^j}F /GocC on an equality with God, the image ofx
/ the invisible God, the fulness of God, and the

]

/ instrument of all creative work, and the One in
whom all things consist. Finall)-, he speaks of

j
Him as God our Saviour, and the great God

•

I

and our Saviour Jesus Christ, and the One who
;

was manifest in the flesh received up into glory,

j

In this progressive exhibition of his religious

i feelings and thoughts we see how fully and
j

continuously to the mind of Paul the Father
I

from whom all Fatherhood in heaven and earth
/

is named and the Son through whom all Son-
,' ship is bestowed are correlated and familiar ideas,
i together carried back into a past eternity. J

I

hi
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pUcit presentation of the Divine ^Mory of the

Son, chap. i. i to ii. 3. This is followed by an

arf^ument, or rather series of arijuments extend-

ing to chap. X. I 8, setting; forth the superior dignity

of the head of the New Dispensation, and con-

taining repeated allusions and sayings implying

Divine honour and attributes. An exhortation

completes the epistle, based on the same ground

of the nature and exalted dignity of Christ.

tuj-^. In the introduction Christ is Gpdjs _Son._ dis-

tinguished above all the prophets, heir of all

things, instrument of all creation and Providence,

the effulgence of the Divine glory, and the very

image of His substance ; as God's Son above the

angels and the object of their worship, the One of

whom it is said :

" Thy Throne, O God, is for ever and ever,

And the sceptre of uprightness is the sceptre of Thy
Kingdom."

And again ;

" Thou Lord in the beginning hast laid the foundations of the

earth,

And the heavens are the works of Thy hands
;

They shall perish, but Thou continuest
;

And they all shall wax old as doth a garment
;

And as a mantle shalt Thou roll them up,

As a garment, and they shall l)e changed
;

But Thou art the same, and Thy years shall not fail."

And yet again :

" Sit thou on My right hand,

Till I make thine enemies the footstool of thy feet."

Hence the greatness of this salvation which
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il

began to be spoken by this Divine Lord.

Several points are notable here :

—

1. This is the language of the second genera-

tion of Christians, of those who received the

Christian faith from the apostles and first dis-

ciples. It thus represents the impression which

they had received of the nature and dignity of

Christ.

2. It embodies all the highest thoughts we
have seen embraced in the earliest Christian

faith, but gradually shaped into clear definition

in the mind of St Paul in the course of his

life, labour and conflict.

3. It expresses these not in the guarded and

indirect forms natural to one to whom they are

coming as a dawning light, but in the direct

phrases used by those to whom they have become

familiar as established and acknowledged truth,

'hev are not now ^^n m"^h thfr cxp''^'"^''"''' of

de£pL_j:eligiQlis_ emotion as.._the. foundation of

earnest logical argument. They are followed at

once by a " therefore." In the argument which

begins chap. ii. 25, Christ is .§£.t fQrth-as-&i\penQr

to angels^ ii. S-18 ; not only because of His uni-

versal dominion, but because all things exist for

Him and through Him ; the stooping a little

lower for the suffering of death was but a need-

ful and gracious step in the progress of His great

work, which extends to all things and through all

ages. He next appears as superior_tQ_Mi2sea_aiid

Jjoshu^ He built the house of Cod, and as the

builder He is God, and He is the Son in His own

M ..I.tJ
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house ; they are but the servants who were faith-

ful in the house. Thus we have "a great High
Priest who hath passed through the heavens, Jesus,

the Son of God."

This leads to His superiority to the Aaronic

priesthood. Their priesthood is transitory. His

eternal ; they are appointed in an earthly temple,

He in the heavenly ; they by a law on earth,

He by the oath of God ; they as infirm men, He
as the Son perfected for evermore ; they are the

mediators of a transient covenant. He of a better

covenant with better promises ; their sacrifices

were mere types, worthless in themselves and

unable to give perfect cleansing to the con-

science. He through the Eternal Spirit offered

Himself without blemish unto God, and by this

one offering hath perfected forever them that are

sanctified. Such a presentation of this Divine

Person who is thus the very foundation of the

Christian faith, is once more the ground of an

emphatic " therefore." To reject Him is to "tread

under foot the Son of God " and to " do despite

unto the Spirit of Grace." The faith in Him is

the faith of all the good and ofall the ages. This

Jaith we are to follow, for " Jesu s^ Christ is the

same to-day, yesterday and for eyerjl It is not

surprising that ITie epistle should end by ascrib-

ing to this Jesus Christ with the Father, the

glory for ever and ever.

The book entitled in our English Bibles, the

Revelation of St John the Divine, is believed

to have been written by the apostle who, with
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Peter and James, founded the Hebrew Church

at Jerusalem. It might thus be expected to

continue the more purely religious expressions

which characterize the epistles of Peter, James,

and Jude. Jl„was

—

written—to

—

the ^ Gentile

Churches in Asia Minor during one of the great

persecutions, either that in_which Peter and PauJL

suffered or that which closed the first_ceiitury.

~Tt represents therefore a new phase of testimony,

and may very well be placed beside the epistle to

the Hebrews as, if not synchronous in date, at

least arising under somewhat related circum-

stances. Owing to those circumstances^ the

writer adopts a purely symbolic mode of ex-

pression, and hgncSLJio directly dQgiiialkL_state-

rnent isto be found in the book— We can only

collect its view of the person and dignity of

Christ by observing the method in which the

writer speaks of Him and represents Him as

speaking and acting.

The book opens with a benediction and a

doxology—two acts of religious worship. The
first pronouncing grace and peace to the churches
" from Him which is, and which was, and which

is to come ; and from the seven Spirits which

are before His throne ; and from Jesus Christ,

who is the faithful witness, the first-born of the

dead, and the ruler of the kings of the earth,"

—

thus a«;sp^;iating riirist \y']t\^ tlip pfornal Cjq^I jn a

pre-eminently divine act. The second, the doxo-

logy and act of worship rendered only to God,

is paid to Christ alone.
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Next follows a vision of Christ, in which, in

chap. i. 18, djvine attributes and prerogatives are

clearly ascribed to Him ; He is the first, the last,

the living one, and holds the keys of death and of

Hades. The Saviour who appears in this vision

then sends His messages to the seven churches,

and each of these messages implies the exercise

of the attributes, the authority or the prerogatives

of God. He holds the seven stars in His right

hand
;

judges the churches' works, and ordains

their punishment, or will confer their rewards
;

restrains Satan ; keeps his saints from the hour

of trial. He thus stands as the beginniiig of the

creation of God, and the one who at last vdli

complete his ludgment .

Following this introduction, we have a series

of symbolic visions : the seals and trumpets, the

phials, the thousand years, the city, which have

been variously interpreted, but which all agree to

represent the unfolding of Divine providence
;

the conflict and progress of Christ's kingdom, and

the final judgment and consummation in glory.

We are concerned only with the place occupied

by Christ, and the religious faith of the Church,

as indicated by the position^ssigned Winy \n this

symbolic representation of the present and future

history of Qgd 's kingdom . The general tenor-of

Ibe._book on this poin t,mav-be-summed-up m_a
single scriptural expres^joa, " In al l thiiTgs He^

has the pre-gmjnence ." At the very outseTHe is

the Lion of the tribe of Judah, the Root of David,

the Lamb slain, who alone in heaven, or on the
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earth, or under the earth, is " worthy to open the

book or to loose the seals thereof." Before Him
the highest creatures and the elder saints fall

down and worship. And in that worship angels,

living creatures and elders, ten thousand times

ten thousand, and thousands of thousands, yea,

" every created thing which is in heaven, and on

the earth, and under the earth, and on the sea,

and all things that are in them " unite in saying,

" Unto Him that sitteth on the throne and unto

the Lamb be the blessing, and the honour, and

the glory, and the dominion, for ever and ever."

And the four living creatures said, " Amen." And
the elders fell down and worshipped. So a little

further on, the " great multitude, which no man
could number, out of every nation, and of all

tribes and peoples, and tongues, standing before

the throne and before the Lamb, arrayed in white

robes and palms in their hands," " cry with a

great voice, saying, " Salvation unto our God,

which sitteth on the throne, and unto the Lamb."

As the programme advances, the great voices of

heaven proclaim, " The kingdom of this world is

become the kingdom of our Lord and of His

Christ, and He shall reign for ever and ever." A
little later we hear it again, " Now is come the

salvation and the power and the kingdom of our

God, and the authority of His Christ." Again,

the Lamb stands on Mount Zion, nd with Him
a hundred and forty and four thousand, " having

His name and the name of His Fathcx written on

their foreheads." As the final conflict advances,

V
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it is said, *' The Lamb shall overcome them, for

He is Lord of Lords and King of Kings." And
again, " His name is called the Word of God "

;

and He hath on His garment and on His thigh

a name written, King of Kings, and Lord of

Lords.

As the incoming of the New Jerusalem ap-

proaches, it is said of the saints who have part in

the first resurrection, " They shall be priests of

God and of Christ." The city itself hath no

temple, " for the Lord God Almighty and the

Lamb, are the temple thereof," and " the glory

of God did lighten it, and the lamp thereof is the

Lamb." And at last, " The throne of God and of

the Lamb is in the midst of the street thereof."

Such is the final position of the Lord Jesus, on

the throne of the universe, with Jehovah God
in the midst of the glorified saints receiving

their service for ever. And yet the angel

which shows these things, true to the sacred

reverence of the Jewish religion, refuses all wor-

ship, saying, " Worship God." This, then, is no

semi-heathen. semi-Bolytheistic adoration of a

great man. _or. of an angelic: being, but deep

religious recognition- that Christ was God " mani:

fest in the flesh,"

But the final consummation and unity of the

faith of the Church appears in the two treatises

which are probably the latest of the New Testa-

ment canon, St John's Gospel and first Epistle.

If the same John was also the author of the

Book of Revelation it forms a most harmonious
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11

and fitting accompaniment either as the exhibition

of the religious spirit out of which the more

dogmatic teaching emanated, or as the religious

feeling which such teaching was well fitted to

create.

The object of St John in writing the epistle was

a religious one, viz., that his readers might with

himself enjoy fellowship, i.e. communion of life,

with the Father and with his Son Jesus Christ.

This object is to be attained by setting before

them " The Word of Life, which was from the

beginning, which was with the Father and was

manifested unto us." VVe have already found

in the Book of Revelation, used unmistakeably

as a name ^f rhrifit^ the expression " The Word
of God." /Here for the same purpose is used
"
Jia^ \V>5rd "f T.if(^." In the gospel we shall

find it without adjunct " The Word," where this

Word is also declared to be " in the beginning,"

to be " with God," and to be " made flesh and

dwell among us." This Word is the Son of

God. In this Son we are to abide as " in the

Father." " Whosoever denieth the Son hath not

the Father ; but he that confesseth the Son hath

the Father also." This Son is the only begotten

whom God " sent into the world " to be " the

propitiation for our sins." To abide in God
we must confess that " Jesus Christ is come in

the flesh," that " Jesus is the Son of God " and

that " Jesus is the Christ." And finally " we
know that the Son of God is come, and hath

given us an understanding, that we know Him

TMA
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that is true, and we are in Him that is true,

even in His Son Jesus Christ. This is the true

God and eternal life. Little children, guard your-

selves from idols." Nothing could be more direct

and practical than this closing statement. In

the midst of the heathen world, called upon to

lay down their lives or else to sacrifice to idols,

or at best continually solicited to idol-worship,

nothing was more important to those Christians

than to know and hold fast to and abide in

the true God. Now he declares the Son of

this true God has come and brought to us the

knowledge of this true God, or rather the power

of understanding to know Him, and we are in

Him even in His Son Jesus Christ. This is -,

the true God and eternal life. As we finally^crU-*^'-^

turn to the gospel, we note in advance that i^^jiiX^
the writer advises us that h^ has written these

things "lhaJ;-,ye._may believe _that Tesus is the

Christ, the Son of God ; and that believing ye

rnay: have, life in His name-" (John xx. 31). The
object of the gospel and the epistle is thus one,

" he that hath the Son hath the life." For this

purpose St John first of all presents us with

a thesis or dogmatic statement of his subject.

(John i. I- 1 8). This he follows by a marshalling

of proofs or illustrations which he presents in

narrative form, inasmuch as they are historic

facts with here and there a word of comment.

Instead of following this narrative and generally

chronological order, beginning with the Baptist

and ending with the events following the resur-

2 A
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^ rection, we may to avoid repetition adopt the

following classification :

—

^ I. Various works of our Lord which evince

his deity.

\ 2. Our Lord's own words or discourses.

*^i 3. The Testimony of John the Baptist and

Others.

/ 4. St John's thesis and comments in the course

/of the narrative which directly state the faith

\which he is demonstrating to the Church.

The argumentative character of this gospel has

given rise to the objection that the narrative has

been idealized for a dogmatic purpose. If by

this is meant that the writer has drawn his

conclusions from his facts and has so presented

his facts that his readers may easily see in

them the ground of his conclusions, there is

no objection to the statement. The facts are

doubtless generally interpreted as they are stated

or rather are stated as they appeared to the mind

of the writer in the light of the interpreting spirit.

And we are quite justified in attaching great

weight not only to the bald facts but also to the

interpretation of those facts by the inspired writer.

Even in the record of discourses or in the content

of written documents no writer of that period

regarded ipsissima verba as essential to historical

accuracy. They reported the sense generally

greatly condensed, and words where they were of

such a striking character as to fix themselves in

the mind. If on the other hand it is meant that

there is either a conscious or unconscious falsifica-
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tion of facts by addition, diminution, or distor-

tion, this wc cannot for a moment admit. We
believe the facts were recalled to the mind of

the aj^ed Apostle under the influence of the

Holy Spirit, as unfolding to his faith the divine

character of his Master. First of all, his own
soul has been filled with the fully assured faith

that Jesus is the Son of God ; and under the

stimulus of this inspired faith there rush back

into his mind all the works and all the sayings of

our Lord bearing on this faith, facts, many of

them not embodied in previous records because

not yet fully understood, and so not so clearly

remembered, and old facts and words that now
stand revealed in clearer light and fuller signifi-

cance, and in this way we have this most precious

addition to the picture of Jesus Christ. This

is the simple natural psychological explanation

of the peculiar character of this latest Gospel,

and there is thus nothing in its peculiarity to

detract either from its authority or from our

faith in its truthfulness. It gives conclusions

both of the writer and of other w itnesses but

jt giVP'' ^1^" ^he farfq upon whjch those con-

dusions are based ; and thus it is at once dog-

matic and historical.

/ I- St John places in the forefront of his argu-

/ menta number of spegiaLivoiks. of our Lord

; illustrativeqf his divine attributes. He begins

I
with creative power in the water made wine, chap,

ii. i-ii,and the feeding of the multitude, vi. i-

\ 14. He follows this with notable examples of

\
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healing ; the nobleman's son, iv. 46, etc. ; the

infirm man at liethesda, v. 2, etc. ; the man
blind from his birth, ix. i, etc. Finally he gives

us a most notable instance of the raising of the

dead in the case of Lazarus of Bethany. It will

be noted that all three are in perfect harmony
with the record of the synoptics. Some of them

are there sjjccifically recorded ; all except the

making of the water wine are included in classes

of works which are repeatedly declared to be

habitually wrought by Christ in the course of

His ministry. John seems to have chosen a few

examples suitable to his purpose, and to have

set these forth in detail as the basis of faith

in his Divine power and mercy. There is no

attempt to invent some stupendous and new
species of miracle as a demonstration that Jesus

is the Son of God, though this is exactly what

an impostor of a later age would have done.

To John's presentation of the mighty works of

Christ we may suitably add Jiis extended setting-

forth of the_maiiyJnfallible^prQ.ofs of thg_rpsj,irracr

tioni_jjpj^eiL of by^t Luke - We have already

seen that in all the Apostolic preaching the re-

surrection takes a foremost and unique place in

the demonstration to religious faith of the divinity

of Christ. It is the special testimony of God to

His Son. The first two evangelists each devote

to this most important fact a single chapter ; St

Luke a very lengthy one, besides the first eleven

verses of Acts ; St John two full chapters. Here,

again, he enters into detailed account beyond the
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others, and yet in general and substantial harmony

with them, though the minute difficulties which

have arisen in the modern attempts to unite them
in a continuous account show that this is not a

studied harmony.

2. ^ IMl",—il-J^hn ^^^'J'.'L in mnnrrtic >n with

these works extended discourses of our Lord^Jn

which He sets forth, with the sarne reserve as in

the^ synoptists, His Divine conscipii.sncijS-Qf His

Sonship and of God aii Hia lfiitliei__The first ex-

pression which John records is one in act rather

than in words, the assertion of His authority

in the temple. It is " His Father's hou_se," and

must not be made a house of merchandise
;

and when challenged for warrant of this authority

He in symbol refers to His resurrection. In the

discourses we can only call up a few striking

expressions : " He that descended out of heaven,

even the Son oLMan which is in heaven "
;

" God
so loved the world, that He gave His only be-

gotten Son, that whosoever believeth on Him
.should not perish, but have eternal life. For

God .sent not the Son into the world to judge

the world ; but that the world should be saved

through Him "
;

" My Father worketh even until

now, and I work "
;

" The Son can do nothing of

Himself but what He seeth the F"ather doing
;

for what things soever He doeth, the.se the Son

also doeth in like manner." It is perhaps not

necessary to quote the whole of this passage, nor

of that which occurs in chap. vi. 46, " Not that

any man hath seen the Father save He which is
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^XLQt only of our Lord's consciousness of His own,
^ivinity, but of the clearly defined religious faitli,

which St John built upon his Master's words.

In this last respect they are most important, as

we are here seeking, not presumptuously to

interpret the mysterious consciousness of our

Divine Lord, but to understand clearly the

defined and developed faith of the Apostolic

Church and the basis from which it was built.

3- A__third step to this end we shall find in

Uie_cortfgssion& and . testimonies of faith evoked_

_by^ the wocds and works of Christ, and which

have ajso been recorded by St John._

The first is that of John-the-Baptkt, " After

me Cometh a man which is become before me,

for He was before me "
;

" And I have seen and

have borne witness that this is the Son of God."

This was the impression made upon the pro-

phetic mind of John and the testimony which he

gave—a testimony too which our Lord Himself

recalls in after days.

Next Nf^thanael of rTalil er, a man of the

highest religious character and insight, perceiving

the supernatural knowledge of Christ exclaims,

" Rabbi, Thou art the Son of God, Thou art the

King of Israel." John also recalls the confes-

sion of Peter in a somewhat different form, and

probably on a different occasion from that given

in the other evangelists, " We have believed, and

know that Thou art the Holy One of God." To
this he adds that of the__bHnd man, " Lord, I

believe. And he worshipped Him "
; and that
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of Martha, " Lord, I have believed that Thou

art the Christ, the Son of God, even He that

Cometh into the world "
; and, finally, of doubting

Thomas^ " My Lord and my God.'' Once more

these testimonies are not quoted in the ordinary

way of textual proofs, but as evidences adduced

by St John in support of his thesis that Jesus

is the Son of God, and especially as evidences

of the faith which St John is here presenting and

supporting.

4. But last of all we shall take this faith^ from /

his own words, especially in the prologue of this]

Gospel, which, after the Hebrew^mamierj^is thej

jhesis which he sets out to establhjJb^.as_vv;elL_aal

the expression of his defined faitlk

This prologue extends from verse i to the end

of verse i 8 of the first chapter, the reference to

John the Baptist in verse i 5 being a seeming inter-

jected anticipation. The very strongest presenta-

tion of this faith of St John would be given by

quoting the passage at full length, but it is so

familiar to all Christian readers that this is un-

necessary. But note the terms—the Word, God,

in the beginning, with God, creating all things,

the fountain of life and light, lighting every man
that Cometh into the world, coming to His world

which He had made, but which knew Him not,

and to His own people who received Him, not

giving to all who received Him power to become

Sons of God, becoming flesh and yet manifest-

ing the glory as of the only begotten of the

Father, full of grace and truth, and as the only
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begotten Son (or God) in the bosom of the

Father, proclaiming that God to men whom no

man hath at any time seen. Such is the fully

developed Christian faith of St John—a faith

not simply in religious emotion but in clear

conscious definition ; or, tc use his own word,

understanding. In thorough harmony with this

detailed presentation are the reflections which he

makes in the course of his argument, such as

chaps, ii. ii; iii. 16-21, 31-36; v. 18; x. 33,

and his summing up in chap. xx. 31.

We may^ now profitably compare th is defined

and developed faith of St__Jl)lllL-Avitb-4fea:t of

bt raul Thecoincidence is best seen in the

Gr£ek words used.

/(i) Of our Lord's pre-existcnce St John uses

the formula impy^yj ; Paul, i'n-ap'x^m.

(2) Of his nature St John uses the term

u'/o; /Movoysvri; ; I'aul, uiog simply.

St John, Aoyr,:
; Paul, i-i^op^ri Oeou, i'r/.'j;v diov,

followed by the writer to the Hebrews with

ttTauyaff/xa t-jj; do^ri; and •)^apaKryip rra iirrooraffiuj;.

(3) Each ascribes to Him creation and pre-

cedence to all created beings and things.

(4) St John calls Him God, simply as a direct

predicate ; St Paul speaks of Him as God our

Saviour, and of His being on an equality with

God.

It must be noted that this entire Apostolic de-

velopment of the Apostolic faith, beginning with

an attitude of religious feeling and faith, and end-

ing with a clearly defined manner of religious
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thought and speech, is not connected with any

attempt at the reconciliation of this faith in Christ

as God, with the unity of the Godhead. It was

doubtless accompanied by the—cfiligious faith and

/eeling that the Faiber and the Son are one ; but.

the attempt by definitions and_distinctioiis in

jjirtnghi- tn pyhihit thl'^ Jiarrnon^belongs to the

fieldL of religious _p_hilosophy upon wJiich- we think

the New Testarnent writers do not enterj^ but

,whi£h_\vas wrought out with irnmense labour and

controversy by^ ecclesiastical phil.nsnphers-in the

second, third^andjointhceatuiies..

Personality of the Holy Spirit.

We have seen that the pathway to the Christian

doctrine of the Trinity was prepared by the

world's faith and the faith of the Hebrew people

in the personality of God. God is not to pure

religious faith an unconscious force in or behind

the universe of mind and matter. He is a being

of conscious intelligence, affection and will, whose

every act proceeds from the conscious unity of

His own personality. To this question the re-

ligious faith of the whole world, in all ages, has

but one answer. Any dissent which has appeared

comes not from the faith of the religious spirit,

but from the conclusions of a form of speculative

philosophy. When the religious faith of the

Church apprehended Christ as Divine, there

was again no question as to personality. This

Divine being had appeared among men in

!

ii.j. aai
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fashion as a man, with all the elements of

human personality.

That which men had gradually firstj^gJcgLaiid

-truly God. We have seen how through His

character, His works, His word, and the revealing

Spirit, this faith was established in the minds of

the Apostles.

The Holy Spirit of GnH h:\f\ hopn on._thp other

hand a familiar. thoiighL in^ihe-Hebrevy religion .

To the Spirit of God was ascribed in the Old

Testament all creative and operative efficiency in

Nature, all natural capacities and power in man,

and pre-eminently the superior light and energy

which rested upon the prophets and other old-time

men of God.

BjULt_in the Ojd_jrestgm5£ilJL>-tllis .^cit. .dearlyJ

identiiied with God, without question regarded as)

of God and exercising all the Divine attribut^s^

[and effecting the pivine works^ was not persotvi

/ally distiiiguished iiQiiLtlie-QDe God. We do not

;

find any expression which implies even a feeling

sense of His distinct personality, or any thought

other than that of the immediate presence and

power of the one God. And yet the very use of

the term " Spirit of God "
in connection with a

wide class of Divine works J}ayii2|^' a specific^

charac ter of creation and inspiration, laid the^

foundation of the New Testament, dnrfrinp nf-the.. 4

Third Person in the Godhead.

The term set forth God, not as governing, con-

trolling, judging, punishing, or otherwise working
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from without His creatures, but as working in

them. If the Spirit is the power of God, it is the

unseen power which works in all things.

Even in the New Testament we can find no

metaph)'sical definition of personality. But that

which we express by the word is clearly recog-

nized both in the Old Testament and the New
;

in the Old Testament as an attribute of God in

which man participates ; and in the New as an

attribute of God the Father, of Christ, of men,

and as we now hope to show, of the Holy Spirit.

The revf;;lation <^f thp pprc^nnal ^p\r\f rtf Gnc]

^n^rpH^jnns faith in thp Xf>w Tf^tampnl- k quitf!

analogous to the revelation of the deity, q£ our.

Lorj^ It is emphatically a revelation of religious

faith, mediated first through Christ Himself, and

completed through the Pentecostal gift of the

Spirit which abides in the Church. As neither

the Greek nor the Hebrew language had a word

to express the idea of personality in abstract

form, we must not look for this revelation even

in its greatest completeness in express assertion.

We shall find all the distinctive marks of per-

sonality applied to Him, such as intelligence,

personal affection, personal acts, personal rela-

tions. We shall find the forms of speech which

are used of persons applied to Him, and that not

by the rhetorical figure of personification, but

directly and literally. While thus the evidence

even of the full apostolic faith is indirect, yet we
shall find it quite clear to those who will look for

the reality and not the mere name. It begins in

1^ MMJb
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much greater completeness of conception, but does

not reach such perfection of expression as the

faith of the deity of Christ.

In tracintr the development of this f^ii^^h '''' <'^f

New Testament , we mav p^lrs^|f fho fnllnwjng

order

:

—
1. Observe the language, promises and teach-

[ing of our Lord Himself in the Gospels.

2. Follow the historic record of the presence

^and work of the Spirit in the Acts of the Apostles

3. Examine the language

ally of St Paul and St John

'Throughout it will be most important to dTs

tinguish tropical language from that which is

evidently to be taken literall)', and we shall find

this not always an easy task.

In the study of our Lord's words we must

remember that we have them as recorded by

men to whom the Old Testament conception of

the Holy Spirit was familiar and in whose minds

the New Testament conception was not yet fully

unfolded. We might, therefore, in the Gospel

records themselves almost trace a development

of thought and expression on this point, not as

in the mind of Christ Himself, but in His various

reporters. Certainly John's record presents the

idea in its ma^t f9nipl ete form, and has beeii

y^l^py; fhf^ rliiff cinurrn 1 >i thp rhiii-rlV.^ fnij-li np

thia^-poiai. To the perfect human consciousness

of our Lord the personal communion of the Holy
Spirit must have been most real and complete,

for God gave not the Spirit by measure unto him.
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Passing over the mention of the Spirit by the

evangelists in the course of their narrative, we
find direct words of Christ in three passages of

Matthew, two of Luke, and one earl}' passage of

St John, besides the full presentation from the

fourteenth chapter onward, and the record of

Luke in Acts i. In those passages we find a

peculiar distinction of language which is very

marked in the Epistles, but is consistently main-

tained here also between the use of the words

Holy Spirit with and without the article. The
first seems always used of the personal Spirit,

the second of the power or influence of the

Spirit or the effects of His work. This peculiar

use of language, whether we ascribe it to our

Lord Himself or to the evangelists as they render

His thought into Greek, seems to open up to us

an important distinction. On the one side we
have the Old Testament mode of speaking of the

Spirit continued, but now used only when the

idea of His work and its results are more pro-

minent, pn the othgr liand, q new conception of

_the perijO"^! «;piril- makpy^itt; appparnnro^ jp y^h'trh _

the Divine agent H imscl f is more prominent than

His wnrlr That of this personal presence our

Lord Himself should be most fully conscious, we
should certainly expect, and His language does

not disappoint that expectation. Even in Matthew

and Luke, in the three passages where the per-

sonal form is used, there is no possibility of mis-

take as to a distinct thought of personal relation.

The first is Matt. x. 20 : "Jt is nnt^^e that.
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/**

/c> f^.

speaks- but the Spirit of your Father that speaketh_ *

J
*

in you." The personah'ty i.--. here very distinct,

another person speaking through us. The second . ^ fi^

is Matt^xii._3_i»_^, ref. ing to the sin of bias-
^^

' /3f ^^.

phemy against the Spirit. Here again the rela-

tion is a distinctly personal one, and could be

reduced to a figurative mode of speech only by

violence to common usage of language. The /^
third passage, _Luk£ xii. lo-i^i.^'cpeats the ideas

of the other two, and so associates the Son of

Man with the Holy Spirit in the form of speech,

that both must alike be regarded as personal.

The very same may be said of the baptismal

formula Matt, xxviii. 19. We think these pas -

jsages all justify the assert_ion_that^pur Lord^spokt

,with_.jjie raost. complete Jiuman consciousness ol

[the personal SpiritjoLGiid.. In J ohn iii. 5-8 both

Tbrms are used, and the connection of thought

is not perhaps decisive as to the personal or

impersonal conception.

But our Lord's most distinct utterances on this

/

J

^^
r ^»

subject are recorded by_St John xiy. 1 6j 17, 26 U\ «

XV. 26; xvi. 7, i3j 14 1
1; : and by St Luke.

Acts i. 2, 5,_8^ In these passages He most clearly

involves and presents the personality of the Holy

Spirit, especially in those personal relations which

link Him with our individual spiritual life, and

which are summarized in the New Testament

expression, the communion of the Holy Ghost.

He is the H«p«xX>irQ^ or Helper, the one called

in, a term peculiarly personal. He is the Spirit of

Truth seen, known, abiding, sent in the name of

.
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l}^

Christ, teaching, reminding, coming from the

Father, bearing witness, convincing, guiding,

hearing, speaking what Me hears, announcing

things to come. H ere, certainly, is a personal !

L being, or else one continuous personification qf^

Jhe most unusual characte^. Who, for instance,
''

^ver heard of an impersonal influence or power,

hearing and speaking the things which he hears,

or being called in to help or comfort.

Again in Acts i. 2, 5 the form without the

article is used, and Divine influence or power or

grace may be fitly taken as the meaning ; but in

verse 8 the article is resumed, and the power re-

ceived is clearly distinct from the Holy Spirit at

whose coming it is bestowed.

Thus from both the synoptic gospels and St

John we find that our Lord while at times speak-

ing after the manner of the Old Testament of

Holy Spirit as a Divine influence or power
;
yet

whenever the thought requires it distinctly pre-

sents a Divine person in personal activity as the

fountain of that power, and this person He calls

the Holy Spirit,

Syln Acts ii, w^e have the fulfilmejit of pur Lord'g^

romise, and the beginning, of the experience by,

the Church of the indwelling or communion of the_

Holy Ghost. Passing by the quotation from the

'Old Testament in which Peter generally followed

the seventy, we find here again the distinction of

usage already pointed out. That with which the

disciples are filled is Holy Spirit, Divine spiritual

influence or power. But " the Spirit gives " (a

??ajCgai3iJti>f<'Hwa.3 MihBak
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personal act) to them utterance. So in verse

33, that which our Lord received of the Father

was the promise of " the Holy Ghost," the

personal Spirit. That which we receive is His

personal gift, the gift of the Holy Ghost (ver.se

38). But while the usage is thus quite con-

sistent, with the exception of the variant read-

ing (iv. 31), the personality is not otherwi.se

so distinctly marked till we come to Acta^s:^,/^ . .
,

o. Here the presence of the personal Spirit in /#/*> f.

the ChurcH~rs~rnost distinctly recognised. The
act of Ananias is a " lie to the Holy Ghost," a

directly personal idea which could not be used

without extraordinary license of an influence or

power. And his wife is charged with agreeing to

tempt the Spirit of the Lord, again a mode of

speech implying personality.

It can scarcely be doubted that in the mind of

Peter there was present at this time the distinctly

personal conception of the Holy Ghost. The same
/

personal conception appears again in chap. vii. <^^a>' /<"/,

5 I , in the words of Stephen. " Ye do always resist

the Holy Ghoai." the word expressing personal

antagonism. So in Acts viii. 29 the personality />^ ^^

of the Spirit clearly is expressed, while in verse '^^ /^ ;jg

39 an influence or power not necessarily either / * r,

personal or physical snatches or hastes him away.

In many other passages of these records of the

Apostolic Church the j,Dersonal presence of the

Holy Spirit is most clearly recognised in rela-

tions and acts which can only be understood as

personal. " The Spirit bade me "
;

" The Holy
2 B
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>>

Ghost s.'\id, Separate mc, Barnabas and Saul, for

the work whereunto I have called them "
; these

were " sent forth by the Holy Ghost "
;

" it seemed

good unto the Holy Ghost ana unto us"; "The
Holy Ghost testifieth "

;
" The Holy Ghost hath

made you bishops," " thus saith the Holy

Ghost." These are forms of speech which cer-

tainly imply a constantly personal conception of

the Holy Spirit.

It therefore appears in both the language o^

^Christ in the gospels and in the historic record,

of the Acts

—

. That the personal Spirit of God is clearly

I recognized and distinguished from His own gifts,

operations, or power, even when the latter are

called by the term Holy Spirit.

2. That this distinction is especially maintained

where the Holy Ghost is spoken of as acting,

speaking, being sent from God, etc.

3. That this recognition of the personal Spirit

appears not only in the consciousness and lan-

guage of Christ, but also in that of the Apostles

immediately from the day of Pentecost.

4. That it applies to the Holy Spirit almost

every variety of personal attribute and predicate.

5. That in some of the passages the personal

Spirit and His impersonal influence are so clearly

presented side by side and yet as distinct that it

; is not possible to confuse them or regard the one

I as a mere personification of the other.

Turning now to the Apostolic epistles, it will

not be necessary to classify them separately as
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there are no such marked lines of development

here as we have found in the doctrine of the Son.

In fact we have already in the gospels and Acts

almost every form of expression to be found in

the Epistles.

^The personal ^ommunion of the Holy Ghost]

was from the beginning, the most prominent an^
^distinctive feature of the Christian experience, anjd

_was in itself the witness of forgiveness

Xhe name of Christ.^ The deity of Ch
deeper clement of the new religious faith which

was more slowly apprehended. Moreover while

our Lord did not proclaim Himself, but left much
to be learned by the teaching of the Spirit, His

very promise of the Spirit was made in terms that

fully implied His personality, and it would seem

that the Apostles were expecting not a mere in-

fluence or power, but the coming of anothei Para-

clete, who like their Divine Master, was to be their

personal teacher and guide. To Peter thus, as

well as to Paul and John, the Spirit was given

and revealed Himself within in such directly per-

sonal relations, tha*: from the very outset as we
have just seen, He was recognized as a Divine

personality. In the Epistles we find the same
distinction between Holy Spirit as influence or

power or results of such power in the souls of

men, and the Holy Spirit as an active and per-

sonal agent, which we have already observed in

the gospels and Acts. The same personal acts

of helping, teaching, speaking, commanding, wit-

nessing, comforting, are repeated. A single chap-
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ter from St Paul, Rom. viii., will afford abundant

illustration. Here the Spirit first gives us a law

opposed to that of sin and death ; He dwells in

us ; He leads the sons of God ; bears witness

with our spirits, helps our infirmities, and makes

intercession for us according to His own mind,

which is the will of God. So in i Cor. ii. 10-14,

the Spirit searches and knows the deep things of

God, and teaches us to express them in spiritual

language. Because of the indwelling of this Spirit

we arc the temple of God to be kept holy, chap,

iii. 16, and our bodies are temples of the Holy
Ghost, chap. vi. 19.

One of the most remarkable references to the

personal Spirit is 2 Cor. iii. 17, 18, when the

Lord, i.e. Christ, and the Spirit are identified,

probably not in essence, but in function, giving as

Meyer says an economic identity (see John xvi.

7), But this very common work in which the one

so represents the other that it can be said, the

Spirit, and the Lord the Spirit, implies the equal

personality of the two who are so united.

The Spirit of Sonship in believers might per-

haps be thought to be but Divine influence of

grace forming the characters of the sons of God,

in other words, the fruits of the Spirit, and so it

has sometimes been construed. But in Gal. iv. 6,

the Spirit is set forth in directly personal form,

" Because ye are sons, God sent forth the Spirit of

His Son into our hearts, crying, * Abba, Father.'"

This is the foundation of the doctrine of a direct

and personal witness of the Spirit held by the
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most deeply spiritual Christians in various ages.

From this point of view in fact we may sum up

^le New Testament pmsnutation of fho pprsoru

_ality of the Holy Ghost. Ji;_j^ thr^'iqflr^''^- a m.

liqious and not a dogmatic-. presentntior Jo^'ylc^fl

o^i^ the_j.n\yard^ religious- iiiie—of the Apostolic

ChureJL- Like the deit)' of our Lord it was in-

volved in the very heart of this new religious

faith, founded by Christ and ministered by His

Spirit. In the fulness of the light and power of

this spiritual life, the comiirmion j:^ the Lloly

-Ghost was most distinctly felt to be -personaU.a

personal intercourse with God^ and hence ex;

j)ressed by St John in these words, "Pur fellow-

ship is.\vit_h the Father, and with His Son Jesus

Christ." And wherever in the history of the

Church the fulness of this light and power has

been obscured or diminished, there the doctrine of

the Holy Ghost has cither been neglected prac-

tically, or has fallen back to the lower conception

of the Old Testament.

l^Smnmary of the New Testament Elements of

the Doctrine of the Trinity.

The religious faith thus founded by Christ, and

by the work of the Holy Spirit in the Apostolic

age thus embraces the following elements :

—

I. Derived from the Old Testament we have

the clearest conception of the unity, spirituality,

and personality of God, and a remarkably full \

and spiritual conception of the Divine attributes as i

displayed in His works of Creation and Providence. '

^h
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2. This conception was enlarged by a more
profound and spiritual conception of the more

personal attributes of truth, holiness and love.

These were unfolded to faith not as concrete

and limited ways of God, but as universal prin-

ciples, and yet their application to the relation of

the individual man to God was made more direct,

and more mighty for the production of spiritual

life in us than ever before.

3. This enlarged conception was given to men
in the character, life, work and teaching of the

Lord Jesus Christ, unfolded to the religious con-

sciousness by the indwelling Holy Spirit.

4. As in former times men had by faith

discerned in creation, God revealed in His works,

and in human history God revealed in His provi-

dential judgments, so now their faith apprehended

in Jesus the Son of God manifest in the flesh
;

and in the Spirit of whose light and power they

were conscious within themselves they discerned

the Spirit of the Eternal God ; and to this Son
and Hoi)'' Spirit their faith ascribed glory and

service and worship together with the Father,

who, in the Son and by the Holy Spirit was now
more perfectly revealed to men than in all the

past ages.

It will be seen that these elements are of the

'very essence of Christianity as a living religious

faith and differentiate Christianity from all other

religions. Other elements follow which we shall

consider hereafter, but these are the foundation,

not as mere speculative opinions, but as a living
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faith derived from personal saving knowledge of

Christ and the personal communion of the Holy
Ghost. This faith is declared in the baptismal

formula and in the Apostolic benediction.

Excursus.

T/ie Relation of the Nicene Doctrine to the ;

New Testament Faith. .--'"'

The ecclesiastical development of doctrine does

not fall within the scope of the present work, but

it may serve to bring our point of view, and the

difference between ecclesiastical dogma and re-

ligious faith into greater distinctness if we point

out briefly the__relation of the doctrinal deyelop-

rc\^)^\: nf fhp firdf—three G©»tur4es- to -this New
Testament faitb.

As soon as Christianity with these fully de-

veloped and consciously apprehended elements

of religious faith came into contact with Greek

philosophy reason be^an to demand an intellec-^

Jtual harm-Ony of these elements which in all ageSL

at first sight seem <-n rnntraHirl- parh OthCL, If

this faith was inconsistent with itself, or irrational,

then it could not long survive. Such questions

as these were urged by reason, and must be

answered
; ifjG;Qd._be one, how are there three

who are hnnnnreH and worshipped as God ? In

what sense are these called God and worshipped

as God ? If they are one God, in what sense are

they one, and in what sense three ? These and

other related questions could not be avoided for
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i

V\f

p! • ^
i:^-
(9

i^

man is made a rational and enquiring being, and

he cannot rest without the reduction of his ideas

to a rational harmony of thought. The religious

spirit might rest for a time in the intensity and

strong assurance of its religious faith, but sooner or

later, the attempt to solve these questions must be

made. Early in the second century if not even_

in the first the philosophic mind of the Church,

began to work on this problem. The attenipt was

firsts made with the deity of the Son for here

the pressure of the question was most obvious

and most strongly felt. This made the problem

more simple.

The speculative principles brought to bear on

the question were first those of the Oriental

'theosQphies. These resulted in such a contra-

diction and cfinfiisiQia af the essential elements

of the- Christian faith that they were at once

rejected, and Gnosticism was never allowed a^place

in the Churchy The instinct of religious faith

was here true to its fundamental principles.

The Greek philosophy, especially that of Plato,

'^;Mas more successful, and woul^ seem to have been
"^^

in. the Providence of God specially prepared to

assist in this intellectual development of Christian

faith.

By tlifi hf^lp gf-its methods tbr^''^ ^nlni-inngAmMM*

possible :

—

? I. To reduce the distinction of the three as

largely as possible, making the three modal
manifestations of one being.

I 2. To so magnify the distinction as to eliminate

Y
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the problem by making the Son something less

than God.

For nearly two hundred years speculation

swung backwards and forwards between these

two extremes.

3. Finally the problem was so solved as to

harmonize the unity and the distinction, so that

they may be conceived as eternally co-existent,

by defining the sphere, or content, or idea of

each.

For this purpose three ideas were defined :

—

1. The conception of one immutable, indivisible,

eternal Divine essence, to which all the Divine

attributes oelong, arTSnin which they inhere was

expressed in the Greek word guaia ; and the adjec-

tive ijioousiQ i; expressed the participation of the

three persons in this indivisible essence.

2. The idea of personality as the unity of

conscious active existence with identity and con-

tinuity of existence, and to which all acts belong,

was expressed by the Greek word jposutok and

later by u-rooraff/; , and by the Latin persona.

There are three persons in the one essence.

3. The idea of interrelation was expressed by

the terms Father, Son, Spirit, begotten, proceed-

ing, and by the preposition Jx and the genitive

case.

v-/The distinction was thus defined to be of person^;

the unity,first of essence, and secondly of relation. In

this relation there is a subordination which makes

the unity of the essence possible and complete.

The Father is first, the fountain of Deity, possess-

\

^
H.̂ <ULAA.J^Jl^

\

t̂ -»--C .^Ly^^^St^\

\JyCtt T^-

/
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ing the Divine essence in and of Himself alone.

The Son is second, receiving the fulness of the

Divine essence from the Father from all eternity
;

and the Spirit is third, sent forth and proceeding

in the same fulness of the Divine essence and

attributes from the Father and the Son.

It has been objected to this formula that it is

a Greek or Platonic philosophy rather than a

Christian faith. We must admit at once that the

intellectual necessity for such a statement was

stimulated by the spirit of the Greek philosophy,

although arising out of the constitution of the

human mind, and that the form was fashioned

from the method of the Greeks. But granting

this, we may ask three questions :

—

/^ I. Are the elements of the New Testament

/ faith fully and clearly retained and expressed

I under the new Greek form ?

\ 2. Has any new matter been added to the

A New Testament ideas in this new presentation ?

\lf so, is it in harmony with the old?

/ 3. Is this old Greek form still suitable to our

age and mode of thinking ? or could a better

form retaining the full New Testament content

and meeting the requirements of modern philo-

Vsophy be now constructed ?

In answer to the first question, we think the

religious feeling of the Church in all the ages

has recognized in the Nicene Creed a very full

expression of the elements of the Christian faith.

In the original discussions of the Council it does

not appear that anyone objected to the proposed

CI
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creed as understating the faith. Objection takes

the opposite direction wherever it has been taken.

In answer to the second question, we have
already seen that the unity of the Deity and the

possession of the attributes by each of the three,

their distinct personality and their distinctive re-

lations, are either expressed or implied in the New
Testament faith. The one thing new is the dis-

tinction which separates essence with its attributes

on the one hand from personality with its acts on the

othfiji This distinction between essence and per-

sonality the Hebrew mind probably did not make.

But neither did the Greek mind make it under

either the Platonic or Aristotelian, or even the

Neoplatonic philosophy. We think that Illing-

worth has quite clearly shown that jbhe distinction

of personality as a separate conception is jthe_43j:Q-

duct of the Greek ri]iiiid._it is true^ ^ut .gf .Ihe

Greek mlnjd_und£r,±he_ Influence of the Christian

consciousness. The Greek philosophy doubtless

prepared the way at least by teaching men to

seek for such subtle distinctions, but Christianity

alone developed it. The whole content of the

Creed thus stands before^ us asjeither TTew Teata=.

ment faith or Christian philosophy .

The only question that remains is. Could the

philosophy of our day give us the full content of

the New Testament faith in a more satisfactory

form ? Perhaps the true reply to this from history

is the simple statement of the fact that every

modern attempt at reconstruction either omits or

distorts some New Testament elements. Until
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our modern philosophy builds upon the solid

foundations laid by the best of the Greeks a

more perfect and enduring edifice than has yet

been attempted, we can scarcely expect new help

from philosophy. And since for the construction

of a creed the highest perfection of spiritual life is

needed, as well as the help of philosophical defini-

tion, we must equal the faith of the martj'rs before

we can compete with the old creed. For the

present therefore we must rest satisfied with the

Nicene Creed.

' ^lii'i
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DIVISION IL-^THE WORLD AS
RELATED TO GOD

CHAPTER I

CREATION

The idea of Creation is already implied in our
rel,g,ou,s conception of God. ify religious faUhwe discern God through His works Thi as

ment of the cause through the effect. It israther something parallel to the intuitive action
01 •eason a discernment not of a thing, a forcebut of a Person before whom we bow wi h reyerence and fear. Where reason sees behind theuniverse a cause adequate to the effect, faith seesthe personal Object of worship. The ^oncep lon

IS a ft '°"-H
"' ''""'"Ss from religious faith'ands a far wider conception than that of cause asfurnished by reason. It satisfies reason as iassigns an adequate cause for the universe Noone can doubt that a God such as Christian faith

beheves in ,s adequate to the production of auniverse such as we see about us. But if Godwere simply the cause of the universe, and the

397
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universe the effect of God, they would be exactly

equal, the one the measure of the other, and the

one completely passing into the other. A cause is

exhausted in its effect, its entire being, in so far

as it is cause, passing into and continuing to be

in the effect.

But this is not the religious conception of God.

As we have seen, God is infinite, the universe is

finite ; God is eternal, the universe is temporal.

Hfl^v ran th& infinite and the eternal be the cauaa.

of thr finife-^and- ol thnt which begins_to.^e in

time ? ^illy^bxJiiat act which we call creation_;

and creation, like all religious conceptions of God
and His acts, implies personality. A^pnrsnnal God
alone can create, ie. so act out of the eternal ful-

ness of His being, and so exercise His infinite

power as to cause an absolute beginning of a

finite being in time.

The conception of creation we find as a part

of all historic religions, and the form of the idea

and its perfection vary with the character of the

religion itself. In the earlier stages of religion

it is found in a very anthropomorphic form
;

where religious faith is mingled with philosophi-

cal speculation, it passes into a philosophy, which

at times includes both mind and matter ; only in

the purest religious faith do we find the idea in its

highest perfection.

We thus naturally turn to the Scriptures, first

of the (71d Tp'itaTTipni- and then of the New, to

learn their conception of Cfeation . This we shall

not find presented at all under the form of a
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speculation, but in two distinct forms, each of

which is distinctly religious

—

I. In general expressions, statements and allu- \

isions, which set forth God as the Creator, the ]

j
universe as the creature, and the relation of this /

creature to God's will, word and attributes. >

I

2. In specific creation documents found in the \

/ Book of Genesis, and quoted or referred to in a J

^few subsequent passages. ^^
The first of these forms of presentation oc-

curs most frequently, though not exclusively in

four books of the Old Testament— Lsaiah, Job,

Proverbs , and the Psalms. Between these four

books there is a very intimate relation, especially

in their method of dealing with this subject,

owing probably to the period in the religious

life of the Hebrew people to which they belong.

Isaiah's ideas of the creative work of God are

expressed in contrast with the low conceptions

of deity which marked the Babylonian idolatry.

They include the expanse of heaven, the vast

stretch of the earth, and man with his mysterious

spiritual nature, as the characteristic works of

God from which we may learn His glory and

the inconceivable extent of His power and His

wisdom. He makes no attempt at a metaphysi-

cal conception or definition of creation ; but look-

ing out on all the host of heaven, he thinks of

each as within the perfect knowledge of God, and

coming forth in the plenitude of its being directly

by His power. Hence springs his faith that to

the power of the Everlasting God there is no
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weariness, and of His understanding there is no

scarchinj,^ All power is derived from Ilim, and

they that wait on llim ever " renew their strength."

Very like Isaiah in their general representation are

Psalms viii. and xix. They dwell in detail upon

the works of God especially, the glories of the

heavens, and from these read in broad outline the

power, the wisdom and the greatness of their

Creator.

Psalm xxxiii. enters much more into detail,

though not from the outward side of the works,

for these he simply mentions as the hosts of

heaven, the deeps of the sea, and the sons of

men. But all are made by the Word of God.
" He spake and it was done. He commanded
and it stood fast." And the same word orders

all things by abiding laws which are stronger

than all the plans of mortal men ; for " the

counsel of the Lord standeth fast forever, and

the thoughts of His heart to all generations."

Moreover, the Psalmist sees in creation another

aspect of the character of God ;
" All His work

is done in faithfulness. He loveth righteousness

and judgment : the earth is full of the loving

kindness of the Lord." The work of creation

is thus the outcome and act of the highest moral

attributes, a personal act of God which with

perfect control and power calls into existence

and establishes all that is including the mysterious

hearts of men which He fashioneth alike.

Very similar to these contemplative psalms

are the passages in Job and the Proverbs. Some-

I

i
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times, as in Job i.x. 8-1 i, xxvi. 5, etc., we have a

dwelling on the works in their wonderful glory,

and then the worshipful recognition of the unseen

Creator. " Lo these are parts of His ways, and

how small a whisper do we hear of Him, but

the thunder of His power who can understand."

Again as in Job xxviii. 23, etc., and Prov. viii.

22, etc., we have that cxjianded view of the

work of creation which delights to follow the

wisdom of God in the ordering of the wonderful

laws of nature.

lliese are examples of biblical methods of.

looking at thr work nf Creation , for \h(- pstnhh^h-

ment of faith as against degenerate v\p\.v< nf

God, and for its enrichmt^nt hy^^^more perfect

contemplative understanding of His work. From
these we easily turn to the hortative use in the

Book of Psalms. The faith of an oppressed

and desponding people is revived by the thought

of the Creator God. Some of these are marked

by their poetic beauty, as Ps. Ixxiv. 16-17;

some by rare insight into the difference between

the unchanging Creator, and the finite creature

whose being given from God is called back again

by Him or changed at His pleasure, Ps. cii.

25 ; while others, as Psalms xcv. to c, set forth

the Creator God as the object of universal wor-

ship to all the lands. Perhaps none of these

passages surpasses Psalm cxxxix., combining as

it does the strongest religious feelings with the

widest and most profound contemplative view

of the creative work of God.

2 c
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creative act. Both earth and heaven have their

ends, and, however vast beyond our knowledge,

they are weighed in His balance, or measured in

the hollow of His hand. The most_perfect of

these Old Testament conceptions are containeiJL

in the and in connection with the revela-

tion of our Lord Jesus Christ, there appears in

the New Testament an entirely distinct view of

Creation set forth, especially in the writings of St

Paul, St John, and the Epistle to the Hebrews,

This must be the subject of a later consideration.

The Creation Documents.

We now turn to a most remarkable and diffi-

cult portion of the Old Testament Scriptures, the

first two documents of the eleven which make up

the Book of Genesis or Origins. These sections

are clearly the intentional work of the writer or

editor of the book, and are distinguished from

each other after the Hebrew literary fashion.

No intimation is given as to the source from

which they have been derived, and here the

mechanical theory of inspiration has been applied

in its extreme form. To this has been opposed

the view that these belonged to the class of

myths, or poetical fictions, common to ancient

peoples. The advance of three modern sciences

has thrown upon these ancient documents an en-

tirely new light, and, we think, given them a new
relation to our modern theology, and especially

to a theology which seeks to build upon the

truths revealed to religious faith as distinguished

%
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^ 4>^jLJLA.*A-tJuA3/, from the sciences and philosophy. _Firs.L-Qf_alL

JBiblicaLiidticism finds in these documents, asjn

the entire book, a composite character, showing

that they have been subject to the laws of literary

development, This conclusion, which, however

we may differ as to details, is in its main point

founded on indisputable internal evidence, renders

the mechanical ad extra theory of their origin un-

tenable. It does not necessarily detract from

their value as a part of Scripture. It only calls

for a more intelligent interpretation.

Again, modern archaeology has found that con-

geners of these documents exist among other

ancient peoples and religious traditions, especially

in South-Western Asia. Some of these agree in

identical details, although in religious spirit they

may be quite diverse. This discovery interferes

almost as seriously as the previous one with the

traditional view of the ch '-acter and interpretation

of those documents. Again our modern geology

finds itself sometimes at variance and sometimes

in remarkable harmony with the cosmogony

founded on these documents, and has been in-

voked both for and against the traditional view of

their character and origin. It is, we thin k^ the only

honest conclusion that the teacHmg of -modern

^cienceis not consistent with the traditional view.

This view has, however, extended so largely into

our modern ecclesiastical dogma and theologies,

that a re-interpretation becomes the vcy founda-

tion of a theology, in which the harmony of truth

will be established between theology and science
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upon a solid and permanent foundation. We
must, therefore, seek a careful historic interpre-

tation of each of these documents.

The First Document (Gen. i. i ; ii. 3).

This document is distinguished by its peculiar

artistic form, indicating the most elaborate care

in its construction. It consists of seven sections,

each introduced by a vav conversive, the Hebrew
particle of historical and also of logical connec-

tion or continuity. This connective is in each

case followed by the phrase " God said," except

in the seventh, w^iere it is replaced by " the

heavens and the earth were finished, and all the

host of them." Each of these sections, except

the last, is closed by a refrain, " There came an

evening, there came a morning one day," etc.

The last is also called the seventh day, though

without the evening close. The days are thus

natural days of twenty-four hours, but are clearly

a part of the literary form which encloses each

of the seven successive acts and separates it from

the following. This is the usual office of a refrain

in Hebrew literature. It is a break, a thing

thrown in, not a part of the logical connection

of thought, though it may have a general fitness

to it. In this case, it marks off the artistic sub-

divisions of the creative work under the figure of

days.

Looking over the sub-divisions of the creative

work, we first of all note that they are not per-

fectly uniform. The first and second days are

r

W'W
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single works, indicated by the single use of the

formula, " And God said." The third is double.

So the fourth and fifth are single, the sixth is

triple

—

i.e. the formula is used three times.

Again, we find that these six fall into two

sections, the second of which traverses again the

ground of the first. The first day we have light

;

the fourth, light-bearers ; the second, the atmo-

sphere, or firmament, and the waters ; the fifth,

the life of these elements ; the third day, the

land ; the sixth, the life of the land. To these

six fully completed divisions, divided into two

larger groups, the seventh day forms the literary

conclusion, and the first two verses of chap. i. the

thesis, or introduction. The whole is constructed

upon the principles of Hebrew parallelism, and is

framed, one might almost say, artificially. It

only lacks the free-play of the imagination, or

the emotions, to make it a poem ; but for neither

of these is it conspicuous ; it has rather almost

the exactness and directness of a scientific or

legal statement.

Its artistic form, however, gives a most im-

portant clue to its interpretation. It bears the

marks of human thought carefully elaborated for

a purpose. The human origin of this thought,

and the purpose of this elaboration, must there-

fore be sought for its proper understanding.

The ideas entering into the document are

—

I. Religious. God, creation, the living Spirit

of God, His command. His delight in the good,

His supremacy in ordering all things, are all
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clearly developed and leading ideas. These ideas

imply high advancement of religious conceptions

and of language for their expression.

2. Ideas of nature. The universe is viewed

after the Hebrew manner of the heavens and the

earth ; chaos is described as a deep without order

and without inhabitant ; and the creative work
proceeds along this logical line, giving it first

order, in the first four days, and then inhabi-

tants. Further, the four primitive elements of

the earliest science or philosophy are recognized,

light (fire), air, water and earth ; seemingly in the

order either of their importance and efficiency in

nature as the basis of all its movements and life,

or of their approximation to the purely spiritual

and Divine. Our modern science may be perhaps

disposed to look with supercilious contempt on

these old-world ideas of nature ; but while they

were far from a perfect science in the modern
sense of the term, they embodied the most

universal and important facts and processes of

nature ; and embodied the observations of a race

that was yet young, and to whom the foremost

and universal things of nature were more obvious

than to our microscopic and artificial life. A
primitive scientific order may also be observed in

the classification of vegetation, as grass, herbs and

trees ; of living things, as fish, fowl, creeping

things, cattle, wild beasts, and men. And a re-

ligious and natural ordering of seasons and obser-

vation of celestial phenomena is obvious in verse

14, following which we have a primitive astronomy.
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The ideas of this document as thus enumerated

are clearly not the deeply emotional conceptions

of a new revelation of marvellous facts to religious

faith by a purely supernatural process, but they

are the clearly defined conceptions of a somewhat

matured religious faith on the one hand, and on

the other of an observation of nature which was

at least laying the foundations of scientific know-

ledge. This scientific knowledge was as yet

confined to the great outlines and to the more

obvious and external f^icts of nature ; but as

these are themselves the result of the most uni-

versal and interior forces, even their most super-

ficial observation reveals the great essentials of

natural order and relation, and proves true to the

great outlines of the most advanced science. Such

general truth cannot be ignored in this document,

especially in placing light and heat ("iin) in the

first place as determining the ordering of the air,

the waters and the earth ; again in describing the

air as separating and determining the movements

of the waters, the waters as bounding as well as

fructifying the land, and the dry land as the foun-

dation of vegetation. All these are universal facts

of nature, whether expressed with the refined de-

finition of modern science or the more primitive

forms of the early ages. So is the order which

puts the heavenly bodies at the origin of the

seasons, and the seasons before the appearance

of animal life, as governing their breeding, their

food, their great movements, and in fact their

whole life. So still further is the order which
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begins life with the waters, thence rising to the

air and the dry land, and finally to man.

The document thus clearly embodies that most

ancient and obvious generalization of nature, which

appears in Greek philosophy as well as elsewhere,

as embracing four elements— fire, air, water and

earth, as well as other earliest classifications and

conceptions of nature. These certainly are not

identical with modern science. But they are

none the less true to great obvious facts of

nature, and as such express truth so fundamental

that all true science in all ages will recognize it

and be in general outline in harmony with it.

Perhaps one might go further, and say that the

impulse by which the men of the young world

grasped the broad outlines of nature was itself

of Divine origin and near akin to the highest

religious inspiration. Such impression is strength-

ened by the indications of unexpected depth and

clearness of insight into nature which we meet

with in this document, such as the recognition of

second causes in the use of the hiphil and in the

address of the creative commands to the elements,

the recognition of creation as the foundation of

permanent law in the repeated phrase " it was so,"

and of the fixity of species in the phrase " after its

kind," in reference to both animal and vegetable

life. Again, there is the entire absence of any

theory or conception as to the interior method of

creative work, thus avoiding the great source of

both ancient and modern error. This applies as

well to the description of chaos which is made up
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does not assert that the Sabbath was instituted

immediately on the creation of man, though that

may have been true. He simply connects the

institution of the weekly holy rest, as existent in

his time, with the creative work of God as its

sanction by God's example of creative work and

rest ; and to make this sanction more obvious, he

presents God's work, like man's week, in six days.

This same presentation and sanction is adopted

in the Mosaic decalogue as given in Exodus,

though a different form of sanction is adopted

in Deuteronomy.

2. Our second parallel passage and commentary
is to be found in Psalm civ. This psalm clearly

evinces not only a knowlege of Gen. i., but also,

in its continuation through the psalms following,

of the entire history from Genesis to Joshua.

This series of psalms dates at the close of the

captivity or later.

Opening with devout adoration of the great-

ness, honour and majesty of God, the psalm

proceeds to rehearse in the order of Genesis

the great steps of the creative work :

—

I. Verse 2«.

"Who coverest thyself with light as with a garment."

2. Verses 2(^-4.

" Who stretchest out the heavens Uke a curtain
;

Who layeth the beams of his chambers in the waters
;

Who raaketh the clouds his chariot

;

Who walketh upon the wings of the wind
;

Who maketh winds his messengers
;

His ministers a flaming fire."

3. Verses 5-18.

" Who laid the foundations of the earth,
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That it should not be moved for ever :

Thou coverest it with the deep as with a vesture ;

The waters stood aljovc the mountains ;

At Thy rebuke they fled
;

At the voice of Thy thunder they hasted away
;

They went up by the mountains, they went down by the

valleys

Unto the place which Thou hast founded for them.

Thou hast set a bound that they may not pass over ;

That they turn not again to cover the earth.

He sendcth forth sprin<:js into the valleys
;

They run among the mountains
;

They give drink to every beast of the field
;

The wild asses quench their thirst.

By them the fowl of the heaven have their habitation,

They sing among the l:)ranches.

He watereth the earth from His chambers
;

The eartii is satisfied with the fruit of Thy works.

He causeth the grass to grow for the cattle,

And herb for the service of man
;

That He may bring forth food out of the earth ;

And wine that maketh glad the heart of man,

And oil to make his face to shine,

And bread that strengtheneth man's heart.

The trees of the Lord are satisfied
;

The cedars of Lebanon, which He hath planted

Where the birds make their nests :

As for the stork, the fir trees are her house.

The high mountains are for the wild goats
;

The rocks are a refuge for the conies."

4. \'erses 19-23.

" He appointed the moon for seasons :

The sun knoweth his going down.

Thou makest darkness and it is night
;

Wherein all the beasts of the forest do creep forth.

The young lions roar after their prey,

And seek their meat from God.

The sun ariseth, they get them away,

And lay them down in their dens.

l-
ii \i
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Man goeth forth unto his work
And to his labour until the eveninfr.
O Lord, how manifold are Thy w o'iks I

In wisdom hast Thou made them all."

„ T,.
5 and 6. \'erses 24<^-3o.

The earth is full of Thy creatures :

Yonder is the sea, great and wide,
Wherem are things creeping innumerable,
iJoth small and great beasts.
There go the ships

;

There is leviathan, whom Thou hast formed to take hispastmie therein.

These all wait upon Thee,
That Thou mayst give them their meat in due season.
1 nat 1 hou givest them they gather •

Thou openest Thine hand, they are satisfied with good.Thou h.dest Thy face, they are troubled

;

Ihou takest away their breath, they die,
And return to their dust.
Thou sendeth forth Thy Spirit, they are created

;And rhou renewest the face of the ground."

We cannot read this extended description of
the work of creation without feeh'ng that the
writer ,s in touch with Gen. i. He follows its
order as well as its fundamental religious con-
'^^P^'^"- c^g^h pa.ssage, speaks theJl2nnal.t= of

^a writer in intimate rommunioi^wh^^
^ithjTat]ire^rj;ather witlTi^M In n^t^Ii^"~~~ThT
first out of the book of nature, reads the oriVinal
book of God

; the later out of the same book
reads, not only His original work in the same
general order, but also His manifold purposes
ot loving-kindness, and His continued working in
nature ending with the earthquakes and volcanoes
which to His mind represent creative power and
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work to-day. But the Psalmist, while preserving

the same general order and religious spirit and

conceptions, takes his own poetic licence in pre-

sentation. He is not concerned with a particular

sanction of a religious ordinance, and hence he does

not mark out the days. He does not present

creation as the coming forth of the world in

obedience to a series of Divine commands or

spoken words, but rather as the vesture, the

habitation, and the retinue of God which He
hath made for Himself. The light is His gar-

ment ; the heavens are the curtain of the tent

in which He dwells ; the clouds are His chariot

carried on the wings of the wind ; and stormy

tempest and flashing lightning are His messengers.

In the human form of thought in Genesis we
have the orderly statement of a primitive

science, in that of the psalm the first play of

poetic imagery and pictorial amplification of the

theme which he borrows from the older writer.

In all cases he freely weaves into his composition

new facts gathered from nature, either by his

own observation or that of contemporary students

of natural phenomena, filling the whole with his

own inspired consciousness of the presence,

power, wisdom, goodness, and glory of God.

All this confirms our interpretation of Gen. i.

as an inspired presentation of the observation

and generalization of nature which were common
in the age in which it was first written, and

which were common to the Hebrews with other

neighbouring people, and which each clothed in
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its own religious garb. And from all this we
may learn the important fact that inspired men
freely accepted the scientific as well as the

historical knowledge of their time, true as it

was from their point of view, being a present-

ation of facts according to the then existing

development of the human understanding. It

would indeed have been both useless and unwise

had the inspiring Spirit thrown the minds and

knowledge of all the ages into confusion by

anticipating the natural development of human
powers. Under such an order, Genesis would

have been written, not in harmony with the

science of the nineteenth century, but with that

of centuries, perhaps millenniums, beyond our

time. We can indeed look back and understand

the science of all past time, and see that it

expresses truth as .seen in the light of that

age and valuable for all the ages ; and such

truth we can easily translate into terms of our

own thought, even as we translate Hebrew into

English. But the science of the year 3000
may be utterly beyond our ken notwithstand-

ing all our good opinion of ourselves and our

advanced age. But even in the age of GenesiSj

both inspiration and science recognized the follow-

ying important principles which are true for all the_^

ages :

—

1. They looked at facts in nature.
j

2. These facts led them to the idea of order L

(and progress in God's works. V

:s J

"i-^

3. They also led to the idea of .second causes
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I in God's works, especially in the operation c»f

i the great elements of nature.

j
4. They led to the conception of Divine law

X in nature,

j
5. They united the existing science with re-

/ ligious faith as being both alike, founded in the

/ observation of the works of God. Jhus the

j

^arliest science and the earliest religion were_

I scarcely separated^

V' But the mistake of attempting to discredit

religion because of its alliance with the best

knowledge of the past ages, and the attempt

to fetter science for ever to the forms in which

it first served as the handmaid of religion, are

both alike opposed to the spirit of religion and of

science, and to the holy will of the God of truth.

^_ mmntmm**

/ Summary of the Religious Teaching of the First

Creation Document.

Having thus studied the document from its

human, scientific, and literary side, we may turn

to that which constitutes its essential significance

as a part of the Word of God—namely, its moral

and religious content.

I. It builds upon a clearly defined theistic

basis—viz., an absolute beginning of the universe,

as well as of each of its great stages or steps of

formation. This is its philosophical foundation,

not as a formulated philosophy, but as an ac-

cepted and implied truth. Before this beginning,

its religious faith finds a personal God, the

Creator of all things.

linr'^'^iii
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2. It never for a moment separates the uni-

verse, even in its state of chaos from the presence,

power, and creative energy of the Spirit of God.
". It makes each step in the work of creation

the result of the expressed thought and will of

God, denoted by the phrase, " God said," His word.

4. It connects each step with the moral nature

of God, His good-will or, in language of the

creation psalm, the loving-kindness of the Lord.

All this is expressed in anthropomorphic terms,

such as will convey their true meaning to a child,

and yet commend themselves to the reason of a

devout philosopher ; we cannot to-day improve

on them.

5. It views man from the spiritual side of his

nature, apprehending thus his true relation to

God as created in the Divine image and likeness.

6. It makes the peculiar form in which it

presents the work of creation the means of giving

religious

—

i.e. Divine sanction to the three funda-

mental human relations and duties.

{a) The law of labour, underlying all the in-

dustrial and material side of life.

ib) The law of the family and marriage, under-

lying all social and political organization and

progress.

ic) The law of the Sabbath rest, underlying all

religious observance, and all moral and spiritual

development both of the race and of the

individual.

The forms by which these institutions are

attached to the account are each part of the

2 D
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literary structure, including the conception of

God's doing His work in six days, His addressing

to the newly-created man His commands as to

labour and the propagation of the race, and the

Sabbath rest of God Himself.

But this literary form is not a mere fiction.

It has its foundation in the deepest inner truth,

and it expresses that truth in a form which con-

veys the kernel of the true idea to the mind of a

child, and which develops the full conception of

truth to the reason of the most advanced intellect

and meets the moral and religious needs of all

intermediate stages. It is thus, like the parable,

a natural form of expression adapted to all ages,

and to the truth itself

T/te Second Creation Document (Gen. ii. 4, etc.).

As has been shown most fully by modern

critical study, this second document differs in

almost every point from the first, not as an

opposed or necessarily contradictory view of

creation, but as an entirely different presentation.

This difference is most marked

—

I. In style and language. We have no longer

the set phrases and forms of the oracular or pre-

ceptive style, and the use of symbols is much
more limited, and is not so much the unconscious

symbolism of anthropomorphism, as an intended

veiling of thought on one or two mysterious sub-

jects. The use of the combined name Jehovah-

Elohim throughout has long since been remarked.
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The tendency to discursive amplification, as in

the description of the rivers of Eden, is another

feature of the style.

2. In point of view. The central thought of

the first document is God, His works, His ordained

will. That of the second is man, his abode, his

origin, the beginning of his moral, religious, and

social life. The interest here is thoroughly human,

and is especially connected with man's moral

nature, and the origin of sin. In this respect it

is in touch with the theme and work of the pro-

phetic line of revelation or religious develop-

ment, as the first document is with that of the

priestly.

3. In contents. There are here, as in the first

document, ideas derived from reflective generali-

zation of facts of nature and human life. But

instead of the study of nature in itself and in its

relation to God, we have here the relations of

nature to man and to his life. It turns its thought

also to man and the questions of his moral develop-

ment, the origin of sin and of evil, and the begin-

ning of family life, and the general relations of

man to his environment. These are embodied

in a series of traditions which are remarkable in

themselves, but which appear in so many ancient

forms and among so many peoples that it is diffi-

cult to conceive of them as other than historical

though presented in a pictorial and discursive

form which enlarges historic tradition by obvious

inferences, and sometimes presents both facts and

inferences in symbolic form.

m
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4. The part of the document which deals

specifically with creation touches only the follow-

ing points :

—

(a) Instead of chaos it be£;"ins with the primi-

tive unfitness of the earth for the abode of man.

(d) It briefly describes the creation of man,

(i) in his physical nature "dust"—/.^.element-

ary material from the soil
; (2) in his spiritual

nature, " inbreathing of God."

(c) It describes at length the preparation and

location of his primitive abode, enlarging on its

geographical relation to what were then known
places.

(^) It describes the development of his moral

nature, his intellect and language, and his social

nature and desire for society, in contact with the

young world around him, and under special pro-

visions ordained of God.

(e) It describes the final completion of his life

by the creation of woman, and her being brought

to man.

It would be a great mistake to interpret the

document, full as it is of the picturesque colour-

ing of the imagination, as if it were a bald chro-

nological record or memorandum. It is rather a

pictorial and to some extent symbolical repre-

sentation of great and important facts, and in-

tended to transmit, in a form which has proved

itself capable of perpetual remembrance, the

earliest traditions of the race.

Of the nine elements which enter into this

representation, three, viz., the garden, the state
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of innocency, and the two significant trees, enter

into many other ancient traditions. They must

have had an origin sufficiently powerful to per-

petuate its influence for thousands of years, and

among various branches of the human race.

Such origin could scarcely be the figment of

imagination. It must have been based either

directly or indirectly upon some fact of supreme

importance, universally known either by common
experience or by widely extended tradition.

The geographical locality is a matter of ancient

tradition, and is verified by modern ethnology, and

thus takes its place on the same basis of original

fact.

Of the remaining five elements, the first is

negative, the absence from the world of man and

his adapted environment ; the second is a simple

and direct statement of an obvious fact, the for-

mation of man in the two elements of his nature

dust from the soil, and inspiration from God
;

the third is the statement of the Divine order

which relates man to his environment by the

law of labour, not at f"'=t as a curse, but as a

good and a duty ; the fourth is the statement of

another fact, the development of man in thought,

language, and emotion by contact with the world

of living creatures around him. The last is the

Divine bringing together of the sexes
;
perhaps

we have in this the most obvious veiling of

mysterious things in symbols. But, however

we may interpret the picture, the simple fact is

obvious. But while thus every separate element
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of this document stands forth as founded on

fact, either patent in nature or handed down by

tradition, how are we to interpret the presenta-

tion, the clothing which has woven the whole

into so striking a picture ? The answer to this

question must be given, not from the standpoint

of literature, the human side, but from the religi-

ous side, which views the document as a part of

the Old Testament.

The key to this we think we have in the fact

so clearly revealer^ by critical study, that this

entire document bears the impress of the pro-

phetic style. It was the constant habit of the

prophets in all the ages to use both direct and

tropical forms in the presentation of religious

truth. This we think we certainly have in the

garnishing of this and the following chapter.

The background shaded by negatives, the order

in which the various elements are marshalled, the

minor touches of amplification, and perhaps the

peculiar account of the formation of woman, never

elsewhere referred to in Scripture except on the

single point of the order of time, may largely

belong to the literary or symbolic elements of

prophetic style. It was also characteristic of the

prophetic teaching that they employed as the

basis of their moral teaching facts of passing

history, and traditions of ancient times with which

the people were familiar. So here materials

gathered from various sources are so interwoven

as to present a fundamental view of man in his

moral relations and of the origin of sin and evil
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which runs through the whole of subsequent

Scripture. The document itself is directly re-

ferred to in the Book of Job and in the writings

of St Paul, and perhaps once in the prophetic

books and always on these points. It thus bears

not so much on the doctrine of creation as on the

doctrine of sin, and we must return to it under

that head. The passages in Job do touch the

creation of man, and do not favour the old

mechanical view of the creation of man's body

while they seem to demand the most spiritual

view of his higher nature. This second creation

document, when reasonably interpreted, can thus

in no sense be made to contradict the religious

teachings nor even the scientific ideas of the first.

Its religious conceptions are fundamentally the

same as those of the first. The Creator is the

personal God. His will and wisdom order all

things for good and right, and man is here a

spiritual being, the image and inbreathing of the

Spirit of God, The new phases of religious truth

pertain rather to the moral nature and history of

man than to creation. But here, as in the first

document, man's industrial, intellectual, social and

moral life are all ordered from his creation by

God.

The New Testanii at Doctrine of Creation.

To complete our biblical view of the doctrine

of Creation, we must now advance to that higher

point of view afforded by the New Testament,

and see how creation is not only linked to the

i.
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intuition of God in nature, but also to the more

complete revelation of God in His Son Jesus

Christ our Lord. If the Old Testament revela-

tion of God as Creator reveals a personal God,

then certainly we might expect that the New
Testament revelation of this personal God as

Triune would involve a special relation of each

of the three persons to the work of creation.

It is Paul who first ascribes both creation and

Providence to the Son, as he also first brings the

doctrine of the Son of God into clear dogmatic

recognition. Ikit as St John brings the doctrine

of the Divine Sonship into its full and final scrip-

tural statement, so he too completes the doctrine

of creation through the Son. "In the beginning

was the Word, and the Word was with God,

and the Word was God. The same was in the

beginning with God. All things were made by

Him, and without Him was not anything made
that was made." It must not be forgotten that

the Master Himself laid a broad and solid foun-

dation for this faith, especially in His teachings,

as recorded by St John. " The Son can do

nothing of Himself, but what He seeth the

Father doing : for what things soever He doeth,

these the Son also doeth in like manner. For

the Father loveth the Son and sheweth Him all

things that Himself doeth." The mystery of

creation through the Son or Word of God is but

part of the mystery of the Trinity. If in the

bosom of the Father there dwelt the Son from

eternity, and if in the process of time God's

ill II!
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world was to be the theatre of the Son's media-

torial work and of God's hij^hcst revelation of

Himself throu^di that Son, then it is but in the

order and harmony of these ideas that the Son
should be the Divine at^ent in the creation as

well as in the redemption of the world. It is

exactly from this point of view that Paul ap-

proaches the doctrine. " In whom we have our

redemption the forj^iveness of our sins ; Who is

the image of the invisible God, the First-born

of all creation ; for in II im were all things

created, in the heavens and upon the earth, things

visible and things invisible, whether thrones, or

dominions, or principalities, or powers ; all things

have been created through Him and unto Him
;

and He is before all things, and in Him all

things consist." The writer of the Epistle to the

Hebrews follows the same line in Heb. i. 2, 3,

and xi. 3.

This highest revelation to religious faith links

creation with the eternal Trinity of the Godhead,

and identifies the Old Testament creative Spirit

with the personal Spirit of the New Testament,

and thus brings every part of our religious faith

from the first idea of God in Creation to His

full revelation in our hearts by His Son into

perfect unity and harmony. It also completes

that moral conception of God as love which is

revealed in Jesus Christ, as we find that God
through the Eternal Son of His love creates

all things, not only through Him, but for

Him, filling this world with this Divine love.
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Creation is thus not an isolated or accidental

event with God, but comes forth as the good-
will of that Divine perfection which is in

Himself from all eternity in the Trinity of His
being.

I I
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CHAPTER n
THE ABIDING RELATION OF CREATED

THINGS TO GOD

the head of Providence; but to religious faiththere ,s a clear distinction between the doma „of Providence and that of Natural Law. Pro"vidence js connected with moral government andGods relations to His sentient Creation
; natural

Z^l^'V -T
P'^^'^^' ^°"""""^ °f Godtcreation. Providence may have, and we believereally has its foundation in Natural Law butthey are not to religious faith identical con-

natural law. It is therefore best to considerthese two apart. In this case the relati^: tfCrod to the laws under which He maintains the
physical constitution of the universe is most
directly related to the creative act by whichthey were originally established.
The existence of an established order in nature

,.nL
"° /"^""^ « *'='^°™0' of our modern

lence. The e.xtension of science has vastlv
increased the range of our knowledge of tha^

I
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promise that storms sh.iU cease as well as come
according to His order. It is a mistake there-

fore to suppose that the Old Testament fails

to recognize orderly law in n.ature. The men
who lived so largely in touch with nature could

not fail to observe the reign of law, if not in

all things, at least in the greatest things of

the world around them.

When, therefore, their religious faith appre-

hended the immediate i)resence of God in all His

works, in the falling rain, in the thunder and

lightning, in the earthquake, in the ebbing and

flowing tide, and in the daily movements of

the sun, moon, and stars, it is not to be supposed

that this religious faith contradicted the idea of

fixed law. On the other hand, it clearly in-

cluded it, and recognized it as a manifestation

of the Divine attributes of wisdom, power, and

goodness. The order of nature, the energy of

all her movements, and the beneficent ends which

they served were all alike from God. Such is

the teaching of Psalm Ixv., civ., cxlv., and many
other Old Testament passages.

The peculiarity then of the view which^religh^

ous faitlLjakes of the relation of God to nature

pl^y he desrrjhed by the term immanency, used^

not in the Pantheistic senae cdLphysical contact,

or identity^but in the truly religious sense of^

_2erson al omnipresence. God is infinitely above

the creature, and independent of the creature.

But He is graciously present with the creature.

As Paul has it, "In Him we live, move, and
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have our being," " in Him all things consist," and

He is " upholding all things by the word of His

power."

The scriptural expression of this sense of the

presence of God in and to all His creatures is

not marked by the refinements of modern philo-

sophy. It says nothing of continuous creation or

of consensus. But it clearly contains at least

the common-sense recognition of the real being

granted to the creature, and the religious recog-

nition of the universal presence of God with that

being.

It is easy to unite this religious sense of the

presence of God in all nature, which is the primary

element of all nature religion, and even precedes

the conception of creation itself, with the doc-

trine of the Divine attributes, and to find in

God's constant relation to His world illustra-

tions especially of all the attributes of the first

and second classes ; and this is most amply

done both in the Old Testament and in the

New.

The mistake which opposes this religious view

of the presence of God in nature to the scientific

conception of fixed law arises on the religious

side from a narrow view which loses sight of the

infinite perfection of the Divine intelligence, and

calls in, in its ignorance, miraculous intervention

to solve every perplexity in the affairs of the

world, and even to answer all the short-sighted

desires of its prayers. On the other hand, it

arises from that atheistic conception of natural

f.

ss
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CHAPTER III

EXCURSUS ON THE RELATION OF RELIGIOUS
FAITH TO SCIENCE

4 If the principles which have guided us in our

study are correct, it will be seen that there can

be no antagonism oetween true religious faith

and true science. There need not be even the

appearance of conflict, if it is recognized that each

has its own field of truth, and its own Divinely

appointed means of learning that truth. The
intuitions of faith seek and find beyond nature a

firm foundation on which the heart may rest, to

which the will may yield its obedience and the

conscience its conviction of right, and to which

our whole being may render holy reverence, joy-

ful worship, and the deepest affection. This

foundation is eternal and immutable in its very

nature, for it is God.

The observations and inductions of science,

beginning with the senses and completed by the

processes of reason, seek for the finite, and the

changing, the progressive and orderly works of

God in time, and the law which governs that

order.

The test of truth here is fact ; and the fact is

43a
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reached by observation. Religion also demands

fact, for, although it finds its own field of truth

beyond the finite facts, yet it can only reach that

field through the facts. But for this purpose it

can take the facts as understood by the science

of any age, or even as observed by the " un-

tutored mind" of the unscientific man or the

savage himself. Science does, indeed, open up

new vistas to faith through the wonderful things

of the material world, or through the great laws

which marshal the facts of human life and

history. ButJbg-glggLLgsgeDiial, truths oLjgligiqn

^rfl in^'^pf''-"^'^"^ nf flip rf>finprr|fr|t<;^ and pgpprially

of_lh£_jtheories of science^ and are open to the

vision of faith in the rising and setting sun,

the starry firmament, the changing seasons, the

rolling sea, the refreshing rain, and the food and

gladness with which God fills even the sa\ ige

heart.

This is more evident, inasmuch as in all lands

teligion~-pr££edes science, and prepares the way-

{gx^ and gives the strongest stimulus to her work.

A modern scientist even ventures to remark that

nature reveals her deepest secrets to devout minds,

and if this be true, religion furnishes not only

stimulus but spiritual power for the work of

science. On the other hand, it is certainly true

that the devout scientist finds his religious emo-

tions quickened and his religious faith strength-

ened, if not even enlarged, as he stands in the

presence of nature's wonders as revealeo by the

telescope, the microscope, and the apparatus of

2 E
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our modern laboratories. His workshop verily

becomes a temple from which his religious heart

fervently worships God.

Faith and science are thus placed in God!§

orderjn the^most helpful and friendly of mutuaL
refations^ And it is only when a narrow faith

which mistakes the form or channel of its activity

for the inner truth, seeks to fetter science by im-

posing upon it the forms of a past age which

were accidentally associated with the record of

religious truth, that the appearance of conflict

arises ; or, on the other hand, when a science

which is without faith, in the pride of its dis-

coveries, denies God and imagines that it has

reached the eternal foundation of the universe

in some new law. Mistaken ideas will of course

conflict, both with truth and with each other

;

but truth, the truth revealed to faith, that re-

vealed to conscience, that revealed to our sense

of beauty, and that revealed to reason, and that

observed through the physical senses, which are

the servants of all the great spiritual faculties of

our being, truth is one, and has no conflict with

itself, for it is all_of God.

The inspired faith of the earlier ages was in

this respect far in advance of the theology and

dogmatism of our later times. The old time

men of faith did hesitate to accept the views of

nature of their time, honest views, views founded

in facts, and views substantially to their thoughts

embodying the facts. These were the vehicles

through which they reached the truth of faith,
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and by which alone, as we have seen, they could

express it to their fellow-men. But there is not

the slightest proof that, while embodying religi-

ous truth in the forms of thought and language

of their own time, they therefore intended to

impose these upon all time any more than

that they expected the Hebrew language to

be spoken in all lands and down to the end of

time.

But there was an advantage in the embodi-

ment of religious faith in forms of thought and

speech of the world's comparatively unscientific

youth. They still suit the thoughts of the great

majority of men, and they will always suit the

early thoughts of childhood. If the child is ever

to reach the highest life even of intellect, and

certainly the highest grade of spiritual life, the

foundations must be early laid in religious faith.

And down to the end of time the beautiful

presentations of nature, as opening up vistas

through which we can see God, which offered

themselves in all their freshness and glory to

the world's childhood, will fit the childhood of

each successive generation, and serve as their

first steps to all higher knowledge. Our children

will never be born full-fledged geologists or

palaeontologists, and the first of Genesis will

always be to them a more suitable lesson than

Darwin's " Origin of Species." We need only

take care not to mix with it a narrow dogma-

tism which does not belong to it.

There is also a practical lesson to be learned by

2 E #
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the religious faith of all the ages from this study.

We need not fear to link our religious faith with
^

the best science of our time. We need not do.

this in such a way as to make that science a

part of our faith. To do so would be to repeat

a fatal mistake of the past. But we need not

fear to keep pace with science, and to live in

hearty sympathy with every effort which it makes

by its own legitimate methods for the advance-

ment of knowledge. An attitude of suspicion

towards science is entirely unnecessary and pre-

judicial in every way to the cause of religious

truth. Science will, of course, refuse to stand-,

stilly Its continuous advance is itself a proof

of its imperfection as well as of its power. But

we are not freeing ourselves from that imper-

fection by clinging to the science of a past age

because it was once the handmaid of religion.

Our true attitude is to make the science _of_

to-day the very best, and the latest if the latest^

be best , the handmaid of religion for our ^own

age, i.e. the avenue through which we shall see

God" m TtTs works with the fresh, keeiL. vision

of new thoughts. From this point of view it

is not inappropriate that we devote a paragraph

of this excursus to

{^volution.

It is not possible for the theologian to ignore

the importance of evolution as the most influen^

tial scientific doctrine of our time. It has so

y^.
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largely shaped his own fields of study that

he cannot avoid it if he would ; and it has

proved itself so richly fruitful of results in every

field of scientific investigation, that to ignore

it is to deprive ourselves of the most potent

c^ all modern aids in our search for truth. It_

J iidthoiiJLjdDuht the most universal of the laws.

QiLjiaJ:ure_ as j^et discpve by man.__ Its_pjre_-

sence is equally rnanifest in the-ii-orki of matter,

IhsL.-worJil—of m i n d > . and . the world of history.

Its discovery can scarcely be credited to any

one man, though Darwin by its application to

the field of biology gave it a grand impulse.

But even in this field he, if the greatest of

the pioneers, was not absolutely first or alone
;

and we may trace back its influence as brooding

over the currents of human thought for centuries

! or even millennia. BuLin—the_Iast half centu ry /

!^t_Jias...stepped_into -the..Jhigh places of all know^
ledge, and clajmed an imperial sway over everjr^

„.fiekL_Qf .human _thqught_e>ccept one, the thought^

_gf_Xjod. Faijh asserts that He, the infinite, the,

, immutable, the eternal, changesjigi. What then

is the relation of this most wonderful conception

of modern science to religious faith ? If we
have read Gen. i. aright, it is a profound ancient

view of nature made a vehicle of sublime religious

truth. Is the modern view of the universe

capable of being similarly employed and of

giving us a fresh outlook upon the perfection

of God and the grandeur and glory of His

ways ? Or does it contradict the conception of
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,.,.,.

God and His attributes which we derive from

religious faith and religious inspiration ?

In seeking an answer to this question we
are not attempting a new demonstration of the

identity of Genesis with modern geology. All

such attempts are founded upon a mechanical

theory of inspiration, and upon what appears

to us a false premise that Genesis was a super-

natural anticipation of modern science. There
jrp, withnnt Hoiiht, remarkable _points of unitji

between Genesis and, our modern sciencej ^^ui.

_the._ ground of that unity lies, we believe, in.

Ihe-.fact that both are founded in nature^ and

that nature suggested the same ideas to the

profound thinker who lived in open-air com-

munion with her in ancient times, and to the

laborious student who has patiently traced the

steps of her history in modern times.

A narrow and dogmatic theology and a con-

ceited science equally dogmatic may both miss

this deeper ground of unity ; and half way
men of the same spirit may construct makeshift

reconciliations which the very next forward move-

ment of science will cause to tumble to the

ground. All this, we think, must be laid aside,

because not founded in simple truth. The clash-

ings of the extreme men are unnecessary because

arising from radical misconceptions, and the

reconciliations of moderate men are worse than

useless because they help to perpetuate the mis-

conceptions, while they provide no adequate and

permanent remedy for their results. We say this
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in no spirit of disrespect to the noble names
in science and tlieology who have made such

attempts.

Evolution as_ a scieatific conception, ix, as a^

^broad induction of the great facts of the universCj^

^ay be stated as follows :—

^

It is that law or order in nature under which

each successive phase or step of the movement
of the universe as a whole, and in each of its

parts, takes up into itself all that has gone

before, and adding thereto some new increment

of perfection passes onward to that which comes

after.

This definition is of course exceedingly general,

taking no account of decay and elimination, and

the struggle for existence and other processes by
which the great progress is carried forward.

It is quite evident that this broad conception

may assume an agnostic, an atheistic or material-

istic, a pantheistic or a theistic form, as it allies

itself with one or other school of philosophy. It

may also divest itself of all religious spirit and

find its whole satisfaction in the intellectual con-

ception which it has formed. This is no fault of

the scientific conception ; but of the man who has

imbibed an erroneous philosophy, or become dead

to religious feeling. It is as if a man stood be-

fore a magnificent statue employing his microscope

to observe the crystallisation of the marble.

But is there aught in the conception itself alien

from the religious spirit ? Can it not also lift the

soul to a Pisgah from which we may get vision of
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the unseen ? That this conception is not in con-

flict with the religious spirit, nay more, that it can

help to inspire the most devout and earnest faith,

is proved by the life of such a man as the late

Professor Drummond. May we not go further,

and venture to say that the religious spirit itself

has grasped the same idea in the case of St Paul
,

who, comparing the knowledge of God revealed

in Christ with the more imperfect light of preced-

ing ages, sees therein a Divine unfolding of an

eternal purpose of God. And may we not go

further and say that St Paul grasped this unfold-

ing, not as an outward and formal series of Divine

acts, but as the inner working of the living spirit

of God dwelling in the hearts of His people. It

was this vision of the evolution of t:he purpose of

the ageg in the sphere of spiritual life which called

out one of Paul's noblest exclamations of devout

doxology, " Now unto Him that is able to do ex-

ceeding abundantly above all that we can ask or

think according to the power that worketh in ns,

Unto Him be glory in the Church and in Christ

Jesus throughout all ages world without end.

Amen."

So tracing a moral evolution, which out of the

unbelief and disobedience and consequent rejec-

tion of the Jews, finds a new and higher life for

the Gentiles, and in turn will one day reach its

highest fulness by bringing in the Jews them-

selves, with a sweep of moral power which will

be nothing less than a new life from the dead,

thus making even decay and moral death work

f
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out a higher perfection ; he exclaims with a

transported vision of faith, " O the depth of the

riches both of the wisdom and of the knowledge

of God ! How unsearchable are His judgments,

and His ways past tracing out." Ending up with,

" For of Him, and through Him, and unto Him
are all things. To Him be the glory for ever.

Amen."
What is the modern doctrine of evolution but

the_jextension of these„£auline irleas. from this,

r h ighest sphere into all the lowcr-sphpros of God's /

'

. creative vvorl^j tjius extending the golden chain_^l

LoX_Divine purpose, the tracing of which awakened I

Jpaiil'c; Jiighest religious emotion, until it binds in -

Ojae all God's works and all God's ages, from first

_^to.last, and from the least to the greatest^

The fact seems to be that, so far from religion

being opposed to this conception, religion alone

gives it its highest perfection, makes its scope

truly universal. It is perhaps not too much to

say that its birth in the human mind first came
from the religious spirit, and of this same religi-

ous faith we believe it is destined to become the

noblest of helpers. On the other hand, estranged

from the fundamental truth of religious faith, it

becomes, not an evolution of ever-increasing glory,

but a mere endless permutation of blind forces,

working they know not from whence or whither,

a purposeless and irrational movement, an incom-

prehensible series of shifting identities, which con-

founds alike reason, faith, and every other sense

of truth.
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The Christian theologian may thus with all

boldness lay claim to this and all other modern
science as pillars in that great temple of truth,

in which religion is the throne of glory from
which God reigns supreme in His universe, and
on which He is worshipped in spirit and in

truth.

rl
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